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MaLITARY CURRICULM4 MATERIAiS

The military-developed curriculum Traterials in this course
package were selected. by the National Center for Research in
Vbcational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissem-
ination to the six regicnal Curriculum Ccordination Centers and
other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of
disseminating these courses was to make curriculum materials
developed by the military more accessible to vocational
educators in the civilian setting.

The course materials were acquired, evaluated by project
staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for .

_dissemination. Materials which were specific to the nilitary
were deleted, copyrighted materials were either witted or appro-
val for their use was obtained. These course packages contain
curriculum resource materials which can be adapted to support
vocational instruction and curriculum development.
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The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the ability oUdiverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob-
lerns relating to individual career planning,
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational prograrns and
products

Evaluating individual progom needs
and outcomes. ,

Installing educational programs and
products

Operating information systems and
services

Conducting leadership development and
training programs

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Curriculum Materials

WRITE OR CALL
Program information Office
The National Center for Research In Vocational

Education
The Ohio State University
1960, Kenny Rqad, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 614/486.3655 or Toll Free 800/

848.4815 within the continental U.S.
(except Ohio)
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Military
Curriculum Materials
Dissemination Is

an, activity to increase the accessibility of
military-developed curriculum Materials to
vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the identification and

iacquisition of curriculum materials in print
"s' form froM the Coast Guard, Air Force,

Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials is
provided through a-"Joint Memorandum of
Understanding" between the U.S. Office of
Education. and the Department of Defense.

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and Subject matter specialists, and courses
deemed applicable to vocational and tech-
nical education are selected for dissemination.

The Natiicinal Center for ReSearch in
VOcatiOcial Education is the U.S. Office of
Education's designated representative to
acquire the materials and conduct the project 4

activities.

Project Staff:'

Wesley E. Budke, Ph.D., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.
Project Director

What Materials
Are Available?

. 1..:%.1.

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to -the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and othee
'instructional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation.

Course materials include programmed
instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student workbooks apd technical
manuals.

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subject areas:

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &

Constructron
Trades

Clerical
Occupations

Communications
Drat ting
Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health
Heating & Air
Conditioning

Machine Shop
Management &
Supirvision

Meteorology &
Navigatiqn

Photography
Public Service

The number of courses and the subject areas
represented will expand as additional mate-
rids with application to vocational and
technical education are identified and selected
for dissemination.

How Can These
Materials Be Obtained?

.

a

Contact the Chrriculum Coordination Center
in your region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond to your request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to you.

cuninuaim cowilANA HOW abi rEns

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca S.Douglass

Director
100 North First Street
Springfield, IL 62777
217/782-0759

MIDWEST
Robert Patton
Director
1515 West Sixth Ave.
Stillviater, OK 74704
405/377 2 0 00

NORTHEAST
Joseph F. Kelly, Ph.D.
Director
225 West State Stteet
Trenton, NJ 08625
609/292.656;

NORTHWEST
William Daniels
Dbector .

[Wilding 17
Airdustrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504
206/753.0879

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Ph.D.
Director
Mississippi State University

Drawer DX
Mississippi State, MS 39762

601/325.2510

WESTERN
Lawrence F. H. Zane, Ph.D.

Director
1776 University Ave.
Honolulu, HI 96822
808/948.7834
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Course Description:

This is the first half of a courte to train the fire protection specialist. It providn training in firefighting and fire protection techniques for yse with
aircraft , structural and materials fires, and other emergencies. Topics covered in this.half of the course include introductions to safety-procedures,
protective clothing, first aid, emergency procedures, and firefighting equipment. This half of the course contains three blocks covering 94 hours of
instruction.

Block I Fire Protection Oblective; and Responsibilities contains seven lessons covering 28 hours of instruction. Five additional lessons
on study habits, communications security, military mission and organization, missiles and weapons fire protection, and publications
were deleted. The remaining lessons topics andjespective hours follow:

Fire Protection and Occupational Safety (3 hours)
Extinguishing Agents (lhours)
Principin and Theory of Combustion (6 hours)
Natural Cover Fires (3 hours)
Miscellaneous Firefighting (3 hours)
Operation and Servicing of Portable Extinvishers (6 hours)
Protective.Clothing (4 hours)

Block II Breathing Apparatus, R escue Carries and Emergency Fin: Aid contains thirteen lessons covering 34 hours of instructioh.

Block II, Orientation (.5 hours)
Breathing Apparatus (5.5 hours)
Rescue Carries (4 hours)
Intraluction to First Aid (1 hour)
Identification and Treatment of Shock (1 hour)
Swallowed Objects and Choking (1 hour)
Poisoning and Drugs (1 hour)
Identification and Treatment of Wounds (2 hours)
Identification and Treatment of Specific :njuries (2 hours)
Dressing;Beindaging and Splinting (6 hours)
Sudden Illness (1 hour)
Respiratory Emergencies and Artificial Respiration (5 hours)
Cardiopulmonary Resusciltion (4 hours)

Block III Structural Firefighting Equipmennand Accassories has seven lessons covering 32 hours of instruction. Many of the pieces of
equipment mentioned in these lessons are identified by military numbers, but the lessons can be adapted for similar equipment

used in the civilian sector.

Blocks III and IV, Orientation (.5 hours)
Operations, Maintenance and Mounted Equipment on the P-10 Rescue Vehicle (5.5 hours)
Pre-Fire Plans (2 hours)
Miscellaneous Rescue (4 hours)
Alarm Room Procedures and Operation (6 hours)
Structural Firefighting Accessories (8 hours)
Fire Prbtoction Hydraulics (6 hours)

This half of the course contains both teacher and student materials. Printed instructor materials include lesson plans with an outline of ttheteeshing

steps and a plan of instruction detailing the unit: of instruction, objectives, duration of the lessons, and support materials needed. Student materials

include throe study guides with objectives, text readings, and review questions; three workbooks with exercises; and one programmed text on

hydraulics.

Additional military manuals and corrrmercially produced texts are recommended as roferenass or texts, but,these are not provided. Audiovisual aids

iuggestad for use with the entire course consist of 29 films and 14 slide sets. This material can be p-,-.Inted in a group instruction setting or adapted

for (ndividualized study.
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MODIFICAiIONS

. / ,
_Jelr.61 1 0/C.., of this publication has (have) been,deleted in

adapting this material for inclusion in the "Tri'al. Implementation of a'
a

Model System to Provide Mflitary Curriculum Materials for. Use in Vocational'

and Technical Education." Deleted-material involves extensive use of

military forms, procedures, systems, etc. and vas not considered appropriate,

for use in vocational and technicaf education.
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PLAN OFINSTRUCTIOW(Cretimu.4
.. .

_

UNITS %If Id:Rt.:C.7.0N AND CRITERION 011ACTIVES ouRATION
,HOURS,

2

.

SuPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE3 .
c. Without reference, identify b ic

facts cone ..ing the progression'i. reer
ladder '71XO w 80'percent racy.'

d. . Without re identify basic
facts and princ concern the dutiis'and
responsibili s of AFSC 57130/51 -I 90 with

1

.

80 perce. accuracy.

. r/
"

1

. Fire Protection-Occivational Safety
.

a. Without reference, identify basic
facts and principles relatirg tq the objectives
of-industrial safety with 80 percent accuracy.

(
b. Without reference, identify safe and

unsafe procedures involGed in perf2rming station
duties with 80 percent accuracy.

c. Wlthout reference, identify safe and
unsafe procedures involved.in the wearing of
protective clothing.with 80 percent accuracy.

. .

d. Without reference, identify: safe and
unsafe procedures pertaining to mounting fire
prqtection vehicles ,with po percent accuracY.

.

e. Vithout reference, identify safe and
unsafe procedures involved in fighting fires
with 80.percent accuracy.

.

.

.

.
'

.

3

Day 3

.

.

1\10157130-1-SG-104,

'

Audio Visual Ai s
Charts

Training Methods

Discussion/Demonstration (6'hre)p

Instructionallnvironment/Design
, Classroom (Chrs)

Instructional Guidance
.

Define relationship between Air Force Career Piogram, the Air FOrce Fire
Protection Cireer Field, and how they relate to the overall ission of
the Ai; Force. Ankwer questions on the Career Field Progression PT
as required. Stress energy and materiels conservation.

. .
.

Column I Reference STS Reference
.: 4a 3a

!

.,4b 3b(2)
:' 4c 36(5)

44 36(3)
.

4e 3b(1)

Instructional Materials
.

Fire Protection Occupational Safety
AFR 92-1

Audio Visual Aids .

35me Slides, Carousel Set 1104, Fire Protection Occupational Safety
'4Fi1m: TF 1-8193, "Meet Mr. Aoise"

Training Methods

Discussion/Demonstratica (3 hrs)
.

'

Instructional:Environnentpesign
Classroom (3 hrs).

.

,

.

.

PLAN Of INSTRUCT:Oh %:. 3ABR57130-1
DATE 7 Jul 75 I &Loot No. I PAGE NO,

....
ATC 33YAMAR 73

a
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PL.4/46FINSTRUCTION(Coatinue4
.

.,..
UNITS OF NSTa .1 :s. Ls.:: ZETERION CIEJECTII/ES . r:VIATI.Gts

'HOURS:
. .

SUPPOR' vAERIALS AND GUIDANCE

.--

. Extinguishing Akents

a. Without reference, idntify principles
relating to suppression, control and extinguish-N
sent of fires. Eighty percent of the principles
must be identified correctly.

.

b. Without reference, identify the char-I
acteristics of extinguishing agents by 'matching
proper agents to classes of fires and associated,
,hazarde with 80 ;ercent accuracy.

,

,

i

.
t

.

3
-

Day 3

Instructioual Guidance
Relate the subject to the fire protection clieer fie10. Safetyduringall phases of fire protection operations must be observed dUe to extreme
hazards whichLamly be encountered.

Cover noise hazards associated with-
the Fire Protection Career Field. Stress energy and materials,
conservation.

Column I Reference ' STS,Reference
5a Sh
5b 5c

.

Instructional Materials
%A2R57130-1-SG -105, Extinguishing Agents
APR 92-1 , -

Audio Visual Aids
Charts

.

.

Trainine.Equipment
,.

Trainers Electrical Conductivity, S/NO2 (10)
Laboratory Equipment (10)

e
Samples of Extinguishing Agents (10)
. .

.

Training Methods

Discussion/Demonstration (3 hrs)

Instructional Environment/DesiAn
Classroom (2 hrs),

Laboratory (1 hr)

Instructional Guidance
Stress safety in use,of CO2 in confined areas and water on electrical
fires.4 Assure that the laboratory equipment and trainer are properly
cleaned up after the demonstration. Notify the instructor-supervisor
when the samples of exCinguishing agents run lad. Stress energy and
matirials'conservation.

,

FLosoFvisseucricmmc. 3A3RS7130 -1' . °Ave 7 Jul 75 &LOCK NO. I
PAGE NO. 4 ...

ATC F ORM 337414
*.?

=NEVIOGS EDITIONS OSSOLIETC.
U.S, 0P0* 11173-175.403/1711

!MOW

(Final cAvy - 4 X 10h) What tidigclion Ms (ideas Fru alei this Mtn
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PLANOFINSTRUCTION(Csdiaw.4

UNITS OF INSTRUCT tON ANO CR1161800 OBACTIVES CURATION
MOUES:

SuPPCRT I4ATERIALa AND GUIDANCE '
-.

. Principles and Theory of Combustion

a. Without riference, identify principles
relating to chemistry and physics of combustion.
Eighty percent of the principles must be
identified correctly.

b. Mithout reference, identifychar--
'acteristics and hazards of flammable materials
with 80 percent accuracy.

,

r

,

,

.

.

6

Day 4

,

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
6a 5a
6b 5d

.

.

Instructional Materials
r- 3ABR57,130 -1 -SC-106, Principles and Theory of CombustionAIR 92-1

.

.
.

Audio Visual Aids
Film: TIPI 52778, "Fire Prevention, Know Your Hazards"
Film: CF16, "Science of Fire"

,

Charts

Training Equipment
Trainers:

Fire Triangle; 3168 (10)

Combustible.Hazard Xit, 0004 (10)
. Vapor Trough, 3163 (10) _

Desk, Laboratory, 8250 (10)
Oxygen and bottle (10) e

Various Laboratory Test Items (10)
Gloves (10)

,

Flammable Materials (10)
Butane and Bottle (10)

.

Training Methods

Discussion/Demonstration (5 hrs)
Performance (1 hr)

.

Instructional Environgint/Design
Classroom (4 hrs)
Laboratory (2 hrs)

.PLANOFFNSTRUCTIONNO. 3A8R57130-1 tun 7 Jul 75 ELOCK NO. I PAGE NO. 5 ,

ATC

0..40

F ORM
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continuo4
. .

my Ts ze %!-a.::::;:,p. AT.!;.:glITERION MEC MIES :VRATION
NOUPS!

' SUPPOIti MAT EkIALS AND EU DANZT.

..

7. Natural :aver Fires

-

a. Without reference, identify princi-
plea involved in natural cover firefighting.
Eighty percent of the principles muit be
identified iorrectly.

.

). Wir'nc: reference, identify the prin-
ciples inveWad in various methods of controlling
and extinguishing natural cover fires. Eighty
percent of the principles must be identified
correctly.

c. Without reference, identify principles
relating to the tools and equipment used in
natural cover firefighting. Eighty percent of
the principles must be identified correctly.

.

,

,

,

...

3'

Day 5

,

Instructional Guidance
.

Safety ptocedures during all phases'of demonstration should be stressed.
Point-should also be made that all.demonstrations are simulations of

,actual situations which can and will occur in the field. Keep students
at'a safe distance 'from the laboratory desk. Inform the class leader
that he is to notify the instructor-supervisor should .the instructor
need assistance in an eiergency. - Stress energy and ilaterials conservatio

ta

Column I Reference STS Reference
la .' la .

.7b 7c
Ns,

7c 76
. ,,,

Instructional Materials. -
3AER571.30-l-SG-l07, Natural Cover Fires

"

liFit.92-1 ,

,
.

iudio Visual Afds:
.

,

Film: TVL 57-20, "Firelighting Hand Tools"
Charts

Training Methods

Discussi6n/Demonstration (3 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (3 hrs)

. --
..

.Instructional Guidance

Stress that ffrefighters should not start a back fire without the .
approval of the senior grefighter present. Stress that wind, contour
.of the land, type and abundance of fuel will often determine the method
used to control and/or extinguish a natural cover fire. Stress energy
and materials consertation.

PLAN OF iNSTF.,GT3GA %;:. 3a1t57130-1
DATE 7 J41 75 1 atocx NO. I PAGE NO.

,..---...---....

ATC F .3RM
9' 77 337A

01.1

IsEVIOUS EDITIONS MOULTS.
U.S. GPO: 11173-779.1S3I se
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continual')

UNITS OF r4)7.7,..:7ON AND MI [RION OBJECTIVES DURATION
OKRAS)72

,
SUFPORT vATERIALS AND CUIDAUCE

3

. Miscellaneous Firefighting

..._

a. Without reference, identify principles
involved ip miscellaneous firefighting. Eighty
percent of the principles must be identified
correctly.

A.

b. Without reference, identify the prin-
ciples involved in various methods of controlling
and extinguishing miscellaneous fires. Eighty
percent of the principles must be identified
correctly.

c. Without reference, identify principles
related to the tools and equipment used in
miscellaneous firefighting. Eighty percent of
the principles must be identified correctly.

.

. Missiles and Weapons Fire Protection

a. Given pictures of 10 symbols and
markers relating to firefighting tactics,
identify each symbol and marker with minimum
instructor assistance.

.

b. Without reference; identify the
hazards created by Feapons and the principles
and tactics of fighting fires containing
weapons. Eighty percent of the hazards, prin-
ciples and tactics must be identified correctly.

,

1

3

Day 5

. -

6

Day 6

1

Column I Reference STS Reference
8a- 7a

7c
8c 7b,
Instructional Materials
3ARR57130=1-SG-108, Miscellaneous Firefighting
AFR 92-1 . .

.

Audio Visual Aids
'

35mm Slides,.Carousel Set #108, Miscellaneous Firefighting

Training Methods
.

Discussion/Demonstration (3 hrs)
0

.

Instructional Environment/Design
.

Classroom (3 hrs)

Instructf.onal Guidance .

Define the difference between a miscellaneous type fire from other types
of fire which may be encountered in the Air Force. Identify basic types
and tactics on how to combat a miscellaneous type fire. Stress energy
and materials conservation.

Coluun 1 Reference STS Reference '

9a 8b
/

9b ita 1

9c . 8. 2
9d 8a0
9e 8a 4 .

9' . 8c
,

Instructional Materials

'3ABR57130-1-SG-109, Missiles and Weapons Fire Protection
'31,11157130-1-WI-109, Missilee and Weapons Fire Protection
'q3A16R57130-1-PT-109, Ridistion Hazards for Firefighters
. AFR 92-1

.

.

NIPLAN OF STPUZT'ON %Z.
3A3R5 7130-1 DATE sotr so.7 Jul 75 1 PAGE NO. 7a '

PREVIOUS IOITICNS OSSOLETE.
U.I.GPOt 111173-.7711.4111/10119 ,(Finol Copy 14% 1 X 11A)
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. PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Cominue4
.

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CT MOH ORO Cilia S, , .
.

MCDRS

.

.

. SUPPOR r MATE Li AND CD.`A4CE.

C. Without reference, identify the hazards
created,by munitions and principles and tactics
of fighting fires containing munitions. Eighty
percent of thethezards, principles and tactics
must be identified correctly.

d. Without reference, identify the hazirds
created by explosives and the principles and
tactics of fighting fires containing explosives.
Eighty percent of the hazards, principles, and
tactics must be identified correctly.

e. Without reference, identify the hazardR
created by NBC materials and the principles
and tactics of fighting fires containing MiC
materials. Eighty percent of the hazards,
principles and ;actics must be identified
correctly.

f. Without reference, identify decon-
tamination procedures used when various types
of contamination hazards are encountered with
80 percent accuracy.

10. Operation and Servicing of Portable
Extinguishers

a. .Given a portable fire extinguisher ,

and Wil, inspect the extinguisher.in

accordance with workboOk checklist.

b. Without reference, identify pro-
cedures for repairing or replacing parts on
extinguishers. Eighty percent of the procedures
miAt LC identified correctly.

,

,

.

6

Day 7

.

..

-

Audio Visual Aids
c

Film: TFI 5423, "Atomic Weapons and Fire"
.

Charts

Training Methods
.

Discussion/Demonstration (5 hrs)
Performance Xi hr)

Instructional Environment/Design
2 Classroom (4.5 hrs)
' Laboratory (1.5 hrs)

.
,

! Instructionol Guidance
i Use symbols and markers from the workbook. Stress importance to each °
. individual of knowing and understanding when and why symbols, miikers

and placards are used. Explain the major hazard to the firefighter
when special weapons are involved In an accident or incident that involve
high explosives. ,Stress energy and materials conservation.

.

., .

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
10a 6a
10b -a.
10c 6b

10d 3b(1), 6c
.

Instructional Materials

-43A8R57130-1-SG-110, Operatice and Servicing of Portable Extinguishers
64 3A3R57130,1-W11-110, Operation and Servicing of Portable.Extinguishers

APR 92-1

- ..

,. .

q

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NG. 3A3R57130-1 DATE .7 Jul 75 I Soo( No. I 1 PAGE NO. 8
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continual .

NITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CMTERION OBJECTIVES

.
.

'DURATION
(HOURS) SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE3

c. Given a portable fire extinguisher
and WS, recharge the extinguisher in
accordance with workbook chechliit, while
observing all safety, preCautions.

d. Given a portable fire evtinguishar and
-NR, perform operational test on extinguisher
by completely extinguishing a fire with minimum
instructor assistance. All safety precautions
will be observed.

'

.

*

11. Fire Protection Tublications
. .

a. Given AIR 0-2, locate standard pub-
ligation numbers and titles in index type
publications with minimum instructor assistance.

.

6
Day 8

Audio Visual Aids
Filmf FLC 16/101, "Portable Extinguishers"
Charts . 9

.

.

TrainingLEguipment

Standard Air Force Extinguishing Agents (5)
Floor Scales (10)
Hi Pressure CO2 Transfer Pump (10)

.- .

Tilting Radv(10)
Standard Air Force Fire Extinguishers (5)
Hi Presiura CO2 lottles

.

liiniaturMiurn fans (5)
.,

Training Methods

Discussion/Demonstration (2 hrs) .

Performance (4 hrs) ....

InstructionahEnvironment/Design
Classroom (1.5 hrs)

.

0Laboratory (4.5 hrs)

,Instructional Guidance
.

Stress safety while servicing extinguishers. Allow students to opei-
ationally test extinguishers on a small live fire. No protective clothin
is necessary because during actual use of extinguishers protective
clothing would normally not be used. Assure that the miniature burn
area is "policed" after operations. Stress energy and materials

.

conservation.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference ,

lla 4d .

,11b 4e
.

llc 4f
lld 4b
Ile 40

.

Ilf *a

,
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.

, . .

. PLAN OF 'INSTRUCTION tCeetimia,4

.:.,.t.-ii OFANsT RUCTION AND 1.1111TERION 011.1ECTIVES ,DA-DUTION
MOURD

.
o

, . SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

,
.

b. Givenan'IFSTA manual, locate. mit
recoot the page numbers tor specific items-of
information in cerl.lercial.publidations. No .

errors are porlitte'i.

4- ...

"

c. Given a-standard iF publication,
locate,and'record the page numbers for-apecific
-items of-information with nininuss instructor.
assistance.

.

d. Given technical Order Index 0-2-1,
:0 0 -1 -13'and TO 0-1-36, locate technical

,order numbers and titles in index .type
technical orders with-nininum instructor
assistance. ,

. els

e. Given TO 36Al2 -8 -114, locate and
reterd the page numbers for specific maintenance
zperatiOns and inspection data with-minimum'

'. instructor assistance.
. .

.

f. Without rekarenc tclentify basic

procedures-for meiniiining erence files
uith 80 percent accuracy. .

,

.

,

.:. Protective Clothing :..

, ,

a." Given firefighting protective clothing,
inspect prOteciive clothing. Protective clothire
uill be maintained according'to locally
established pnlicy as requirsd. v

4

Day 9.

,

,

'

Instructional Materials
r4 3.0157130 -1 -SG-111, Fire-Protection Publications

' 341R57130-1-111-111, Fire Protenion Publications '

AFR 0-2, Muierical Index of_Standard-and Recurring Air Force Publications
TO 0-2-1, Alphabetical Lilting of EquiPment and Technical Publications
Number Groups

., .

-TO 0-1-36,, Numerical Index (36 Category).
,

TO 0,4-13,-Numericai,Indes-(13 Category)
TO 36A124 -13 -1,1ruck, Firefighting Type, A/S32P -2
Eximile, IFSTA Manual
AFR'92 -1

Audio Visual Aide
Film: 'TYI 5890, "Right the First Tine"
Charts ,

Irainina Methods
.

Discussion/Demonstration.(4 hrs)
Perfornante-(2 hie)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (3 hr.) ------\

,
1Laboratory (3 hrs)

. ..
,

/
.

Instructional Guidance

Emphasize'that:technical data shouid be the prime source of information
for ell/Phases of planning and operation for all Air Force personnel.
Indexei-used do not have to be current; 'only icope is taught. However,
all/ exindes should be of the same date so that all students are locating
the same areas and pages when participating during the performance.

//Stress energy and materials conservation. \
.

.

Column-1 Reference STS Reference
,12a, 12b 13a(3) .

,

instructional Materials ,..

-I 3A8R57130 -1 -SG-112, Protiitive Clothing
.

`43A1R57130-1-WW-112, Protective Clothing .

AFR 92-1 -
,

P.4.4 iiii 'Ns+ aucrioN No. 3au37130.4
...., ., ,
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4

. ,

PI.AN OF INSTRUCTION tCoofinv.4
.

-UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECIIVES

_.,

.

DIAAT:3N
MOM'

_

. _
.

_

SUPPORT-Aaterii4,..i Ate 3., ?INCE.
._

b. Given firifighteing_protective clothing,
don protective clothing within two minutes.

-

0

.

.

2

Day 9
(1.5)

(.5)

_

i

Training Equipment

Complete sat of special protective clothing (10) .
Structural Helmet (10)

.

Example set of Worn/damaged protective clothing (10)
.

; Training.Methods'

tiscussion/Demonstration (1.hr)
i

Performance (3 hrs)
.

Instructionul'Environment/Design
Classropla_(.,5 hr)-_ -

1 Laboratpr-(y3.5-hrs), _

instructional Guidance
.:.

,

.

13.. Measurement Test and Test Critique

,

a. Measurement Test

b. Test Critique

.

. Stress thit two'minutes is allowed for donning of protective Clothing in
the training situation, but that an operational fire station.requires a
much quicker reaction time. Inform the students that they will receive
more training in-this area in order to increase their proficiency to meet
operational dessands. Stress energy 4ad materials conservation.

1 '

,

\

.

,

.
_

.

.

1,

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 1141157130-1.
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tt"

/I/
COURSE:TITLE " , .

.

\,

PLAXOFINSTRUCTION
Fire Protection Specialist

.

Eil.::..:k TITLE

.Breathing Apparatus, Rescue Carries and Emergency First Aid

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OS:ECT YES DURATION
OfOURSI

2 SUPPORT NAT ERIALS AND GUIDANCE .3
,

if

Block II, Orientation

a. Block Content
.

.

b. Safety

c. Energy Conservation

.

.
.

.

,

.
,

.

. Breathing Apparatus

I
,

a. Given-a self-contained breathing-
apparkius, don and operate apparatus in .

accordance with technical order data.
--.. .

b. Given a self-contained breathing
apparatus, inspect and service apparatns in
accordance with technical order data.

.k
.

.
.5

Day 10

.

5.5
Day 10

,

,

Column. I Reference STS Reference

,

f

-

-
. .

.

from the course orientati.

conservation. Assure
training for their new,

.
.

.

..

.

.

la, lb, lc None
,

Instructional Materials w
.

'3AIR57130-1 -SG-201, Block II, Orientation

Trainim Methods ,

Discuseion Demonstration (.5 hr)

Instructional Environment/Design
'Classroom (.5 hk)

,

Instructional Guidance

Reemphasise policies.and procedures as required
Place additional emphasis on energy and materials
that students are motiVated in continuing the
career.

.

Column 1,Referemce STS Reference
2e, 2b 12a

.
.

Instructional Materials
4 3ABR57130-1 -SG-202, Breathing Apparatus
TO 14S5 -7 -1, Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus

, Audio Visual Aids
Charts
Film: TVL 57-26, "Scott Air Pak"

.

Training Equipment
.

Breathing Apparatus (5) ,

High Pressure Air Compressor, (10)

.

:: msraucnowmo. 3A3157130-1 DATE 7 JUI 75 IlLOCR NO, II
PAGE NO. 4.3
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (C.olinv.4 .

UNITS Of touraac Cm AND CIHTERICH OIJECTIVES DURATION
(HOURS%

2

.

SUPPORT HATEIVAI S AND GUIDANCE,

,

. Rescue Carries
_

,

a. Given a victim identified as requiring
emergency rescue and/or shlrt distance trans-
for, perform rescue carriei. Procedures
utilited must be in accordance with the
Am4,ilcan National led Cross First Aid Manual
and IFSTA 109 Manual. All procedures must be
strictly adhered to.

.
,

.

-

4

Day 11

.

,

Tralning.Methods
i Discussion/Demonstration (1.5 hrs)

Parforsance (4 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design
. Classroom (1 hr).

Laboratory (4.5 hrs)
.

:nstructional Guidance

Vse.extreme caution when operating the breathing apparatus. Hake sure
the breathing apparatus fits properly. Stress safety:as applicable4hile
operating the.air co.pressor. Streis energy aid materials-conservLtion.

.
.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
3a- 12b

Instructional Materials
43A3R57130-1 -SG-203,, Recue Carries
Ihe American National Red Cross First Aid Manual
IFSTA #109, Fire Service First Aid Practices

Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies Set #203, Rescue Carries

TrainincEnuipment
'12 X 14' Salvage Cover (10)

' Straight Rack Chair (Industrial Type) (3.0)
Stretcher (10)
PiketPole (5) .

, Bunker Coat (5)
, ,

Training Methods

Discussion/Deminstration (2 his)
Performance (2 hrs)

,

1
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.
. . ,

. x
. rLAH OF MISTRUCTION iC,,inu.4

...

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION 0111JECTIvES cupelom
:HOURS'

-
\ . .

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE
3 .\

I

. Introduction'to First Aid

I. Given a victim identified as having
been in an accident, demonstrate procedures foi
checking victims for injuries. Procedures util
suit be in accordance with the'AmericawNational
Red Cross First Aid Manual and IFSTA 109 Manual.
All procedures must be accomplished with
-minimum instructor assistance.

.

1

Day 11

ed

-

N
Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (1 lir) \ -

LaboratorF.(3 hrs) \
'

Instructional Guidance,

Stress safety, proper handling of\simulated injured personnel to prevent
further injury and the'need for use'of equipment and clothing provided.
Students will be used throughout th* first aid.also as imulated victims.
Stress energy and materials conservation.

,

.

Column l'Reference STS Reference
4a

.

121

,..,

.--.
Instructional Materiils

3A1157130 -1 -SG-204, Introduction to First Aid '

American National Red Cross First Aid.Manual
IFSTA #109

Audio Visual Aids .

Transparencies, Set #204, Introduction to first Aid,
i .

TraininALEquipment .

Casualty Tit (10)
First Aid Equipment (10)

,

Training *diode
Discussion/Qmmestration (.5 hr)
Ferfornifice (.5 hr)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom_(.5zhr)--

, .

--Libiratory.(.5 hr)

,
-. -

.

,

. ' r
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3A1107130-1 DATE 7 Jul 75 2.:11LOCK NO. II !NAGE NO. , , 15 ---..
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, PLA4 OF.INSTRUCTION(Geatieve4

.

.J.I4 IS OF NsI1ucTi3m AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

,

DURATION
itIOURS) ,

. SUPPORT MATERI&LS AND GuIDANCE
3

.

5. Identification and Treatment of Shock

. - .

a. Given a victim identified as being is,-
ihock, demonstrate_prOcedures to prevent or
reduce shock. Procedures utilised must be in
accordance with the American National Red Cross
First Aid Manual and IFSTA 109 Manual. All
procedures must be accomilished with,ainimum
instructor assistance.

:

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

1

Day 11

.

-

A

. .

InstruCtional GuidanCe .
. .

Stress,the impnrtance of knaaing how to administer emergency first aid.
,Allow students to identilY simulated victims requiring first aid treat-
ment. Use the cisualty kit to simulate victilis: Stress energy and
materials conservatiOn.

,
, /

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
5a ' 12j .

.

Instructional Maierials ,

f4 3AIR57130-1 -SG -205, Identification and Treatment of Shock
'American National Red Cfoas First Aid Manual
IFSTA #109 ,

.

.

Audio Visual Aids
.

Transparencies, Set 1205, Identification and Treatment of Shock
,

f
Tralnine Equipment

.Casualty Kit (10)
°First Aid Equiiment (10),

u
. .

,

TraininkMetlads .

Discussion/Demonstration (.5,hr)
%:::.-formante-G5'hi.) ,

,I.
.

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (.5 hr)
Laboratory (.5 hr),

.

In rui_atct.1e_onalGuidce:... -

Use the cisualty kit to assist in simulating a victim requiring the; need
for treatmeni,of shock. Use the emergency first aid equipment aireiliiirei,

A....1Stress energy and materiels conservation.
, .

.
.

, .
.
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PLANOFINSTRUCTIOH(ContinO4

LN.TS OSTRUCTION AND CMTERION 011JECTIVES

.

DuRATIoN
'HOURS%

2..

- . .

SUPPCRT us TERIAL i AND GUIDANCE

. Swallowed Objects and Choking

i. Without reference, identify pro-
cedures for administering emergency firit aid
treatment for swallowed objects and choking.
Eighty percent of ,the-procedures must be
identified correctly.

,
4

.

t

.

Y. Poisoninvand-Drugs-

1

p Day 12

.

1

Dey..12

Column 1 Reference STS Refernce
6a 12j

Instructional Materials
.

N3ABR57130-1=SG-206, Swallowed Objects and Choking
American National Red Cross First Aid Manual

,

Audio Visual Aids
.

Transparencies, Set #206, Swallowed Objects and Choking

.

Training Methods .

Discussion/Desonstratt9n (1 hr)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (1 hr)

.

Instructional Guidance
4

Stress the importance of being able to identify a victim iuffering from
swallowed objects.and choking and the.treatment required. Stress enerry
and materials conservation.

,

'

ColUsin-1- Reference.' STS-Rifititiei

a. tithout reference, identify procedures
for administering emergency first aid for
poisoning. Eighty percent of the procedures
must bd identified cbrrectly.

b. Without reference, identify procedures
for emergeniy first aid.treatment for drugs.
Eighty percent of the procedures must be
identified correctly.' -

4,

7a, 7b 12j
.

. .

Instructional Materials
.

,'41 3AI157130-1 -SG-207, Poisoning aild Drugs e

American National Red Cross First Aid Manual
American Druggist Counterdoses for the Home

.

Audio Visual Aids \

Transparencies, Set 0207, Poisoning and Drugs

Training Methods '

Discussion/Demonstration (1 br)
/

.
,

PLAN OP INSTRUCT!ON NO. 3AIR57130-1. DATE 7 Jul 75 &LOCK NO. II PAGE NO. 17
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,

. PLANOFINSTXUCTION(Contiouo4
t

,

UNITS OF ,NSTRuCVJON AND CRITEMON ORRECTIvES

_ . .

,...,
Nt".:11S,

-. .4u1DPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE
3

,

.

,

..

S.

. -

Identification and treatment of Wounds
,

-a. Given,a victim, identified as having
a wound, demonstrate procedures fOr the pre-
vention Of contamination and the control of
bleeding. Procedures utilized must be in
accordance with the, American National Red Cross
First Aid"Manual and the IFSTA 109 Manual. All
,procedures must be accomplished with minimum
instructorassistance.

. .

,

.

.

1
.

.

. .

,

2

Day 12

.

. ,

Instructional Enviroament/Design .

Classroom (11r)
.

Instructionaktuidince ,

Stresi the inportance of identifying correctly either drug 94erdosege or
.poisoniUg of a victim'. Stress the importance of proper treatment vf the
Victim' to preclode.further complications. Stress energy and materials
conseriration. . 0
A

.
A

i

- Column 1 Reference STg Reference

J
fla 12j

Instructional Materials -

3A11.57130-1 -SG -208, Identification and Treatment of Wounds
_American National Red Cross First Aid Manual
IFSTA 0109-

Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies; Set 0208, Identification and Treatment of Wounds

.

.
.

Training Equipment
Casualty Kit .(10)

.First Aid EqUipment (10)

Trainin Methods .

Discussion/Demonstration (1 hr)
Performance (1 hr)

Instructional invironment/Design' ,

Classroom (.5 hr) .

Laboratory (1.5 hrs)
0 ,

. .

sInstructional Guidance
.

.

.

Stress identification and treatment of different types.of weunds. Use

the casualty kit and first aid Aquipment as required. Stress energy
and materials conservation. .

. .

. 0
.
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. PLANUDFINSiitUICTUNN(Coofissyeil

0NITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION 011FCTI:ES
.I-

!ultimo.
INOURS;

2

'

SUPPORT 'MATERIALS AND qtr: ANCE

.

-9. Identif4ation and.Treatment-of Specific

, Injuries .

a. Without feference,.identifrpro-
cedures for adadhistering.emergency first aid
'for burns. 'Eighty percent of the pzocedures

, 41ust be. identified'correctly.

b. iiithout refekence, identify procedurel
for adednisiering emergency first aid for frost

!die and-cold.exposure. Eighty percent of the
procedures muit be identified correctiy.

c. Without reference, identify procedures
for administering emergency first aid treatment,
forleat stroke, heat-craMps and heat exbiustio,
Eighty percent of the procedures qusi be identi

fied correctly.,
,

.

10. Dressing, Bandaging and.Spltsting
.

a. Given a victhe identified as needing

a aressing or bandage, demonstrate-procedures for
iPpiying a dressing or"bendage.. Procedures
utilized must be in accordance with the Mericani
.National Red-Cross First Aid Manual. All pto-

cedurei must be accomplished'with minimum in -
structoi assistance. .

2
Day 12

.

.

6
Day 13

Column ',Reference STS Reference .

9a,9b,,, 9c: ..- 12j

InstrUCtional Materials
3ABR57130 -1-SG-209, Identification and Treatment of Specific Injuries

.

American National Red Cross First-Aid Manual

.

Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies, Set /209, Identification and Treatment of Specific

-Injuries ,

.

Training Equipment r

Casualtyliit (10)
First Aid Equipment (10)

.

Training Methods

.
Diicussion/Demonstration (1 hr)

Perforeance (1 hr)

InstructionalInvironment/Design
Classroom (.5 hr).

: ,Laboratory (1.5.bra)

, .

Instructional Guidance
Stress identification and treatment of the three classes of burns,

iijuriei from cold or heat exposure. Use the caivalty kit and first aid

equipment as required. Stress energy and materials conservation,

Cohan 1.Reference STS Reference
.

,

,10a, 10b, 10c' 12j

.
.

Instructional Mstirials .

Ns
3ABR57130 -1 -SG-210, Dieising, Bandaginivand Splinting
American Nationai Red Crois, First Aid Manual

IFSTA 1109 . .

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3ADR.57130-1 DATE 7 Jul 75. *LOCK /40. II . PAGE NO. 19
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.5

oPLAN OF INSTRUCTION ICHuirwedl

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION 0112ECitvES DJRATION
5NOURV

3
SUPPORT NATERIALS 4N0 GUIDAWEE

b. Given a victimidentifiedee needing
a tourniquet, demonstrate procedureefor
applying a tourniquet. Procedures utilised:
must be inaccordinct with the American National
Red Cross First Aid Manual and the IFSTA 109
Manual. All procedures must be ac-iomplished
with minimum instructor assistaice.

c. Given first aid equipment, and a
victim identified as having a fracture, demon-
strate procedures for administering first aid
for fractures. Procedures'utilized must be in
accordance.with the American NationaLled Croix
First Aid Manual and IFSTA Manual 109 with
minimum instructor assisiance.

,11. Sudden Illness

a. Without reference, identify procedures
for administering 'emergency first aid for sudden
illnesses. EightY percent of the procedures mu
be identified correctly.

Audio Visual Aids 41
Transparencies, Set 0210, Dressing,,Bandaging and Splinting

Training Equipment
Casualty Kit (10)
First Aid Equipment (10)

Training. Methods

Discussion/Demonstratinn (3 hil)
i Performance (3 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Demi/a
Classroom (2 hrs)5
Laboratory (4 hrs)

Instructional Guidance

Stress the'importance of using correct methods in dressing or bandaging
e wound. Stress that first mid consists of just splinting the fracture
in place until a doctor Can sit Abe fracture. Use ihe casualty kit and
first aid equipment as required. Stress energy and materials
conservation:D.

1 Column 1 Reference STS Reference
Day 14 lla 12j

Instructional Materials
3ABR57130-1 -SG-211, Sudden Illness
American National Red Cross First Aid Manual

Audio.Visual Aids
Transparencies, Set 0211, Sudden Illness-

\
Training Methods

Discusiinn/Demonstration (1 hr)

LAN OF INSTRUCTION sd. 3A1R571.30=l
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-

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION ,C4ntiowaill .

..4TS '.')F NSTRUCTION AND CRITERION (33,ECTA ES DURATION
(HOURS) SUPPORT MATERIALS AND (7,0:ANCE

, ,

,

12. Respiratory Emergencies and Artificial
--Respiration

a. Given a resuscitation manikin,
memonstrate procedures for administering
attificial respiration. Procedures utilized
muit be in accordance with the American National
Fad :..toss First Aid Manual And IFSTA 109 Manual,
A:1procadures must be accbmplished with minimum
imstructor assistance.

b. Given a resuscitation manikin, WE
and resuscitation device, demonstrate inhalation
procedures. Procedures utilized must be in
accordance with the WE checklist. All pro-
..cedures must be strictly4adhered to, with help

from the.instructor on difficult areas.

c. Given a resuscitation manikin, WE
and resuscitation device, demonstrate aspiration
procedures...Procedures-utilized must be in
accordance with the WE checklist. All procedures,

mcst be, accomplished with minimum instructor
assistance.

.
,

,

Instructional Environment/Desien
Classroom (1 hr)

. .

Instructional Guidance .

Stress the importance of xorrect identification in cases of s dden
illnesses and the importance of proper first aid procedures. Stress

.enargy and materials conservation.

5 Column 1 Reference STS Reference
Day 14

,

4

12a. 12b, 12c 12j

Instructional Materials .

-

"3A3R57130-1-SG-212, Respiratory Emergencies and Artificial Respiration
3A1R57130-1-101-212, Respiratory Emergencies-and Artificial Respiration
American National Red Cross First Ard Manual
IFSTA .#109

Audio Visual Aids

'

.

Films:,,

'4TF 6296, "Mouth-to-Mouth Resuscitatfon"
"ITT 6555, "Save that Life" .

Transparencies, Set 1212, Respiratory Emergencies.and Artificial
Respiration

Training.Eouipment
Resuscitation Manikins (5)
Resuscitation Devicei (5)

.

Aspirators'(5)
Airways (5)

Training Methods .

Discussion/Demonstration (1.5 hrs) .
.

Performance (3.5 hrs),
.

a
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTIoN (Continu.41
. . . ... .

JI.4 i TS OF *NSTR...C7.10N ANO-CNITENION,OBJEC ryes

,

o.a.crion
HOURS' SUPPORT NATEN!ALS ANO GUIDANCE

,

13. Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation

. a. Given a resuscitation manikin,
demonstrate procedures for administering cardio,
pulmonary resuscitation. Procedutes ust be in
accordance with the American Heart Association
requiring assistance from the instructor on
the difficult parts.

,

.

.

,

4

Day 15

.

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroomf:(1 hr)

Laboratory (4 hrs)

Instructional Guidance

Stress correct first aid procedures for the treatment oi respiratory
arrest. Stress energy and materitls conservation.

.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
13a Ili

.

Instructional Materials

-33A1157130-1-SG -213, CardiopuLmonary Resuscitation
American Heart-Association Pamphlet

,

Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies, Set #213, Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation

Training E5uipment

Resuscitation Manikins 15)

,Training MethOds

Discussion/Demonstration (1 hr)
Performlince 13 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (.5 hr)
Laboratory (3.5 hrs)

.

Instructional Guidande
.

Stress the correct first aid procedures for the treatment of cardiac
arrest. Stress energy and materials conservation.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continuech

N.

Ok AND CRITERION ORJECTIVES DURATION
NOURS RiP"ORT MATIRIALS AND :.O..7.ANCE

3
.

14.

,

)easurement Test and Test Critique'

a. Measurement Test
.,-

S. Test Critiqui

K

.

..

.

,

2

Day 15
(1.5)

(.5)

.

. .

.

..

.

. .

#

23
__
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,

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION
COURiE TITLE

.

,

' Fiie ProiectIon Specialist
S:..:".CK TITLE .I .

Structural Firefighting Equip
-ment and Accessories

,

,

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AM: Ci* -54CN OBJECTIVES
.

pi:shalom
NO.RS'

2
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

. ,

. - Blocks III and IV, Crientation
. Nft,

a. Block Content

b. Safety

c. Energy Conservation

. Operations, Maintenance and Mounted
Equipment on the P-10 Rescue'Vehicle

a. Given the appropriate inspection check,
list and technical data, inspect and perform
operator maintenance on the Pr10 rescue vehicle
and mounted equipment. All appropriate items

,
.

.5

Day 16

.

5.5
Day 16

.

. . .

Column 1 Reference STS Reference

.

,

0

chairs, improper acts
protection training. Con-

power.trucks,
rpm when operating vehicles

of.cleaning materials,
gasoline in trucks,

throughout Blocks
hangar doors. Stress

equipmeht in order to

.

.

.

0

,

la, lb, ic None

Instructional Materials
s43ABR57130-1-SG-30l, Blocks III and IV, Orientation

Training Methods .

Discussion/Demonstration (.5 hr)

Instructional Environment/Desi n
Classroom (.5 hr

Instructional Guidance
Stress danger of moving equipment, leaning in
amdlailure to work as a team while in fire
servation of training materials, use of gasbline-operatea
beiter care of protective clothing, minfmum
,overflowing trucks with water., better conservAtion
tires and tire pressures, leaking trucks, expanding
better inspection, end operator usintenancevstressed
III and iV. Assure.that students do not operate
the importance of properly operating Air Force
prevent damage resulting in costly repairs'.

,

Column 1 Reference . STS.Reference
2a 3b(3), 13a(1)
2b 12d .

2c 36(2); 3b(3), 13b, 13c
.

.

'
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'PLANOFINSTRUCTION(Cootinvoll ,

,

...% -S := s:TRuCTON AND CR T ER.OS MEL' TIvES

. ..
. .

DURATION'
(HOURS)

,

, .

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIOAMCE1. .
-

on-the inspection chiCklist,must be inspected.
Operator maintenance must be accomplished
according to the technical order. .

. -

b.' Given a P-10 rescue vehiSle and
mounted equipment, demonstrate the use of,.
and reinstall tools and operate equipment in
accordance with appropriate technical data, whi)e
observingall applicable safety procedures.

c. Given necesiary equipment, perform
preventive maintenance on the P-10 rescue
vehicle .and mounted equipment TAW AFTO Form'

433, Maintain station facilities as required.

.

.

3

. .

-
.

. .Pre -Fire Plans

_

a. withOVA reference, identify basic

facts concerning preparation of prefire plans.
Eighty'percent of the basic facts must.be e

identified cqrrectly.

.

,

.

. '

' Instructional Materials . .

--, 3A1R57110-1-SG-302, Operations, Maintenance and Mounted Equipment on

the P-10'Rescue Vehicle
-4 3AER57130-4 -WI -302, Operations, Maintenance and Mounted Equipment on

the P-10 ReicUe Vehicle .

TO 36Al2-12 -13 -i, Firefighting Truck, Forcible Eniry

Training Equipment
Vehicle: A1S32P-10, Rescue Vehicle and Mounted Equipment (10)

Helmet(l)
Gloves (1)

I

Training Methods
Discussion/Demonstration (1.5 hrs)

Performance (4 hrs) .

,

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (l'hr)
Laboratory (4.5,brs),

Instructional Guidance /

.

2

Day 17
_.

'

.Stress safety whils'working around the P -10/rescue vehicle. insure

.
that all students wear gloves when operating the winch and cable.,,,,

Do not allow,students to slide the cable through their hands, even ----.._

though they.are wearing gloves, walk the cable in. Stress_the importance'

i of properly operating Air Force equipment in order to prevent damage'

resulting in costly repairs. Stress energy and materials conservatiqn.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference

3a 14a(15)

.

Instructional Materials
4 3ABR57130 -1 -SG-303, Fre-Fire Plans i

'

, -

Audio Visual Aids' .

.4 Film: TF 6058, "Structural Fire Suppression" .-'.$

"Chirts ,

. .
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.. , . . .

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (CAtins.4

UNITS OF INSTRUCTICH AND CRITERION OljECTIVES DURATION
!HOURSC

2

4

Day 17

S

.

3'1 SUPPORT MATER' At.i AND .1U,DANCE

Trainintivkthode

i

.

III .
,

1

. Miscellaneous Rescue

.S.a. Without reference, identify pro-
cedures for rescuing personnel from miscel-
laneous areas and disasters. Eighty peicent of
the procedures must be identified correctly.

b. Using a salyaged automobile, P-10
rescue vehicle and mounted equipment, perform
normal and emergency entry into a vehicle 1AW
locally established procedures, while strictly
adhering to all applicable safety procedures.
Operate fools and equipment as required.

c. Using a salvaged autoiobile, rescue
dummy, P-10 rescue vehicle and mounted equipment,
.perform rescue. from_a_vehicle. Rescue Must be
in accordance with locally established pro-
cedures while observing all applicable safety

Discussion/Damonstration (2 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classromm (2 hrs)

.

Instructional Guidance
I Stress the importance that prefire planning "plays" in-the Air Force

and supporting the adssion of fire protection. Stress energy and materia
conservation. ,...

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
4. 121(4) .
4b 12d, 12f(3)
4c 12d, 12i(3)

InstrUctional Materials
.

'3ABR57130-1-SG-304, Miscellaneous Rescue
3A3R57130,4-W1-304, Miscellaneous Rescue
TO 36Al2 -12 -13 -1

Audio Visual Aids
Film: CFL 032, "Collision Rescue"

.

Training Equipment
Vehicle: A/S32?..10, Rescue Vehicle and Mounted Equipment (10)
Rescue Duimy (10)
Salvaged Automobile (10)
Helmet (1)
Gloves (1)

_practices._ Operate tools_end equipment_as _____,
-iiqiiiiia:

.

---

---_- --

Training Methods
.

,Discussion/Demonstration (2 hrs)
Performance (2 hrs)
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Contin'uoR

UNITS OF ,NST RUCTION AND CRITERION 05JECTIMES 'DURATION
(HOURS'

2
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

3

. .

. Alarm Room Procedures and Operation

a. Without reference, identify operational
procedures of the alarm and communication center
with 80 percent accuracy.

.

b. Given an alarm and communication centar
trainer, monitor,,receive'and record one normal
and one emergency message. Proper communi-
cation procedures must be utilized in
accordance with locally establishea policies and

,,ell=messages=must-le-,.correctly,4recorde&AP-less-
than three minutes.

.

.

,

6

Day 18

.

Ins_tructional Environment/Do/an
Xlassroom (1.5 hrs)
Laboratory (2.5 hrs) -

,
.

Instructionel Guidance . .

Insure that all students wear gloves while performing on the salvaged
automobile and P-10 resOue vehicle. Do not allow students to cut or
further disfigure the salvaged automobile. If sharp or jagged metal
does result from making continuous entries into the simulated wrecked
vehicle, correct these situations or report them to the instructor-
supervisor as safety hazards. Even though the salvaged'automobile
has a purged gasoline tank, stress "no smoking" as an operational safety
item, because many times on-lookers at an accident scene will uncon-
sciously walk up with a lit cigarette or other types of smoking devices.
hence, creating a very dangerous situation. Remind students noi to smoke
on the hangar floor. Assure that all equipment used for today's training
is returned to the proper location. Stress energy and materials
conservation..

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
.

5a 9a
5b ,

.

21L
5c 9b 9c* 9d 9e_.... _......, -....0 --
5d 9f
5e 9h

.
.

. Instructional Materials
-'3A2R57130 -1 -SG-305, Alarm Room Procedureeand Operation
-'3A11R57130-l-W8-105, Alarm Room Procedures and Operation

Audio.Visual Aids ,- _----
Film: TVL 57-18, "Alarm Room Procedures"
Charts

Training Equipmentc. Given an alarm and communication
center trainer and three messages, alert fire-
fighting personnel and support agencies, dispatdh

Trainer: Fire Department Communications Center, 4041 (5)
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.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION tCon N.tinue4

UNITS. OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

.

..
DURATION
;HOURS):

.

SuPPORT MATERIALS AND GuIDANCE.

equipment, inform personnel of location and
natureof emergencies and provide pertinent
information on emergencies as required. Proper
communication procedures must be utilized in
accordance with locally established policies
and all actions must be completed in less than
rwo minUtes.

d. Given an alarm and communication
center trainer and two messages, maintain fire,
station logs. information muse be logged with
minimum instructor assistahce in accordance
with locally established policies,

e. Given an Alain and communication
center trainer, maps, charts, statuf boards
and selected messages, read and maintain maps, .

charts and status boards in acCordance with
locally established policies. All tasks must
be accomplished in less thari five minutes.

6. Structural Firefighting Accessories

a. Using'a 3/4" rope,'tie foilr (4)
types of knots and three (3). types of hitches..
Knots and hitches will be tied in accordance
with the WB proceflures with minimum instructor
assistance.

.

b. Given various types of fire protection

,handtools,-and,equipmentiruse-Topesto==tie-td614"---
and equipment for hoisting. Knots will be tied

-in accordance with the Wl-prikedures with

minimum-instructor assistance.

.

.

,

8

(6/2)

Day 19

--7---Trainin Methods

Discussion/Demonstration (2 hrs)
Performance (4 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Desijn
Classroom (1.5 hrs)
Laboratory (4.5 hrs)

Instructional Guidance .

Stress haportance of remaining calm and accurate in recording information,
'levet discuss classified 'information over commUnication system. Stress
energy and materials conservation. Give the outside assignment for the
next subject.

,

Column 1 Referenae, -".STS Reference
6a, 6b 10n ,

6c 13a(2)
.

6d 101

Instructional Materials

`3A3957130-1-SG-306, Structural Firefighcing Accessories
NIABR57130-1-WB-306, Structural Firefighting Accessories .

--.---- ---,,
Andfo'Vfaiiii-Aidi
Charts

Training Equipment

Structural Firefighting Vehicle and Mounted Equipment (5)
Length of' Rope, 3/4-Inch Diameter (1)
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. PLAN OF INSTRUCTION leiontinu.S)

:N.rs oF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION 0111JECTI ES
.

,.

DURATION
IHOURSI

2
SuPPORT MATERIAL'S AND GUIDANCE

3

c. Given common structural firefightiiig
tool's and equipment, inspect and perform
.operator maihtenance ontools and-equipment.
Procedures listed in the 14,must be followed-
with minimum initructor assistance.,

d. ,Given a structural fireflghting
vehicle, perform ladder operations to include:
remove, carrY, position, raise and climb ladders.
All procedures in the'ill must be strictly

adhered to, while observing all applicable
safety procedures.

.

t

. Fire Protection Hydraulics

a. Without the aid of references,
identify principles of hydraulicsas-,ther.apply-,---,.------Instructional,-Materials
to fire protection. Eighty percent of the
principles must be identified correctly..

-

.

6

(4/2)

Day 20

-.4

2-1/2 Gallon Fire Extinguisher (I:r
Fire Hose, 2-1/2-Inch X 50 Feet (5)
Roof Ladder (5)
Extension Ladder (5) .

Axe (5)
like Pole (5)
2-1/2-Inch Montle (5)

Trainin Methods 1

Discussion Demonstration (3 hrs)
Performance (3 hrs)
Outside Assignments (2 hrs)

1

Instructional Environment/Design
_Classroom (2.5 hrs) ,

Laboritory (3.5 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Check the outside assignment given the previous day. Stress importance
of careful and precise movements when handling ladders, proper methods
to prevent falling from ladders and proper climbing angles. Stress
proper knot tying for safety and security-of equipment and personnel.
When climbing the extemion ladder, do not allow students to remain
on the elevated platform. Assure that the ladder is ,ecured at the to0
prior to allaying students to climb. Stress eneigy and materials
conservation. Give the'outside assignment for the next subject.

Column 1 Reference 4T$ Reference
la

1)

3A1R57130-1 -SG-307, Fite Protection Hydraulics
-.1 3AIR57130 -I-PT-307, Fire Protection-Hydraulics

Audio Visual Aids
Charts

it
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\
'PLAN OP INSTRUCTION (Continued)

. .

,a, I; 2: ....:...i....:: Z\ Ab.:. .:,:: 7 ii..2:4 08JECTIVES

. .

Avzr.
.NOORS"

, , ---.
_.\

..i.:PCR" ..:* MM.!, AND GIADAN:1
\

.4

P

. Measurement Test and Test Critique

a. Measurement Test
.

b, Test Critique

,

2

Day 20

(1.5)
.

(.5)

.

.

, .

Training Methods

DisCussion/Demonstration *(2 hrs)
Performance (2 hrs)
Outiide Assignments (2 hrs)

,

Instruetional Environment/Design
-Classrocim (1.5.hrs) .

Laboratory (2.5 hrs)

! \ .

JAstructional Guidance
Check the odtside assignment given the previous day. Stress importance
of hydraulici\in fire service to provide proper and safe streams and
to prevent damage to pump and associated equipment. Stress energy and
materials conse,rvation. Give the outside assignment for the next sub-
ject in Block I.

.

..

...,

____. .

.
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FIRM PROMOTION OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY

IVERODUCTION

Attention: Did you realize that approximately 80% of disabling injuries occur off-

duty. About 83% of ground accidents involve military,personnel. Air Force civilians

account for about 14% with the remaining 3g non.Air /brae persons.

TIME: 5 min

Review: Inmission and organization you learned of the fission, structure and major
organizations of the Air Force and some of the efforteneeded to accomplish the

mission. "1)

Overview: In this lesson we will talk about bow accidents can be prevented by elim,

inatiOn of unsafe acts, and unsafe conditions. We will also talk about how accidents
can effect the Lir lbrce mission and how AFR 127-101 can help in constructing an

effective safety program. Finally, we will discuss tax) is responsible for safety

in the Air Forte.

Motiyation: Each year, accidents cause hundreds of deaths and thousands of injuries

to Air Force personnel. These fatalities and injuries, most of which could have been

prevented, impose a tremendous direct cost on the Air Force. But, most impoitant of

all, the next accident that you may be involved in, regardless of how small, can take
your life.

Transition: We will begin our lesson by discussing material in relation to Indus-

-trial-safety-hazards.

BODY

Presentation:

TIME: 2 hrs 50 min

TIME: 2 hrs 40 min

1. Without reference, identify basic Enere and training material con-
\facts and principles relating to the serration and conserve cleaning

objectives of industrial safety with materials.

80 percent accuracy.
.\ Use AFR 92-1

a. Objective of industrial safety

(1) Prevent accidents

(a)

(b)

Good housekeeping

Safety centered programs

. Wipe up spills

.s



2. Safety meetings

b. -Eliminate safety hazards

(1) Inspect work arei:forbasarde*

(2) Be saiety conscioui at all
times

c. Probable =uses of unsafe acts -

(1) Individuals inattentivauess,
eanittbility, impatience and
staborness

(2) Personal problems that eause
undesirable attitudes ind
behavior_

d. Probable causes of unsafe conditions

(i) Irresponsibility and tAglect of
duty

(2) Dnaafe.cleaning practices

(a) tiling wax on stall floors

(b) Using POI, products fox.

e. General Safety

(1) Dee cammon sense when doing a
job

(2) Think before taking on a task

(a) Take your time

(b) Ask when in doubt

.(3)
Always report all unsafe acts
and conditions-to your immediate
supervisor

f. AFR 127-101, Accident Prevention Rand-

beok

0

4

(1) Provides guidance for safety 68
programa

(a) EXplains hazards and p re-

scribes safety preesations



(b) Applies to all AirIbrce
'Personnel and organize.

tions

(2) Provides guidance for the
operation of industrial type

-equipment.

INTERIM SUMMAHY

2. Without reference, identifi safe and. 350a Slide, carousel set #104,

unsafe procedures involved in performing Yire Protection Occupational Safety

.station..duties with 30 percent accuracy.

a. Safety rrocedures

(1) -Hese maintenance

(a) ,l0 not exceed recom.
mended test pressure or
reommondkkizumber of
sectiens

(b) Do not pressurize hose
that is obviously worn or
torn or May rupture under

pressure

(c) Always use eaution when
hoisting hose sections in
the hose tower.

(2) EXtingUisher Maintenance

(a) Do not over pressurize
extinguidhers

(b) Fellow technical order data
when serviciog extinguishers

(c) Properly ventilate the area
when working with toxic agents

(d) Always wear protective equiP-
ment when working with agents

(3) Vehicle Inspection

(a)" He su4 you have required air
pressure before operating
vehicle

(b) Inisure warning (air) buzzer is
connected



(c) Use caution When inspecting
top of vehicle

Do not enterangine compart-
ment whileengine is running

Notify driVer if yml are work.
Jag under vehicles. Rive the
wheels Chocked.

( )

(e)

INTERIM =COY

3. Without reference, identify wee and unsafe
procedures involved in the wearing of,protective
clothing with 80 percent acouracy.

a. Safety Procedures

b. Brood

(1) Insure reflective face piece is in
*, place

'c. Beldet

(1) Made strong to protect head/

d. Coat

(1) Keep collar turned up fOr neck
protection

1

(2) Do not use unless in good Service-
able condition

(a) If coat is flaking, reilace
With serviceable one.

e. Trousers

(1) Always wear suspenders for better
support

(a) Insure proper 'fit

(b) Replace if necessary

f. Boots

(1) Mike sure they are pot tight

(a) Keep Jnaide dry and replace i\f\

necessary

\- 4 -



g. Gioifes

p.) Always wear serviceiible gloves

(a) Leather with inserts

(b) Aluminised ipecial gloves

INTERIM SMILE'

4. Without reference, identify sate and unsafe

procedures pertaining to mounting fire protec-

tion vehicles with 80 percent accuracy..

a. Safety procedures

b.. Dee all handles provided to insure

"safety

(1) Dee safety straps on tail board

of vehicle

(2) Dee seat belts ineide vehicle

Caution when riding tailboard

(1) Do not mount vehicle.while in

motion

(2) Do not dismount vehicle-while
in motion

Make sure all doors are secure on

vehicle

e. Observe safety precautions while

driving vehicles.

(1) Do not speed

(2) Always have a, spotter when back-

- ing vehicle

INTERIM &MOM

5. Without reference, identify safe and unsafe

pxocedures involved in fighting fires With 80

peroent accux'acy.

a. Safety procedures

b. Always wear protective clothing

c. 'Use lifeline

- 5 -

7



(1) Entering building

(2) Making openinge in'roof

d. Working on the roof

-(1) Chedk for weak struâture

e. Caution with tools

(1) Secure all tools on roof

(2) Proper proceddres when using

f.. Extinguishing agents Film: TFI-8193, "Meet Mt. Noise"

(1) Use =TOO extingashing agent

t2y -Ventilate when working with toxic
agents

(3) .tee protective equipment when
working with agents

Application: TIME: WA

EValuation: TIME: 10 min

Intersperse thioughout the tit' etentation

CONCLUSION TIME: 5 min

Summary: In today's lesson you have learned bow accidents can be prevented by the
elimination of unsafe acts and unsafe conditions. We also talked about how accidents
can effect the mission of the Air Force. Finally, we learned about AFR 127.101, and
how it can belp you in constructing an effective safety program:

Remotivatibn: NO one likei to be involved in an accident. The Air Force does not
want you to be involvei in one because of the physical pain) time wastei, money and
primarily because accidents impair the mission.. We should strive to prevent acci.
'dents.

Assignment: N/A continue with the next subject, Extinguishing Agents

Closure: Remember, only you can prevent the loss of life and property through
the elimination of accidents. "THINK SAFETY."



EXTIN6UISHING AGENTS

INTRODUCTION . TIME: 5 min

Attention: What would happen if you attempted to use water as an extinguishing agent

on an electrical fire? 1 Iuite obvious example of What Should not be done; however,

the Air Force does have on record incidents of this same type. Some years agp at one

of our bases, a fire occured in the kitchen of an NCO club. The Material involved was

grease and other class B items on a stove. Thelman that discovered the fire attempted

to extinguish it with a pan of water. This action only helped to accelerate and

spread the firc to other areas. (Behind the stove and throughout the ethaust ducts).

The end result was that by the time the fire department arrived, the fire was completely

out of dontrol and the building a complete loss.

Review: In our previous lesson, we learned that safety and good safety practices will

help us to perform our jobs better. So apply what yau have learned about safety to all

future lessons.

Overview: During this class, we will discuss the agents used commonly by the USAF,
extinguishing terms, the Sdvantages and limitations of each agent.

0 c\_

Motivation: In order to fulfill our fire protection mission and to prevent incidents
such as the one listed above, we must know ead4 agent and how it may effectively be used.

Transition: Let us begin our lesson by discussing suppression, control and extinguish-

ment.

BODY

Presentation:

1. Without reference, identify principles
relating to suppression, control and extin-
gtishment of fires. Eighty percent of the

Principles must be identified correctly.

a. Explanation of terms

(1)

(2) Smothering - Removing oxygen
from the fire

(3)

(4)

Coolin - Reduce temperature
or remove heat faster than it
can be generated.

Control - Stopping the spread

Suppression - Action which you

take to remove the heat, fuel,

or oxygen

TIME: 2 hrs SO min

- TIME: 2 hrs 140 min

Use: AFR 92-1

Use Charts # CC75-83,CC75-84
°Extinguishing Agentssi
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MINGUISHING AGENTS

INTRODUCTION TIME: 5 min

Attention: What would happen if you attempted to use water as an extinguishiag agent
on an electrical fire? A quite obvious example of what Should not be done; however,
the Air Fbrce does have on record incidents of this same type. Some years ago at one
of our bases, a fire occured in the kitchen of an NCO club. The material involved was
grease and other claps B items on a stove. The man that discovered the fire attempted
to extinguish it with a pan of water. This action Only helped to accelerate and
spread the fire to other areas. (Behind the stove and throughout the eXhaust ducts).
The end result was that by the time the fire department arrived, the fire was completely
out of control and the building a complete loss.

Review: In our previous lesson, we learned that safety and good safety practices will
help us to perform our jobs better. So apply what you have learned about safety to all
future lessons.

Overview: During this class, we will discuss the agents used commonly by the USAF,
extinguishing terms, the advantages and limitations of each agent.

Motivation: In order to fulfill our fire protection mission and to prevent incidents
such as the one listed above, we must know each agent and how it may effectively be used.

Transition: Let us begin our lesson by discussing suppression, control and extinguish-
ment.

BODY

Presentation:

1. Without reference, identify principles
relating to suppression, control and extin-
xishment of fires. Eighty percent of the
principles must be identified correctly.

a. &planation of tei-ms

(1)

(2) Smothering - Removing oxygen
from the fire

(3)

(4)

Cooling - Reduce temperature
or remove heat faster than.it
can be generated.

Control - Stopping the spread

Suppression - Action which you

take to remove the heat, fuel,

or oNygen

7
.

TIME: 2 hrs 50 min

TIME: 2 hrs 140 min

Use: AFR 92-1

Use Charts # CC75-83, CC75-84
**Extinguishing Agents.'



(5) Ettinguiahment - Final product; the
heat, fuel or oxygen has been removed,
another fire is out.

b. Agents

(1) Water

(a) Class pf fire "A"

(b) Method of extinguishment

'31. Cooling

2. Smothering

(2) Wet Watert

(a) Detergents added for more
penetration

(3) Foam

(a) Mechinical

1 . Protein based

2. Used in aerospace
vehicles

(b) Aveote Film Forming Fbam

1. Light-water

2. Used in vehicles

(0) Chemical

1. Sodium Bicarbonate and
Aluminum Sulfate

2. Used in fire extinguishers

'(d) All types of foam used for
olass-"B" fires

(e) Method,of extinguishing is
smothering

INTERIM SUMMARY

-27



(4) Carbon Dioxide CO2 Stress Safety

(a) Class of fire "B" and "C"

(b). Method of extinguishment -

smotheriAg

(c) Non Conductor of electricity

(d) Deed in fire extinguishers
as first aid "equipment (high
pressure)-

(e) Safety

.1. 13Se caution in confined
area

2. Wear gloves

3. Handle with caution due
to high pressure

(r) Advantage

1. Does not corrode or
damage equipment

(5) Dry Chemical-- Finely ground
- bicarbonate of soda

(a) Class of fire B and C

(b) Method of extinguishment -
smothering

(c) Non conductor of electricity

(d)' When properly used, small
amount can extinguish large ,

fires

(6) Dry Powders

(a) Ciass of fire, "DM

(b) Method of extinguishment -
smothering

(c) Class "D" fires are nOt usually
involved with or around electrical
equipmeqt; therefore, the conduc-
tivity of these agents are irrelevent

-3-
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(d) Type of dry powder

, 1. Pyrene G-1,-grdlAy graphite

,2: Lith-2:- finely ground
gTaphite

3. Met-lka - 'sodium chlorate
based agent

INTERIM SUMMARY

2. Without reference, identify the characteristics
of extinguishing agents by matching proper agents
to classes of fires and associated hazards with
80 percent accuracy.

a. Agents

(1) Water

(a) Hazard

1. Conductor of electricity

(2) Wet Water

(a) Hazard

1. Conductor of electricity

(3) Foam

(a) Hazards

1 Mechanical

2. Aqueous film forming foam-
.

3. Chemical

4. All three tyjoes are con-
ductors of electricity

, (4Y Carbon Dioxide CO2.

(a) Hazards

1. Displaces Oxygen

2. Frost bite

3. High pressure

Use Trainer S/E02 glectrical
Conductivity
Laboratory Equipaent
Samples of Extinguidhing Agents

Stress Safety

17



Dry Chemical

(a) Thzards

1.. None

(6) Dry Powder

(a) Hazards,

1. nrene G=1 and Iith.a
are conductors of elec-
tricity

INTERIM SUMMARY

Application: TIME: A/A

Evaluation: Intersperse throughout the lesson TIME: 10min

CONCLUSION TIME; 5 min

Summary: This class has covered the different types of extinguishing agents most

commonly used by the 'USAF. We have discussed water, foam, 002, dry chemical and dry

powder. The effects each agent has on a fire, the hazards and advantages and limitations

of each.

Remotivation: With a thorough knoWledge of these agents, you are llow on the waSr to

more effectively performing, your mission as an Air Fbrce fire protection-specialist.

-

Assignment: Read and study SG-106, Principles and Theory of Combustion and answer

the questions at the end of the unit.

aosure: This completes'tbe lessOn for today.

-5-
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PRINCIPLES AND TB:WRY OF ,COMBliSTION

Attention: The'history of fire began with the first stage of man - Tell of help and
cleotruction,, man's fear of fire - why. Great disasters resulting from fire. Some
instances personal and case, records, Chicago, Bohton, etc.

Review: Yesterday we discussed eXtinguiShing agents, their principles relating to
suppression, eontrol and extinguishment of fires.

Overview: In today'u lesson we will discuss what is necessary to have fire, terms
oammonly used in the study,of fire, how fires are classified and how fire spreads.

Motivation: When we have a knowledge of fire, that.knowledge will replace the fear we
may have. So knowledge is necessary if we are to become good fire protection specialists.

Transi,tion: Today we will begin our lesson by discussing the chemistry and physics of
combustion. -

Presentation:

1. Without reference, identify principles
'relating to chemistry and physics of combus-
tion. Eighty percent of the prindiples must
be identified correctly.

a-. Define Fire (combustion)

(1) A rapid oxidation %;iith

evoluation of light and heat.

b. Explain relationship of coMponents
of fire

TIME: 5 hrs 50 min

TIME: 4 hrs 45.min

Show Film: CFL 6, "Science of Fire"

Use: AIR 92-1,

.(1), FUel as related to fire triangle

(2) Oxygen as related to fire triangle

(3) Heat as related to fire triangle Energy and training material
conservation and conserve cleaning
materials



c. Defirw el

(1) Any substance used to
produce heat or power by
combustion

d. Define Oxygen

(1) 'An element that is colorless,
odorless and tasteless gas,
forming-approximately 21$ of
the air we breathe .

Define Oxidation

(1) The union of a substance with
oxygen

f. State the classes of oxidation

(1) Slow

(2) Rapid

(3) Ultra-Rapid

g: Define Oxidizing Agents

(1) Materials that when heated
will yield oxygen

h. &plain effects of oxidizing agents

(1) ;Increased intensity or burning
rate of a fuel

Define Intensity

(1) Intensity - force or energy of
a physical( agent (governed by
vapors and)air)

Define heat

(1) A conditiOn that causes the
temivrature of a substance
to r4se

k. State the heat energy sourbes

i

Mechanical

Chemical

Electrical

Compression

8



(5) sola

(6) Atomic

1. Explain methods of heat transfer

(1) Conduction'

(a) Transfer of heat from one
body to another by,direct
contact

(2) Convection

(a) Transmission of heat by
moving currents

(3) Radiation

(a) Transmission of heat
throughheat,rays

INTERIM SUMMARY

m. Explain comon fuel elements and
their relationship to products of
combUstion

(1) Common fuel elements

.(a) Carbon

(b) Hydrogen .

(c) Sulphur

(2) Products of Combustion

(a) B2o - water vapor

(b) 502 - Sulphur dioxide

0 (c) .00 - Carbon monoxide

(d) CO2 - Carbon dioxide

n. Explain relationship of basic facts and
state deneral principles about suppres-
sion, control and extinguiehment

(1) Suppression. any action that affects
the fire by controlling or eliminat..i

ing the variois elements that support

combustion

Use Chart #67-63 ,"Heat

Transmission"



Control - to prevent the spree&
ing, of a fire or place it in check
so that propagation will not take
place.

(3) -Propagation - spread of fire

(4) Extjpguishment - the result of
stopping the process of rapid
oxidation by the removal of either
heat, fuel or oxygen

INTERIM SUMMARY

2. , Without reference, identify characteristics
and m.hazards of flamable materials with 80
p.ercent accuracy.

a. EXplain characteristics of fuel

(1) Fnel may be solid, liquid or gas

(2) Most fuels must be in a vapor
, state to bure

(3) Volatile - the ability to easily
pass away by evaporating

(4) Magnitude - size or greatness of
. area invOlved (dependent on surface

area exposed to air)-

b. State olasses and types of fire

(1) Class "AP solids

(2)

(4)

Class "B" liquids and gassed'.

Class "C" electrical

Class "D" metals-

c. Define flashpoint, fire point and
ignition temperature 'Of a fuel

(1) Plashpoint - the lowest tempera-
ture at which fuel gives off
enongh vapors so that when ignited
will flash across the surface and
go out

Use: Trainers:
Fire Triangle, 3168
Combustible Hazard Ktt,
004
Vapor Trough, 3163
Desk, Laboratory, .8250

Oxygen and Bottle
Various Laboratory Test Items
Gloves
Flammable Materials
Butane and Bottle

2 INSTRUCTORS :ARE RD:WIRED
for 1 hour uf demonstration

Chart 68-43 ,iFlash Point°

82



(2) ilte Point - the lowemt teMpera-

ture,at which vapors are given off

fast enough as, that when ignited

will continue to burn

(3)- Ignition Temperature of a substance

to thatiempaature required to

initiate or cause pelf uustainca .

combustion

- d. Define spontaneous heating

..(1) The combining of a substanbe with

Oxygen producing heat

. ,Det'ne spontaneous.ignition

(1) The combining of a substance

and oxygen producing en9ugh heat

to cause the substance to ignite

f. Define explosive limits

The mixture of air with fuel
vapors forms the explosive limits, .

it will either burn or explode

when ignited.

Define lower explosive limits

41) The minimum amount of fuel
vapors mixed with air that will

burn or explode when ignited'

h. Define upper explosive limits

(1) The maximum amount of fuel
vapozs mixed with air that

will e7plode or burn when ignited

Chart 68-144Fire Point"

Chart 68-145,iignition Temperature" 6

Use Chart 69-169,
"
Exp4c)sive Linnits

i, Define explosive range

(1) The mixture of fuel vapors between Show Film TFI #5277E, "Fire

the upper and lower explosive Prevention, Show Your Hazards"

limits, is callia the explosive

range Use Laboratory

Application:
TIME: 1 hr

Interspersed throughout the lesson 2 INSTRUCTORS ARE REQUIRED

Evaluation:
5 min

Interspersed throughout the lesson

83



CONCLUSION

iummary: Wit have discussed the principles relating to chemistry and physics of combus-

;ion, also identified chazacteristics and hazards of flammable Materials.

lemotivation: Fire prevention is one of the most important parts of your fire protec -

:ion mission. With the information from this lesson you haVe acqnired the basics of

enter the fire Protection career field. .
low fires may-startl You should now be prepared to help inithe eliination oY fires as

foll
1 '

Assignment: Read alid study the following SG Units and answer the questions at the

I

,

end of each unit:

1. SG-107, Natural Cover Fires

Z. SG-108; Mis.cellaneous Firefi.;hting

Closure: What you have learned throughout this leison will apply to our next lesson..



NATURAL COVER FiRES

INTRODUCTION TIME: 5 min

AttentL0n: SOme areas where you may be stationed, natural cover fires are common. You
could be relitared tO take,a crew to help fight one of these dangerous fires. These men
are gping to look to you for their saf(.4. Will you know what to do in combating natural
'cover tiros?

Rev4ew: Yesterday we discussed principles and theory of combustion and you saw some
demonstrations in the lab.

OvervLow: During the next three heurs,we will dit,uss tire principles of natural cover
fires to include characteristics,of natural cover fires, effects of nature, types of
natural cover fires, terms pioneer tools and proper use of each type. ppecial equipment,
also heavy equipment, used in fighting natural cover fires.

Transition: Now we will begin our lesson on natural cover fires.

BODY TIME: 2 hrs 50 min

Presentation:

1." Without reference, identify principles
involved in natural cover firefighting's.
Eights percent of the principles must be
Identified correctly.

a. Running fire - Fire moves with the
wind, the rate of burning depends
on velocity of wind, the type.and
abundanceoT fuel and contour of
the land

'b. Fire Break - Cleared areas (natural
and manmade)*

c. Natural Barriers - Nature made,to
halt a NC fire that burns up to
them.

d. Artificial Barriers - Manmade
barriers used to-impede fire
progress

e. Back Firing - EMployed to burn
back toward advancing head, creating
fast fire break

85

TIME: 2 hrs 45 min

Use; AFR 92-1



f. 'Extinguishing Agent

(1) Mast common is earth'

(2) SeCondary is water,

g. Parts of a natural cover fire:

(1) Fire Head- the poirit where
the fire is progressing the

fastest. A NCF may' have several
heads, depending on the ;type,
abundance and location of fuel.
Fire heads generally travel with
the wind

(2) Fire Tail - the upwind portion
of the fire. This is the point,
where the progress of the fire
is usuallynear the origin

(3) Firejlank - all portions of the
fire line betlieen the head and
tail are called the flanks

Fire Area - the burnt area within
the perimeter o; the heat, tail
and flanks of the fire

h. Types of natural cover fires

'(1) Ground fires - this type of fire
travels at ground level or below

(2) Surface fire - this type travels
rapidly if the wind is high and
when fuel is dry, above ground

Crown Fire - Travels in the tops
of trees and in high brush. This
type is the most dreaded.

Spbt fire - fires start in advance
of the heads by wind blown sparks
or burning material

INTERIM SUMMARY

2. Vithout reference, identify the principles
involved in various methods of controlling and
extinguishing natural cover fires. Eighty

percent of the principles must be identified
Correctly. 8

Energy and training material
conservation

Use Chart #

Natural Cover ire"



a. Dworibe direct, indirect, one lick
ana sectional methods used for control
and extinguishment of natural cover

fires

.(1) Direct method

(a) Approach along the flanks

(b) Extinguish flanks to turn
fire into wind

(.1) Used on moderately hot fire

(2) Indirect'Method

(a) Use fire breaks or bitriers,,

1. Natural

2; Mahriade

(b) Used on a hot running fire

(3) _ectional method

(a) Unit of men are placed in a
specific 'section of the fire

line and have full responsibility
for all firefighting efforti in
that section

(b) Best used against a siow moving
natural cover fire

(4) One lick method

(a) Rand tools and or equipment
used to make a fire break

(b) Used to-knock down hottest
part of fire

INTERIM SUMMARY

3. Without reference, identify principles
relating to the tools and equipment used in
natural cover firefighting. Eighty percent

of the principles must be :destined correctly.

Use Chart/68-232
°Terms of Natural C iver Fires".

a. Chopping tools ',Show Film TVL 57-20, "Fire-
fighting Hand Tools"

(1) Double bit axe.

(2) Elingle bit aie



(3) PUlaski tool

(4)
Brush hook

(5) Scythes

b. Scraping tools

(1) Fire Rake

(2) Mcleon tools

(3) Leaf or broOm rake

c. Digging tools

(1) Long handle round ;mint shovel

(2) Mattock

(3) Can't hook

Describe special
equipment and

procedures
for using each item

to include

(1) Back pump

(2) Portable pumps

(3) Hose

(4) Saws

'(a) Power chain saws

(b) Felling saws

(c) Bucking saws

e. Describe and explain
control and

extinguishment
of natural cover fires

to include mechanized
and heavy equip-

ment

(1) Plows 4

(2) Tractors

(3) Graders

(4) Trenchers



,

(5) Bulldozers

(O. Aircraft

r. Explain the use of the 530B fire.
fighting vehicles in combating
natural cover fires

Application:

Evaluation:

IntersperSed throughout lesson

CONCLUSION

woe %.,,larus:

65-610,,'.530-Ti Pumper Truck,

(Right Side)"

65-6ll;'530-B Pumper Truck,

(.Left Side)"

TIME: N/A

TIME: 5 min

TIME: 5 min

Summary: Today we discussed the principles Of natural cover firefighting, methods of

controlling and extinguishing, also tools and equipment.

Remotivation: Each year, natural cover fires do millions of dollars worth of damage

to our nation and cause the deaths of hundreds and sometimes thousands of people. By

using the knowledge you have gained frowthis lesson, hopefUlly you will sokeday play

a major part in helping to reduce this loss to our nation.

Assignment: N/A Continue. _with Miscellaneous Firefighting

Closure: This ends our lesson on natural cover fires. Maxtwevvill.cc,ver naiscel-

laneous fires because these two are related., ,

\\

0
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ICSCILLANNOUSPIBEFIGHTnin

INTRODUCTION TIME: 5 min

Attention: Miscellaneous fires are fires of various types that cannot be pre-fire

planned. This makes it more difficult for fire suppression personnel because no set

plans are available. The cause and types of these fires are not known sometimes,

until arrival at the scene. Upon:arrival, it tikes quidk decisions and alertness on
the firefighteri part to safely attadk and extinguidh these fires.

Review: Recover and tie in main points on natural cover firefighting that apply to

miscellaneous firefighting.

Overview: During this class on miscellaneous fires, we will discuss the principles
involved with miscellaneous fires, the methods of controlling and extinguishing
them and tools recommended for them.

Motivation: This class is important to fire protection personnel because it could
possibly save someone's life and could reduce a large.amount of property damage.

Transition: During the next three hours, we will discuss the various types of
miscellaneous fires, their hasards, and recomuended extinguidhilw agents.

BODY

Presentation:

1. Without reference, identify principles
involved in miscellaneous firefighting. moty
percent of the principles nmust be identified

correctly.

a. Miscellaneous fires ere fires of
various types which are seldom
encountered in the fire protection
field. lires of this nature are
unpredictable and cannot be pre-
fire planned.

(1) Types of misceilaneous fires

(a) Sanitary land'fill fires

(b) Dumpster fires

(c) Vehiie fires

(d) Electrical fires

TIME: 2 hrs 50 min

TIME: 2 hrs 45 min

&erg:rand material conservation

Use: AIR 92-1



1. Mbtors/generators

2. Transformers

(4) Agricultural type fires

1. Grain storage'

2. Hay itorage

(2) Hazards - vary depending on the
class and nature of fire

b. The ex:anguishing &gents recommended on
.miscellaneous fires will also vary depend..
ing upon the class of fire and materials
burning

c. jirsfighting procedures used on miscel-
laneous fires are up to the senior fire
official present

11iTER324 smart
2. Without reference, identify the principles
involved in various methods of controlling
and extinvishing miscellaneous fires.
,Eighty percent of the principles must be
identified correctly.

a. Sanitary land fill fires

(1) Mhnicipal.dumps

(a) Disposal of class "AP
combustible materials

(b) Controlled burning
allowed under ideal
situations 1,

.(2) Landfill areas

(a) Used for land fill purposes
only,

(b) Disposal of class "AP
materials ,

, 4
(c) NO burning allowed

(d) Most satisfactory dispoial
method

1. No burning

2. Rh Air rtIllr*.fmr

Use 35mm Slides, Carousel Set #108

91



(3) Methods of control and extino
guishment

(a) Dia of fire breaks

.(b) Winguiehing agents

1. Water or water foi
most common -

2. earth secondary

b. Dumpstet fires

(1) Dumpeters are located in access
areas around buildings

(2) Limited temporary storage of
- class our materials

(3) Mb burring allowed

.(4) Methcd, of Control and =tin-
, guishment

(a) Water or water fog

c. Vehicle fires
0

(1) Mbst vehicle fires origdnate
in theelectrical or fnel
systems b

(2) Essards

l(a5 Electrical - shock

(b) &plosion

( 3) Method of control and extin-
guiehment

(s) Electrical components

1. 002

2. Dry Chemical

(b) ftel components

1. 002

2. boaa

3. Dry 4hemical

S'7



d. glectrical Pires

(1) Motors/generatOrs

(2) Transformers

(3) Hazards

(a) Shock

(b) Explosive

(4) Methods of control and axtin.
guishment

(a) Use a non.conductive
extinguishing agent

1. 'CO2.

2. Dry chemical

e. Agricultural type fires

(1) EXplosive.hazard may be present

(2) ethods of control4end extin,
guishment'

(a) Use fire breaks and-barriers

(b) Use direct or indirect method
of attack

,(c) Extinguishing, agents

Meter

2. Earth
0

INTERnet SUMMARY

3. Without reference, identify principles
relatei to the'tools and equipient used in
miscellaneoui firefighting. Eighty percent
of the principles must be identified correctly

.a. Tos3s

11) Spanner Wrench

. (a) Used for gas cut-off



,(2) DOuble bit axe

(a) 'hod for chopping and cutting

(3) Single bit axe

(a) teed for cutting

(4) Shovel

(a) Uped to move earth

(5) Fire rake .

(a) Used to rake and carry
light brush

(6) Leaf or broom rake

(a) Used to tweep path

(7)- Pike Tole

(a) treed to seperate materials

KO Bolt cutters

(a) Used to cut certain size
wires and cables

(9) 'Saws
\

(a) Uted for cuttinglaaterials

(10) Claw tool/Crow bar

(a) Used for prying

(11) Door opener

(a) Used for prying

13. Special Equipment

(1) Bulldozers

(a) Uted to push materials into
depressions

(2) Graders \

(a) 1Msed to cover up materials

-5-
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(3) Portable Pumps

(a) Used. to pump water
from one area to
another

(4) Eack Pump

(a) lleed f9r suppression

(5) Water Tanker

(a) 'Used. as a source of

limited. water supply

Application:

ilvaluation: Intersperse throughout lesson

Summary: Recover main pOints off les

011.

TM: NA

TIM. 5 min

CONCiUSION 5 min

Remotivation: Every fi.4eman must ke himself abreast of the various methods employed
in miecellaneous firefightir3g. Never will you, find any two fires or situations the
same.

Assignmeit: Read and ,study SG-109,. Missiles and Weapons Fire Protection a;23.d .

answer the questions a the end of the unit. Accomplish PT-109, Radiation Hazards
for Firefighters in its' entirity.

Closure: You, as proficient firemen, must be aware o.f the changing conditions you face
each time you respond io an emergency. Know your job well, because others ball depend
on you.



OPERATION AND SERVICING OF PORTABLE EXTINGUISHERS

INTRODUCTION TIME: 5 min

Attention: Some of you have prObably seen the results of an engine fire oif an interior'

fire in which the car was completely ruined because there were no effective ways of' '

combating these fires in their early stages. ThiS situation has happened within the

Air Force; however, with the proper use of fire extinguishers this situation can be

greatly reduced.,

Review: In the previous lesson we discussed missiles and weapons and how to combat

fires involving them.

Ct.

Overview: During this class we will discuss and perform operatiOn, servicing and

maintenance on the common extinguitrs utilized by the Air Force.

Motivation: To better perform our jo:b and possibly prevent the loss of Air Fbrce

dollars and equipment due to fire, 4is our job to insure proper operatioh and

maintenance of fire extinguishers.

Transition: During the next hour we will be discussing the operation and servicing

of portable fire extinguishers.

BODY

Presentation

I. Given a portable.fire extinguisher
and WB, inspect the.extinguisher in
accordance with workbook checklist.

a. Purpose of fire extinguishers

(1) Appliance having limited
capacity for an extinguishing
agent

(2) Extinguish or control fire
in initial stages

b. 2i gallon pressurized water

(1) Inspection

(a) Monthly - visual ,

1. Pin and seal

2. Hose and nozzle

Use:

Use:

TIME: 5 hrb 50 min

TIME: 1 hr 45 min

WB-110
AFR/92 -1

Standard Air Force Fire
Rxtinguishers

Stress energy and materials

conservation

Show Film: FLO 16/101, "Portable
Ektinguishers"
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Tank for damage

Pressure (100 psi)

Gauge

6. Locatian

1. Instruction plate

(b) Annual
0

Pressure Water EXtinguisher

Use Chart CC 72-04

1. Visual

2 Discharge

Reservice

Relocate

(c)' General Information

1. Class "A" fires

2. Range 30-40 feet

1 Hazard - conductor
of ele9tricity

0

c. 2i gallon foam
litam Extinguisher

(1) Inspection
Dee Chart CC72-223

(a) Monthly - visual

1. Hose and nozzle

2. Tank for damage

Instruction plate

be Location

(b) Semi-annaul - visual

(0)

Check for quality and
quantity of chemicals

Annual

1. Visual

2. Discharge

-2=

9



j. Clean and reservice e

h, Reservice

(d) General Information

1: Class "B" fires

2. Range 30-40.feet

3. Retard - conductor of
electricity

d. Carbon Dioxide - CO2

(1) Inspection

(a) Monthly - visual

1. Hose and horn

2. CYlinder for damage

Inatruction plate

J. Location

Pin and Seal

(b) Semi-annual - visual

1. None

(c) Annual

1. Visual

2. Weight check (10%)

(d) General Information

1. Class "3"-and "C" fire

2. Range 3-8 feet (hand
type)

1.. Hazard-high pressure -
(800-875 psi)

bL. Displaces oxygen

Frost bite

6. Sizes 2-100 lbs - 15
and 50 most common

116

Stress Safety

Carbon Dioxide Fire Extinguisher

Use Chart CC72-222

Dee Chart CC65-161.1

Wheeled Carbon Dioxide rxtinguither
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J

1.
T

erature when.winter-
izei -650 id +160°F

e. Dry chemical extinguisher'

(1) Inspection

(a) Monthly -visual

1. Nose and nozzle

2. Location

3, Cylinder%dondition

bL. Pin and seal .

1. Pressure gauge (stored
pressure

(b) Semi-ennual

1. Weight check cartridge
only

Annual

1. Operate

2. Cleima

3, Reservice/maintenance

), Relocate

(d) General information

1.. 1-30 ibs (hand type)

2.. 75 to 350 lbs (wheel type)

3. C1as "B" and "C" fires

L; Range may be! from 5-45

feat depisndent an size

and type of extinguisher
used

INTERIM SLMARY

2. Without reference, identify procedures for
rqpairing or replacing parts on,,extinguishers.

,Eighty percent of tfie procedures must be iden-
tified correctly.

a. 2 gallon pressurized water extinguisher

0

Stress Safety
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(1) Charging procedure

(a) Invert extinguisher (bleed
off pressure)

(b) Remove cap (fill'with 2i
gallons of water)

(c) Replace cap, charge to
100 PSI

(d) _Replace pin and new seal

(2) Winterization

. (a) 32° to 00 F replace water
with Kiloy.

(b) Below 00 F replace water with
Kiloy and replace air with dry
nitrogen pressure

(3) Inspection and Maintenance

(a) Ibnthly visual

(b) Semi-Annual - none

(c)\ Annual

1. Visual

2. Operate

3. Clean and recharge

b. gallon foam extinguisher

(1) Charging procedure

(a) Remove cap - clean inside
of chamber

(b) Aluminum sulfate (PKG "A")
mixed with 2i pints of
water in inner chamber

(c) SodiUm bicarbonate (PKG "D")
mixed with 1-3/4 gallons of
water in outer chamber

(d) Secure cap and gasket to
cylinder



(2) Winterization

(a) Cannot be winterZzed

(b) -Keep in warm area

(3) Inspection, and -maintenance

(a) Monthly- visual

(b) Semi-annual

1. "Usual

2. Meck,inner chamber
for quantity and-
Tualitiof agent

Check outer chamber
for quantity and
quality of agent

4. Nke sure lead stopper
is loose

S. Check condition of

gasket

6. Replace cap*

(c) Annual

1. Visual

2. Operate

3. Clean and Recharge

c. Carbon Dioxide .(CO2)

(1) Recharging procedures

(a) High pressure punp

1. Items to be used

a. Extinguisher to
be used

b. Scale

Transfer pump

d. Supply cylinder

Stress Safety

1 01
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2. Invert extinguisher on
scale and note fUll and
empty weight (set scale)

Invert supply cylinder-

AttaCh hose for.both
cylinders

Caution - insure all hose
connections areotight and
proper sequence of stepa
are followed - extreme
caution is,necessary be-
cause of high pressure

6. Close valve on transfer
pump, open Nhave an extia-
guieher

2, Open valve on supply
cylinder and transfer

pump,(c02 win flow
to equalize)

8. After CO2 equalizes,
start trassfer pump
and operate until ful
weight is reached

Shut down in r4id
succession as follows

a. Transfer,pump

b Close extinguisher
valve and fill line
then slowly disconnect
(Caution - highqmes-
sure, release)

(2) Winterization

(a) Fbr all airborne fire extin-
guishers or those stored or'
operated at 0°F temperatures
or below

(b.) Add 200 psi of drT nitrogen
0 70°F

'Purpose: To insure 200 psi
operating pressure when sub-zero
temperatures reduce CO2 to a
liquid state

(e)

Staves Safety
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(3) Inspection-and Maintenance

(a) Monthly

1. Hose and horn

2. Pin and Seal

-I Plastic cap and safetor,diec

4. If seal or cap are not intact

* a weight check is required

(b) Semi-annual -none

.(c) Annual

1. Visual

2. Weight Check

3, Recharge if agent is below

d. Wy chemical Extinguisher

(1) Recharging procedures -by
different methods as outlined
on inspection-operation plate

(2)

(3)

Winterization - None

Inspection and maintenance
by differant methods as out-
lined by inspection-operation
plate

INTERIM SUIVARY

.,

3. Given'a portable fire extinguisher and Uee: Standard Air Force Fire

reaarge the extinguisher in acaordance Extinguishers, Standard Air

with workbook checklist, while observing all Force Extinguishing Agents,

safety precautions. Floor Scales Hi pressure CO2
Transfer PumP, Tilting Back.

a. 2i gallon pressurized water High Pressure COZ Bottles
- SAFI= WHILE RECHARGING WITIIHIGH

(1) Repairing Procedures PRESSURES

(a) Replace parts if defective

Ob 1. Pin and seal

2. Hose and nozzle

3, cylireier/aamkiged dented

h. Pressure gauge

103
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1. 'Instruction Plate

6. Siphon Tithe

b. 2 gallOn-foam.

(1) Repairing Procedures

(g) R!place parts if defective

1. Hose and noZzle

.2. Cylinder/damaged-dented

j. Instruction plate

c. Carbon Dioxide-- CO2 .

(1) RePairing procedures, hand
and wheel type

(a) Replace pirts if
defective

1 Hose and horn

2. Cylinder/damage -
dents

3. Instruction plate

.4 Pin and seal

1.! Wheel type

a. Ektinguisher
cart

b. Wheels

d: Dry Chemical

(1) Repairing procedure

(a) Replace parts if

defective

1. Hose ankt nozzle

2., Cylinder/damage-

dents

.2. Instruction plate

Pin and seal

-9-
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5: Pressure gauge

6. Wheel type

a. Extinguisher cart

b. Wheels (free moye-
ment)

C. HOse cart

4. Given a portable,fire artinguisher and WE,

perform operational test on extinrguisher by
completely extinguishing a fire with minimum
instructor assistance. All safety,precautions
will be obseried.

a. 2i gallon pressurized water

(1) Testing procedures -

(a) 'Pressurize,to 100 ISI

(b) Stabilize presSure

(c) Check forleaks

1. Head assembly

2. .11Presiure gauts

2, Cylinder body \

b. 2i gallon foam

(1) Testing procedures,

(a) Extinguisher tested during
------yearly-check by placing

extinguisher into operation

c. Carbon Dioxide CO2

.(1) Testing procedures

(a) Pressurize extinguisher
800 PSI

(b) Check for'leaks

1. Head assembly

2. Safety disc

.3. Cylinder body

170

Use: Standard Air Force
Fire Extinguishers, Minature
Burn Pans

SAFETY 014 LIVE FIRES

0



d. Dry,Chemical

(1) Testing procedures

(a) Pressurize extinguiihar,

(b) Stabilize pressure

(c) Cheek for leaks

1.- Head assembly

2. Pressure gauge

3. Cylinder body

Application:

Li hrs

Intersperse throughout lesson
2 INSTRUCTORS ARE REQUIRED

TIMPAk 5 min

Evaluat ion:

Intersperse throughout lesson

-

,..

,
CONCLUSIOg

TIME: 5 min

Summary: In this lemlon we have discussed
the purpose of fire extinguishers and the

4
various'characteristics

of each which
included the different type, size, operating

principles, range, winterization procedures, inspection and servicing instruetions.

Remotivation: A fire extinguisher
cawbe and has been just as important,as a fire

truck. What if you responded to-a fire with a fire truek that was out of agent or the

pump did not work. It would be just as embarrassing and possibly just as disastenous

as if you placed an extinguisher in an ares,where a fire later startedlthat
ai4 not'

work.

Assignment: GROUP #1-Read and study SG-1U. Fire
ProtectiondPublications and answer

the questions at the end of the unit.

GROUP #2;Read and study SG-112, Protective
C1otgng, and answer the

questions at the

end of the unit.

t

V.

Closure: This completes this lesson on operation and servicing or portablejire

extinguishers.



PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

INTRODUCTION TIME: 5 min

04
0

Attentidn: Nave you ever worked on a car and used coveralls torprotect your
gdod clothes?: In the fire-department we use.protective clothing to protect
us =tenable us to do our job without having to worry about getting burned
'or.soaking Wet.

0

.

Review: Do you recajilour lesson on Mpsiles and Weapons and the hazards
involved when fighting fires contatning weapons? Today we will learn gbout
prdtective clothing..

Overview: During the next hour we will learn about the use and purpose of
protective clothing and.also the care, inspection, and maintenance of your.

protective clothing.

oiocivation: What would it belike to go into 4 craih or structural fire
without protective clothing. Think of being surrounded by 1200 degrees of
heat or being soaked by accident during minus 20 degree weather.

Transition: Now we will begin our lesson by discussing and performing
maintenance and inspection on protective clothihg.

Presentation:

1. Given firefighting protective
clothing, inapect protective cloth-
ing. Protective clothing will be
maintained according to locally
established poiicy as required.

a. Protective clothing is
required to enable fire"
suppression personnel to

.approach and attack fires
and effect rescue with maxi-
mum personal safety from
heat.

(1) Purpose of protective
clothing is to pro-

, tact the wearer from:

. ,

BODY TIME: /3 hrs 50 min

107

.

0 TIME: 45 min

Use: AFR 92-f
W131.112



.

I

Flames and heat

Radiated heat

Radioactive:hazards

Water

Cold Weather

Physicel injury

No protection from
gamma radiation

4

b. St4ictural protective equip-
ment is worn when:

(1) Pot normal fires involv-
/ ing basic clasp "A"
combustible materiels.

(a) Plastic moulded
c

helMet

.1.. Cushioned head

strap, adjust-
ab1e from

.6 314 to 7 314

,
inches

2. -Adjustable chin
strap

(b) Gloves

1. Leather shells

'2. Wool inserts

(c) MA-1 Boots

1. 3/4 length

2'. Rubber or syn-
thetic foam and
air space con-
struction

INTERIM.SUMMARY:

,

c. When speciai protective
clothing is to be worn..

."

2

Energy and training material

nservation-cleaning material
arid care/of protective clothing. .

41.

r

UseZmomplete set of special
protective clothing. Uructural
Helmet.

1 si&
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(1) For extreme firs-intensity
exposure to:

70*
(I) Flammable Liquids

(b) Liquid or solid

1. Fuels

2. Propellants

3. Chemicals

4. Explosives
9

(2) MA-l'boots - same as used
with structural protec- ,

ttve clothing

(3) Aluminized special trousers
- made of flame resistant
and water treated asbestos
and cotton outer cloth,
coated With aluiinum.

(4) Aluminized special coat -
made of asbestOs and
cotton herring above
twill outei cloth with
all:minus coating and

neoprene.rubber coated
nylon inner lining

(5) Aluidnized special gl9vas
-

, (6) AIB Hood

(a), Outer cover of
.aluminized akbestos
glass, neoprene coated
fiberglass middle,
and close Woven mei
inside

(b) Framed witkatiached
hard hat, adjustable
chinstrap

....1(cj Thermo-sitting plastic
face piece'-

-
'

e .

ea.

1 f

0

3
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INTERIM SUMMARY: .

d. Inspection and Maintenance Use: worn/damaged protective
clothing

(1) Daily and after each use,
for damage from:

(a) Cuts

(b) Abrasions

(c) -Burns

(d). Wear

(2) Thouroghly.clean and dry
clothing to prevent:

(a) Mildew

(b) Rotting

(c) Flaking of aluminized
:surface

(3) Piotective clothing should
be flushed off with water
to remove:

(a) Fuels

(b) Extinguishing agents

(c) Oils

(d) Chemicals

(e) Dirt

(f) Mud

(4) Persistant residues may be
removed with:

(a) Mild detergents

(b) Water

(c) No brush

(5) Protective Hood

4



(a) Clean outside cover
- same as .coat end

trousers

(b) Remove face piece
glass and clean with
soft cloth

INTERIM SUMMARY:

2. Given fire fighting protective
clothing, don protective clothing
within two minutes.

a. Donning protective clothing
is very simple, but steps must
be followed to prevent accidents
to Jsirselves.

(1) Donning procedures are:

(a) Remove shoes or boots

(b) Step into,MA-1 boots,
one foot at a time

(c) Pull trousers-up and
fasten.suspenders

'(d) Put on coat

(e) Fasten all snaps

(f) Turn collar up

(g) Put on hood,

(h) Adjust, chin strap

(i) Put on gloves

Application:

Interspersed throughout lesson

Evaluation:

Interspersed throughout lesson-

Demonstrate

Stress 2 min allowed for donning.
(In the field more will be expected

with proficiency experience)

vte

TIME: 3 hrs

TIME: 5 min



CONCLUSION TIME: 5 min

Summary: Restate why and when protective clothing is used, also why
inspection and maintenance of protective clothing must take place and

° why each is needed.

Remativation: The protective clothing you will be using in the field is
the best that money can buy, but if you,do not wear it properly or
maintain it, it can easily become just worthlesscburnt rags ... with you
inside.

Assignment: N/A - Prepare to.administer masurement test and test critique
for end of Block I.

Closure: As you go intothe field, wear your protective clothing proudly
because it is not just another uniform, it is the uniform of a firefighter.

1

INITIATETHE MEASUREMENT TEST AND TEST CRITIQUE

41c."
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MODIFICATIONS

,e50,.66 s:.1" of this publication has (haveS- been deleted in

adapting this material for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

and Technical Education." Deleted material involves extensive use of

military forms, procedures, systems, etc. and was not considered appropriate

for use in vocational and technical education.

of
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'Fire Protection Drench
Chanute API, Illinois

FIRE PROTECTION OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY

3A3157130.4.-SG404

.OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide and your classroon instructions, you wi4.1 be able
tO:

1. Identify basic facts and principles relating to the objeCtives of industrial
safety.0

2. ,Identify safe,and unsafe procedures involved in perforning_station duties.

3. Identify safe and unsafe procedures involved in the wearing of protective
clothing. .

4. Identify safe and unsafe procedures pertaining to mounting fire protection
vehicles.

5. Identify safe and unsafe procedures

INTRODUCTION

The right way is always the safe way.
This, in just a few words, is the aafaty
policy of this technical training school.
As you learn the RIGNTway to fight a fire,
you ara also learning the SAFE vay.
Accidents do not just happen, in fact,
lost are caused by unsafe acts of people.
Accidents are preventable. By emphasising
safety and'enforcing a safety training
program, the accident rata will so down.
Everyone must be able to recognize safety
hazards. Throughout your.training, you
will be taught to work safely. No one
safety requirement is more important than
the other;-you must practice all equally.

INFORMATION

SAFETY IN GENERAL

Safety, geierally speaking, is common
sense. If yod injure yourself or one of
your fellow workers through "horseplay" or
carelessness or by an uisafe act, yod are
not living up to your obligations or
responsibilities. Good clean fun is
encouraged among workers; but, When the
fun leads to injury,, it is not clean.
Safety precautions cannot be
overemphasized.

0

23

involved in fighting fires.

ACCIDENT PREVENTION HANDBOOK

-- The Air Force publication outlining
thezround safety program is AFR 127-101.
"Accident preverition Eandbook." As we
stated above, accidents are proved:Able.
Safety education, good training, and
careful supervision are all needed if
we are to have accident-free operations.

Accidents seriously affect the rAimbat
capability of the Air,Forovby causing
'Empower tosses and equipmen :. and material
damage. Tha accident prer.ntion handbook
will serve as a source of information and
guide for the prevention of ground
accidents. AFR 127-101 also covers the
handling of material and equipment that
could present hazards. The main purpose
of this reiulation is to provide safe
operating standards for ground operations
mmd to aid in eliminating accidents.

_KIR FORCE 'ACCIDENTS

About one-fifth Of-Mil-Air Force
ground accidents can be traced -iCT-Insafe___
operation of private vehicles. As a
source of'off-duty pleasure, the
automobile rates top billing with Air
Force personnel. Unfortunately, it is
also, their greatest threat to life and
limb. The following reasons account
for 90% of all Private vehicle accidents.

116



1. Exceeding speed limits.

2. Licessive speeds 'for the road
conditions.

3. INtigue and-falling alse4.

4. Disgarding traffic controls.

5. Driving on the wrong side of
the road.

6% Following too closely.

7. Unsafe or improper passing.

CONTROL OF ACCIDENTS

Even accidents caused by.nature can
be controlled to some extent. Only accidents
resulting from natural elements such as
lightning, attires, and/or floods are hard
to prevent. The effects of natural elements
flan be minimized. For example, aircraft
can be secured when strong winds are expected.
Accidents due to nature, called "Acts of
God," represent only two percent of all
accidents. Some preventable accidents
can be traced to unsafe acts and attitudes
starting in earlY childhood. These unsafe
childhood habits are:further developed as
a person grows older and accepts a job.
The injuries, property damage, and loss
of time, which follows, complete the costly
cycle. Always be on the lbokout for unsafe .

habits,of others and your own. You should
try to correct your own unsafe habits and
tactfally tell others of their unsafe habits.

Governmint Motor Vehicle Operation"

Approkimately one-fifth of all United
States Air Force ground accidents result
from government motor vehicle operations.
However, less than fiVe.percent of all ,

injuries are,caused by the operation of
government Vehicles. The reason for the
law.injury rate is that most government
vehicles operatton Air Force installationi
at low speeds. The following reasons

'account for approximately three-fluartern
otall ndlitary vehicle accidents:

1.' Backing without spotters at the
rear of a vehicle.

2. Excessive speed for road conditions.

3. EicceedinNg\iped limits.

24

1

4. Following too closely.

5.

way.
Failure to yield right-of-

FIRE PROTECTION ACCIDENTS

Let's face it, firefighting can
be ari unsafe business.. Nevertheless,

you will find a very low"accident rate
in this: field. The reason for the
low rate is that there are some simple
rules to follow when working in the
fire service. We cannot write a simple
paragraph to cover every dangerous
job in this field, but there are some

very important rules that could save
your life listed in the following paragraphs.

Vehicles and Equipment

1. Never crawl under a truck
to clean or repair unless someone is
°present to prevent another person from
starting the truck.

2. Never attempt to clean in
engine while it is running.

3. Be sure the truck is safely
blocked when wheels are being changed.

4. Use the proper tools when
making adjustments or repairs.

5. When driving a truck in reVerse,
always have someone walk in back to
guide you.

6. Do not mount or dismount
hie a vehicle,while it is in motion.

Responding to a Fire

When xesponding.to a fire or an
emergency, the driver should maintain
a saie speed and be alert at all tines.
Driversvof emergency vehicles will
not assume the right-of-way over other
vehicles, and will comply with state
and local traffic_laws and applicable
military regulaiions governing vehicle
operations. (Reference: AFR 77-2,
When responding to an emergency call,
emergency vehicles may proceed through
A stop signal or stop sign, if not
.in violation of local law, but only
after slowing down or stopping to assure
safe operation.) Some-people disregard
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emergency vehicles and may not yield.
Avoid accidents regardless-of circumstances,
for a wrecked fire truck or injured
firefighter will be of no value at the
fire or emergeucy. Vhen returning to the
station, the driver-must observe all traffic
nqiulattonm.

Laying Hose at the Fire

. When hose is coming out of the hose
bedowith the fire truck in motion,,the
hoseman should ride in the cab whenever
possible. This is to keep from being
struck by the whipping hose or couplings
at the rear of the truck.

Entering Burning Building

When opening doors or windows to enter'
alnirning building, stand to the side of
the opening because there is a possibility
of explosions or flying glassor wood
when the door or window is opened.

Forcible Entry Tools

Serious injury can result from
improperly used forcible ntry tools such
as.crowbar, fire axe: door opener, and power
saw. These tools must be handled carefully,
Daring this course, you will be taught
the proper use of these tools.

,ACCIDENT REPORTING

All people should promptly report
all accidents to their immediate supervisor.
When accidents are not reported promptly,
both the Air Force and,the injured person
may suffer financial loss.

QUESTIONS

Answer these questions mi a separate
sheet of paper which will be given to your
instructor for correction and valdation.
Do not write in this book.

1. No safety
requirement, is more important than the
other, you practice all
equally.

TheAir Force publications
outlining the ground safety program
is AFR Accident

Handbook.

sore

3. The main purpose of AFR
is to provide :

standards for ground
and to aid in eliminating

4. Accidents due to nature, called
Acts of God, represent only
percent of accidents.

5. Some preventable accidents
can be traced to acts
and attitudes starting in
childhood.

6. Only accidents resulting from
natural elements such as

andfor floods
are hard to prevent.

7. When responding to a fire
or an emergency', the driver should maintain
a speed and be
at all times.

When opening doors or windows
to enter a building

to the side of the opening
because there is a possibility of

or
glass or when the door
or window is opened.

9. When returning to.the station,
the muit observe all

regulations.

10. All
promptly
to their
supervisor.

should
all accidents

REFERENCES

1. AFR 127-101, Accident Prevention

'.0
Handbook. .

2. .AFR 92-1, Fire Protection Program.
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Fire Protection Branch
Chanute An, Illinoii

EXTINGUISHING AGENTS -

OBJECTIVES,

After completing this study guide and your classroom instructions, you will be able
to:

30457130-1-SC-105

1. Identify principles relating to suppression, control and extinguishment of fires.

2. Identify the chaiacteristics of extinguishing agents by matching proper agents
to classes of fires and associated hazards.

INYRODUCTION

It is essential for the fire protection
specialist to know how extinguishing agents
are applied in ordef V3 maintain our
objective, i.e., to save lives and property
Itom fire. TO use the Wrong extinguishing
agent on a fire, could result in injury,
excessive lose of property,:explosion and
possible death. As'you can see this could
affect the mission,of an entire installation.

In this text, we iU cover the
extinguishing agents that.ire commonly
fouid and utiliied on Air Force
installations. We will also explain the
class of fire for which each is recommended,
mid how they are used to control or extinguish
a fire.. The safety precautions that the
fire protection specialist must take with
certain agents will also be erplained.

INFORMATION

. In the study of the cheiical and physical
phenommon of fire you will learn that the
three components, fuel, heat and oxygen,
are necessary in proper proportions for
a fire to occur. In the.extiMiaihment
process, the removal of one or more of
these components must take place.

EXPLANATION OF TERMS

Control - To prevent the spreading
of a fife or place itrin check al that
propagation or spread will not take place.

.Cooling - Removal of the heat fiom
a burning material faster than the heat
can be generated, or reducing the temperature
of the material to the point where fuel
vapors can no longer be produced is
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to

femoval of the "heat" portion of the
fire triangle.

Smothering -The separation of the
.oxidizing agent (air) from the fuel.

Suppression - Any actiou, luch as 4

using an extinguishing agent that affects
the fire by controlling or eliminating
the various elements that supports
combustion.

Rxtinguished - The result of having
applied an extinguishing agent to stop
the process of rapid oxidation by the
imeral of either heat, oxygen, or fuel.

Extinguishing Agent -.Chemically
whether solid, liquia-or sae (vapors)
used to control or extinguish afire,

EiTINGUISHING AGENTS

Wtter

This is the most common of the , 1

extinguishing agents. Water is the
recoemended welt for use on class "A"'
type fires, i.e. wood, paper, coal,
because of its ability to absorb the
heat being generated faster than it
can be produced by the material burning
when the water is applied 1A bulk,-streight
oeaolid sites's. When water-is applied
in a spray or fog. pattern Ina heated s

area; eteme'is produced providing a.
secondary effect of smothering. Beciuie
water.in its natural state containi,
impurities it is conductive. Applying
water to fires involving "live" electrical
equipment is not recommended because
of the'shock hazard to the user.
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Wet Water

Whan'deep seated class A fires occur,
such as in mattresses, hay, or.cotton
bales, water in its natural state way not
beible"to penetrate fast enough to quench
and cool the fire. Therefore additives
such-as special detergents are combined
in proportions with water to give it the .
ability_to penetrate for fires that are
deep seated.

Foam

Currently the Air Force uses three
types of foam: chemical, mechanical, and
Alit. Chancel foam is used in 2-1/2 gallon
foam type fire extinguishers. Chemical
foals formed by mixing sodium_bicirbonate
with water and aluminum sulphate with water.
When the water, sodium bicarbonate and
the aluminum sulphate arc mixed together,
a chemical reaction takes place producing
the finished foam product. The sodium
bicarbonate is mixed with 1-3/4 gallons
of water and it is placed in what is.known
as the outer Chamber of the foam extinguisher.
The alumina' sulphate is mixed with 2-1/2
pints of Water and placed in a tube which '
is inserted in the center of the foam
extinguishers. When this tYpe of
ektinguisher is inverted a chemical reaction
tikes plice.producing CO2 pressure within

'the extinguisher to expel the agent from
the extinguisher.

Mechanical Foam
a

Thia comes in a liquid composed of
a high protein base substance formed chemicilly
from vegetable and animal protein. The
Air.Force uses what is known as "61 foam."
It-contains 61 of foam Concentrate mixed
with 941 water (atmospharicciidifions
permitting). To explain, this water -
loam solution must also be mixed with
air. Mechanical foam is primarily used
in aerospace fire crash/rescue vehicles
for runway foaming operations only. The

' fame concentrate is taken in the water
lines oq the discharge side of the pump
and when the mixture reaches the outlet
air ia inducted into the Mixture. Air
bubbles are formed allowing the mixture

. .to expand approximately 10 times thus
the type A/S 322-2 crash truck is capable
of producing approxiaately 25,000 gallons
of finished fame.
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Aqueous Film Forming Foam

Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF)
is the third type,of foaa agent used
in the Air Forcer Itis a file forioing
foam which has the ability of making
water float ouclass "3" flammable
fuels.

The mixture of this foam agent
ana water is the'same as with mechanical
rfpi foam. It contains a mixture of
61 foam concentrate aid 941 water.
When properly proportioned, it has
an expansion ratio of 8-10 to 1 Lad
generates a white, nontoxic blanketing
foaa film.

AFFF can be usai with all types
of discharged nozzles including fixed
or mobile systems. It ia not neceasary
'to mix *ha solutiorwith air to produce
foam. AA is true mithchemical and
mechanical foam, An? eitinguishes,
the fire by, smothering.

'Use of Fomm

Foam is the recommended agent
for use on class "IV! fires. /t provides
a smothering blanket on the surface
of the-burning material to exclude
the air (oxidising agnt) aickit also
keeps the vapors from being eiltted
from the hot fuel.

Mechanical foam is used on runway
foaming operation, and say also be
used.to blanket large fuelMpille. Foam
should not be used on electrica/ly

e nergised eqüipment since foam is a conductor
of electricity. This is due to ill
the impurities nixed with the water.

Carbon Dioxi4a

Thi;, agent in.its natural state
is a gas. The carbon dioxide gas is
noncombustible and it is about one
and one-half times heavier than air.
When CO

2
first comes in contact with

air, its temperature may be as low
as 110.7. Carben dioxide is in the
liquid state and under pressure when
it is transferred from one container
to another. In theUSAF, carbon dioxide
is utilised in fire extinguishers (high
pressure systems) and storage tanks
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(law preasure systems). Carbon dioxide is
-recommended for use on class "8" type
fires. 4. will move along the surface
of the burning material; smothering the
fire by exclusion of the oxygen. Carbon
dioxide is recommended for use.on class
"C" type'fires, since the vapors do not

conduct electricity. Carbon dioxide is
noncorrosive in nature and does not leave
any harmful deposits. Carbon dioxide should
not be used in confined areas When human
life is involved due to its oxygen-displacing
capabilities.

Dry Chemical

The USAF uses dry chemic41 in hand
fire extinguishers and it is effective for .
the extinguishment of class "B" and "C"
type fires. Dry chemicals are primarily
compOsed of sodium bicarbonate or potassium
bicarbonate. When dry chemicals are exposed
to the high temperatures of f fire, the
agent is converted to sodium or potassium
carbonate, carbon dioxide, and water vapor
and vu extinguish the fire by smothering.
Dry chemical agents are nontoxic.

Dry Powders

Dry powders are used on combustible
metal fires (class "D"). Three of the
most comnonly found on USAF installations
are Pyrene G-1, Met-4.-X and Lith-X. Pyrene
G-1 is composed of screened graphatized
foundary coke to which organic phosphate
has been added. The graphite acts as a
heat conductor afid absorbs the heat from
the fire to lower the metal temperature
below the ignition point, and the closely
packet of graphite also acts to mother
the fire. The combined action is involved
in the extinguishment of the material.

Met-L-X starts with a aodium chloride
base in sized particles. Thermoplastic
materials are also added to act as a binder
when apilied to.burning metals. When
,this agent is applied, a crust is formed
over the material to exclude the air, ;thereby
smothering the fire.

4 , Lith-X is composed of a special graphite
base in.powder form with additives to make
it free flowing so it can be used in fire
extinguilhers. This agent will exclude
air from the material burning, therefore
smothering the fire. This agent does.not
cling to the material so it is necessary
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to completely cover the 'hotel involved
in fire. Because of'the extreae heat
created by class "D" fire, extreme
caution should be exercised whenever
combatting this type of fire.

Nate: Water will not be used.
Whenever using dry powders, extreme
care should be utilized during the
application, and completely cover
the metal involved with these agents.

There are no health hazards involved
with the dry powdere mentioned. Since
the probabilities of a class "D" fire
becomes involved with or around electrically
energized equipment, the conductivity
of these agents is not relative. It

should be noted that Pyrene G-1 and
Lith-X are capable of conducting electricity.

QUESTIONS

Answer these questions on a separate
sheet of paper which will be given to

.your instructor for correction and evaluation.
Do not write in this book.

1. To prevent the spreading of
fire, or place it in check to where

will not take place is
called

2. Removal of the'
faster then it can be
is called ,

3. The results of stopping the
process of is called

4. Any
fire by
is called

action that affects the
or elimination

5. foam is
used in fire extinguishers.

6. Chemical foam consists of
two chemicals, the
is mixed with gallons of
water and is placed in the
cbember. The P

is nixed with
and is placed in the
chamber.

12
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.
.

7. Carbon dioxidd should not be used 9. - foss is the
in . ' areas due to' its only foss usid in runway foaming operations.

,

capabilities.

8. Wet water is used on

class "A".fires.

4
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PRINCIPLES AND THEORY OF COMBUSTION

After completing this study euide and your classroom inatructioni, you will be able
' to: I

1. Identify principles relating to themistry and physics of combustion.

2. Identify characteristics and hazards

INnwoucTiow----

The hiatory of fire began with the
first stages of nin. Yire his been an
essintiil factor in the deveiopment-of
ciiilization cver sinte its discoVery.
It is also true that many wreat disasters
andauch destruction-have resuliedffron
fire. It di understandable, then, that
selame-is, the eubject of firewentionid
that it does:net inducafear. Tha.purpose
of this.study piae iato filiariz
you wit4,:the Various properties of fire
so that:yon may have a basitanderstanding
of fiie, eliminate this inherent fear,
develop's healthy respett for fire,, and
perform-the variOue fire-protectionlinnttions
lantalligently. -Outing this subjAtit your
instructor will Perform ieveral dimOnstrations
io illustrate some of the important points.

INFORMATION

WHAT IS r-1

Basically fire (cAL.,,,istion) sai.be

defined as tepid oxidation with the evolution
of light and heat. You must knoe when
a material will oxidiie rapidly enough
to,produce 14ght and'heat. Understanning
thin will help-you in controlling and
extinguishing fires. This knowledge will
also help you to understand and practice
,fire prevention piinciples which are a Vital '

function of the fire Protection organization.

CoMPONENTS

Combustion or fire miy be broken
down into three basic components.,' These
are fuel, heat and oxygen, all Of which
mui: bi preseit;and'In the proper proportions
to treats a fire: There, components ire
often compared to the sidis of a triangle
called the fire triangle. Yigura'4 shows
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of flammable
_

the three componentsaf fire separated
and properly conbined. Notice in the
triangle,that only when all three
components are combined in thsir proper
proportiOns-will fire exist. Since
each of these components 5 essential
for fire, let us discuss each one
individually.

Fuel

Fuel can be defined as any substance
or material (solid, liquid or gas) used
to produee heat or power y combustion.
Ordinarily, 'when the term fuel,ts_mentionedi

you_think.of-materliIi such as wood,
paper, coal,,gasoline,,atc. NoweVeri,-
from the Chemical stindpoint, only
the fuel elements are eons/dared in
determining mtat.is classified is a fuel.
TO understand how a fuei:burns, we

'must first distuss the,fuil elements.
The common fuel elements ire carbon,
hydrogen and sulphur,all of whfth*
emit flammable vapors.' All cOmmon

contain'one or more of these
elemenii. Injome forns, such as wood,
they nust be heated to, release flammable-
vapora vtile in other forms, euth as
gasoline, vapors are readily givirm
off it room temPeratuies. It nust
be understood that !lost &els must
be in vapor fore to burn. This explains
why some fuels are more difficult to
ignite than otheri. !was, wtsa heated,
will go through eeveral stagai,suih
as flashpoint ind%firipoint.

_IMASIliOINT of a substance is that
tempetature at which a fuel gives
off a very limited amount of vapors.
When these vapors are mixed with air
and ignited the flame will flash setae's
the surface but vill not continua to
burn.
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FINWINT,of a substance is the lowest .

temperature at which vapors areAtiven
off fast snoueh te support continuous

combustion when mimed with air and ignited.

At beth flashpoincand firepoint, only ,

vapors, are gilien off and Will_not burn

unlesi ignited by aces external hest
sOurce.

IGNITION TENiZIATUAZ of'a substance
is-thef temperature requited V3 initiate
or Cads* self-sustained combustion
indeliendent of an outside source of ignition.

The ignition temperaturswill vary for
each given fuel. Sole of the conditions
which say-iffect the ignition temperature
of liquidss and gases are the percentage,
of vepoi-or gas and air stature, six. and
shape of area where ignition take! place.

The ignition.teaperature imp for
most Ordinary combustible materials varies
beteeen 300' to 1,000'7.

The heat necessary for illation may
comeirof in external source, eu4h as
flame, sink oit friction: It may,aiso
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'be generated within the substance itself.
Thia can be caused'by a chemical'union

of the oxygen in.the air and the substances
and is.callid spontaneOuis heating.
Oily iags and itored green hay are
examples of.some materiale subject
to spontaneous heating.

If spontaneous heating of a material
is,alloWed to continue and the generated
haat is cOnfined to. the material, the
iesperature of- the material will continUe
to rise until it reaches its ignition
temperature. This self=leeition.of
a-mateiial is called sPontanenue ignition.
An example'of spontaneous ignition .

is a fire.in stored, oil ragsWithout
the application of heat;from some external
source. This chmeical reection can
and does take-place'in many substances,
and is the cause-of many fires in-such
places ai fsmilysdwellings-, hospitali
and nursing homes.

CLASSES OF FIRE

To aid the firefighter in selecting

,a suitable,agent to,e?ctinguish a firc,

a



It hasleoe-nocesterY to.sroup'fires sixtq
four- gaietal classei.. Classia-of fire,
types-and examples are as follows:

Classes MTAL'

A .Natural Fibers

RM.*
Wood, piper, trash,
etc.

Liquids Fats, oils, grasses,
gasoline

C Electrical

Heat

Involves electrical
current and when
electrical current
is turned off nay.
be either.class
A or E fire

Metals Copbustible metals
such as magnesium

Basically, heat is defined as that
condition which causes the temperature of,
a substance to rise. Heat may ba produced
from any of the energy producing sources
as shown below:

Lunn, Source Examples

Mechanical Friction

Chemical Oxidation

Electrical Spark,-lightning

ALI. LIMITS % ST
VOLUME

Compression Filling of storage
otanks

Solar

Atomic

Smits rays

-AtoefiC fuSion

The three Most common eources
which maybe.ancshaterad-daily are
suchanidal mem, chemical energy
and-electrical energy. You have already
learned-of flashpoint and-firePoint.
These are tamperaturas.of efuelat
which flammable vapors are-aiven-off
and even though they are-mixed with
air will not burn unless ignited fnma
an external source.

Oxygen

Oxygen, an element, is an odorless,.
,- colorless, and tasteless gas.forming

approximately.21Z of the iir we breathe.
Oxygen, itself, is nonflammable; however,
it actively supports and accelerates
combustion. Zn order fOr_an oxidation
reaction to take place, i combustible
subetance (fuel) and an oxidising agent
most be present. The post common oxidizing
material ii thaAir we breathe. Oxidation
may be divided into three general classes:

1. Slov oxidation takes place,
in rust and wood rot. Oxidation is
taking piste so slowly that the huat

,generatesCis given off as fast as it
is-produced.

TOO LEAN

1.3% OAS time
SOY% AIR LIMIT

5.2% RANOE

1.5% OAS LOWER

TOO RICH

53.3% AIR LIMIT

Figura 5. Explosive Limit. of Gasoline.'
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2. Rapid oxidation takes place
in combustion. Oxidation,is rapid enough
to produce light and heat_that can be
seen and felt.

3. Ultra-rapid oxidation occurs
during explosions. Oxidation is so rapid
that it appears to be instantaneous.

-The major difference between the three
classes isothe amount of-heat:given off
during a period of time and the rate of
fuel conamption.

OXIDIZING AGENTS

Oxidiziag agents are of great concern
to the fire protection specialist because
they readily yield oxygen to stimulate
combustion. Some.oxidizins agents.that
will intensify or inCrease the burning
rate are chlorates, nitrates and peroxides,
all of which give off oxygen readily,

-especially-when-heated-or'involved -in 'fire.

EXPLOSIVE LIMITS"

The mixture of air with fuel vapors
forms the explosive limits of each fuel.
Explosive limits range from the-minimum
to the maximum concentrations of fuel vapors
apd air'that will.burn,or explode on contact
vith a source of irnition.: The minimum
amount of fuel vapors mixed with air that
will either burn or explode is called
the lower explosive limits. The maximum
amount of fuel mixed, with air that will
burn or explode is called the upper explosive
limits. Anywhercin between these two limits
is celled the explftive ranse. The
exploaive rangelof gasoline is.shown in
figure 5. NOTE: The intensity,of a fire
varies with the concentration of fuel

'vapors.

Hare are other gases and their explosive
limits.

Fuel Lower Limit

Acetylene 2.5%

Butane.

Propane 2.4%

JP-4 1.3%

Upper Limit

$0.0%

8.5%

9.5%

6.5%
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Definition of terms used in
combustion:

1. Inteniity - the force of
energY of a phys.cal agent and is
proportional to the vapor$ given off
and the rate of air smpply.

2. Propagation - may be defined
as the spread of fire.

3. Magnitude - may be defined
aus the size or greatness of the area
involved. The magnitude of the fire
is dependent on the surface area of
the fuel which is exposed to the air.
The more surface area exposed, the
greater the magnitude.

HEAT TRANSFER

Transfer-of heat is responsible
for the start and_extinguishment of__
lest flies, figure 6. .Fire propagates
(spreadiO thräugh the transmission
of heat, liberating fresh vapors to
support combustion: Heat may be transferred
by one or more of the following methods:

1. Conduction - the transfer
of heat from one body to another by
direct contact.

2. Convection - the transmission
of heathy moving currents, either
a liquid or gas. Most homes are heated
by convection.

3.- Radiation.- the transmissido,
of heat from a hosted body io acolder
one by heat rays through intervening
space. Heat transfer by radiation
is much the same as light transferred
by light rays. Thus, heat coming to
us from the sun or from close proximity
to a fire is an example of radiation.

PRODUCTS OF COMBUSTION

Combustion results in the liberation
qf certain other compounds, called
the product of combustion. The'action
is a result of the chemical change
and the.union of oxygen with the fuel
elements. 'While there are many gases
given off in.the burning process, four
of the most common gases that will
be present in iost fires are:
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1. H
2
0 - water vapor - which is

the union of hydrogen and oxygen during
combustion.

2. S02 - sulphur dioxide or.the

uniting of sulphur and oxygen.

3. CO
2
- carbon dioxide or the

uniting of carbon and oxygen. CO2 is an

inert gatand is the result of complete
combustion.

4: CO - carbon monoxide - a result
of incomplete coibustion, such as in
smoldering fires and is_a highly_flammable,
-mad-toxi'a gas.

In summarizing, the science of fire
protection remts on these principles;
(1) an oxidliing agent, a combustible material,
and an ignition,source are necessary for
combustion, (2) the combustible Material
must be heated to its firepoint before

,

it will burn and (3) caMbustion will continue
,until the fuel is consumed or removed or
until the oxidizing agent or air is below
the point which will support combustion,

or the combustible material is cooled
below its ignition temperature. .Every
method for prevention, control or
extinguishment of fire is based on one
or more of these principles.

QUESTIONS

Answer these questions on a separate
sheet of paper which wdll be given to
your inmtructor for correction and evaluation.
Do not write in this book.

1. Fire (combustion) may be defined
as

with the evolution of
and

2. Combustion of fire May'be broken
dawn into three basic components whibh are

and

3. Fuel can be defined.as any substance
or material (
or ) used to produce

Or
by combustion.
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4. Fuel elements are
and

all of which emit flammable vapors.

5. If spontaneous heating of
a material is allowed-to continue and
the generated.heat is confined to the
material, the temperature.of the

will continue
to rise until it reaches its
temperature.

6. To aid the firefighter in
selecting a suitable agent to

'a fire, it has been
necessary to group fire intb

_

general classes.

7. Heat is defined as that
which cauies the

of a substance to
rise.

8. The three most common sources
which may be encountered daily are

energy,
energy, and energy.

9. Oxidation-nay be divided
into three general classes which are

oxidation,
0 F oxidation and,

oxidation.

10. The minimum amount of fuel
vapors mixed with air that will either
burn or explode,is called the

limits.

11. The maximum amount of fuel
mixed with air that will burn or explode
is called the

limits.

12. The transmission of heat
by moving currents is called.

13. The transmission of heat
from one body to another by direct
contact is called

14. Heat coming to us from the
sun or from close proximity to a fire

,is called
,
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Fire Protection Branch
3A3B57130-1-SG-107

Chanute AFB, Illinois

NATURAL COVER FIRES

OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide and your classroom instructions, you will be able

1. Identify principles involved in natural cover firefighting..

2. Identify the principles involved in various methods of controlling and '

extinguishing natural eover fires.

j. Identify principles relating to the tools and equipment used in natural cover
firefighting. -

INTRODUCTION Methods of Prevention

Natural cover fires_involve-grass,
weeds, grain, brush, forest or any other
Plant life. Foresefires are no doubt
the most costly and far reaching of all
natural coVer fires. Forest firei involve
nore than the immediate nonetary loss. This
is Insignificant when compared with the
effect on the future water and timber
supply, plus the loss of hunting, fishing,

and recreational facilities; to say nothing
about the loss of life that may occur.
Forest fires are aláo of great concern
to fire protection personnel because they

frequently involve farms, villages and towns.
For this reason fire protection organizations'
are called upon to combat both'structural
aud natural cover fires.

INMMATION

PREVENTION AND CONTROL

In recent years, the nation has become
increasingly conscious of the importance
of ,the prevention and.control of natural
cover fires, espeeially forest fires.

Causes

The great majority of natural cover
fires are caused by man and are.results"
of carelessness." The natural elements,
auch as lightning and the sun, are
responsible for the remainder. Carelessness
on the part of hunters, campers, fishermen
and local residents account for more fires
than any other cause. Some of the other
causes are locomotives, burning rubbish,
lumber operations, and arson.
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The-neat ilfineive means of preventing
natural cover fires are educational
programs. These programs fall into
the areas of law enforcement, established

restrictions, education and training,
and the complete elimination of fire
hatards in critical areas.,.

Detection

Prompt discovery of'these fires
is essential in achieving quick control
and limiting dinage. In areas where
efficient detection, control, and
firefighting organizationi are present,
fires rarely get out of control, and
damage is kept to a ninimum. These
methods of early detection are: ground
and air patrols-, and forest fire observation
towers.

Use of .Aircraft

Aircraft can also be effectively
used in combatting and controlling
natural cover fires. Various types
of aircraft can be used, some to traneport
men and supplies, and some specifically
to haul material to directly combat
the fires. Aircraft are especially
useful in remote areas that are devoid
of trails and roads. Parachute jumping
firefighters started training before
World War II and they have eXpanded
and improved their effectiveness each
succeeding year. After the war, the
Air Force conducted many experiments
and tests, especially with the helicopter,
in combatting natural cover fires.
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For extinguishment of,a forest fire with
aircraft, the "water bosb" dropPed at fire
breaks and other airborne devices are being
-tested by-the Air.Force and civilian
organizations. A

EFFECTS OF NATURE
.(WINg, RAIN, AND DROUGHT)

The rate of burning of natural cover
fires depends primarily on the imlocity
of the wind, type and abundance of fuel,
and topographic conditions.

_

'The wind can cause a natural'cover
fire to burn with greater intensity and
cause it to propagate.faster by carrying
a greater amount of fresh oxygen to the
fire. The win& also carries the heat
to the unburned.fuel thus causing it to
vaporize faster.

Effects of Rain

Rain can be a great help in the control
and extinguishmen of a natural cover fire.
Water is a very good extinguishing agent
on forest fires, elpecially when delivered
on the fire as in rain.

Effects of Drought

Drought can greatly effect the burning
of,a natural cower fire. Primarily, it
allows the fuel to become excessiveli
dry. This, in turn, means that the 'fuel
will vaporize more easily and in final result
burn faster.

TYPES OF NATURAL COVER FIRES

The four distinct types of natural
cover fires-are: .(l) ground fires, (2)
surface fires, (3) crown fires, and (4)
spot fires. Each type is subjecc to variation
in speed of fire propagation, size, type
and quantity of fuel involved.

Ground Fires

Those are fires that travel at ground
level or below, the surface. Dry leaVes,
humus (material formed by decomposition
of vegetable or animal Matter in or on the
moil) post and other'organic materials which
hav, become-part of theLicil are the fuels.
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Surface Fires

,

These are fires in grass, Weeds,
Stain, rush, and shrubs. This type
of fire travals'above ground level
and rapidly if the windis high and
the fuel is dry and abundant. The
heat is intense but short lived'becauie
of the quick-burning characteristic
of the fuels.

Crown Fires

- These are-fir-1i in-the tops of
trees and in high brush. . When the
heat is generated by burning fuels heat
at the surface is intense, the fire

advances upward on the dried lower
limbs of trees,and continues to bnrn
in the tree tops. _This condition occurs
mostly in coniferous.(cone bearing
trees, such as pine and cypress) forests
and then only on steep slopes, in draws
and canyons, or durins high winds.
The crown fire is the most dreaded
of all natural cover fires. The enormous
flase areas sucks oxygen fros the air
,for hundreds of-yards from the fire
line, which in turn, generates such
intense heat that direct control is
almost ispossible. indirect methods,

, such as firebreks, either natural
or manmade, and backfiring are.the
best means of controllintlarge crown
fires.

Spot Fires

These are fires started in advance.
of the heads by wind blown sparks Or
bits of burning material.. Spot fires
are capable of creating a dangerous
situation. A nuiber of spot fires
may merge and create a new head in
advance of the main fire. Hen and
equipment may be trapped between these
fires, and large losses may result.
A well organized-patrol must.ie constantly
on the alert to locate spot fires and
get them under control before extensive
damage results.

PARTS/TERMS USED WITH ,

NATURAL COVER FIRES

Fire Line

The perimeter, or fire line, is
the hottest narf of thefire. However,
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Fire Line

PARTS/TERHS_USEB_WITH
NATURAL CINER FIRES

The perimeter, or fire line, is the
hottest part of the fire. However, natural
cover fires are best controlled along
the fire line.

Fire Head

The point where the fire is progressink
the fastest. A natural cover fire may have
several heads, depending on the type,
abundance and location of fuel. Fire
heads generally travel with the wind. ,

Fi re- Tail-

The upwind portion of the fire. This
is the point where the progress of the
fire is usually near the origin.

Fire Flank

All portions of,the fire line between
the head and tail are called flanks. The
burning section between the heads is also
called the flank,

'Fire Area

The burned out area within the perimeter
of'the head, tail,and flank of a natural
cover fire.

Running Fire

This fire moves'with the Wind, and
the rate of burning depends on the velocity
of the wind, type ind abundance of fuel,
and the general pattern.or contour of the
surface. 'The head of the fire travels
at a rate proportional to-the wind velocity.
Wind carries additional oxygen to the
fire and increases the rate of burning.
Fire heads move faster uphill and through
draws or canyons than on level ground
or downhill; other conditions remaining
equal. A running fire should never be .

controlled from the uphill direcrion. This
involves a high risk to men and equipment.
The correct point to begin control is at
the tail on the upwind gide of the fire
line or at the head of the fire when it
tops a crest or starts its.downhill burning.

.
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Fire Breaks

Fire breaks aie.O.eared areas.
Natural fire breaks are lakes, rivers,
creeks or bare rock formations. Other
fire breaks are roads, survey\lines,
transmission lines, or cleared areas.
Fire breaks should be twice as wide\
as the height of the material in the\
area where the fire break is to be \.

constructed. For example; trees that \
are 50 feet high will require a fire
break- 100 feet wide. Fire breaks must
be cleared of brush End grass to prevent
fire from traveling through these
flash fuels.

Backfiring

Backfires are employed to burn
back toward the advancing head, thus
creating a fast'fire break and stopping
the fire because of a lack of fuel.
Backfires are nornallylused where a suitable
network of fire breaks already'exisi.
However, improper backfiring can cause
loss of control of the fire and May
trap personnel working on the line.
Backfiring should not be attempted
except on,the orders of the person
in charge of the uperation,,
fully aware of existing conditions.
In a backfire, small areas are burned
under controlled conditions in advance
of themajdr fire. This eliminates
fuel tbat the fire must have to continue
spreading. Thui, when the fire reaches
the point where you have backtired,
a fire break,:has been established.

Beckfiringshould not be attempted
exceOt under conditions which will
assure that they will.not get out of
control-. Improper backfiring causes
loss of control of the fire and may
trap personnel working in the area.
The whereabouts of all men and equipment ,

musr be known at all times before any
backfiring is started. Before a backfire
is started, sufficient men and equipment
must-be on the job to control the
resultant fire. Wind directions'and
speed must be considered in conjunction
with the natural or artificial fire
breaks in the area. Whenever possible,
the backfire should move directly 'toward
the-advancing head of.the original.
fire. At,this point the.mmin-fire
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will ba halted. Great damage and loss of
lives and equipment may result when backfires
are improperly executed.

Artificial Barriers

Artificial fire barriers consietuf
roads, highways, survey lines, power lines,
or any-other manmade barriers that will

-imitede the prom's.. of the fire. SPecific
lines,ley.bs-cut-for-prelienting the spread
-of fires previous lo the time of outbreak.
Fire breaks, those manmade obstacles formed
to stop the spread of a fire in a certain
AVM, the time of the fire, must be at,
least riltaas widmas the height of*the
teurrodnding natural cover fuels in the
area to prevent falling materials from
ignitina fuels on the other side. These
fire breaks should be,cleared to conform
as nearly as possible with the ridge
linei and to connect all natural aqd

artificial fire barriers,,thus forming
ona continuous obetruction to the progress
of the fire. One,of the most effective
barriers to the spreatuf a natural cover
fire- that you can create in a very.short
'time end with limited equtpient iathe
backfire.

Natural Barriers

Natural fire barriers consist of lakes,
rivers, creeki, teserts; rock formations,
and bare ground aria. These natural
barriers will halt a.natural cover fire
.that burns up to them. Tour job then
is to control the fire and forte it to
burn itto such areas. This is normally

done by the use of artificial barriers
and fire breaks.

PIONEER TOOlIS

The tools normally used to fight
natural cover fires are pioneer handtools.
They include chopping tools, scraping
tools, and dining tools.

Chopping Tools

Chopping tools aramost commonly
used by forest firefighters for general
choppiag work.

^

Figure .7.

Double Btt Axe

Doubts Bit Axe.

The edge orone bit may beJtept
relatively sharp for smooth cutting,
%tile the other bit, may be used for
chopping roots or material on the ground.
See figure 7.

Figuraq. Sin ts lit Axe.

'Single Bit Axe ,

The single bit axe; figure 8, if%
particularly useful in mop-up work,
where the head serves well in knocking
stumps, logs, and other heavy fuels
apait. the hands of unskilled men,
the axes, regardless of the type, must
be used with utmost care to insure maximum
safety.

, 40
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Pulaski Tool

Thivis actually a combination tool,
which'has features of both the axe and
the Mattock, and ie thua saitable for cutting
and diggibg, figure 9. The tool is excellent
for cutting small trees. This is a
yell -baianced Cool using a regular double%
bit axe handle.

: Figure 10. Brush Hook.

Brush iook

the blmir is sharpened. Maximum safety
precautions must be exercised when tieing
this tool.

Scraping Tools

These tools are used primarily for
moving and scraping light fuels directly
on the'around.

This is a good toJ1, figure 10, for
cutting small trees, brush, heavy weed growth,
etc. When neceisary, it can be used for
chopPing heavy material, but en axe is
preferred for this type work. This type
brush hook is sharpened on the-inside
of the curved portion and along the continuing
adjacent straight edge. Usually the point
is left unsharpened as a safety 'Precaution.

Figure 11. Scythe.

Scythes

6

The scythe, as shown'in figure 11,
is used for cutting grass, weeds, grains,
etc. Only the inside curved portion of

41

Figure 12. Brush Rae.

Brush Rake

This tool, shown in figure 12, '

is especialliadapted to fire line raking
and miming in light brush. The tool
weights about four pounds. Other,types
have a scraping blade made on the top
of the rake similar to the,MeLmod Tool..

Figure 13. McLeod Tool.

McLeod'TooP"

This tool is a colbination heavy
duty rake and hoe, designed for cutting
matted brush and heavy grass and for
general rake work in medidm cover. See
figure 136 It is best suited to soil
conditions where rocks and small shrubs,
such as huckleberry, are not too abundant.
The tool is about 11" wide and is equipped
with a 48" handle.'

13 a
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Figure 14. Leak or Brom Rake.

f k

lAaf or Broom Rake

Varioui rypes of.leaf or.broom rakes
are:used in #ire line construction. Brooms
Are used to move light fuels.such as hardwood'
leaves, Where.little grass or brush is
involved. Figure 14 shows one type of,
metal broom.for heavy duty sweeping or
beating out fifes.

Figure 15. Beater.

Beater

371)1G 64
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Beaters (figure 15) are used-mainly
in fire suppression, working best in light.
grass or grain fields. The beater ordinarily
is laid on the fire.edge and moves
progressively along the line. !bird swatting,
especially in a vertical manner, should
be avoided as this tends to spread the
fire.

Digging Tools

These tools are used primarily to
get below the surface of the ground.

,(Figure 16. 'Aovel.

Shovel

Figure 16 shows the long handle,
round-point shoWel thA is most commonly
used foi suppression work. It is quite
common to sharpen one edge end sometimes
both edges of the.blade maks the
shovel function better as a'icriping
tool in creating a clean fire'break.

Figure 17. Pick hhttock.

PiCk Mattocks

The mattock, figurs.17, is used
for digging. The vide bladels useful
in loose soil, while the pick may'be'
used in rocky or exceptionally hard
soi/.

0
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Figure 18. Peavey or Cant Tool.

Peavey or Cint Hook

Peavies or cant hooks are used,
for turning and moving large logs,
figure 18.

Figure 19. Back Pack Witer,Extinguieher.

42
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SRECIAL EQUIPMENT .1,

Badk -Pack Extinguishers:.

This eftinguisher is designed for
brush and grass fires and-other special
uses, figure 19. The tank is carried
on the hack of the operator.. The extinguisher
has.a 'trombone -type pump-it tho and of
the discharge hose. it-is operated by
moving the sleeve on the pump back and
forth. The mapacity is five gallons,
with water as the extinguishing agent.

The Operator can spray.a stream of miter
30 to 40 feet.

Portable Pumps

These ars pumps that can be-carried
by two or four men and set up at a source
of uater ao that watet can be pumped directly
to the fire through hose lines. There
are two general classes of portable pumps,
soma powered by a two-cycle, and.some
by a four-cycle 'engine. Generally, they
are single-stage centrifugalpumps.

Hose

Hose used.in natural cover firefightine
comas in two sizes. These sites are 1"
and 1-1/2" and are used in conjunctiion

th the portable pumps.

f'echanized Heavy Equipment

Heavy equipment, such as plows, drags,
raiders, bulldozers-, and tremches are
sed primarily to clear wide strips Of*

bare scil in the path of an oncoming fire.
Use of these large mechanized pieces of
equipment surpasses all other Methods
of fire line and fire break construction
in heavy forest fires. .Howevee, they
require costly-equipment to move them
to a desired location, and in many cases,
unless improved roads are available, they
cannot be brought into use at ail.,

, 5308 and the A/S32P-8 Firefighting Vehicle

When the Air Force becomes involved
in fighting natural cover fires, whether
on base or for mutual aid.in the surrounding
community, weluSe the 530B and the A/S32P-
8 pumpers. The 5305 pumper has a 6 X
6 (six wheels on the ground and six wheels
drive) silitiry chaisis. It holds 400
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gallons of water and can easily be
equipped with handtools.

The A/S32P-8 pumper ham a 4 X 4
chassis; it carries 600 gallons of
water and 55 gallons of foam. Both
pumpers are very mobile over rough
terrain slicing them very effective
for natural cover fires.

Contro)

Fire control can best be defined
as: "Reducing or retarding the rate
of burning."

Extinguishment

Dirt (mineral soil) is the most
common extinguishing agent because
it is the most abundant agent where
you may be fighting fire. Extinguishment
is the complete elimination of the
fire.

METHODS OF FIGHTING NATURAL
COVER FIRES

Sectional Method

The sectional method of firefighting
is best uged.against a-slow moving
matUral cover fire. In the sectional
method, a unit of men is plaCed in
a specific section of the fire line.
A unit of men thus placed has full
respoolibility for all firefighting
efforts in that section. Its miesion
is to stop thi forward progress of

the fire, extinguish it at the fire
line, perform mop-up operations, and
execute any other action necessary

to assure complete control of the fire.

One Lick Method gf Firefighting

In the one lick method of natural
cover firefighting, a unit of men ii
placed on the fire line and.work in
a specific direction. One or more
man in atmnit might knock down the
hottest portions of the fire with backpack
extinguishers, when they are available,
and proceeskilong the flank of the
fiie. Behind the initial unit, men
pass through with axes, mattocks, or
other tonls; each man taking one "lick"
with his specific tool at the fire
oi at constructing a fire break. For
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exaeple, the men with axes, who are grouped
together, maymncounter, a small tree directly
in the path of the fire. .The first man
would swing once at the base of.the
tree and move onward. If the first man
failsto completely sever the tree from
its base, the-second man would strike
the tr4e in the same spot. Savering.the
tree, the second man would are on.. If
it is unnecessary for the third man in
line to make a stroke or °lick" at that
particular point, ha would throw thi,
tree from the path of the-fire IND that
it would not.becoie involved in the fire.
Behind the examen would be several men
who shoald be forming a fire break with
their tools.

Direct Method of Attack

The directmethod of aetack is very
effective against natural,cover fires,
but'should be attempted only when.you
ara involved with a moderately hot fire. 0
If the fire is-extrcmely Wot or-very
fast running (these two conditions usually
go together), close approabh to.the
fire might be impossibla-and very dangerous.
Either the sectional or "one lick" method
of personnel organization can be used
to attack the fire directly. '

Tou sheald approach on the flanks
of the fire using whatever extinguishing
equipment is aliailable to combat the

fire. By extinguishing the flankmof
the fire, you force the fire to tura
away from its natural path of spread
ia front of themind. Since tha fire
is,no lOnger moving directly with the
wind, it will start to lose Some z.f its

spread and hatt. As you continua to.
turn the fira'by extinguishing the flank,
eventually the only direction of travel
available-to the fire is'againat the

wind. At this poiat, the fire is at

such a disadvantage'that tolalaitinguishment
is relatively easy.

Indirect Method of Attack

The indirect method of attack is

effective on all types of fires. It

.is most effective, boWaver, for uee against
very hot or fast runnina fires when close .

approach to the firmerea by firefighting
personnel is impractical. This method

ok. natural cover fire control entails the

use of fire breaks or Urriere, both
natural,and artificial, to stop the
Progress of the fired

Self-Protection (Safety)

When fighting natural cover fires,
you must be constantly aware of the
dangers present to.you. All nonessential --
personnel in the fire area should be
warnedlof the danger and evacuated.
Buildings endangered by the fire should
beexamined for ocfupants that need .

tO be evacuated. This will rnduce
the life haard for the.occupaptsfand
for you-as wall, since you idll not,
then be forced to reiarn later in. an.
attempt to rescue svarpersons. You .
should always be omthe alert to keep',
yourseif fram baffling trapped by the.
fir,. Natural cover fifes can moVe
at extremely fast ipeed. If it appears
that you eight become trapped by a fire,

...fr if you find yoursaltsurreauded
by a nUmber of spot fires that are
closing in, you should try to:find

'soma sort of refuge. RiVers, sttessi,'

lekes, fire breaks, and gullays offer
e relatively safe refuge from thi hiat
of an approachinefire: If you are:
trapped by a fire or If you find yourself
ahead of a fiet moving firl and no;
refugeoan be found, there is one "last
chance" actionthat you could take.
By lying,face dowi on the ground and
coverim; yout haid with your'coat or
shirt (wetted if posiible) you can-
escape most of the fire haat'. Then,

when the head of the fire approaches
and the,heat becomes too intense, you
can try running through the head of
the,fire to tbe burnedmut area behind
it. If the vegetation is not too thick
or thmhead Of the fire tee wide, you
stand'a good chance of escaping this
way. Remember, this is a "last chance"
action. You should makn every effort
to avqid a situation that would call
foresuch action. One of the moat important
self -protectionthoughts to kaap in
'mind when fighting a natural cover
fire is your location in relation to
fire travel. As an example,.never

attack a natural cover fire when approach
necessitates travel in a'draw, valley,

or canyon. If the fire cannot be stopped
or if the wind direction and speed'
wermto change, you could very quickly

r
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find ynurselirei-facing an approeching fire
head With no place to go.

patrol ind Mop-Up

Once the fire.in one sector is under

control,:you_shouid aeke provisions 6
-prevent the fire from:jumping the fire
line or reigniting. To do.this wit place.

intervals,alotig the fire line.
Then we equi0 them With shovels, backpack

extinguishers anCnther available equipuent
to protect the area and assure that the
fire will rani!' under control. Uch
a group of firefighteri on patrol can
cover an area for several hundred yards
outside the fire line, searching for spot
fires and extinguishing them prqmptly
upon detection. If the spot fire is large
or cannot be controlled, halp-shtfUId be'

summoned-before a conflagrition evolves.
When the entire fire line iseunder control

and all'progreis of fire heads 'is stoepsd,
mopOing-up procedures should-be started.
These inélude the extinguishment of every
epark or ember in the fire area, because
burning' ambers, smoking logs, or burned
foliage may flare up with the first gust
of wind.,- Mlop-u0 is best accomplished

by working.one strip or band of the area
at a time. A band extending a certain
distance inside the fire line is mopped-
up first. Then, other banda of specified
widths are covered success Vely until
the entire burned area has Ibsen Covered
and the last spark put out

QUESTIONS

Ammer these questions on a separate
sheet of paper which will be given to
youi instructor for correction and evaluation.

11

Do not write inithis. boo .

1. Thefour typeatof natural cover
lires are fires,

,z
t fires,
I fires,

and
i fires.

, 2. The fire is the
point where the fire is the
fastest. 4
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3. The point where the Lire is.
usually near-the origin is callsa'the

the

the

4,11 portions of fire between,

end tail are called

5. If the tallest timber is 100
feet, the fire break should be

feet Wide.

6. Rivers, Lai'tas, creaki, and
bare,grinind are called barriers.

7. Roads, highways, and manmade
barriers are called - barriers.

8. The different methods of fighting
a natural cover fire are'called the

method,
method,

method, and
method.

9. The method to use on a very
hot Jr fast running fire using fire
barriers is called the

attack.

10. The
is best used against a flow moving natural
cOver fire.

11. If a unit of men is placed
on the fire line atd.work in a specific
direction this is called the

method.

12. If you have turned the direction
of . of the fire so the
only travel available is against the
wind, then you-have used the

method of attack.

as
13. Fire control can best bedefined

or
the rate of burning.

14. Tools normally used to combat
natural cover fires are called-

REFERENCE

1. AFR 92-1, Fire Protection Program.
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OBJECTIVES

to:

3A3&57130-l-SG -108

MISCELLANEOUS FIREFIGHTING

After completing this study guide and your classroom instructions, you-will be able

1. Identify principles involved in miscellaneous firefighting.

2: Identif k. the prieniples involved in various methods of controlling and
extiaguithine iiedellaneous fires.

3. Identify prineiples related to
firefighting.

INTROOUCTION

TYPES OF MISCELLANEOUS FIRES

Sanitary Land Fill Fires

the tools and equipment used in miscellaneous

There are basically MO types:of
land fill.fires which are municipal dumps
and land fill areas. Municipal dumpa .
are for disposal of class "A': combustible
materials only where burning is allowed
under Ontrolled or ideal tonditious.
Land fill areas are for landifill purposes
only. Class "A" materials are the only
type of materials disposed Of in-this'
area and burning is utit allowed. This
is the best method of disposal because
there is no burning and there Uill be
no pollution involved.

Control and xtinguishment of sanitary
land fill fires will be by the use of
fire breaks or barriers. The most common
extinguishing agent will be water or water
fog and the secondary agent will be earth.

Dumpster Fires

Dumpsters are located in access areas
around buildings. Tbey are for limited
storage of class "A" materiali only. There
is no burning allowed, but if a fire should
occur it should be extinguished with-water
in the.form of a water fog stream or a
total saturation of the dumpster.

Vehicle Fires

Almost ail vehicle fires originate
on two systems, the fuel system and the
electrical system. The main hazard in
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fighting a fire involving the fuel
system would'be an explosion.* You
would extinguish this type of-fire
with carbon dioxide (CO2), foam or

dry chemical. When combating a fire
involving the electrical system, your
main hazard would be the possibility
of shock. When,fighting this type
of fire, you would want to select ang
agent which would not' conduct electricity.
The only type of agents you could use
would bs,darbon dionide, or dry cheeical.
You should also guard against explosion
of the gas tank due to expanding vapors
by cooling the gis tank:With water.

Electrical Fires

There are two types of electrical
fires which we will be concerned with,
these are motors/generitors and transformers.
You have two main hazards involved' ,

in this Iype of fire. They are shock
and explosion. You will again want
to select an agent that will not conduct
electricity. There ere only two types
of nonconductive agents, these are
carbon dioxide and'dry chemical. You
may also use a straight stream of water
applied in a whipping motion to extinsuish
these types of fire.

Agritultural Fires

Agricultural fires are fires which
involve grain fields, grain storage,
or hay storage. In grain storage,
type of fire, we will be mainly concerned
with the hazard of explosion. We can
combat this type of fire by using
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the direct or indirect method of firefiehting.
Our primary extinguishing agent will be
water and the secondary will be earth.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

Mere are many tools you mill be
cencerned with in miscellaneous type
firefithang. The proper care and
maintenance of-tools is-an Asportant safety
'factor to the individual using'it as well
as ta the personal working around him.
Tbe individual who is using the tool
his the responsibility of the proper
maintenance and upkeep for the tool ha

.1a using at that tine. IT IS NOT THE
NESPONSISILITY OF THE CLEW CHIEF. Here
is a list of the tools which you will
be using to fight miscellaneous fires;
and their proper uses.

'Axes

There are two types of axes which
you will be using. They are the single
bit axe and the double bit axe. The
double bit axe has two edges, one is
kept sharp for cuttincand the other
edge is kept dull for chopping. The
single bit axe is used for clumping purpoies
only. When using an axei a constant
awareness of safety by the uiar should
bo practiced at all times.

Shovel

The- ehovel is a handtool which is
used to apply the secondary extinguishging
agent, earth, to a miscellaneous type
fire.

Spanner Wrench

The spanner wrench is used to shut
off natural gas lines to a burning structure.
It is also used to tighten or loosen
2-1/2inch hose couplings and for prying
doors and windows.

Pike 0-oles

The pike is used to separate burning
materials or pull unburned materials
from a fire area. Example wauld be to
separate hay during a hay stack fire.
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Rakes

We have two-types of rakes which ,
are the fire rake or the leaf or broos
rake. Rakes are basically used to
clesr fire.breaks Of light materials.

Bolt Cdtiers

Bolt cutters are a firefightine
handtool used to make forcible =try
or remove obstacles v.tich sight stop
firefighters from performing suppression
tactics. It is particularly fast and
affective in cutting locks, bolts, tubing,
and certain sise wires and cables.

Claw Tool/Crow Bar and Door Opener

These are tools which are used
for forcible entry into locked or jammed
doors and windows. Piimary use of these
tools is prying.

SUMMARY

Miscellaneous firefighting have
no sat procedures and cannot be prefire
planned to give firefighters an idea

of how to fight or combat fires of this
nature. lbe senior firefighter on the
scene at the aie 2f a miscellaneous
fireftets up procedures according to
the class and nature of the fire.

QUESTIONS

Answer these questions 'on a separate
sheet of paper which will be given to
your instructor for correction and evaluation.
Do not write in this bookl

1. You will,follow
procedures in combating

fires, according to
. and of fire.

of

be

2. firee are fires
types that cannot

planned.

3. Upon arrival it takes
and on the seniot

firefighters part to safely attack and
fires of this

nature.
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4. There arsban call*
typos of land fill Mile, Which aro

sid

5.

is the most satisfactory method of disposal
because there is no so there
is no involved.

6. and
of 'unitary land fill firis will be by
the use of and

7. bumpsters are located in
around

buildings. They aro for
of class
materials.

0. Mist vehicle fires
in two which are,the

and

9. In electrical fires, you have
main types. They ars

and

10. Agricultural fires are -fires-
which.involve

storage or
. Vith thistype of fire

we will b. with,the
of

11. The who is
using the has the

for the proper .

and for the t--o or-g-'---
is using.

12. The is an
which is used to apply

the extinguishiing agent, that is
to a

type fire.

13. In summarising,

firefighting has no
procedure and is no

to give firefighters
anideaofhovto - or

fires of 'this

REFERENCE

1. ATI 92-1, Tire Protection Program.



MODIFICATIONS

4tit$ ..3r- of this publication'has (have) been deleted in

adapting this material for indluSion in the "Trial Implementation of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

and Technical Education." Deleted material involves extensive use of

military forms, procedures, systems, etc. and was not considered appropriate

for use in 4ocational and tichnical education.
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OBJECTIVES

tO:

OPERATION AND SERVICING OF PORTABLE EXTINGUISHERS

-3Alii371304-0-110

After completing,this study guide and your classroom iistructione, yOu will be abie

.1. Inspect a portable fire extinguisher.

2. Identify procedures for repairing or replacing parts on extinguishers.

3. Recharge extinguishers using workbook checklist.

Perform an operational test on extinguishers by completely extinguishing a fire.

INTRODUCTI.ON

Firs nxtinguishers are portable,
hand-operated appliances having a limited
capacity. They are provided for emergency
use to tontrol or extinguish a-fire in
its beginning or incipieni stages. The
proper use of thee* extinsuishers on the
early stage: of a fiie'can prevent the
loss of life and excessive property damage.
Of course, these extinguishers must be
in a location tht is readil* available
and they must be capable Of extinsuishing
the fire.

INFORMATION'

TYPES OF EXTINGUISHERS

The fire protection organization
is responsibile for inspection and
maintenance of fire extinguishers. Each
typo of extinguisher is of value but no
one type is equally effective on all
classes Of fire. The types widely used
in the Alr'Force today will be covered
in this studi,guide. They are:

1. Water (pressurized).

2. Foam. '

3. Carbon dioxide (CO2).

4. DrylChemical.

Presserized Water Extinguishers, Figure 32

In the Air Force today, the pressurized
water extinguisher is fast becoming the
rule instead,of the exception. Today,
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the 2-1/2 gallon pressurized water
extinguisher has practically replaced
all other sizes previousli)used.

The-pressurized water extinguisher
will discharge water 30 to' 40 feet
for effective uie on class "A" fires
only. The forces used to expel the
water are either 100 psi of stored
air pressure or 100 pia of dry nitrogen.

INSPECTMNAED MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES.
Monthly inspection of the pressurized
water requires a comPlate visual check
of the outside of the extinguisher.

The pressure gaga should read 100 psi
without any phyiical damage. The pin
and seal should be intact and secured
around the discharge liver. The hose
and nozzle assembl* shoUld be free
of obstructions, Cracks; and/or dry
rot. The outer container or tank should
be free of rust, cricks in semis or
dents. The instruction Plate, head
and-nozzle-holder-must be, the designated
parts for thi particular extinguisher
and the hangar assembly intact.

Annual inspections reqnire the ,

same visual check as the,monthly inspection
including an operational cheek whfch
means discharging the content: under

\pressure. Once the discharge is complete
the extinguisher must-bo cleaned, refilled,
recharged and replaced to the desired
location with a new copper wire snd
lead seal around rhe discharge laver.

WINTERIZATION. When the pressurized
water extinguisher is exposed to extremely
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Figure 32. Water Stored Pressure Extinguisher.
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-)
'Cold temperatures', en.thti.4reeie agent
In' needed. Keloy is the 'liquid agent
used to prevent the water from freesias
at temperatures between .32' to 0.7.

Temperatures bolow,0'7, 8410y is added
with dry nitrogykas the expelling pressure.

Carbon Dixoda (CO2), Figure 33

The CO
2 extingoishernfound in the

Air'Fo.v:e fange from 2 pounds to 100 pounds
with 15 and 50 pound sizes being the most
common. The 15 pound is a portabln,the
hand eztinguisher, with the SO pound being
a wheel type. The extinguisher conaists
of a.sesales. steel cylinder contaioing
liquified carbon dioxide. At room temperature,
carbon dioxide exerts a preseure of 800
to 875 psi in the attinguiaher. This

internal pressure expels the liquid carbOn
dioxidemhich turns to a vapor when it
comis in contact:with.air. Special consider-
ation swat be given to the effective-range of,
these extinguishers,-becsuse it is Only
three to eight feet (which is relatively
short compared with other portable fire
extinguishers). This extinguisher will
be used on class "8"-fires'and "C" fires
because carbon dioxide does not conduct
electricity.

Caution: Because of the -110"F
temperature when discharging thin
extinguisher, opecial consideration
must'he given to operatiog procedures,
or frostbite may occur. When used
in confined spaces, asphyxiation
could occur.

INSTIVTAMI AND MAINTENANCE FROCEDURNS:
Monthly inspection of the carben dioxide
extinguishers ehould include-checking
the wire and last seal to'insure that
the seal is intact and the plaatic seal
to ascertain that the seal is in place
on the pressure release disk, also check
the extinguisher's location to insure
that it is not subject torhigh temperatures
or in the direct rays of the sun and the'
hose for deterioration or weakness, and
the horn for damage. If the wire god
lead peal or the plastic seal is missing,
weight, recharge (if necessary) and reseal
the extinguisher.

Annual inspection of the carbon dioxide
extinguisher should include a complete
visual Inspection and weighing of the

$6
5
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extinguisher to insure a full charge.
An extinguisher should be recharged
if it falls below 105 of its rated
capacity.

CHARGING PROCEOURES. Carbon dioxide
eitinguishers may he charged by commercial
Charging plane, transfer pumps, bypiis
filling unite, or dry 144 converters.
The extinguishers should be recharged
after usa, and when they fell below
105 of their rated ireight cepacity.
Recharging must be done only by qualified
personnel. Ixtramely high pressures
are encountered and every care must
be taken to insure secure connection.,
adequate valves, and safe practices.
For additional information regarding
charging of carbon dioxide extinguishers,
read AFR 9241.

i49f

WINTERIZATION MOCEDURES. Carbon
dioxide extinguishers;do not normally
require winterization. Ite extinguishers,
however, are subject to a,reduction
inpressure when the.taijerature drops.
All carbon dioxide extinguishers to
ba operated,at temperatures below O'Y
and all airborne cerbOi dioxide fire
eitinguishing cylinders.should he winterized
by adding 200 psi dry nitrogen to tha
carbon dioxide. With the addition
of dry'nitrogen, the extinguisher is
serviced to operate through the temperature
range of minus 65"1, to plus 160'F.

Dry nitrogen is-not affected by heat
and cold as is carbon dioxide and it
provides additional pressure for expelling
carbon dioxide in the cylinder. The .

cylinder safety disk will pot blow
out belowl.60'7;, thus, the extinguisher
:rill operate at high.temperatures without
danger of cylinder discharge. Dry
nitrogen should-be added to the cylinder
being charged for eitreme temperature
operation (regardless of size) until
the pressure-is 200.psilat 70'7 or
corresponding pressure, for other
temperatures.

Foam Extinguisher (2-1/2 Gallons),
Figure 34

The foam extinguisher is used
on class "8" fires. The 2-1/2 gallon
foam extinguisher has an outar chamber
consisting of a solution of sodium
bicarbonate mixed with water and an
inner chamber containing aluminum sulfate
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Figure 34. Foam Extinguisher.

mixed ulth water. To operate-this
extinguisher itniust be inverted, allowing
the contents of these two chamber to mix.
This mixing causes a chemical reaction,
forming a carbon dioxide gas which is the
expelling force and discharges the agent
30 to, 40 feet. A lead stopper seated on
the inner chamber prevents ihe normal
mixing of these two chemicals. Caution
should be taken when using this extinguisher
as foam is a conductor of electricity.

, MONTHLY INSPECTION. This includes
Checking the,nozzle for stoppage, the hose
for damagenr deterioration, and the tank
for any signs ofveakness or damage. At

this point, one should keep in mind that
the mixing of these chemicals forms pressure,
and any damage to the tank itself would
cause a dangerous situation; that being
the possibility of the tank itself
rupturing. .

SENIANNVAL INSPECTION. This consists

of all the procedures listed in the monthly
inspection plus removing the threaded ring
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cap and inspecting the quantity and
quality of the chemicals in both chambers.
At this time, be sure to checkfthe
lead stopple on the inner chamber for
freedom of movement and also insure
that the sealing gasket is not worn
or damaged in any way, therefore, you
would be making a complete check of
internal parts, replacing if necessary.

ANNUAL'INSPECTION. This consists
of a complete visual and operational
check; replacement of defective and
damiged parts and reservicing the '

extinguisher.

CRAROING PROCEDURES. The foam
extinguisher will be charged in accordance
with the manufacturer's specifications.
The chemical contents will come in
two separate packages marked "A" which
is aluminum sulfate for the inner chamber,
and "B" which is sodium bicarbonate
for the outer chamber. Both chemical,,

will be mixed separately in clean containers.
Package "A" will be mixed with 2-1/2

//
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Figure 35. Dry Chemical Extinguisher.

pints of hot water (approximately 150'F)

and package "B" with 1-3/4 gallons of wirm
water (approximately 110'F). Mixing of
these cfiemicali at temperatures hotter

than those recommended will cause a breakdown
rendering them ineffective. Upon completion,
the lead stopple will be replaced, the
gasket checked, and the ring cap secured
in place.

WINTERIZATION. Winterization of this
extinguisher is not possible as the addition
ag any anitfreeze solution will break down
the chemicals, causing them to become
ineffective. This extinsuisher will be
placed in heated areas where there is no
possibility of freezing.

Dry Chemical Extinguisher

Dry chemical extinguishers Comes in
sizes of 2-1/2 to 30 pounds. This
extinguisher will be used on BSC fires.
Discharge reach under normal conditions
will be from five to 20 feet. Discharge
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time under normal conditions is 10
to 25 seconds. Figure 35 shows a dry
chemical extinguisher.

OPERATING PRINCIPLE. The chemical
compound in dry .chemical extinguishers

consists principally of sodium bicarbonate
or potassium bicarbonate, which has
been chemically processed to make it
moisture resistant and free-flowing.
This compound is discharged under pressure
and directed at the fire.

The extinguisher may contain a
cartridge of carbon dioxide or nitrogen
gas, either inside or alongside the
mein container to expel the dry chemical.
When the pressure is allowed to enter
the main cylinder, the dry chemical
may be expelled upon opening the shut-
off nozzle. Some extinguishers are
pressurized with inert gas or DRY air
and do not have cartridgee.

//I



l'AFFIKO OF ORNATI4. These extinguishers
are desisned to be carried to the fire
and, to be used, must-be operated in accordance
with instillations vhich are.prominent
on the extinauisher. In the case of cartridge-
operated extinguishers, release of the
gas in thmeartridge-pressurised the dry
chemical chamber and expels the dry chemical.
The discharge is dontrolled by Ai 'buten
valve. With a pressurised dry chemical
extinguisher, both thsdry chemical and
expellant are stored in a single chamber
and the dry chemical may be expelled by
opening the extinguisher valve. Release
of the extinauisher valvo.providos a shutoff
feature. an either ease, -operetion expels
a cloud of-dry Chemical lice the-nozzles.
On fires in flammable liquids, the discharge

should be directed.at the base of the
flames. -lest results ere obtained by
attacking the near edge of the fire and
regressing forward moving the nozzle

.

r idlY eith a side-to-side sweeping motion.

INSFECTIMAND MAIPTENANCI. Inepection
incl es checking the hese, nozele, and
coot r for cracks, leaks, and corrosion;
tightnes of connections between pressUre
dartriAge.and extinguisher; and that,the
pin and ze are bolding valve in_position.

,

ANIMAL. 'The annualinspection will
include a comp te check and operational
tost'of the ext guisher. Remove spent,
pressure cartridg . Ismove cap from
extinguisher, chi extinguisher for Usage.
If not'damagid, sta recharging procedures.
Refill container with,the proper amount
of dry.chemical agent.\Replace cap tighten
cap. Replace pressure Cartridge with .'

one that is sealed and his the proper
weight. If cartridge is 0 ounce below
weight stamped on container;\select another
cartridge. Place pin and nozzle in proper
place end seal.

QUESTIONS

Answer these questions on a searate
sheet of paper.which wIll be given
your instructor for correction and evaluation.
NYTIOt write in this book.

1. The

is responsible for
inspection and of fire

extinguishers.
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Fire extinguishers are portable,
hand-operated appliaeces having a

capacity and are used
on fires in its . ,stige.

3. The most common water
extinguisher is of what type?

4. On the monthly inspection,
the pressure in the water extinguisher
should be psi.

5. kIn extremely cold temperatures,
the pressurised water extinguisher .

is winterization with

6. CO
2

extinguishers should

be recharged if they fail below
of their rated capacity.

7. A CO
2

extinguisher is

winterised by adding psi of

8. To operate the foam
extinguisher, it must be

9. 'During the
inspection, the foam extinguisher must
have a complete visual and
check.

10. During the semiannual inspection
of the feu extinguishii be sure to

the
for okmovements.

11. Winterization of the
extinguisher is not

possible fs the, antifreeze solution
will down the

causing thee to become
ineffective.

12. Dry chemical extinguishers
come in sizes of - to
pounds.

REFERENCE

1. APR 92-1, lire Protection Program.



MODIFICATIONS

Ars 0-11 of this publication has (have) been deleted in

adapting this material for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

and Technical Education." Deleted material involves extensive use of

military forms, procedures, systems, etc. and was not considered appropriate
%.

for use in vocational and t'echnical education.
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,Fire Protection*Branch
.Chinute AFD, Illinois

PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

OBJECTIVES

141157130,1-SG -112

After completing this study guide and your classroom instructions, you wili be ableto;

1. Identify, inspect and maintain protective clothine.

2. Don protective

INTROOUCTION

clothing.within t4O minutes.

In order to fight fires and perform
rescue efficiently 'and with maximum safety,
the Air Force fire piotection organization

,

iSSUG3 MO types-of protective suits.
They are the structural protective suit
used for protection against normal exposure
to heat, flames, water, cold weather,
and physical injury and the aluminized
spacial heat reflective suit used for
protection asainst excessive radiated
heat and flames, reuniting from aircraft,
structural, missile and training fires.
The special protective elothing further
offers protective from alpha and beta
radiation, however, does not offer any
protection froe gamma radiation..

INFORMATION

Alitypes of protective clothing
are genarally/intanded to be worn, in
various combiantions, oVer and in conjunction
with normal personel work clothing. This
will deoend upon speeific climatic woik
and fire corditions.

STRUCTURAL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

Protective Coat

This is a 3/4 length coat of special
water repellant, flame retardant, duck
outer cloth, with'water repellant liner
and removable inner liner. Special snap
fastener are provided to anable.quick
hitch securing of the coat in place.

Protective Trousers

These consist of an overtrouser of
duck cloth and liner, 'similar to the
protective coat. The trouser legs are

6-
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designed for rapid donning and to be
worn,over firemen's hoots. Special
waist flapvan4 snap fastenings are
provided to facilitate securine in
place. Trousers are generally worn
with heavy duty quiik hitch suspenders.
When not being worn, protective trousers
are normally assolibled over boots with
suspenders arranged to permit donning
in a single movement.

Suspenders

These are standard fire service
suspenders.

Structural Helmet

This is a special *moulded plastic
safety helmet with.cushioned headsirap
to proVide fit and prevent impact head.
injury. A chin stfap is also piovided
to further secure.the helmet in place
under.hazardous work conditioni. In
some cases, an additional removable'

inner liner with ear and back of neck
flaps is provided. This helmet protects
falling'debris, contact with obstructions
and to some degree asainst water and
moderate heat reflection.

toots

Knee high.rubber '000ts will ba
made with steel arches and steel toe
protection to safeguard the feet of
firemen engaged in any type of firefighting
activity.

Gloves

Standard gloves consist of conventional
leather shells of medium duty type,
with wool, cotton or other fabric or
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)othor rubber or-synthetic coated liner,
depending on condition and personal
preferences.

SPECIAL HEAT REFLECTIVE CLOTHING

(SEE FIGURE 36)

Cresh Hood

The A-PS protective hood has been
-designed' to,provide a maximum heat protection
while comba.P.,2ting high temperature fires:

.The hood consists of four major components.

, 1. Detachable cover of an miter
shell .of aluminized asbestos, glass cotton
cloth with neoprene coated fiberglass
,interlininuand'a wool knit inner lining."
The cover im,atteched to the frame by .

semi of six snap fasteners.

'.
2. Friuli's with attached het.

Thermosettting plastic facepieci.

4. A cellulose acetate facepisco
cover. .

0

The fire protection helmet has an
adjustable head ban which has a variety
of sizes... The frame is attached to and
swivels on the helmet in such a manner
that the following results aro accomplished:

1. The facepiece has,been designed
to a.180 dopes arc curve for maximum
vision and clearance for the nose and
eyeglasses.

--2-.-----That-assembled=hood,can-bo-easily

---tiltod-upward-to-a-point-vbers-tho-centor
of the bottom edge of the frame will
,bo out of line of vision, projected from
the eyes at an angle,of at least 30 degrees
above the.horizontal plans, aid firmly
holds position after being adjusted.

3. The'tightnoss of hinge can
bo adjusted.

4: All attached and'adjusted fittings
have sufficient strength and flciibility
for their intended'purposes.

5. Zech helmet has in adjustrblo
.chin strap. \
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Special Heat Reflective Coat

The coat is asbestos and cotton
herringbone twill outer cloth with
aluminum coating. flame resistant
cotton corduroy collar, snap hook and
D ring closure with protective flat).

It has chsesecloth,quilted lining neoprene
rul."er coated nylon, taffeta interlining
wi t.. flameproof materials. The.coat
is designed for use in high'temporature
'fires. -

Special Heat Reflective Trousers

1/ to

The trousers-are made of flame
resistant and water repellant treated
asbestos and cotton outer cloth. They
have aluminized coated outside quilted

rayon rwill.theesecloth lining, flame
resistant neoPrene rubber coated interlining.
The trousers aro designed for use in
high temperature fires.

Special Heat Reflective Gloves

Gloves coneist of a standard leather
palm glove with fabric backing that
has bosh covered with heat reflective
surface designed to give the same radiant
heat protection as the other aluminized
clothing. '

Boots

Rubber boots designed particularly
for fireman's Use ars of knee or calf
length. Former boots, of conventional
style; aro being replaced by a wily
devoloped-roinforced.and-insulatod-
-calf-length-boot -resembling-an-aviator's
boot, typo MA-1. A rubber or synthetic
foam and air space construction of
sole, upper foot, ankle and lower leg
portion of this boot provides both
Mat and cold insulation and protects
thefoot against physical injury from
falling objects, punctures,'abrasions,
etc. The boot may be worn with equal
comfort in both hot and cold climates
with variations in socks.

DONNING PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

Speed in getting into protective
clothing is a very important factor
in responding to a firs or emergency.
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Protective clothing should be so positioned
and arranged that it can be put on quickly.
A time proven positioning procedure is
to attach the suspender to the trousers,
put on the boot*, put on the trousers,
leaving the trouser legs outside the
boots. MO4,-, remove the boots and trousers,

slide trousers down. over tops of the
boots, arrange suspenders so they are
hanging free and will not interffere
when pulling trousers up; step outnf
the boots. Thus, your protective clothing
is naturally positioned for getting into -
quickly. During the daytime, your boots
and trousers should be positioned near
your crew pOsition. When you *re in
bed, th' should be positioned at the
side of your bed. The gloves should
be fastened to or in the protective coat.
Your helmet or hood and protective coat
should be hung at your position on the
fire apparatus.

INSPECTION AND PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
OF PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

Daily and after every use, chedk
all types of protective clothing for
damage from cuts, abrasions, barns or

wear. Reflective fabrins of coat and
'trousers are somewhat more susceptible
to cuts and tears especially when working
in close proximitf_to jagged metal such
as damaged aircraft. All Items of clothing
nhould,be-Illuihed,offY-with.water,after,
.nse_to:remove any residue Of fuels,
extinguishing agents, oils, chemicals,
dirt, etc. Persistent dirt or combination
should be removed by washing with mild
soap. Clothing should be dried thoroughly
to prevent molding or rotting.

QUESTIONS

Answer these questions on a separate
&Get of paper which will be given to
your instructor for correction and evaluation
Do,not write in this book.

2. All types of protective clothing
.are intended to be worn in

and in conjunction
with personnel

3. The protective coat is a
length coat of special

4. The structural helmet is
a special.

safety helmet with cushioned
to provide fit and prevent

injury.

5. The A-13 protective hood
consists of
components.

6. The facepiece has a
degree arc curve for

and clearance
for the nose and

7.. Protective'ciothine should
be positioned and. that
it caa be put on

8. After use, check your protectir
clothing for from

Or

Persistent
or contemination_should_be._______
by washing with

10. Clothing should be
thoroughly to prevent
or

REFERENCES

1.-

1. The aluminised protective clothing

is worn for added protection when combatting
excessive
and resulting from aircraft

crash.
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2. TO 14P3 -1 -12, Fireman's Clothing. ,
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Fire Protection Branch
3ABR57130 -1 -WB -110

Chanute APB, Illinois

OPERATION AND SERVICING or PORTABiE EXtiNGUISRERS

OBJECTIVES

Using this workbook and your classroom instruction, you will be
able to do the following:

1. Inspect portable_fire_extinguishers.

2. Recharge portable firh extinguishers.

3. Perfore an operational test by extinguishing a fire..

EQUIPMENT

Basis of Issue
Fire Extiriguishers 115 students

PROCEDURE

Inspect portable fire extinguishers using the following checklist.

2 1/2 Gallon Foam Extinguisher

Items to Be Checked
Corrective Action

1. Mechanical damage to outer shell

a. 'Dents

2. Prestmce of repairs

a. Welding

b. Soldering

, 3. Damaged threads

a. Corrosion'

b. Cross thread

c. Worn

4. Broken hanger attachment

5. Name plate

a. Loose

b. Illegible wording

c. Missing

5
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.

Items To Be Checked Corrective Action

6. Bose assembly

a. Cuts

b. Blocked

c. Worn or frayed

7. Inner chamber

a. Lead stopper

b. Dents

c. Cracks

2 1/2 Gallon Pressurized Water Extinguisher

Item's To Be Checked .Corrective Action

1. Mechanical damage to shell

a. Dents

b. Welding

2. Damaged threads

Corrotion

b. Worn

c. Cross threaded

3. Broken hanger attachment

4. Name plate

a. Loose

b. Illegible wording

c. Missing

5. Hose assembly

a. Cuts

b. .Blocked

c. Abrasions
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Items To le Checked

6. Pressure gage

a. Dented

b. Missing glass

c. inoperatiVe

Corrective Action

d. Corrosion

e. Illegible label

Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Extinguisher

Items To Se Checked. Corrective Action

1. Mechanical damage to shell

a. Dents

b. Cracks

c. Paint condition

d. Threads

2. Name plate

a. Loose

b. Missing

3,Jqlorn and hose assembly

a. Damaged

b. Aged (brittle)

c. Cuts

d. Abrasions

%
e. Hadd grip

4. Head assembly.

a. Loose

b. Safety pin

c. Lead seal and wire

d. Safety disk

e. Red plastic cover
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Items To Be Checked

5. Carriage and wheels

a. Lubrication

b. Broken

c. Corrosion

d. Warped wheels

Purple-K Dry Chemical Extinguisher 10 and 30 Pounds

Items To B. Checked Correctivi Action

1. Mechanical damage to shell

a. Dents

b. punctures,

c. Paint

2. Hose and nozzle assembly

a. Plugged

b. Cracks

c. Abfastons

d. Threads

-e. Corrosion
,

f. Aged (brittle)

3. Pressure gauge

a. Inoperative

b. Dented

c. Illegible

4. Agent

a. Proper level

b. Agent condition

,(1) Caking

(2) Contamination

Corrective Action
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Items To Be Checked

5. Expelling agent

a. Puncture mechanism

.b. CO2 bottle

c: Safety disk

d. Weight check

Corrective Actio..

Recharge portable fire extinguishers using the following
checklist.

2 1/2,. Gallon Foam Extinguisher

Step-by-step procedure's for recharging:

1. Remove threaded cap.

2. Remove inner chamber.

3. Dump inner chamber and outer chamber.

4. Clean both chambers aid parts thoroughly.

5. Mix-package "A" (aluminum sulfate) in 2 1/2 pints of hot
water (approximftely 150'F). Maks sure aluminum sulfate is completely
dissolved. Pour into inner chamber.

O. Aix package "11" (sodium bicarbonate) in 1 3/4 gallons of warm
water TapproXiiiieli-110.FY.- -MAUS-sure SMIUtiOn is coMpletely dissolVed,
then-pour-into-outii-Tehaiber.

7. Place lead stopper in inner chamber.

_8. Place inner chamber into outer chamber.

9. Replace threaded cap.

10. Seal extinguisher with lead 'seal and wire.

2 1/2 Gallon Pressurized Water Extin isher

Step-by-step procedures for recharging:

1. Invert extinguisher.

2. Press lever to release pressure.

3. Remove head assembly.

4. Clean,all parts thoroughly, wash valve andvalve stem parts
with water.

16
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5. Lubricate stem "0" ring.

6. Fill with 2 1/2 gallons of water or appropriate solution
(as direCted on extinguisher name plate) to lill mark.

7. Replace head assembly.

8. Screw wing nut down'hand tight.

9. /neer% lever lock pin and seal wire (if reqUired).

10. Press air chuck on air valve-pressuriie to operating
pressure with air or nitrogen.

11. Shake extinguisher, add pressure if necessary.

12. Gage must stay at operating pressure.

13. Hose and nozzle must be unobstructed.

Pint

Carbon Iiioxide CO2 Extinguishers Using a Transfer Pump and CO2

Storage Cylinder

Step-by-step procedures for recharging.:

1. -Hleed off all pressure.

2. Remove hose assembly from head.

3. Attach idapOr _to_head_guld_connect_filling_hose to adapter.

\
4. Place extinguisher on scale and secure in position.

5. Adjust scale to give correct reading.

6. Open valve on extinguisher head and secure (use locking
wedge or clamp).

7. Open valve from supply tank to transfer pump.

8. Open bleed off valve from transfer pump, check flow of CO2.

9. Close bleed off valve from transfer pump.

10. Open the supply valve from pump, start transfer pump.

11. Watch scale carefully to determine when full capacity
of cylinder is reached.

12.° When full capacity of cylinder is reached, stop pump, close
valve on extinguisher head, close valve on 'supply line, and open
bleed off valve from transfer pump.

13. Replace hose assembly and weigh extinguisher.

16110



PurpleA Dry.Chemical Fire Extinguisher, 10 lbs. and 30 lbs.

.Step-by-step proceaures for recharging:

1. To release pressure, invert extinguisher and squeeze hand
grips (use outside area)..

2. Remove valv,e.

3. Remove cap.

4. Fill shell with 10 lbs. or 27 lbs (manufacturer's purple "K"
dry chemical only). 0

\

5. Clean valve, threads, plunger seal and collar "0" ring

thoroughly.

6. Lubricate "0" ring.

. 7. Replace valve.

8. Replace cap.

9. Pull up puncture lever.

10. Remove empty pretsure cartridge.

U. Weigh new pressure.cartridge.

12. Check disk.

13. Replace pressure cartridge with new one.

14. Leave lever in up positiOn.

15. Insert lock pin.

16. Install new lock seal.

17. Replace hose assembly.
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MODIFICATIONS

49-14/ of this publication has (have) been deleted in

adapting this material for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

and Technical Education." Deleted material involves extensive use of

military forms, procedures, systems, etc. _and was not considered appropriate

for use in vocational and technical education.



Fire Protection Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois

PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

OBJECTIVE

3ABR57130-1-WB-112 11;2r

.AfTer_completing this workbook and classroom instruction, you will
be able toinspect protective clothing.

EQUIPMENT

Basis'of Issue
Protective Clothing, Complete'Set 1/10 students

PROCEDURE

Inspect protective clothing:

Item To Be Checked

1. Hood

a. Tears

b. Burns

c. Chemicals

d. Rub places

. Tending to flake

2 Hard hat amiably

a. Snaps

b. Siraps

c. Cracks

d. Head band

e. Chin strap

3. Face piece coVer

4. Facepiece

co-atinfl

. Corrective Action ..



Items To Bo Checked

*COat

b: . Cuts

b. Peeling of aluminum coating

c. - Cleanlinese

d. Pockets

it. Special snap fasteners

6. Trousers

a. Cuts

b. Peeling of aluminum coating.

Cleanliness'

d. Icnee pads

e. snaps

f. special snap fasteners

7. Suspenders

8. Boots

a. Fit

b. Cuts

c. Clean

9. Gloves

a. Tears

b: Tendency of aluminum coating
to flake '

c. Foretructural gloves, insure
that wool inserts are in
proper placement

16,

Corrective Action
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BLOCK II ORIENTATION )117):
INTRODUCTION mei 5 min

Attention: You are now entering block II which is a very important hlodk. It not only
concerns other peoples lives, but it can affect yours as well as menthe= of\ your family.

Review:, In block I we covered a number of subjects which were mission and organi tion,
security, safety, principles and theory of combustion, extinguishing agents, ext shp-
ers, NCP and missiles and weapons.

Overview: In this blovk we will cover breathing apparatus, rescue carries an /first aid.

Motivation: You might think that some or the material we will be teaching in/this block
dull, but have you eier had to save a life before?' You may have to one d4 and if

you can't, you may regret it for the rest of your life.

Transition: We will now start our orientation into/block II.
i

i

I

BODY / TIME: 20 min,

/Presentation:
TIME: 15 mia

1. Block content
i

//

a. Breathing apparatus

b. Rescue carries

c. Introduction to Cirst aid

2. Safety

a. Precautions peculikr.to the
block'

Care and hancilirg of

equiPment

Hdrse play

Leaning back on chairs

Handling victims

1 6 \



.3=3
&era Conseivation

a. Faectricity

b.. Cleaning materiali

Application:

Evaluation:

Intersperse, throughout presentation..

TIM WA

TIME: 5 at.i.32

CONCLUSION TIME: 5 min

Summary: We have discussed the block content, breathing apparatus, rescue carries
and first aid; safety and energy conservation.

Remotivation: What you will be taaght throughout this block is very important because
many lives depend on your knowledge and skill in these areas.

Assignment: NA. Contilus into Breathing Apparatus.

.Closure: That concludes our orientation of Block II.



BREATHING APPARATUS

INTRODUCTION TIME: 5 min

Attention: Ybu hear cries of help from inside a building that is heavily engulfed bysmoke and gases. As a professional firefighter,
you know that you will need a breathingapparatus to protect yourself and to help that person inside the building. Are youproficient in the use of the breathing apparatus? The victim is depending on, your ,knowledge and skill.

Review: Ybu have been briefed on what you will be taught during block II. The thingsyou learned in block I go hand and hand.

Overview: During this class, we will-be discussing the purpose of the breathing apparatus,
listing its component parts, safety' precautions to be observed, donning procedures,inspection, maintenance, and recharging.

Transition: We will begin our lesson by discussing the inspection and servicing of theself nnntained breathing apparatus.

BODY

Presentation:

1. Given a self-contained breathing
apparatus, don and operate apparatus
in accordance with technical order
data. -

a. Purpose: To provide complete
respiratory protection in any
-concentration of noxious gases
anoVor areas of oxygen deficiency.

b. List component parts

(1) Air cylinder

(a) Full cylinder provides
air for thirty (30)
minutes

(b) Full dylindOr should
register 1980 PSI on
air cylinder pressure
gauge

(c) Use of cyiinder valve

158

tImE: 5 hrs 20 min

TIME: 1 hr 15 min

Energy and training material
conservation. Conserve cleaning
materials.

Show film TVL 97-26, "Scott Air
Pack"

TO 1455-7-1

Chart 67-203.1, Scott Air Pak



(d) Use of safety chain or pin
locking device

(e) Minimum operating pressure
1800 PSI, before recharging

(2) Regulator and hose

(a) Regulator pressure gauge

(b) Regulator obit off valve
(yellow) should-be full
open (counter clockwise)

(c) Ethergency by-pass valve
(red) should be closed .

normally (clockwise); ,
provides air in event
of regulator malfunction

Mask assembly

(a) Hose

(b) Exhalation valve

(3)

(c) Straps

(d) Lens piece

(4) Backplate and harness

c. List Safety Precautions

(1) Cylinder air pressure must be
known at the start of the
operation to insure maximum
duration

(2) Regulator pressure gauge must
be observed during use

(3) Normal du=tion of air may be
reduced by exertion or rapid
breatningby user

(4) Breathing apparatus does not
protect wearer from flamest heat
or skin irritation

(5) Use only pure breathing air to
recharge the cylinder

169
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(6) When the air supply drops to 300 PSI,
4 minutes remain, and a warning bell
will sound (if so equipped)

d. Donning Procedures

(1) Remove maak from case

(2) Remove apparatus from case

(3) Check air cylinder pressure
gauge

(4) Check regulator shut off valve
for fUll open position

(5) Check emergency by-pass valve
for closed position

(6) Open cylinder valve three (3)
full turns

(7) Connect safety chain or pin
locking device

(8) Check regulator pressure gauge
whibh should read same as the
air cylinder pressure,gauge.
If not, use lowest PSI reading

(9) Open by-pass valye.slightly to
check air flow

(10) Put harness on as if it were a
coat

(11) Fasten in order: Chest strap,
side straps, and waist straps

(12) Put on face mask, placing chin
in first and adjust head straps

(13) Check maskfor leaks by holding
thumb over end of breathing tube and
inhaling. The mask should collapse
against face

(14) Check exhalation valve by again put-
ting thumb over end of breathing tube,
after taking a breath, and exhale.
There should be no resistance if
functioning properly

(15) Connect breathing tube to regulator
alsembly.

Dae Breathing Apparatus

t,4



(16) Emergency Procedure - In the
event of regulator malfUnction
during operation

(a) Open by-pass valve to
provide sufficient air

(b) Close regulator shut off
valve

INTERIM SUMMARY

2. Given a self contained breathing apparatus,
inspect and service apparatus in accordance
with technical order data;

a. Inspection periods

Daily (visual)

After each use (visual),

Quarterly (operational)

1),. Cleaning and Sanitizing

(1) Wash facepiece and breathing
tube with mild soap and water
(warm)

(2) Allow to air dry thoroughly

(3) Sanitize or disinfect with 70%
ethyl alcohol

f. Recharging procedures Use Chart #

(1) Make sure air cylinder valve
Scatt Air Pack Recharging

Use air compressor
is closed

(2) Remove regulator hose from
cylinder using wrench inside case Stress safety

(3) Push release lever to remove
cylinder fram back plate and
harness

(4) Check compressor oil level

(5) Connect cylinder to compressor

(6) Start compressor and equalize the
pressure in compressor with air
cylinder

71
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(7) Open cylinder valve when pressure
has equalized

(8) When air pressure reaches-1980 PSI,
switch compressor off and close
cylinder valve

(9) Bleed air pressure from compressor
utilizimg bleed off valve

(10) Disconnect cylinder from compressor

(11) Reconnect regulator hose to cylinder
using wrench inside case

INTERIMSUMMARY

Application: Inter3persed throughout the lesson

4

TIME: 4 hrs

2 INSTRUCTORS ARE REQUIRED
EValuation: Interspersed throughout the lesson TIME: 5 min

CONGLUSION TIME: 5 min

Summary: We have discussed the purpose of the breathing apparatus, its componentparts and donning procedures. We mentioned certain safety precautions and what wasrequired to inspect andmaintain the breathing apparatus.

Remotivation: The breathing apparatus can help you save lives, but more importantly,it can save yours.

Assignment: Read and study the following units and answer the questions at the andof each unit.

1. SG-203, Rescue Carries

2. SG-204, Introduction to First Aid
3. SKI1-205, Identification and Treatment of Shock

Closure: You must remain proficient,in the operation of the breathing apparatus. Younow have the knowledge to do so, but it is up to you to use it.



RESCUE CARRIES

INTRODUCTION . TIME: 5 min

Attention: The need to move a person is usually very urgent duringa fire, and the
processis often one of the most time consuming procedures." The primary concern is
Lo carry the victim so as not to cause him farther injury or to cause injury to the
rvocuer..

Review: We discussed the operation of the breathing apparatus, its purpose, safety,
component parts and donning procedures.

Overview: During this lesson we will be discussing the Principles of safety and
removal of injured or unconscious personnel and rescue carries. We will be performing
on the drag, back strap, fireman's and three man or stretcher carries, that may be
used to remove victims from the fire area.

Mbtivation: It is your duty as a fire protection specialist to be proficient in
rescue carries. You never knowWhen you will have to use rescue procedures at the
-scene of the fire.

Transition: We will begin our lesson by.discussing emergency rescue, transporting
of victims utilizing rescue carries.

BODY -

Presentation:

1. Given a victim identified as requiring
emergency rescue and/or short distance trans-
fer, perform-rescue carries. Procedures
utilized must,be in accordance with the
American National Red Cross First Aid Manual
and'IFSTA 109 manual. All procedures must
be strictly adhered to.

a. Entry into building

(1) The self-contained breathing
apparatus allows the rescue
personnel to enter dangerous
smoke laden areas

(2) Protection is offered from toxic
fumes which may cause dizziness

b. Types of forcible entry tools

TIME: 3 hrs 50 min

TIME: 1 hr 45 min

Enery and materials-conservation

Use: The American National Red
Cross First Aid Manual

IFSTA #109

Transpariencies, Set #203
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A /3Door opener

Fry bar
c

Fire axe

K4) Any wedge ahaped tool

o. Ways to gain entrY

(1)

(2)

Doors.

Windows

1. Wood frame

Metal frame

3. Factory type (similar to
metal)

d. Before the rescueman enters a build,
ing, he should have a eifelinsattached
to him in case of any eventuality. The
lifeline will lead to him and by the same
token it will lead him batk to his start-.
ing point.

e. Safety precautibns

(1)

v.

Elwve charged hose Eftle.readily
available

Do not lift any person in excess
of,your own weight, use drag
method

Do.not attempt to enter smoke:or
gas filled building without breath,
ing apparatus or lifeline

Use normal egresé routes when possible

procedures for locating personnel'

Use of pre-fire plans

Use of information gained from
personnel that have evacuated
building

g. Rescue carries for injured or-uncon-
scious personnel.

17 1

C.

NOTE: Medical authorities are
respcnsible for removing.deceased
personnel



INTERIM/SUMMARY

(1) Rrag iictimjs near an exit
exttethely heavy, or Where lack
of head room makes other carries
impractical.

(2) Backstrap carry - victim's weight
is equal to or less.than that of
the rescueman

( 3 )

(4)

Fireman's carry - victim may 'le
carried considerable distance.
Rescueman will have his other
hand free for protection and for
moving obstructions. This parry
can be used for descending stairs
or ladders

Arms Carry - reAmmended for
carrying yictim short distances

(5) .Seat Carry,- victim has Minor
injuries

(6) Chair - Litter Carry - Used for
going up and down stairs or
through narrow corridors, etc.

(7) Carry by Extremities - victim
has no serious injuries to the
body

(8) Three Man Carry - or Stretcher
Carry - victim has severeinjuries

h. Procedures for rescue carries

(1) Drag carry - place the victim on
his back, grasp him beneath the
arms

(2) Eackstrap carry - victim is lying
down and cannot help, the rescue-
man must also lie down with his
back against"victims chest Reach
over and bring his arm o r your
shoulder, grasp the clohing at the
victims hip with the other hand and
roll him over on top of you. From
this position get on both knees, then
to one knee, then stand up.

- 3-

You must use proper handling of
injured to prevent further injury

Use 12' by 14' salvage cover as
floor, mat to perform rescue
carries



,

IN T ER IM SU MMAR Y

c3) Firemans Carry - Place victim in
the face down position, supporting
his head on his arm. Straddle the
victim, place your hands Under his
armpits and lift him to a standing
position. Support the man with
your arm around his-Waist and step
in front of him. Grasp the Victims
wrist with your hand,-bending your
knees enough to locate your shou1der
against his midsection, pull his arm
around the back of your neck so that
the victims, body drapes across your
shoulders. Slip your arm between
his knees and bring his arm down to
your hand and grasp it firmly by
the wrist with your hand, then
stand up.

Irmo Carry - The victim is grasped
under the back with one arm and
the knees with the other arm.

(5) Seat Carry - This is a two man
carry which merely consists of

'carrying the victim on a "seat"
provided by the rescueman's arms

/V/

(6) Chair - Lift CarrY . Seat the Use straight back chair (indus-
victim on a strong.chair, one trial type)
rescueman at the back of the
chair 'and the other at the front

Carry ty bctremities - One
rescue* grasps the victim by
the lege and the other grasps
the victim under the arms and
around the chest.

Three man Lift - Three rescue,
men line up on one side of victim
and kneelon one knee, with one
manat victims shoulder, and
head one at hips and one between
the kneee/;eet. Each man places
hands and forearms under victims
and it the Command "lift" raises
the victim placing him on a
stretcher.

(7)

(8)

176



(9)

Application:

Stretcher Carry - Three men are
required to place irictim on stret-
cher. The procedure for placing
a victom on a stretcher is the
same as preparing to lift on a
three man carry.

'Interspersed throughout lesson

Evaluation: Interspersed throughout lesson

CONC1USION

s

Use stretcher, Pike Poles,
and Bunker Coats (eructural
type)

TIME: 2 hrs

TIME: 5*min

TIME: 5 min

Summary: During this class we have discussed structural rescue operations, its purpose,/
safety precautions, how to locate personnel, and what carries to use to rescue a victim.

Remotivation: You:: job as rescueman cannot be over emphasized. Remember,, your first
duty as a firefighter is to save liyes.

Assignment: WA. Continue with Introduction to First Aid.

Closure: Remember well the idea that saving lives is the primary job of a firefighter.
You*should now be able to perform rescue to accomplish this.
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ILITROZUCTION TO FIRST AID

IliTRODUCTION me: 5 min
Attention: You have just seen your girlfriend fall down a flight of stairs. She

may die unless someone caa "properly" administer Ibergency First Aid.

Review: Previously We have disaussed the fireman's first responsibility. SAVE LIVES

AND PROTECT PEOPIIRTY.

3

Overview: During tkds lessaa on emergency first aid, we will be discussing procedures
for checking victims for injuries, prevention of contamination and the control of
bleeding, preventing or reducing shock, procedures for applying a 'tourniquet, as
well as inhalation, resuscitation, axtioifial respiratian and aspiration procedures.

Motivation: .Savimg limes does not end with just rescue of victims. Ask yaurself,
what good am I if I can put all of my knowledge and machinery together to rescue
someone, if I can only stand thare and watch him die because I did not knaw the
basic etergency first 'aid procedures to keephim alive?

Transition: Today's lesson begins with checking victims for injuries.

BOW

presentation:

1. Given a victim, identified as having
been in an accident, dee:castrate procedures
for checking victins for injuries. Proce-
dures utilized must be in accordance with
the American Natimmal Red.Cross First Aid ,

Manual and IFSTA 109 Manual. All procedures
must be accomplishedwith minim= instructor'
assistance.

a. First Aid - immediate pare given
to those injured or suddenly taken

b. l'easons for first sid

. (1) Could niean difference
between life ami death

(2) Accidaots lea4ingcause of
injuries -

(3) Pattern of medical care
changing

1

TIME: 50 min

TIM 15 min
Use: American National Red Cross.

First Aid Manual

LeuTA Manual 109

Eaergy and Training Mhterial
Conservation

Conservation of elemltmg materials

Transparencies Set #204



o. Value of first aid training to
give first eiders training to.help
others and selves durinetimes of
emergencies.

d. General first aid

(1) Do-not move victim unless
necessary

(2) Protect victim from moving

.(3) 14Lintain body temperature-

(4) Determine injuries or cause
of-illness,

(a) Obtain inforMation from
bystanders

(b) Look formedic alert ID

(c) Seek other identification
or information

(d) &amine victim methodically.

e. Urgent Care

(l) Promptrescue

(2) Open airwAY

(3), Severe bleeding

(4) Stisaning emergency

f. Eramination procedures

(1) &pose bod5/ areas

(a) Use discretion

(b)' Protect modesty

(2) Note victims general appearance

(a) 'Skin coloration

(b) Respiration

(3) Check pulse

(a) Iverage male '114,-.70



(4)

(b) Average female 75-80 BRM

(c) !dung child 82-180104

Note ability to answer questions

(a) Slurred epeedh.

(b) Inability tO remember

If Victim is unconscious, check
for head injuries

Check pupils for size and reaction

Checi trunk and limbs for wounds
and fractures

Check neck to see if victim is a
possible laryngectomee

Chick for signs of poisoning

g. CarrY/outs indicated first aid

(1) Apply emegency bandages and/Or

(2,7)

,(3)

(4)

splints

Immobilize victim

Remain in charge of victim
until qualified help relieves
you

Act within.your capabilities,
of first aid

ApplicatiOn:

Interlperse throughout lessaa.

EValuatiolu

Intersperse throughout lesson.

1qc

Use Casualty Kit
'First Aid. Equip lent

ME: 30 min,

TIME: 5`, Mill

CONCLUSION TIME: 5*ta.

\Summary lie have discussed checking viotims for injuries, also the prooedurea have
.been deMonstrated to you

RemotiVation: It is'very important to check viotimi for their injuries before trring
to treat them o rwise hpw would You go about thatreatment.



a

Assignment: N/A. Continue with Identifioation and Treatment of Shook.
,

Closure: This ends .our lesson on Introduction to Pint Aid.

4

it

S
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IDENTIFICATION AND TREATMENT OF SHOCK

INTRODUCTION TIME: 5 min

Attention: Have you ever seen a victim in sbook? Would yau be able to identify this
from the signs and aymptoms? How would yam prevent or reduCe shock/

-
Review: Earlier we discussed checking,the victims for injuries.

Overview: This hour we will discuss identification and treatment of shock.

Motivation: Did you know that a victim could die from shock? There have been several
cases where this has happened because no one knew the vibtim was in shocks, and even
if% they did, they probably could not have treated the victim properly.

Transition: Let us now begin our lesson on identification and treatment of shock.

BODY

Presentation:

1. Given a victim identified as being in
shook, demonstrate procedures to prevent
or reduce shock. Procedures utilized
Ost be in dccordance_with the American
National Red Cross First Aid Manual and
IFSTA 109 Manual. All procedures mUst

:be accomplished with minimum instructor
assistance.

a. The term "shock" mdy be used
with many meanings. One of
the most important to a first
aider is a depressed condition
of body functions, nerve
disorder, and failure of blood
circuldtian Oommonly known as
injury shock decidedly differert
conditions are electric shock,
insulin shock, fainting dhock and
phychiatric shock.

(1) Causes and dangers of shock -
Injury 44ock is directly assoc-
iated with any injury to body
tissue caused by hurns, wounds,
fractures of by loss of hlood.
The most common evidence of
physical shock is

182

TIME: 50.min

TIME: 1.5 min

&orgy and.training material
4 conservation

Conservation of cleaning materials

American National Red Cross First
Aid Manual

IFSTA. Manual 109

Transparencies Set #205



Weakened condition

Dilation of eye^pupils

Pale most skin that is
cooler than it should be

Beads of perspiration may
be noted above the lips,
forehead, also palms and

armpits.

Victim may vomit or complain
of nausea

Mental reaction of the

victim may appear normal
at first, but he may become
reecless, lose alertness,

and interest

(g) Thirst is usually present°

(h) Pulse may be weak

(i) Victim may breath riPidly
with occassional deep
breaths

(2) First aid for shock (positiOn)

(a) Poiition

1. Keep victim lying down

2. Blood loss is severe,
elevate lower part of
the body 8 to 12 inches

lo not elevate the lower
extremities if:

a. Tare is a head
injury

b Breathing is
difficult

Victim complains

of pain

18 3
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d. If aAy of these
conditions are
present, the head
and Shoulders
should be elevated
by placing an ob
jeat under theM

(b) Neat

1. Place a blanket beneath-
the victim and cover him
acdording.to the tempera
ture of the environment

2. Victii should not sweat

1.. Do not add beat, simPly
prevent a loss of body
heat

(0) Fluids

1 Fluids shauld not be
administered except to
satisfy thirst

2. Plain water, at normal
temperature, is the, only
fluid a first eider
should administer

.2. Give only a few, sips

at first; increase to as
irruchas a half a glass

If victim vomits or
o becomes nauseated,

do not give fluids

Casualty Kit

Pirst Aid EquipMent

.

Application: TiMas 30 min

Interaperied throughout lesson.

Evaluation:

Interspersed throughout ,lesson.

CONCLUSION

Q

me: 5 min

TIME: 5 min

Summary: -Today we have,discussed identificatian and treatment of shook.
'



Rsmotivation: Now it is up to you to apply what you bays learned here today toward
helping your fellow man or woman as you-would want than to help if you needed it.'

Assignment: Read and study the following SG units and answer the questions at :the end
of each unit.

. 1. SG-206, Swallowed.abjects and Choking

2. 5G-207, Poisonimg and Drugs

3. 5G-208, Identification and Treatment of Wounds

RG-209, Identification and Treataent of Specific Injuries

Closure: That concludes our lesson for today.

.



SWALLOWED 0101CTS AND CBOUNG

INTRODUCTION TIME: 5 min

Attention: What would you do if you cameupon a victim that had awa11owe4 some object
and was choking to death? Wbuld you give the victim a glasi of water?

'Review: Yesterday we discussed checking victims for injuries aad the ideatification
and treatment of shock.

C.

Overview:- The first hour we will discuss treatment for victims framewallqwed objects
and choking

Motivation: Have you ever swallowed a large piece of meat not fully chewed and it hung
in your throat?;then you started coughiag and choking. After it was coughed up you
sure were relieved, but what if you.could not have coughed it up and did not knew what_

. elpe to do.

Transition: Nbw

0

we will discuss the thingp to do for swallowed objects and choking.

BODY T1ME: 50 min

Presentation: TIME: 45 min

1. Without reference, identify Procedures
for administering emergency first aid treat-
ment for.swallowed objects and choking.
Eighty percent of the procedures must be -

identified corredtly.

a. Cause9 for choking

(3)
a \

Eating.without dentures

Large piece of meat not
fully chewed

Inedible object becomes
loaged in throat

b. Signs'and symptoms

(1) ',yiolent choking

(2) Alarming attempts at
inhalation

(3) Discoloration of face,
neck and hands (blue)

'Ur

Energy and Training Materials
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Conservation of cleaning materials

American National Red Cross First
Aid Manual
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(4) .toplie4:e of brerhing

(5) Unconsciousnesi

c. lirst Aid

SwallOwed objects in food
passage

(a) Nothingby the mouth

(b) Remove with fingers if
possible

(0) Sharp blow to midback
with victim inverted

(2) Gbjects in larynx or lower
air paesages

-(a) Seek medical help

(b) Allow victim to assume
most comfortable position

(c) Io not attempt to remove
object with fingers

(d) Encourage coughine

(e) Remain.calm and reassure
victim

(1) °Do not give anything by
mouth

(3) Foreign body prohibiting veatila-
tion

(a) Artificial respiration only
if victim stops breathing

(b) Sharp blow to mid-back to
-attempt to dislodge object

(c) Get medical attention as
, soon as possible

Application:
N/A.

Es:aluation': TIME: 5 min

Intersperse throughout lesson. 187



CONCLUSION TIKM: 5 min

Summary: Now that we know how to identify a victim suffering from some swallowed
object and choking, we can administer the correct first aid treatment.

S.

Remotivatiou: A person can die fram swallowed objeAs and choking, so you smst
remember haw to administer the correct first aid treatment so that life is saved.

Assignmen : N/A. Continuelinto Poil3oning and Drugs

Closureq This'ends out discussion on swallowed objects-and choking.



POISONING AM DRUGS

INTRODUCTION TIME: 5 min

Attention: Rave you ever seen a person in the movies that had been poisoned or had an
overdose of drugs with five or six other people standing around watching that-person
die needlessly/

Review: We have learned the treatment for shock and choking, and how to identify
the victims needing this treatment.

Overview: This next hour we will be discussing how to identify and treat victims that
have been poisoned or hive taken an overdose of drugs.

Motivation: We never know when we will encounter a victim with oneof these symptoms
and if we are able to save that person's life by the knowledge We have aCquired, it
should be very gratifying.

Transition: So let's lAart our lesson on poisoning and drugs.

NDIYY

Presentation:

1. Without reference, identifY prOcedures for
administering emergency first aid for poisoning.
Eighty percent of the prooedures must be iden-
tified correctly.

a. goisoning substaimes

(1) Solid, liquid or gas that
tends to impair health or
cause death when introduced
into body or onto skin surface

b. Causes of Poiaaning

(1) Frequent causes

(a) Careless storage

(b) Overdose

(2) Ekamples of poisoning around
, the house.

(a) Gasoline

(3) Bleach

17

I

TIME: SO min

,TIME: 45 min

Ehergy and Training Material
Conservation
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American National Red Cross arst
Aid Manual
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(3) Ways ofPoisoning

(a) By mouth

(b) Absorbtion

(a) Inhalation

(d) Ingestion

(4) Signs and'symptema

(a) Symptoms vary

(b) Aid La determining
poisoning

1. Information from victim'
or obeerver

2. Container

1 Victim's condition

Thims about lips or
mouth

Breath odor

6. Pinpoint size of eyes

(5) Objectives in treatment - poieaning
by mouth

(a) Dilute or neutralize

(b) Induce vomiting (except as
advised

(c)

(d)

Maintain respiration

Seek immediate medical assistance

r
(6) First Aid

(a) Begin to carry oUt objectives

(b) If not strong acid, alkali or
-petroleum

Dilute

2. Induce vomiting

I Get medical help

-2-
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(0. If:you don't know what poison
VMS

1. lilute

Find out what poison (look
for container)

Get mediceil help

(d) Additional Information

1.- Mhintain open airway

2. Mo not giva fluids if.
unconscious

I Use phone to gain advice

a. Doctor

b. Hospital

c. Poison Control
Centeir

d. If aVailable, use
commarcial antidote

e. Savurlabel add vomitus
for Physician

f. Eatimate amount
takela

If victim is convul
singldo not give
medication or induce
vomiAing

h. After .cOnvulsion,

turnlivictim on side
or face down with
head to the side

Give damulient to coat
insides

a. Milk.

b. Olive, Oil

c. Egg white

1.91
-3-



(7) Contact Poisons

(a)* Chemical burns

(b) Contact with poisonous .

plants

(c)' First Aid for contact
poisons

1. Remove contaminated
clothing

2. Tborougbly aleaa with
scap and water

Follow by rubbing alcohol

Apply calamine or otheri
soothing lotion

5.. Seek medical help
INTERIM SUMMARY

2. Without reference, identify procedures for .

emergency first aid treatment for drugs. Eighty
percent of the procedures must be identified
.correctly.

a. Signs and Symptoms
American National Red dross First
Aid Manual

(1) Vary dependiAg on substance
involved

4

Apparatus

Needle Marks

Bottles

Pupils.of Ares

.(a) Constricted

1. Barbiturates

- 2. Narcotics-:-;;;-.

(b) Dilated j

1. Hallucinogens

2. Cannabis

Respiration - ieuaUy sloW

Pulse - varies dependingupon
substance used

.

192
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b. *Riot Aid

(1) Maintaorrespiiation

(2) Maintain circulation

(3). Maintain body heat

(4) Transport to medical facility
immediately

Application: N/A

Evaluation: TIME: 5 min

Interspersed throughout lesson.

CONCLUSION Tlie: 5 min

Summary: Now you know how to recognize a victim and treathim or her for poisoning
and drugs.

Rethotivation: I'm sure you have seen people thatowere poisoned,or had overdosed,
these people do mot haws to die if the proper treatment is administered to them at the
proper time.

Assignment: N/A. Continue into Identification and Treatment of W ounds

Closure: That ands our lesson an poisoning and drugs.



IDENTIFICATION AND TREATMENT OF WOUNDS

INTRODUCTION I TIME: 5 min

_
Attention: Did you know that a wound has a classification and that there are different
types of wounds? So, you can see that it is tore.to it than just having a cut.

Review: The last hour'we discussed poisoning and drugs, their signs and symptoms.

Overview: For the next houi we'will talk about identification and treatment of wounds.
You will then be required to treat these different wounds.

Motivation: ,You can cause a persbn to have more problems with a wound by incorrect
treatment, than if you had never treated him. So, you can see that you must give the
proper treatment for the type of wound that gerson has.

Transition: Let us now start our lesson and identify wounds.

BODY

Presentation:

1. Given.a victim, identified as having
a wound, demonstrate procedures for the
Prevention of contamination and the control
of bleeding. Procedures utilized must be
in accordance with the American National
Red Cross First Aid manual and the IFSTA
109 manual. All procedures must be
accomplished with minimum instructor
assistance.

a. ,Wound is a break in continuity
of tissue

(1) Classification of,Wounds

(a) Open

(b) Closed

(2) Types of Wounds

'(a) Abrasions

(b) _Incisions

(c) Lacerations

(d) Punctures

(e) Avulsions

0

TIME: 1 hr, 50 min

TIME: 45 min

Energy and Training Material
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American National Red Cross First
Aid-Manual.
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Rio

(3) Common causes

(4) Sumptoms

(5) First Aid for open wolinds

(a) Stop bleeding

(b) Protect wound fram contamination

(c) Treat for shock

(d) Obtain medical aid

(6) First aid for severe bleeding

(a) Direct pressure

(b) Hand or cloth directly on wound

(c) Do not uncover, if blood soaked, add more layers

(d) Pressure bandage mAy be apilied

(e) Elevation raise wound above heart

(7) Pressure Points

(a) Direct pressure, elevation and pressure points should be used together

(b) Brachial artery upper exeremeties

(c) Femoral artery lower extremeties

0

(8) Tourniquet

,(4) Utmost last resort

: (1) Loss of life possible

(2) Loss,of'limb

(b) Strong 2" wide materials

(c) Place.between wound and heart immediately following wound

196



(d) Use strong stick to
//twist tight

(1) Tighten til bleeding stops

(f) Mark time applied'

(g) Never loosen

(h) -Meat for shock,

1

(i) Transport to medical
facility immediately

(9) Prevention for contamination and
infection measures to take with
wounds

(a) First Aider should wash hands

(b) Clean wound

*(c) Drects and bandage wound

(d) Seek medical aid if infection
deyelops

(10) Removal of fomign objects

(a) Just beneath skin sterile
needle

(p), Deep objects leave for
doctor

(11) Infection symptoms

Swelling

Redness

Heat

(d) Throbbing

(e) Tenderneus

(f) 'Fever

(g) Pus

(h) Swollen liymph Glands

(i) Red streaks

Casualty Kit

First Aid Equipment

"1



Application: 'TIME: 1 hr

Intersperse throuelout lesson.
a

Evaluation:

Intersperse throughout lesson.

a

TIM: 5 min

CONCLUSION TIME: 5 min

Summary: We have discussed the two classifications of wounds, and the different
types of wounds and thi treatment for'the.different types.

/bol-

Remotivation: You should now b ble to identify wounds and.administexproper treatment
for all types of wounds. Yeu.wo ot want an inexperiericed person treating yOur wounds
so don't,be ine4erienced when you hs7e to treat someone elses;

Assignment:. N/A. Continue into Identificatiaa and Treatment of Specific Injuries.

Closurv: Thiit ends our lesson on treatment of wounds.

1
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IDENTIFICATION AND TREATMENT OP SPECIFIC INMIES

INTRODUCTION TIME:, 5 min

Attention: Do you know what sioecific injuries are? How to recognize them and treatthis type of injury?

Review: We have learned how to treat wounds, and the classification and types ofwounds?

Overview: Now we will learn what specific injuries are and the treatment we shoulduse for them.

Motivation: If yam ever encounteripecific injuries yam will never,forget it. They
are very serious-and the proper treatment must be administered.

,

Transition:

Presentation:

Now let us begin our discussion on specific injuries. 1

BODY

L. Without reference identi4y procedures
for aaministering emergency first aid for
burns. Eighty percent of the procedures
must be identifieCcorrectlY.

a. Three general kinds of burns

(1) Thermal burns

(2) Sunburn.

(3) Chemical bur=

b. Classification of burns

(1) First degree - skin is reddened

-(2) Second degree - blisters develop

(3) Third degree - deep deetruction

c. Thermal burns are caused by direct
flame or radiated heat

(1) Treat for shock

(2) Relieve pain

(3) Prevent infection

198

-TINE: 1 hr 50 min

TIME: 145min
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d. First'aid for burns May be regarded
as

(1) Partial thickness injury

(q) Full thickness injury

e. Partial thicknesi burns

(1) Always veny tender

(2) Nenefit from immediate
application of cold water

(3) Loosened superficial akin may
be remaved anly if it is bunched
of folded

f. FUll thickness idjuries (depth)

(1) More serious and complicated

'(2) Involves the entire thickness
of the skin

(3) Produces the Unmistakable dark,
dry eschar

(4) 4134 cold water and cold water
compresses

(5) i/rap the victim in a clean
sheet prior to transportation
to the hospital

(6) Cover the burned area with
clean sterile dressing

(74 Cut clothing from around burn
area - do not-disturb burn area(s)

(8) If,eyes are burned, fluah them
with water if victim can stand
the pain

(9) DO NOT apply oil or ointments in
the eyes

(10) Use judgement when givim fluids
to a victim as this usually causes
nausea

(11) Give half-glass doses of a solution
made by dissolving cne-half teaspoon

of table salt or one-half-teaspoon
of baking soda in a quart of water if
medical assistance is delayed for one

199
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(12) Keep victim corveed.to retain
body hest

g. Sunburns
6

(1) Caused by ultraviolet rays or the
sun ,

(2) Overexposure to thesun's rays
8 rays cause tiny blood.vessels

in the:skin to alate and the
skin becomes red.

(3) As overexposure increases tissue
injury starts

(4) swelling or the skin occurs

(5) Blisters appear

(6) Fever develops

(7) Discomfort

(8) Sunburn becomes serious, should the
injured tissue become infected..
(First and second degree burns)

.(9) Treat mild sunburns with any good
: ointments, cold cream, body lotion

or salad oil to relieve pain

(10) DOHNOT use oil or margarine or
butter

(11) Apply isterile dressing if skin
is blistered

(12) Do not expose burned area to flt612
until it is completelY healed

(13) Do notapply oil or ointments to
severe sunburn cases

(14) Seek medical helplor severe cases
of sunlmiri

h. Chemical Burns to the Skin

(1) Acid burns are non-progressive
injuries. Damage to tissue ceases
when acid is remoyed

(2) Alkali burns - progress with
time

3
2 09

j
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(3)

(14)

(5)

Alakli burns may firs appear to
be slight, but may lar develop

deep inflamation and ti
destructi*umless you seek
medical help by a physioian

Wash awarcheiicals with large
quantities of water

Read labels for first- aid
- measures

(6) Apply additional first aid'as
- described for any othet similar

heat burns

i. Chemical burns of the eye -

(1) Type of chemical will detezmine
the degree ofkjury

(2) .,1b not waste time trying to find
out what chemical is in the eye

(3) Flush the eyes immediately with
large amount of cool water

(4) You cannot use too much water

(5) The first few seconds and the
next few minutes are the most
imp6rtant'

(6) After thorough irrigation, a few
drops of clean mineral, castor,

or vegetable oil can be placed
in the eye

(7) The oil helps prevent the eyelid
tm sticking to the.eyaball

(8) Cover the damaged eyes with a
sterile compress and seek
immediate medical help

INTERIM SUMMARY
2. Without reference, identify procedures for
administeting emergenay fitst aid for frost bite
and oold exposure. Eighty percent of the prooe-
dures must be identified correctly.

a. Frost bite

(1) Characteristics

(a) Comman injury due to cold

201
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/(- (b) Usually small area affected

b. Signs and symptoms

(1) At tirst.

(a) Skin changes to white or
grayish yellaw

CO Possible pa4

(c) Blisters

(d). Intense.cold and numbness

(ei Victim may be unaware of
frost bite

(2) As time passes

(a) !Until con4n8ion

(b) Impairment of judgement .

(c) Victim staggers

(d) Eyesight fails

'(e) Possible unconsciousness

(f) Shock

(g) Breathing may cease

(h) Leath, if occurs, may be due to
heart failure

c. First Aid

(1) Objectives

(a) Protect area fromfurther injury

(b) Warm area rapidly

(c) Maintain respiration

(2) Procedures

(a) Carer frozen part

(b) Provide extra clothing and
blankets

(c) Bring victim indours as soon
as possible

ci
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J

(d)L,Give vidtim.warm drink

(9) Rewarm part quiCkly

e(f)

.0

Boerne in Ma= water
- 4
.(g) WirM at room teMperature if

part has been frozen-thawed.and
re#021.911 Njf

(3) Mo notapply hot water bottle or
heatiAg lamp A

(4). Do not -heat at hot stove

(5) DO aot break blisters
Al

(6) Mo not slim victimto walk if %
`feet area affectedf

//
(7) lisc6rtinue warmireae soon as

part*,becomes fluahed

After part is warmed, exercise if
toes or,fingers are involved. Place
co;rer-between them to keep them
separated ,v .

Do not apply other dressings unless
transparthing for medical aid

(10) Blevate 'frostbitten parts and

protected- area:OOntact with bed,
clothes

(11) Seek medical aid AJAP%

aoldlposure

(i) Manifestations

(a) Shivering

(b) Numbness

(c), Low body temperature

(8)

(9)

(d) Drowsiness

(e) Macular weakness.

-""....
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(2) .First Aid

(a) Give artifici4 respiration
. i; nocessari

(b) Bring victimAnto warm room
ASAP

a

(c)- Prevention of injuries of cold

ENTUAIM SUMMARY
/-3. Without referehce, identify,procedures for

administering emergency first aid treatment for.
heat stroke, heat cramps aud'heat exhaustion.
Eighty percent of the procedures mupt be
identified Correctly.

a. Neat stroke

(1) 'Response of the body to heat
characterized by extremelyvhigh
body temperatures

(a) Signs and symptoms

1 High body tempereture

2. Skin may be red, hot and
dry °

.,Pulse rapid and-strang

IL. Victim may be unconscious

(b) First eid

1. Hndress, but maintain
modesty'

2. Apply.cold spo4e and
water or alcohol

1 Dee fans or air-conditioners
to promote cooling-

j. Start above if body begins
to'hsat up.again

not give stimulants

b. Heat cramps - muscular pain and spasms due
to loss of salt

(1) Leg muscles and abdomin likely to be
affected first

-!7-
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e

(2) First Aid

(a) Gently massage mupoles; give
sips of salt wata

(b) * glass every 15minutes
aver period of 1 hour

a

o. Heat-exhaustion

(1) Respon0e of body characterized:by
fatigue, weakneas aid collapse
due to inadequate water intake
and rapid fluid loss -

.(2) SYmip#ms

(a) Approximately "normal"
body temparature

(b).Pale and oil:my-skin'

(c) ProNse sweating

(d) Tiredness, weakness

-(e) Headache, perhaps arc.mps

(f) Nausea dizziness

(g). Possible fainting

(3) First Aid'

(a) Give sips of walt Water

CO_ Lay:victim down

(c) Loosen clothing

(d) Apply cool, wet cloths

(e) Stop fluids ilivictiF Vomits

(f) Advise against furiber

Application:

Intersperse

Intersperse

throt:gliout lesson.

throughout lesson.

c-

0

Casually' Kit'

First Aid*Equipment

2 5)

TIME: l'hr

-

TIME: 5 min



CONCLUSION iniE: 5 min /7/
Summagy: Ve have discussed specific injuries, how to identify these injuries and the

treatment of specific injuries.

Remotivation: I am sure now that you see the importance of being able to identify
specific injuries and the damage-they can cause without proper treatment. You

should be able to apply that proper treatment.

sr

Assignment: Read and study SG unit 210, lmessing, 3andaging and Splinting, and
answer-thaquestioni at the-end of the unit.

'Closure: This ends our instruction for today.

g
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MESSING, BANDAGING AND SPLINTING

INTRODUCTION TIM& 5 min

Attention: Rave you ever applied a dressing or bandage, or splinted a broken arm or

leg? Did yOu d.o it corceotly?

Review: Yesterday we discussed specific injuries, treatment of wounds, poisoning and

drugs, and alto swallowed objects and choking.

Overview: Today we will cover 4:1ressing, bandaging and splinting and you will be

required to perform these on your fllow students.

Motivation: You must use the correct methods in dressing or bandaging a watnid, also

in sprinting a fracture because you can cause the victim to be aripple or maimed yor

the rest of his or her .life. It could be a Member of your own family;

Transition: So, let's begin our lesson for today.

BODY

Presentsition:

1. Given a victim identified as needing
,dreasing or bandage, demonstrate procedures

for applying a dressing or bandage. Prooe-

duree utilized must be in accordance with

American National Red Cross Pirst Aid Manual.

---- All procedures must be acoccplished with
minim= instructor assiitaniiii.

a; Dressing and bandages

1 (1) Dressings - insediate protective
cover placed over wound

(2) Ptmotion - Prevent contamination

(3) Sterilization proceduree

_ ___(14)_Bandages - material to hold

in place

b. Applying bendaies

(1) General principles

(2) Elastic bandage

TIM: 5 brs 50 min

TIM: 2 bra 145 min

lidera and Training Materials
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(3) Gauss bandages

(4) Triangulartmndages

(5) Adhesive strip drissings

cf. Methods of applying bandages

'(1) Ara sling

(2) Triangular bandage for foldmi
cravat

Triangular for scalp and forehead

Cravat for forehead, ears or Ves

Cravat for cheek andfor ear

Cravat for elbow and/Or knee

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

d. Anchoring bandages

(1) Trim off bandages

(2) The circular turn

(3) Open and closed spiral bandage

(4) Figure eiaht bardages

(5) FiAVez t4.1) bandaVii
INTERIM SUMMARY
2. Given a viotim identified as needing
a tourniquet, dimmutrateprocedures for
applyinig a tourniqUet. Pros:adores utiiimod
muAt be_in accordance with the American

Bed CrcisiPiist-Lit-Msnual-and
USIA 105 Manual. ill'proCedurse most be
accomplished with-minimms instructor assis-
tance.

a. The tourniquet should bcused only
, as 4!. last resort for severe, life

threatmcim*mmarmerthat oammot
be oontrollidAy other means

b. The use of the tourniquet method

-timuld-principally-to-disocurags
its indiscriminate use

21 j 8



(1) Tourniquets Mgr canal tissue
injuiries

(2) Shute off the entire blood
supply to that part of the body
to which'it is applied .

The device itself ofterouti
into-or injures the skin

Tourniquets m4, be necelearr
in oases Of partial or complete
severance of a bodY Part

These are the oaly instances.
Where its application may be

justified

Victim =at be taken to a
physician adsoon as possible
after a tourniquet has been

aPPlied

(3)

(14)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Physicians or medical personnel
should be the only ones permitted
to release a tourniquet

Constriction band should-be made

from some flat material about

two inches wide

AVoid the me Ot rope, cords,
wire, string-or other materials
of smell oircumferenoe

(10) These saterialdwill only out
the skin and possibly damage

----good-zsuatile-and-oauss-more
blood loss

c. Procedures for applyine-acconstriction

band

(1) Select a soft, sturdy, and wide

' Material for the band

(2) Piss the band material around
the liMb or bpdy somber
biolfirn-sethivorm-rand-tburboart

Casualty 'tit

Pint Aid lquipment

(3) Wrap the band tightly
the limb to stop.= slow down
the bleedine 209



(4) Ilse a stiCk or other -strong
matadal to app4 pressure on
the Constriction band, when
the- Constriction band is
snug, secure object with pieoe
of *loth or other material.

(5) Comer tbsixneld with sterile
compress

INTERIM SUMMARY
3. Given first aid and equipeent, and a
victim identified as,having a fracture, demon-
strate procedures for administering first aid,
for fractures. Procedural utilised must be
in accordance with the American Nationil Red
Cross First Aid Manual and'IFSTA Manua 109
With.minimum instructor assistarce.

a. Types

(1) Closed fracture' - simple

(2) Open tracture - compound

b. Signa and symptoms

(1) Pain point tendsrness

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Deformity

Loss of function

Swelling

Discoloration

c. Dangers

(i) Improper handling may cause
fracture to become open

(2) Damage nerves and blood
vessels

/75'

American National Red. Cross First
Aid Manual

IFSTA #109

d.. First Aid Procedures
Casualty lit

(1) Imiobilize bone ends

(2) Immobilize joint above and
joint.below fracture

Leave"sjoint injuries' in
position-found

(4), Slight traction on straight
bone injuries

(3)

-.4-

First Aid Equipment

21



Applications.

Intersperse throughout losuiont

.TINE: 3 bre

INSTIkUtTORS ARE REQUIRED

Evaluation: . 5 min

Intersperse throughout lesson.

CONCLUSION TM: 5 min

Summary: Today we have covered dressings, bandagiag and splinting. You have performed

these so you_ehould bare abetter understanding of this now.
Ns,

\,

Reactivation: Am you have seen if these procedures are not performed oorreotly,
yousill be doing more damage tLan good, so you must ramenber the correct procedures
iü administering,first aid treatment to a viatla.

Assignment: Read and study the following SG units and answer the questions at the

end of each unit.

I. ,SG-211, Sudden Musa:-

2. SG-212, Respiratory Emergencies and Artificial Respiration

Closure: MUnmabervihat you learned today can save a lit*.



SUDDEN.ILINESS

INTRODUCTION'

Attention: Now many of you know what sudden illnesses are?

TIME: 5 min

Review:. lesterday we learned bay to apply dressings, bandaging, and splints, the
different types and their specific use. .

Overview: Todey's lesson will cover suddearillnesses and respiratory emergencies
and artificial respiration.

/ 77

Motivation: Sudden illnesses are not uncommon and they can happen to anyone. Some
members of your family probably already bave some of talkie illnesses, so by you
knowing how to treat them, you will be able to save their lives.

Transition: So, let us begin our lesson for today.

BOIT

Presentition:

l.Withut reference, identify procedures
for adminiitering emergency first Sid for
sudden illnesses. --Flighty percent of the
procedures must be identified_correctly.

a. Beart'Attack

(1) Signs and symptoms

Persistent chest pains

-Chest and sternum area

Left Shoulder and arm

(d) Gasping and shortness of
breath, bluish color lips,
skin, fingernail beds-

Mitreme prostratibn

Shock

Swelling of ankles

'TM: 50 min

TIME: 45 min

American National Bed Cross First
Aid Manual

Energy and-Training Material °
Conservation .

--Conservation of cleaning materials

Transparencies Set-421-1

212



(2)' IiratLtd

(a) Allow victim to be omsfor-
table

(b) Provide ventilation

(o) Protect against drafts

(d) Xse artifioial respiration
if neoessany

(e) Help with prescri6dmedicine
if victim': has any difficulty

. (f) 110 tot give liquids if

victim is unconscious

b. Stroke 7 gpoplexr

(1) Spontaneous rupture of a blood
,vessel in the brain or forma,.

tion of a clot that interferes
with circulation

(2) Major stroke

(a) Signs and gymptoms

1. tindonsciousnese.

2. Paralysis or weakness
one side of the body

(b) Nan Symptoms

lifficultyin breathing
and swallowing

2. Loss of bladder or bowel
control

Pupils unequal

Lack of Ability to talk
or slurred speedh,

First Aid

Provide moderate covering*

2. tain airway

-2-

2 1 3

s'



J. Otte artificial respiration j
if necessary

IL. Position victim so that
/ secretions will drain from

mouth .

I Obtain msdical Sid

6. 10 not give liquids unless
victim is able to swallow

(d) Minor stroke

.1.- May happen in sleep and be
acccupanied by

a Headache

b. ConfUsion

C. Slight dizziness

d. Ringing in ears

e. Other Mild complaints

2. Later

a. Minor difficulties in
speech

Memory changes

c. Weakness in an arm
or leg

d. Misturbance-in

normal personality

(e) First Ai*

.1. -Protect victim against
accident or physical .

exertion

2. Suggest medical ittention

FaLnting due to.loss of-blood in bra&

(1) Signs

(a) Extreme-paleness

(b) sWeating, 214



(o) Coldness.of the skin

(d/ Dizziness

(e) Numbness and tingliness
of hands" and feet

(f) Nausea

'(g) ,Possible disturbed vio4n

(2) First Aid
.

(a) Leave victim lying down

coy Loosen clothing

(c) victim vomits, 1011 head
to drain fluids

(d) Maintain airwmy

(e) Mb not pourwater on face.

(f)L Give no liqUids

(g) &amine victii

(h) Seek medioal aid if recovery
is slow

(3) Convulsion

.00

(a) Rigid body muscles lasting a'
few seconds to hal! minute ,

(b) Bluish discolora.tion offaCe
'lips .famminig at the,i6uth
or dIvoling

. .

.(q) Gradually subsides

First Aid,
.11

Prevent victim ±rom hurting
himself

Give artificial resiiritioh
if needed .

Mb not place object'
betwein teeth.

(d) Do'not pour liquicts in molith
215 I



.
(Vsi(e) lb not restrain viotim

(f) Do not place child in
tub of water

44 Epilepsy

(1) First Aid

(a) Push away near objects
.

,

(b) lb not fbrce object between
teeth when jerking is.over,
loosen clothing.

Maintain airway

Prevent drowning in vomit

1. Turn bead to side or
Niece on stomach

Give artificial respiration
if necessary

(g) After seizure allow victim
to rest or sleep

(h) Seek medical attention

Application:
TIME: N/A.

Evaluation:
TIME: 5 min

(0)

(d)

Keep victim lying down

(e)

(r)

4

Intersperse throughout lesson

CONCIUSICN T1ME: 5 min
Summary: The last hour we have covered sudden illnesses, heart attacks, strokes,convulsions and epilepay.

Bemotivation: lbu can see bow serious these illnesses can be, so it is up to youto administer the proper care during an emergency of this type.

Assignment: N/A. Continue into Respiratory Emergenciee ani Artificial Respiration.

. Closure: That ends our.lessan an smdden illness Viz. today.

1114
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RUM:MU =micas AND 43213SCIAL RZSPILITION

INTRODUCTION TIME: .5 min

Attention:. Cawyouperform artificial respiration? Pferyone Should know bow to do

this.
.0)

Review: lie covered sudden illnesses the lasthour, which consisted of heart attacks,
stroke*, convulsions and'epilippy.

Overview: The next five hours we will learn artificial respiration and we will also be
performing this.'

4

Motivation: Mere are all types of emergency Situations where artificial respiration
can save someonstelife, if done in the proper manner. V. will teadh'You this, but
it is up to you to apply it correctly.

Transition: Now we will start our lesson for today.

BODT

Preeentation:

1. Given a raeuscitationmanikin demon-
strate procedures for administering artificial
respiration. Procedures utilised must be
in accordance with the American National Bed
Cross First Lia manna and 37321. 109 Manual.
All procedures must be accomplithed with
minimum instructor assistamw

a. Before giving mouth to mouth
resuscitation, diagmois signs
for the folldwing

(1) Respiration'

(2) Pulse

(3) Pupils of eyes

(4) Skin Color

(5) Skin temperature

(6)- State of consciousness
O

(7) PAisysis/loss of sensation

TIM' 4 brs 50 min

TIME: 1 lar 15 min

limey and Traininelaterial-
Conservation

Co:nervation of Cleaningftteriale

American National Bed Cross First
Aid Manual

UNA #109

Transparencies Set #212

Film: TP 6296, Mouth to Mouth
Beousoitation"



(8) bastion tO pain

RespiratorY

..(1) Lir MOVes through many
structures on its wikr
to the lungs, Where oxygen
is exchanged for waste
products

(2) Airioves first through
the nouthand nose to the
throat

( 3 )

(a) Containr,20 to 21%
oxygen, ahd 78 to

TrAonlitroga

Breathing Prboiss-,'

(a) Inspiration

(4)

a. Muscles move ribs
outward

Diaphrastuoves
downward,

(b) Upiration

1. ftmoles relax, ribs
move inward

2. maphrasa relax,
moves upward

Inspirationfizpiration
Ammo moves about 5400eo
ons (1) pint of air,
lungslextraot 5% of the
oxygen

c. Determine need for mouth to

mouth or mouth to nose resusoitation,

(1) Breathing impairw/stopped
coMpletely,

(a) Meotristlshook-

'(b) Barbiturates/drugs-

(o) Tbmio gases

(d) Beart.disea.e/epthma

218
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lila: Ti 6555, "bve-That Life

hisusoitatilmilgsmikins

bsumcitation Devioes

Aspirators



(2) lOreign Matter in mouth

(a) Food, !alit, phlaga mous

(b) YoCd, foreign objeots

(3) "ReC000gnition of art*. obstructions

(i) Look

(b) Listen

(o)

(14) Triatment of, sinew Obstruction

(a) Cloan patients mOuti -

(b) Tilt patiintO.bood baCsk

(a) loroo air into patients

Eritth:

# (a) el lift Mothod

.(e) Jam lift Method'

d. Idantitt mouth to mouth reausoitatifin
prodedures.

;

(I) PulMonarr risusoitation

(a) Istablish airway

(b) Soot patients nose (hand

or yoVz °bola)

(o) deepir (l0006o) plain
. mouth upon;patiOnts mouth

(d) Rzhale into. patienti mouth

(e) Remove mouth, patient will
exhale

(r) RePi4 ivs17

A. "0=6 joars =.20 times psi-
- minute '(arall potti, of air)

64.3 yrs 20 times per
. minute (light pressure)

3.3 and 1245 times per
minute ,-(3.000co) of air

219
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( ) Mouth to nose

(a) Cried if patient has lower jaw
in4uries

1. Clamp patients jaw shut
with your fingers

a. CoverIlis apse with your
mouth

. Blow into nose and watch
for chest rise

k.7'Open mouth to allow
patient to exhale through
mOUth

(3) Muth to.Stoma

(a) Use same basio teobniques at
mouth to mouth except mouth
'plimisment

(b) ilactmioe normal breath at
one every five seconds

(o) If air-escapes through muth
or nose -.partial laryngictomy,

seal mouth Ind nose and proceed
as Above

INTZR.124 SUMMARY

2. Civen a resuacitation manikin, WB and
resuscitation device, demonstrate inhalation
procedures. .Procedres utilised suet be in

usolv43-212accordance with thellB checklist. All proce-
dures iust be striot4 adhered to, with help
fro' the instructoron difficult areas.

a. Clear Mouth tad throat offOreign
materials ifnacessary, preferably
with a olemn cloth around fingers-

b. Place manikiii an its batik with a
folded.blanket, coat or similar
object under the shouldiri

c. Ektend head back; pull chin up,
apply bag.maalc

22o



,

(1) Rad mask nail; on fame with
thaib and index finger, other
fingers ,grippiag the ohin

(2) Inflate lurgs try squefling
bag with other hand (or use
oazgen battle for air supply)

(3) Observe rise and fall of
abut for* proper velitilition,

(4)

0-6 yrs - 20 times per minute
6-.13 yrs - 2.tJáss per minute
14 and up - 12-15 times per minute

Assist meaual resuicitation with
automatio resuscitator and volun-
'tary effort

IRTER1X MEM

.3. Given a resuicitatioi manikin, WB and =our
oitation:drvice, dmonstrate aspiration proem-
dures. Procedures utilized most be in accordance

with the WB checklist. All proceduies muit be
accomplished with instructor assistance..

3.

a. Aspiration tec with meolianical

aspirator

(1) Cheok victim for airwa; obstruc-
tion by:

(a.) Looking

(b) Listaning

(o) Peeling

(2) If .aspiration is necessary

(a) Position victim on his
back

(b) Turn head to ens side

(c)' Remove the air shield

footsuction pump from
the oase

(d) Position foot suction

-pump near viCtims head

Bssoi-Anne/Resoi-Andy Monikins

Bag Yarks

2 2 .I.



(a)

(r)

(1)

(h)

Ebamittal tip ist Mouth Of
victim.and. Pulp the Woos-
with yottfoot. Continuo Am

long allmaticinis nodded

Pumping thrbellowlcreses
suffipiim* suction te remove
obstrOcting fluids 4

Even if the irap jar should
overflow, it i; not wee-
saXY to, discontinte operation
since the aspirated liquid .

will enter the bellows and

will automatically be emptied'

from the .bellows with the
next compression .

.The extra tall valve an the
rthber trip jar cover simply

serves as &mare in cale.the'
othim becomes olOgged.

(3) Cleaning,the foot pmmp

(a) Wash the metal tip in soap
sind water or a disinfecting
solution

(b) Since,all flow is away from-
the fictim, the remand= of'
the pumP 'mod not le sterile.
HoWever, clean water may be

=Pthrough the bellows.
umping nutil the clean

water has thorough4.flushed
ou* the bellows.

Applications

intersperse throughput lesson.

Evaluations

Intersperse throughout lesson

/57

TIM 3 his 30 min

2 INST=ToRs Art BEQUIEND

Ma: 5 min

CONCLUSION TIM 5 min

Today we have-oovered artifial respiration, inhalation procedures and
aspire on procedures.

-6-
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Rsmotivations It is very iMportant to 4RAT these procedures correctly becande
life mill depend On you.

Assignments Rutland study. Munit 213, Cardioptilmonary Resuscitation saulanswer

the questions at the end of the onit.

Closures That ends our lessan for,today.'

223
-7-
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CARMOPOMNAIT1 RESUSCITATION'. -

INTROLUCTION TINE: 5 min

Attention: What is oardiopulmanary resuscitation? Jo you know/

t-,

Review: The previowt few days have been spent on various subjects that will help
you take care of yourslf and. aid you in saving, other lives.

Overview: low we are going to discuss thi one and two man CPR.'

flotilqtion: A person can die very quickly without the proper care. You, as a resoueman,
may need to provide the necessary life giving CPR._

. Transition: Now we will discuss the perform CPR.

BODY

Presentatima:

I. Given a resuscitation manikin, demmastrate
procedurei for administering cardiopulmonary
resuscitation. Procedures muet be in acoordance
with-the-American Heart Association requiring
assistance from thetstruotor on the difficult
parts.

a. Heart problems

(1) Heart disorders

(2) Heart attacks

(3) Symptoms of heart attack

(4). Care fOr a heart attack

(5) Chest pa4n

(6) Heart failure

(7) Symptoms of heart failure

(8) tars tor heart failure

(9) WPoxia

(10) Asphyxia

224

Tim& 3 bre 50 min

TIME: 45 Min

BMW and Training Matertal
Conservation

Conservation of Clecninglitterial

Amoriohn Heart Association Pamphlet

Transparencies Set,#213

Resuscitatimailanikins



(11) kens of cardiac'arrost

b. 'Ptocedmres for CPR with one rescueman

(1) Maresponsiveness

(2). Open airwey, establish breath-
lessness

(3). Start ventilations (average 4)

(4) Circulate - 15 compressions to
two Ventilations,,for four cycles

(5) Vheckpulse

:(6) 'Proceed at a rate of 15 compres-
sions to two ventilations

c. Procedures for CPR with two rescuemen

(1) Same.as for one man

(2) Ventilations - interpose one breath
on every fifth upstroke

(31 Compress - 60 per minute

d.. Procedures for CPR with infants

(1) No fingertip compressions located
between nipple line = center of
sternum

(2) Compression- ratio - 80-100 times
'per minute

(3) Ventilation - small puffs from
cheeks after every fifth oompres-

. sion

e. COMplications with CPR*,

(1) Rand too high

(2) Rand too low

-(3) Rand too far right

(4) liai4a tots far left

Applioation:

CHECK -PULSE

TM: 3 hrs.:

, Intersperse thro'rughout lesson: instructors are required

-2- 225
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Evaluations,

Intersperse throughout lesson.

Tnes 5 min

=music&

summary: We have discussed Pulmonary and cardiopulmonanr resuscitation today.

Bemotivation: As a firefighter, yoummst know these teChniques to perform your job
properly.

Assignment: Bead'and study the following sa units and answer the questions at the end
of each unit.

1. SG-301, Block III and IV Orientation.

,2. SC-302, Operations, Maintenance and Mounted Equipment on the P-10 Rescue Vehicle.

Closure: Only continued training will keep you proficient in pulmonary add audio-
pulMonary resuscitation.

INITIATE mamma nu AND TM CRITIQUE.

4

-3-
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PIMA' NI IN/AN STUDY GUIDE, 3ABR57130 -1-SG -200

TechniCal Training

, Fire Protection Specialist

BLOCK II 1
BREATHING APPARATUS, RESCUE CARRIES, AND EMERGENCY FIRST AID

2 July 1975

CHANUTE TECHNICAL TRAINING CENTER (ATC)

This supersedes 3ABR57130-1-SW-200, 25 February 1971. .

OPR: TWS
DISTRIBUTION: X

TWS - 2000; TTVGC - 2

Designed For ATC Course Usi'

DO NOT USE ON THE JOS
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Study Guides and-Workbooks are training publications authorized by Air Training Command (ATC)
for student use in ATC courses.

The STUDY GUIDE (SG) presents the information you need to complete the unit of instruction or
makes assignments for you to read in other publications which contain the required information.

The WORKBOOK (WB) contains,work procedures designed to help you achieve the learning
objectives of the unit of instruction. Knowledge acquired from using the study guide will help you peifonm
the missions or exercises, solve the problems, or answer questions presented in the worckbook,

The STUDY GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SW) contains both SG and WB material under one cover.
The two training publications may be combined when the WB is not designed for you to write in, Or when
both SG and ',NIB are issued for you to keep. i /

Training publications are designed for ATC use only. They are updated as necessary for trainnsg
purposes, but are NOT to be used on the job as authoritative references in preference to Technical Orders
or other official publications.
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Fire Protection Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois

OBJECTIVES

BLOCK II ORIiNTATION

1

, 4.0E57130-14'd-201

After completing this study guide and your classroom inztruction, you will
participate in a discussion'consiating of questions and answers on:

I. Block content.

2. Safety.

3. Energy conservation.

INTRODUCTION

As a highly trained firefighter,
you must not only.be able to effect a safe,
quick rescue, but also be able to diagnose
and give limper first aid treatment for
all types of injuries until qualified
medical help can be obtained. During the
next'six days, you will- study extensively
within the area of first aid and expand
your knowledge of this subject. You will
also learn about breathing apparatus. This
is important to you 411 a firefighter. You

will also study about rescue carries and
how to use them.

INFORMATION

BLOCK CONTENT

Block II is six days in length and
will include such subjects as breathing
apparatus and rescue carries, but will
be devoted primarily to first aid. During,
the learning prticess, you will be .

evaluated and graded on your ability to
perform various tasks thioughout this
block. Upon completion of Block II, you
will take a written test. Successful
completion of this block is determined
by Satisfactory performance during
classroom activities and a passing grade
on the written test,

SAFETY

The word SAFETY is heard so much,
you would think that miybe we could do
without it once in awhile. And if we
suddenly discarded the word and what it
means., accidents will stilroccur. As

firefighters, we are definitely.concerned
with safety,.;.the safety of ourselves

a

1

a

and others. Those of qs who have never
had aCcidents are not'just lucky, we have
learned to practice safety in everything
we do. We hiVe also learned ghat practicing
safety is not a hard job. We would like
to invite you io join us. Practice safety
and let's stop accidents. ,

'ENERGY CONSERVATION

Shortly, you will engage in simulated
first aid prfcCices. You will bp using
aglot of eqUipmet2t that you may or may
not have seen before. The equipment.if
here for you to use, but please be .

conservative with it. Use what you need
but don't be wasteful. We hope that some
of the measures that we use to conserve
eaergy can be applied'Aii Force wide. We
invite your suggestiOns for improvements.
in the fire protection scRool to promote
energy conservation,

QUESTIONS

Please answer the Iollowing questions
on a separate sheet'of paper. '

1. How long will you have to learn
the content of Block II? *

2. Will you be tested during the
block?

3. Why is safety so important?

4. How does energy conservation
apply to you as an individual?

REFERENCES

1. AFR 92-1, Fire Protection Program.

2. School Reg,50-18, Orientation For
Permanent Party and Student Personnel.
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Fire Protection Branch
Chanute- AFB, Illinois

AJECTUES

tO:

data.

INTRODUCTION

3ABR57130 -1 -SG -202

BREATHING APPARATUS

After completieg this study guide and your classroom instruction, you will be able

1. Don and operate breathing apparatus in accordance with technical order data.

2. ' InsPect and service breathing apparatus'in accordance with technical order

1

As a firefighter, your ability to
successfully combat fires ois dependent

upon the type of equipment available
to you, and your knowledge of the proper

use of this equipment. An important

part of this equipment is the breathing'

, apparatus. This equipment is'used to

protectyou when entering atmospheres
that are defitient of oxygen or
containing gases dangerous to life.

INFORMATION

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND
PROPER UTILIZATION

The breathing apparatus, as used-

here, is the back-pack type and provides.
complete-respiratory protection in any

concentration of-noxious gases and other

conditions of oxygen. deficiency. -This
eqUipment consists of a faceniece, flexible

hose, demand regulator, and cylinder,
,containinK air under pressure. Air is

delivered through the demand regulator
Which adjusts the amount of air to suit
the wearer's needs either at rest or

under exertion. This equipment is easy

to don and quickly put into operation

by means of.a shutoff valve. The-unit,

weighs approximately 30'pounds and will

provide approXimately 30 minutes of

operating time. Figure 1 shows the names

and components of the breathing

apparatus.

Components,

The major component parts of the

breathing apparatus are:

1. Air cylinder.

.3

2. RegulAtor hose..

3. Cylinder valve and safety chain

fir pin locking device.

4. Air cylinder pressure gauge.

5. Regulator pressure gauge.

6. Shutoff valve.

ass valve.
A

8. Fiicepiece.

9. Breathing tube.

10. Harness and backplate assembly.

Operating Procedures

Use the following procedures in
operating the air mask.

1. Remove the mask from the carrying

case and check the air cylinder tank

pressure gauge for "full" indication, or

1980 psi.

2. Then check the regutator shutoff
valve (yellow knob) for the full open

poeition.

3. Check-the bypass valve (red
knob); turn-the knob cloCkwise to the

closed position.

4. Turn the cylinder valve a
minimum of three full turns, hook the
safety chain or pin locking deviee. Check

regulator pressure gauge, which should
read the same as the air cylinder
pressure gauge (if not, Use,lower.

reading for working time). Open the

/ so-
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Q7.9/

/re

1. Mask Exhalation Valve
2. Regulator
3. By PassValve
4. ,Control Lever'
5. Shut Off Valve
6. 'Locking Tab
7. 'waist Strap

8. Quick Connect Coupling

9. Side Strap

10. &hest Buckle Plate
li. Chest Strap
12. Regulitoi Pressure Gauge
13.' Breathing Tube
14. 'Air Cylinder

15. Cylinder Clamping Lever
16. Cylinder PressUre Gauge
17. CyLindex Valve
18. Regulator goseCoupling

4.

IS

Figure Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus. 232
I.



hYpass.valve,slighily to Check the
airllow; After4ii-flow has been
sitablishad, close hypass ;valve.

To doh the aii pick,',put

the hirness,On air,if it vete a coat,
Lean.forward iiightlytfasten the
elliSt strap, adjUst the-side straps,
-thin fireighten up and fasted the waist
btickle.

6. Put on the face'misk-, plating
chin in first and pull-the straps over
your heea. Tighten the stia0s-starting
-with the neck striOn,and proceea upward
until all straps-are snug.

7. Chadk the.misk for leaks
by holaing the thumb over the breathing
tube and inhale slowly. The leek should
collapse against the-face if there
la no leek. Again, holding your thumb
over the breathing tube, exhale in
order to check the-exhalation valve. .

The tir should then escape freely.

8. Do not conneerbreathing
tebe to the regulator until you are
ready'to enter a contaminated area,
then connect only finger tight. Check
regulator pressure gauge; it shóuld
read full; this will operate the mask
for 30 minutes. 'Chetk the regulator
gauge at ftequent intervals while in
i contaminated area in order to.determine
the.quantity Of'air remaining. When
the regulator gauge indicates 300
psi or is on the.heavy line, approximately
fOUt minutes air,supply raisins. You
should leave the'conteminated area
immediately. 'After leaving the
contaminated area, disconnect the breathing
tube and remove mask.

Note: Operation of e un it during

emergency conditions-'s as follows:
I (see figure 1)- -

. 1.. If the regulator assembly
(2) become, damaged or inoperative,
open the bypass knob (3).

.2. Then deprese the locking
'tab (6) , and close the shutoff valve

(5).

3. Adjust the bypass valve (3)
to suit your breathing requirements.

4. Then leave the Contaminated area.
5

st

5. After leaving the contaminated
area, remove the.tntit,

6. Tag the unit for tipair.

Care of Equipment After Use-

1. To restore the mask to operation
aftei use, wash' the fatepiece in warm
weter and.mild_soep. To disinfect the
mask, use 70%-ethyl alcohol; rinse, and
air dry: Wipe'off any other
accumulation-of dirt, tc., from the'
rest of the equipment with a clean cloth.

2. Make sure all components of
the eqUipment are dry before returning
them to the carrying case.

INSPECTION AND PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
OF THE BREATHING APPARATUS

The breathing apparatus Is visually
inspected daily ana after each use. rA

complete operational test and inspection
is required quarterly (90 days).

Oily and After Operation
a

The following list of items should
be checked when performing a visual daily
or afterpperation Inspection.

1. Case: Check the condition
of the case.

a. Handle.

b. Snapa.

c. Wrench: "

2. Facepiece: Check each of the
following items on the facepiece to see
if theY are, complete and in good condition.

a. Lens.

b. :Exhalation valve.

c. Hesdstraps.

d. Face seal.

3. Regulator Assembly: Inspect
each of the following:

a. Shutoff valve (yellow
knob, full open).
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f.

closed).
b. Bypass valve (red knob,

c. Gauge.

d. Hose.

e. Threads.

4. Cylinder: Check the following:

a. Pressure (if not full,
recharge, or replace).

b. Valve (closed).

C. Safety chain or pin
locking device.

5. Harness; Inspect the following
haritess:items on the

a.

b.

c.

'd.

Webbing.

Buckles.

Snaps.

Shoulder pads.

Changing Cylinders

When the cylinder requires exchange
or recharging, follow these procedures:

1. Make. sure the cylinder valve
is closed.

2. Remove the regulator hose
from the cylinder using the wrench
located in the case.

3. Push the release lever to
remove the cylinder from the backplate.

4. Reverse the above procedures
to iustall a full air cylinder.

5. Wipe the entire assembly
off to remove dirt and other foreign
matter.

6
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STORING THE UNIT

Store the untt in the carrying
case with the'backplite up and fold
the harness over the cylinder. Arrange
the regulator hose so it will not be
sharOly:bent or cramped.- ?late the
mask and breathing hose in the csse
looselY.

QUESTIONS

Answer qvlstions on a separate
sheet of paper. The answers will be
checked and evaluated by your insteuctor.
Do not write in ihis book.

1. What is the primary purpose
of breathing.apparatus?

2. (4here is the breathing apparatus
stored when not in use?

3. When should the breathing
apparatus be inspected?

4. What should the-air pressure
gauge read with a full cylinder?

5. How is the facepiece checked
.to ensure there are no air leaks?

6. What is the working time of
the breathing apparatus?

7. How many times should the
cylinder valve be turned-before use?

8. When will the bypass valve
be opened?

9. What is used io disinfect
the breathing apparatus aask?

REFERENCES

1. AFR 92-1, Fire Protection

LIMAS.

2. TO 1465-7-1, Self Contained
Breathing Apparatus.



Fire Protection Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois

RESCUE CARRIES

OBJECTIVE

After completing this study guide and
able to identify the,proier rescue carries
situation. Perform rescue without causing_

INTRODUCTION

The Air Force does not need
special rescue and ladder coipAnies
in its fire departments ae large
metropolitan areas do. Air Force
bises.are much smaller than theta
cities and can, therefore, conibine
several firefighting duties. However,
for batter organization, specific.
individuals or craws mey be assigned
the primary job of rescue, local
conditioni permitting. Normally,

each Fire Protection Specialist in
the Air Force Is a rescueman as wall
as a firefighter. But you; the firefighter,
cannot wait until the need ariies
before you learn how to rescue building
occupants. you must know in advance
what is to be done, what tools you
will use, and how you mill use them.
We've mentioned before that saving
lives and property ip the goal and
purpose of the firefighter. Lives

are certainly more important than
property; therefore, reacue efforts
come before anything else; The senior
officer's size-up of the emergency
should tell if rescue operations will
be'required. Extreme care should
be taken in moving building occupants
who appear to be injured. Inexperienced

handling may greatly aggravate injuries.
Compound fractures may be transformed
Anto more Serious, or even fatal injuries,
unless removal is Accomplished in
the proper manner. When a fire is
not'serious or is _under control, and
required medical aid'is at hand, rescueman's
immediate removal of injured personnel
may not be desirable. In any case,

medical assistance should be available
at the earliest possible time. The

removing and handling of deceased
personsel'may not bo,desirable. -In
any casi, medical assistance should
be available at the earliest Possible
time. The removing and handling of

3ABR57130,1-SG -203

your classroom instruction, you will be
to,use- when confronted with a rescue
:further injury to the victim.

deceased perionnel should be left to
medical petmonnel except when necessary
to Save.the-bodies or entry is too
hazardous for any but trained firefighters.
With this in mind, let's get into our-
discussionof rescue techniques,
operations, and transportation of victims.

INFORMATION

RESCUE PLANNING

----Senior Officer

7

The senior officer in charge at
the scene of the fire will direct the
rescue operation. He will direct you
and your fellow firefighters to effect
the rescue and to control the fire.

Hose Streams as a Rescue Aid

A hose stream or a "water curtain"
will prevent backdrafts, open pathi,
cool personnel, extinguish or knock' -

down fire, dilute the concentration
of smoke, and in general, give considerable
help.

Entering and Leaving the Building--m/L---- t

The breathing.apparatus allows
the rescue personnel to enter/dangerous,
smoke-laden areas. --They-can search
for the victims in comparative-safety
to themselves and effect rescue,much
more rapidly with the breathing apparatus.
Inside stairways, if not cut off by '

fire, offer the safest route of rescue
because the smoke only otipcures the
vision. Before the repcueman enters
a building, he should have a lifeline
attached to him in/case of any
eventuality.//Thi lifeline will lead
others to him, and by the same token,
it will lead him back to his starting

point. Many times the planned escape
routes are cut off by fire, and windows
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offer the only path to safety. For
this reason, you'll find yourself
placing ladders at 'window openings
where trapped victims may-be. To
assist a victim down a ladder, the
rescuepan merely precedes the victim
down the ladder. The victim descends
between the arms of the rescueman.

Figure 2. Using Ladder to Aid in Rescue.

Removing the Victim

If the victim becomes-unable to
proceed, the rescueman puts him astride
his knee and cautiously makes his way
down the ladder, figures 2 and 3. Also,
the victim can be lowered by use of the
rescue tie (bowline on a bight/double
bowline) or on.a stretcher to which he
can be securely strapped. Sudh a stretcher
-can be improvised in emergencies by using
the 14-foot ladder. Uhile the rescue
is being attempted, other firefighters
will be directed to position hoselines
and equipment, both to assist in the
rescue and to begin controlling the fire.
goselines are placed in readiness first.
This is for the protection of victims
and firemen.

Reading Assignment

To learn the various rescue carries
and the proper methods of victim removal
from endangered areas, read this study
guide and the following: American National
Red Cross First Aid Manual, pages 110
through 112, and.IFSTA 109, Chapter 15,
pages 225 through 247.

RESCUE CARRIES

The method of removing a victim
from a danger area is governed by
conditions and personal preference..
The decision is made by you, often under
duress, and with little time to think.
If you are experienced ia all types of
carries, you will make the right decision.

Drag

Figure 4. Drag.

The drag ie used when the victim
Figure 3. Using Ladder to Aid is near an exit, when the victim is

in Rescue.

8
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Step 1.,

Figure 5. Backstrap Carry.

extremely heavy, or where lack of
headroom makes other carries impractical,
figure 4. Place the victim on his
back, grasp him beneath the arms,
and moving backward, drag him to an
area of safety.'

Backsirap Carry

'This carry is valuable if the
victim's injuries will permit its
uve and the victim's weight is equal to

9

,
1.

o .

Pe

or less than that ofthe rescueman.
If the victim is lying down and cannot
help, the rescueman must also lie down
with his back against the victim's chest.
In this position, reach over the victim
and bring his top arm over your shoulder
and hold it in place with yourhand
close to' your chest. As shown.in Step
1 of figure 5, you grasp the clothing
of the victim at his hip with the other
hand and roll him over on top of you.
From this position, get on both knees,

237
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Step 1

Step 2

11

Step 3

merit

Step 5

Step 4 Figure 6. Fireman's Carry.
10
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see Step 2. Then to one knee. Then
stand upright, as shown in Step 3.

Fireman's Carry

Victims of smoke or heat are
generally found lying on the floor.
If the victim is not already in the
facedown position, turn him over,
supporting his head on his arm, as
shown in Step 1 of figure 6. Straddle
the victim, place your hands under
his armpits, and lift him to a standing
position, see Step 2 of figure 6.
Support the man with your arm around
his waist and step in front of him,
and grasp the victim's right wrist
with your left hand, as shown in
Step 3. Bending your knees enough
to locate your right shoulder against
his midsection, pull his right arm
around the back of your neck so that
the victim's body drapes across your
shoulders. Slip your right arm between
his knees and bring his right arm
down to your right hand and.grasp
it firmly by the wrist with your
right hand, see Step Ic; You are
now ready to stand. As shown in
Step 5, you now lift straight up,
using your leg muscles to prevent
injury 'to.yourself. This carry enables
the rescueman to carry the victim
a considerable distance without fatigue.
Another distinct advantage of this
carry is that the rescueman,will
have his left hand free for protection
and for moving obstructions.

Arms Carry

The arms carry is recommended
for carrying the victim for short
distances. The victim is grasped
under the back with one ark and the
knees with the.other arm, figure
7. He is carried,high to decrease
the fatigue rate of the rescuer.
The aims carry is not recommended
when,the man has a broken.back or
leg.

Seat Carry

This is a two-man carry which
merely consists a carrying the victim
on a "seat" provided by the rescuemen's
arms. See fignre 8. Step 1 shows how
the seat is formed and step, 2 shows
the victim in place.

11

Figure,7. Arms Carry.

Chair-Litter Carry

A convenient technique for carrying
a person when a litter is not available
is to seat the victim on a strong,chair,
figure 9. This is also good for going
up and down stairs, through narrow
corridors, etc.

Carry by Extremities

The chief.use of the carry is for
moving victims that have no serious
injuries to the body. One rescueman
grasps the victim by the legs add the
other rescueman grasps the victim under
the arms and around the chest, as shown
in figure 10.

Three-Man Carry

In case of severe injuries the
number of rescuers should be increased
to at least three. This procedure makes
it possible to transport a victim with
the least possible bending or twisting
of his body. One of the group must
be in command An order to coordinate
the group efforts. It is common practice
to make the one at the victim's head



Step 1.

Figure 8. Seat Carry.

Step 2.

c

Figure 9. Chair Litter Carry. Figure 10. Carry by Extremities.

12
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Step 1.

^

Figure

Step 3.

Step 2.

II. Three-Man Carry.
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Step 1.

Step 3.

Figure 12. Stretcher Carry.

14
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the leader of the crew. Three rescuemen
line up on one side of the victim
and the leader gives the word "prepare
to lift." As shown in step 1 of figure
11, each man kneels on the knee neaiest
the victim's feet, so that one man .

is at his shoulders, one at his hipi,
and one between his knees and feet.
Each man places his hands and forearms
under the victii. The man ai the
victim's head places his hands under
the shoulders, the center man places
his hands under the pelvis or hips
and,the small of the back, and the
third man places his hands under the
knees and ankles. As shown in step
2, at the command to lift, the rescuemen
raise the victim and place him on
their knees without releasing their
hands. At the-command "raise" all
reicuemen raise slowly to the standing
position, and hold the victim closely
against their chests. See figure 3.

A victimelay be lowered by reversing
.the operation, but always at the command
of the leader.

Stretcher CarrY

5

As shown in steps 1 and 2 of figure
1 the procedure for placing a victim
on itretcher is the same as preparing
to 1 ft on the.three-can carry. Although
a stretcher squad should consist of four
men, tv4o or three men may carry a

stretche under certain circumstances.
If three men-are to carry a stretcher,
their positions are, one at each end
of the streyler, and one at the/middle,
and all facing the same direction. The
stretcher muse\be picked up in this
position since 'there is no help
available for the lead man to turn
around after the stretcher is raised.
See step 3'of figue 12. The lead man
and the rearean.should walk .out of step

to eliminate bouncing\the victim.

PRACTICAL EXE CISES

The remainder of yo training in

the rescue phase will be to\compare
yourproficiency in the taske you have
been reading about. These drills are
designed to closely parallel the real
situation you will encounter in\the
field.

While engaged in rescue:

15

1. Do not lift any object or
person that is in excess of your own
weight.

Do not attempt to climb up
or down ladders or stairs using other
students or instructors as simulated
victims. .

3. Do not enter smoke-filled
buildings except when accompanied by
an instructor.

. 4. Walk atell times and grasp
hand,rails when descending or ascending
smoke tower steps.

5. Be especially careful when
ice is present in the training area.

6. Report equipment defects
immediately.

QUESTIONS

Answer questions on a separate

sheet of.paper. The answers will be
checked and evaluated by your instructor.
Do not write in this book.

1. What nriwmembers Perform rescue
in a USAF fire department?

2. What is of paramount importance
in the movinkof injured personnel?

3. When and by whom should deceased
personnel be moved?

4. Conditions permitting, what
is the safest route to use in moving
victims down and out of.a multiple story
building?

Why,is the victim carried
"high", when using the arms carry?

6. Describe the "carry by
extremities."

7. When using the three-man carry,
and the command "Lift" is giv,'in
what position is the victim placed?

8. When using three men to move
i victim on a stretcher, what are their
positions?

oor
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9. What is,the advantage of
using a lifeline in- rescue operations?

10. How4ie'hose streams used
to aid rescue operations?

11. When'sre ladders used in
a rescue Operation?

12. Which carry is used to decrease
bending and twisting of the victim's
body?'

13. Which cirry ia practical,
other conditions Permitting, when
moving an,extremely haaVy person?

14. What Safety factors are
involved,when lifting a victim?

16
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15. Describe how you would assist
a victim-down a ladder.

16. You need a stretcher but there ,

is none available. How can you improvise
one with your structural equipment?

REFERENCES

1. The,American National Rea Cross
First Aid Manual.

2. IFSTA #109, Tire Service First
Aid Practices.



Fire Protection Branch
Chanute AFI, Illinois

OBJECTIVES

to:

3A3R57130 -1 -SG -204
.

INTRODUCTION TO FIRST AID

After completing the stUdy guide and your classrom instruction, you-will be able

1. Identify the purpose of first aid.

Lemohstrate the procedures for checking victims for-it.uries.

INTRBDUCTICN

First aid is the immediate care
given to a persan.who has been injured
or has been suddenly taken ill. It
includes silf-help and home care
if medical assistance is not available
or is delayed. It includes well-
selected wordsof encouragement,
evidence of willingness to help,
and promotion of confidence by-
demonstration of competence.

Reading Assig-nment

To understand and learn the purpose
of first aid, read Chapter 1, pages
11 through 17, in The American National
Red Cross First Aidhenual and pages
1 throagh 6 in IFSTA Manual #109.

QUESTIONS

Answer questions on a separate
sheet of paper. The answers will be
checked and evaluated by your instructor.
Do not write in this book.

1. First aid knowledge and skill
often means

17

2. First aid training is of value
in 1.

3. Name two (2) reasons why first
aid training is needed. \

4. .First.aid traiaing.promotes
safety awareness. What are the three
closely related terms needed to promote
awareness?

5. Name three values\of.first
aid training.

6. List three procedures that
should be cariied out as additional first,
aid directions.

7. What are the procedures listed
under "carry out the indicated first
aid"?

REFERENCES

1. American National Red Cross First
Aid Manual.

2. IFSTA #109.

2.15
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( Fir Protection Brahdh
Chanute.03, Illinois

OBJECTIVE

After completing thf.s study guide and lou- classroom instruction, you will
to demonstrate procedures to prevent or reduce shock. 4.

3A8R57130-1-SG7205

IDVITIFICATION AND TREATMENT OF SHOCK

INTRODUCTION

Shock is a conditioh resUlting
from a depressed state of many\vital
liody functions, a depression tfiat

could threaten life eveh though.'the
victim's injuries would not otherwise
be fatal. Injury-related shOck, commonly
referred to as traumatic.shrIck is \
decidedly different from electrical\
shock, insulin shock, and otber ial
forms of shodk.

Reading Assignment

To obtain a basic understatding
of shock, its causes and,treatment,
read Chapter 4, pages 60 through 65,"
in The American National Red Cross
First Aid Manual.

QUESTIONS

Answer questions on a separate
sheet of paper. The answers will
be checked an& evaluated by your

c,instructor. Do not write in this
hook.

19

be able

1. What is iniury-relited shock
commonly referred to?

What may cause shock?

3. State the signi and symiptoms
of shock.

4. List the treatment objectiVes
of shock.

5. List the steps for preventing.
shock.

6.' Why is body position vital
in treatment Of shock?

7. How do you regulate body
tec-erature?

8. Name two procedures In
administering fluids to a victim
suffering from shock.

REFERENCE

1. American National Red Cross First
Aid Manual.

246
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.iira Protection Eranch 30E57130 -1 -SG -206
Chanute AFB, Illinois

SWALLOWED OBJECTS AND CHOKING

OBJECTIVE
>

After completing this study guide and classroom instruction, you will be able to
administer emergency first aidtreatnent for swallowed objects and choking.

INTRODUCTION

Each year nearly 2,000'deaths
occur in the United Statea due to
asphyxia caused by obstruction of
breathing. NoTthirds'of the deaths
.reported apply to ehildren under the
age of 4 years.

Reading Asstgnment

To learn the causes and treatment
of swallowed objects and choking, read'
Chapter 6 pages 90 through 94, American
National Red Cross First Aid Manual.

QUESTIONS

Answer the questions on a separate
sheet of paper. The answers will be
checked and evaluatedhy your,instructor.
Do not 14Xite in this book.

21

1. How does a small child
investigate small objects?

2. Name the signs and symptoms
of swallowed objects and choking.

op. Name the objective of first
aid treatment for swallowed objects.

4. Name the steps for prevention
of swallowed objects and choking for
small children.

5. Name the steps,for prevention
of swallowed objects and choking for
older children and adults. ,

REFERENCE .

1. American Mational Red Cross First
Aid Manual.

2.4 "
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Fire Protection branch
'Chanute AF15, Illinois

OBJECTIVES.

tO:

3A3R57130-1-SG-207

POISONING AND DRUGS

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruction, you-will be Able

44.

1. Identify procedures for administering emergency first aid for poisoning.

2. Identify procedures for emergency

INTRODUCTION

A poison is any substance, solid,
liquid, or gas, that tends to inpair
health, or cause death when introduced
intO the body or onto the akin surface.

Administered under medical direction,
drugs often appear to have miraculous
effect in relieving suffering, combating
disease, and saving life. When the
sane drugs are misused or abused,
they can become enemies.

Reading Assignment

To understand the signa, symptoms
and-treatnent for poisoning and drugs,
read Chapters 7 and 8 in the American
National Red Cross First Aid Manual.

QUESTIONS

Answer-luestions-on-a-separatw,-------
sheet of paper. The anewers will be
checked and evaluated by your instrUctor.
Do not write in this book.

first aid treatment for drugs.

1. What is the definition for
drug misuse as stated in Chapter 8?

23
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2. What is the definition for
drug abuse as stated in Chapter 8?

3. Why are small children likely
to become poisoning victims?

4. What are the aids in determining
whether or not a victim has swallowed
poisons?

. 5. What is the.objective in
treatment of poisoning by mouth?

6. What is the first aid treatment
for minor bites and stings?

7. What is the proper way to make
incisions (cuts) over the fang punctures
in snake bites?

'REFERENCE

1. American National Red Cross First
Aid Manual.



Fire Protection Branch 3A3R57130-1 --SG -208

Chanute AFB, Illinois

IDENTIFICATION AND TREATMENT OF WOUNDS

OBJECTIVE

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruction, you will be able
to demonstrate *rocedures for the prevention of contamination and control of bleeding.

1INTRODUCTION

Avmund is a break in.the continuity
of the tissues of the body, either
internal:or external. Wounds usually

result from external.physical forces.
The most common aCcidenti resulting
in open wounds are motor vehicle accidents,
falls, and-mishandling of sharp objects,
tools, machinery, and weapons.

Reading Assignment

To identify what a wound iS and
its treatment, read Chapter 2 in the
American National Red Cross First

Aid Manual.

QUESTIONS.

Answer questions on a separate sheet

of paper. The answers will be checked

. and evaluated by your instructor. ,Do

_ _
not write in this book.
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1. What is an open wound?

2. What is a closed.wound?

3. What is an abrasion?

4. What is an incision?'

5. What is a laceration?

6. What is a puncture wound?

7. What are the first aid procedures

for open wounds?

'8. What are the safeguards to
use when a dressing has been applied
to control bleeding?

9. Why are human bites so dangerous?

REFERENCE

1. American National Red Cross First

fj
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FireProtectiOn Branch 3AER57130 -1 -SG -209
Chanute APB, Illinois

IDENTIFICATION AND TREATMENT OF SPECIFIC INJURIES

OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruction, you will be able

1. $Identify procedures for administering emergency first aid for burns.

to:

2. Identify procedures for administering emergency first aid for frostbite and
cold exposure.

3. Identify procedures for administering emergency first aid treataent for heat
stroke, heat cramps, and heat exhaustion.

INTRODUCTION QUESTIONS

Foreign objects are often blown
or rubbed into the eyes. Such objects
are harmful not oalylmcause of the
irritating effect but also because
of the danger of their scratching
the surface or becoming embedded in
the eye.

A burn is an injury that results
' from heat, chemical agents, or radiation.
. It may vary in depth,,size, and severity, '

causing injury to the cells in the
affected area.

Answer questions on a separate sheet
of paper. The =ewers will be checked
and evaluated by your instructor. Do
not write in this book. ,

1. What are the signs and symptoms
of foreign objects in the eyee?

2. What are the precautions to
prevent injury_by foreign objects to
the eyes?

3. What are the causes of burns?

The eftent of injury caused by 4. Whit are the three degrees'

exposure to abnormally low temperature of borne?
generally depends on such factora
am_wincl_velocity, Atype-anduration. ____ Si. Wh=at-is-the-firet-aid-treatment-----
of exposure, temperature, and humidity. for the three degrees of burns?
Freezing is accelerated by wind-and
by humidity or a combination of the a. 1st degree.
two factors. This injury is called
frostbite. . b. -. 2nd degree.,.

c. 3rd degree.
Excessive heat may affect the

body in a variety of ways which result 6. What are the first aid objectives
in several conditions. They are referred for the treatment of frostbite?
to as heat stroke, heat cramps, and
heat exhaustion. 7. What are the signs and symptods

of heat stroke?
Reading Assignment

8. What are the symptoms of heat
To better understand what a specific cramps?,

injury is, raad Chapters 3, 9, 10, and
11 in the American National Red Cross O. What are the symptoms of heat
First Aid Manual. exhaustion?

REFERENCE

1. American National Red CrossoFirst
Aid Manual.

27
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Fire Protection Branch
Chanute APB, Illinois

.0

3A3R57130 -1 -SG -210

DRESSING, BANDAGING AND SPLINTING

OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruction; you will be able

to:

1. Demonstrate procedures for'epplTing a dressing or bandage.

2. Demonstrate procedures for applying a tourniquet.

3. Demonstrate procedures for administering first aid for fractures.

INTRODUCTION

Techniques of applying dressings
and bandages vary according,to the
extent and location of injuries, the
material at hand, and the ability
of the first-aider to adapt to an
emergency situation.

Multiple injuries to the skeletal
system, including the bones, joints,

and ligaments, and to the adjacent
soft tissues are common in all types
of Major accidents.

1. When the decision has been made
to epply a tourniquet, who makes the
decision to loosen or remove it?

2. What goes over a wound first?

1. When is a dressing used?

4. What'is a bandage used for?

5. What is a fracture?

6. What is a splint used for?

7. When a person has a fracture

Reading Assignment of the spine, what is your primary
_ _ _ ,precautionZi

To learn what is a bandage and
how-to apply it, tead-Chapters-13. REFERENCE

and 14 in the American National Red
Croms First Aid Manual. 1. American National Red Cross First

Aid Manual.

QUESTIONS

Answer questions on a separate sheet

of paper. The answers will be checked
and evaluated by your instructor. Do

not write in this book.
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Fire Protection Branch
, Chanute APB, Illinois

iUDDEN ILLNESS

OBJECTIVE

-3ABR57130 -1 -SG -211

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruction, you will be able
to identify prOcedures for administering emergency first aid'for.su4den illnesses.

INTRODUCTION

First aid workers often encounter
emergencies that are not related to
injury but arise from either sudden
illness or a crisis in chronit illness.
Unless the illness is minor and brief,
such as a fainting attack, air sickness,
a nosebleed, or a headache, medical
assistaice should be sought. Although
sudden illness is not always urgent,
sometimes it endangers a person's
life esPecially if associated with
a heart attack or a maiaive internal
hemorrhage. An important first aid
measure in such aminstance is to
secure transportation for the victim
to receive medical care as quickly
and safely as possible.

Reading Assignment

To better understand what is
meant by sudden illness, read Chapter
12 in the American National it,ed Cross
First Aid Manual.

252
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QUESTIONS

Answer questions on a separate sheet\
of paper. The answers wilrbe checked
and evaluated by your inetructor. Do
not write in this. book.

1. The two principle systems
of an Acute heart attack are?

2. Where does a stroke occur
in the human body?

3. What is fainting?

4. What is convulsions?

5. What is epilepsy?

1. American National Red Cross First/
Aid Manual.

REFERENCE



Fire Protection Branch
Chanute APJ, Illinois

OBJECTIVES

to:
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RESPIRATORY-EMERGENCIES AND ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruction, you will be able

1. Demonstrate procedures for adndoistering artificial respiration.

2. Demonstrate inhalation procedures using resuscitation manikin, resuscitation

device, an4Hworkbook.

3. Demonstrate aspiration procedures using resuscitation manikin, resuscitation

device, and workbook.

INTRODUCTION

A respiratory emergency is one
in which normal breathing Stops or
in which breathing is so reduced that
oxygen intake is insufficient to
support life.

Artificial respiration is a
procedure for causing air to flow
into and out of a person's lungs
when his natural breathing is inadequate
or ceases.

Reading Assignment

QUESTIONS

Answer questions on a separate sheet

of paper. The answers will be checked
and evaluated by your instructor. Do

hot not write in this book.

1. "What is the definition of
respiratory. emergency?

2. What is the definition of
artificial respiration?

3. What are the objectives of

artificial respiration?

To understaftd_what a'respiratory
emergency is and what first aid measures
to tike, read Chapter 5 in the Anerican
National Red Cross First Aid Manual.
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REFERENCE

1. American National Red Cross First

Aid Manual.
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Fire Protection Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois,

OBJECTIVE

CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruction, you will be able
to demonstrate procedures for administering cardiopulmonary resuscitation.

1

INTRODUCTION revitalikation, nowhere is this supply
more essential than in the brain. In

addition io regulating all of the other
fundtions,\the brain controls the
activity of the heart. As tong as
the cardiaC1 control center in the brain
is properlyfueled by a 'fresh supply
of oxygen, it continues to send the
signal thatAcauses the heart to pump
efficiently and_without interruption.
Thus, it is quite eask to-see.that
life continues as long as the operation
of the heartA lungs, and brain are
properly balanced.

3AB157130 -1 -SG -213
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Even in this age.of highly
sophisticated and automated machines,
a factory-worker must know a great
deal more about the machine than the
mere fact that it performs-a certain
function and that a single switch
or,lever causes it to do its work.
He must know how the machine-works,
and what is more important, what to
do if it malfunctions or fails. The
same is true of,the rescueman. It

is not enough for himro know that
the human body,is a wonderful and
complex machine that may operate for On the other hand, if something

years with only minimal care and with a happens to upset this balance, the

remarkably low breakdown rate. He body is placedlin immediate danger.

must know how the machine works and Unless the con ition causingrfie

he must know What to do in case any disturbance is Iporrected promptly and

of its major parts malfunction or efficiently; dekth may result. In

fail, many cases, deat,h is expected and is

inevitable. For example, advanced,

The human machine contindes to- age coupled withterminal illnesses
function efficiently because of a may cause the cells of vital organs

close relationship among the heart, to deteriorate to the point where they

the lungs, the brain, and their simply can no lodger function, and

Interchnnectingblood vessels. Each the body dies. Oh,the other.hand,

of the organsis_dependent on the the sudden_and unaxpected death of

others, and each-will continue-to an otherwise-heal6y person mdght-be

function only as long as the others reveried if the proper resuscitative

operate properly. steps were taken ilimediately. Such
as the case of victlins drowning, electric

The heart pumps.blood to the, shock, heart attack, asphyxia, or similar

lungs, where it is combined with oxygen accidents.

that is drawn into the lungs with \
each breath. The oxygen-enriched In many accident situations, the

blood returns to the heart and is chain of events that leads to death

immediately pumped to all parts of is initiated by the inability of the

the body where the oXygen is exchanged patient to breathe. \Since no fredh

for waste products (see figure 13). air is provided to tHe lungs, no oxygen
supply is available 0 the blood stream.
Even though the heartcontinues to
pump, no oxygen is carried to the cells

CARDIOPULMONARY_RESUSCITATION ' of the brain. The brain cells are
weakened by the lack of fuel, and the

While all of the cells of the cells that make up the\cardiac control

body need a constant and uninterrupted center quickly lose their ability to

supply of oxyged for nourishment and send signals to the heart. Because it

INFORMATION
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Figure 13. The Human Heart.
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PAIN

,

Symptom Treatment

\

Severe pain in chest radiating
to shoulder, arm, and hand.

.

. Assists victim to take
, medication if under
\

\ a doctor's care, .

\otherwise carry out
the steps below.

\

RESPIRATION Shortness or basence of breath
is a very severe and dramatic
symptom.

\

Maintain open airway,
artiq.cial respiration,

100% oxygen.

UNCONSCIOUS-
NESS

.

May occur at the outset or
later in the attack.

Maintain\ open airway.
Artificial respiration
may be indicated'-
administer 100%
oxygen. \

CYANOSIS Very Possible, but not
necessarily present.

See respiration.

APPREHEN-
SION AND

FEAR

Present - patient has feeling
that death is impending.

,

Reassure victim, iiep
him quiet. Note: '

Keep him still and
quiet.

SHOCK All symptoms may be present. Treat for shock. Make
comfortable, reassure
victim. Note: Keep

in sitting position.
,d.

TRANSPORTA-
TION

.
.

Slowly and carefully.
Transport in sitting
position. Administer
oxygen. If in cardiac
arrest maintain ,

cardiopulmonary
resuscitation.

Tabie 1. Symptoms and Treatment of Reart Attack.
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is not xeceiving sOmuli iiom the
brain, the hart falters and stops
and the patient is in a state of cardiac
arrest.

At the moment heart action stops,
respiration and the other usual signs
of life are absent, a patient is said
to.be clinically dead; however, even
though respiration and heart action
have stoOped, the cells of the body
will live for a short time until their
supply of residual oxygen is used
up. The length of time that the cells
will live depends a great deal on
their need for oxygen. Same,cells,
such as those found in cartilages
'of the joints, may live for hours
while other cells die very quickly.
For example, the cells of the brain
die from four to six minutes after
being deprived of oxygen and blood.
At the end of.this period, irreversible
brain damage has occurred and the
patient has passed into the state
of biological death, from which there
is no return.

Even though the period between
clinical death,and biological death
is extremely short, a patient may
be successfully resuscitated if oxygenated
blood can be circulat4d throughout
the body by some artificial means
until the heart can operate on its
own once agaih,.though some brain
damage may occur in the interim.

-Remember; -absence of oxygen in

the brain for any amount of time may
result in a certain amount of brain
damage, but after four to six minutes,
irreversible cell damage and death
are almost inevitable. As the time
without oxygen increaies, the patient's
chances of recovery decrease rapidly.
Thus, successful treatment of cardiac
arrest is directly related to the
speed and efficiencf with which such
treatment is applied.

HEART DISORDERS

As you already know, the heart
is a very efficient pump and is vital
to life. Normally, it pumps the blood
to all parts'of the body with accuracy
and precision even when the body slows
dawn (as in sleep) or in strenuous

S7

exercise. Occasionally, however, the,
heart fails to perform its:function
properly or perhapsaltogether. This
has many coalman names; lost of which
are wrong. Ede: heart condition requires
a specific course of emergency treatment
by the iescuiman.

Cardiac Arrest

Cardiac arrest occurs when the
heart fails to supply the body tissue 's

with blood. There are many types of
cardiac arrest but the most common are:

1. Ventricular standstill - the
heart muscle is at a standstill.

2. Ventricular fibrillation
all the heart muscles are working
independently giving the heart a quivering
motion. Normally, all muscles work
together to supply the body with blood.

3. Cardiovascular collapse - the
valves and vessels of the heart deteriorate
to Ihe point that they, for all practical
purposes, collapse.

Note: Cardiac arrest is not a
heart disorder but rather the ,

result of one. The rescueman
will not be able to determine
which'type of cardiac arrest.is
present. In any case, the
reseueman must maintain the
circulation artificially.

Heart Attack (See.Tab1e 1)

"Heart attack" is an acute condition
known as coronary occlusion, or coronary
thrombosis, a sudden blocking of the
coronary arteris that normally supply
the heart muscles with blood. Heart
attack is sudden and is actually the
result of a slowly developing hardening
of the coronary arteries,- called
arteriosclerosis. This condition is
responsible for most'heart attacks and
for the accompanying dhest pains known
as anginayectotis.

With arteriosclerbsia, the inaide
of the arteries bcome,narrowd and
roughened by fatty depoaits, which harden
into patches along the fnside of the
arteries. Scar-like tissues form
around these patches so that the

2 r;5
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SYMPTOMS AND TREATMENT OF ANGINA PECTORIS

Smptom Treatment

PAIN In,Chest or arm. Administer doctor's
medication if under the

I

care of a physician.
If not,.treatmerit: is

the salie as heart
, attack.

SYMPTOMS AND TREATMENT OF CHRONIC HEART FAILURE

,

PAIN

Symptom Treatment

Not a reliable symptom.
.

RESPIRA-
TION

Cyanotic, shortness of breath,
noisy'respiration.

Administer 100%
oxygen. If patient
does not improve, a
bag mask attached to
the oxygen supply
should be'used.

UNCONSCIOUS-
NESS

Usually conscious but unable.
to move around.

Maintain open airway.

SWELLING° Of hands and 'feet from

previous attacks.
. Not a problem for

person administering
first-aid.

APPREHEN-
SION AND
FEAR

Present and also profuse
sweating.

Talk to him and do not
allow him to chill.

SHOCK Usually present.
,

.

Make victim com-
fortable, reassure -

him, and keep him,
warm. Note: Keep him
in-sitting position.

Table 2.
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channeisAire narrcoed and theie is
less space through Which the blood
can flow.

After the artery has been narrowed,
a blood clot may form and block the

"fle4 Of blood. If the blockage is
-complete, the part of the heart.muscle
that is supplied by that artery dies,
due to lack of oxygen and nutriments
supplied by the blood. The effeet
on the patient is immediate. He complains
of piercing pain under the sternum
(breastbone) and a sudden shbrtness
of breath and he usually sweats
profusely.

The severity of the heart attack
depends on the &mount of heart muscle
damage. A completely blocked coronary
artery that supplies a large area
of the heart muscle may cause an attack
resulting in instantaneous cardiac
arrest. On the other hand, a stall
clop,that blaCks the flow for only.
a short time and then disappears may
produce only temporary discomfort.

The symptoms of heart attack
vary according to the severity of
the attack and the amount Of damage
that results. A firefighter is expected
to recognize every symptom of heart
attack and he should also realize
that each symptom calls for certain
techniques of care.

Angina Pectoris (See Table 2)

Another heart condition, which
is often mistaken for indigestion,
is called angina pectoris or more
commonly, angina. In angina, the
blood supply to the heart muscle is
decreased because of a narrowing of
the coronary artery. The pain is
similar to th)et of a heart attack,
although not so.severe an attack of
angina is characterized by pain in
the chest or arm, while a heart attack
first produces a severe pain bencath
the sternum and then pain 'that radiates
into the shoulder, neat, arm, and
hand. *Attacks of angina are brought
on by emotional stress, strenuous
physical exertion, or agitation.

Angina attAcks usually last only
a few minutes, and they are generally
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relieved by rest.- Nitroglycerine is
commonly prescribed for angina because
it causes the blood vessels to dilate.
The patient 'places a tablet'under his
tongue where it dissolves and quickly
enters the circulatory-system. If the
patient with a suspected engine attack
is not taking medication or if the
medication does not effectively relieve
the pain, he chould be treated as if
he were having a heart attack.

Chronic Heart Failure

Chronic heart failure is primarily
caused by advanced age, certain diseases
which weaken the heart muscle, or a
prior heart attack. Chronic heart failure
is a condition in which the heart is
no longer able to carry its normal
workload.

The heart is actually two pumps
in one. Because the left ventricle
is required to do much more work than
_the right ventricle, it tas a greater
-tendency to fail.

When the left ventricle fails to
operate properly;.an injurious chain
of events is initiated. Because the
chamber does not empty with each contraction
of the heart muscle, it cannot handle
the amount of blood returning from tha
lungs. The blood accumulates in the
lungs and fluids from the blood tend
to èeIiiEEhililT. The cciiigestión-
in the lungs reduces the exchange of
oxygen for waste materials, causing
anoxia, or oxygen starvation.

Because the lungs are full of fluid,
they cannot receive the blOod that is
being pumped to them by the right ventricle
and due to the reduced circulation,
fluids may back up into all parts of
the body. This chain of events produces
the symptoms of chronic heart failure
and a need for specific course of action
by the person administering first aid
is evident.

The fireman should-determine rapidly
and easily whethei or not cardiac arrest
hae Occurred for three signs, all of 0
which must )e present if heart action

has stopped.



1. NO RESPIRATION. Check.for
breathing action as described for
pulmonary resuscitation.

2. LOOK for movement of the
chest.

3, LISTEN AND FEEL for air
exchange it the mouth and nose.

If there are signs of respiration,
there i no possibility of cardiac
arrest. At any rate, the patient-
will nee some iort of artificial
ventilatoom as-the minimum treatment.

Signs of Cardiac Arrest

Check for ileart action by feeling
foreeither the carotid pulse in the
neck, or the femoral pulse in the
,groin. The Carotid and femoral arteries
are quite large and normally their
pulses are easily felt if there is
sufficient heart action to circulate
blood. If a pulse can be felt, the
patient ii noi in cardiac arrest
and may need only to have hispreathing
restored or supported. However, if
a pulse cannot be found, cardiac arrest
is indicated. To be sure, check further.

Dilated pupils of the eyes -
check the pupils of the.patient's
eyes to tee if they are dilated.
Constricted (narrow) pupils indicate
that there is blood circulating, while
dilated pupils (those which are quite
large) indicate that blood circulation
has stopped. Within 45 seconds to
one minute after cessation of circulation
to the brain, the pupils begin to
dilate;,within another minute, the
dilation will be complete. Thus,
if the pupils appear.dilated, no oxygenated
blood is being circulated to the brain.
This sign, coupled with the first
two, calls for immediate reestablishment
of breathing and heart action by
artificial Means known as cardiopulmonary
resuscitation..

REHEN3ER: Three signs must
be present if the patient is in cardiac
arrest.

1. No respiration.

2. No pulse.
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3. Dilated pupils after two minutes.

Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation is
another name for heart-4ung resuscitation,
or the combination of efforts to restore
breathing and circulation artificially.
While there are many mechanical devices
that can be used to perform both phases
of cardiopulmonary resuscitation, and
equally as many devices that can be used
for the ventilation phase, the-manual
method is suggested here. The manual
methodAi very effective; it requires
no sophisticated equipment that is subject
to failure and no preparation time.

Physical Structures

In order to perform the techniques
of cardiopulmonary-resuscitation properly,
the rescueman must be familiar with the
relationship of the heart to the other
structures of the chest, and to the chest
itself. This awareness not only makes
it easier/to learn the procedure, but
also serves to stress the dangers of
perforating cardiopulmonary resuscitation
incorrectly:

The heart is,located between the
lungs, with abodt rwo thirds of its bulk
situated to the left of the midline of
the body. Located in the'middle of the
chest is the sternum (breastbone)f which
is a flat, bony structure that joins
the ribs in front of the chest. At the
lower end of the sternum is a bony
prominence that curves inward which is
called the xiphoid process. It plays
an'important part in the positioning
of the-operator's hands when performing
cardiopulmonary resuscitation. The upper
end of the sternum is joined to the clavicle
(collarbone). The ribs provide a -

protective cage for the lungs, which
lie directly below thee and to some extent
lor the liver, which lies below part
of the sternum.

Mechanics of Artificial Circulation

Artificial circulation is produced
when the chest is compressed from 1-
1/2to 2 inches, which, in turn squeezes
the heart berdeen the sternum and the
spine (see figures 14a and 14b). When
the heart is squeezed in this fashion,



Figure 14. Mechanics of
(Artificial C

blood is forced into the pulmonary
circuit to the lungs; where it is
oxygenated, and into the systemic
circuit, through MAO it travels
to all parts of the;body. When pressure
on the sternum is 'reaaxed, the elastic
Chest wall causes the sternum to spring
outward to its original position.
The release of pressure on the heart
results in a, sucking action that draws

blood into the heart from the veins
and the lungs. The blood is kept
in constant Motion as long as the
heart is squeezed and released by
external chest compressions. The

result of properly performed .

cardiopulmonary resuscitation is
approximately 3,% of that which is
produced by a normally operating heart.

Techniques of Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation

REMEMBER: Cardiopulmonary
resuscitation is a coMbination of
efforts to maintain breathing and
circulation artificially until the
normal heart-lung relationship is
restored.

It should also be remembered
that when a patient is in cardiac
arrest, artificial circulation is
ineffective without artificial ventilation,
since otherwise there is no means of
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Cardiac Compression
tiro:dation).

a

oxygenating the blood is being

circulated. By the same token, when
a victim is 121 cardiac arrest,
artificial ventilation 1 s ineffective
without artificial circ lation, since
ventilatiOn provides n1 means of circulating
the blood. The sequence of operations
required in cardiopulmnnary resuscitation
is best remembered by he ABC technique.

A STANDS FOR AI AY. Assure that
the patient his a clear airway, that
the head is in the pzloper position, and
that the throat is f ee from foreign

objects.

B STANDS FOR BRAME. Inflate the
patient's lungs imMediately with four
quick, double-sizei breaths, using mouth--
to-mouth techniqu , or mouth-to-noie
if necessary. Th s will provide a high
concentration of xygen in tho lungs
that is immediate y available for
circulation to t e brain.

C SgANDS FO CIRCULATE. Properly
situate.the patient, locate the-pressure

,point, place yo4 hands properly, apply
\pressure, and interposeventilations.

The patielt in a cardiac arrest
must be placed on a hard and unyielding
simface, such s a floor Or the ground.

If

\

he is on a ed or an ambulance cot,

a board backboard, serving tray,

2 '2
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Figure 15. Placement of !kinds for Artificial Circulation.

or similar object should be slipped
underneath his back. Attempting to
compress a patient's chest while he
is on'a mattress or other soft surface
results only in pushing his entire
body downward. It is important to
determine the exact point on the sternum
where pressure must be applied when
compressing the chest. The sternum
is hard and the abdomen is soft, so
the point where they come together
can be found easily. It is equally
as easy to find the upper end of the
sternum by locating the notch where
the sternum attaches to the collarbone.
The pressure point is-in the center
of the lower half of the sternum.
Pressure must be applied to this point
and nowhere else if the technique
is to be effective and damage to other
structures avoided. This is extremely
important.

The heel of one hand is placed
over the pressure point, and the heel
of the other hand is placed over the
back of the first (see figure 15). The
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fingers of each hand should be held outward
and as high as possible, so that contact
with the ribs is avoided. The
rescueman should position himself Over,
the patient, close enough so that he,
can apply pressure downward vertically,
thus, utilizing the entire weight of
his upper body.

REMEMBER: Any deviation from this
procedure for placing the hand may result
in damage to the ribs and underlying
organs.

In order to assure that adequate
blood circulation is taking place, the
heart must be compressed with firm, heavy
pressure. While the amount of pressure
depends on the age and size of the patient,
the sternum is generally compressed
about 1-1/2 to 2 inches. The sternum
is held down for about a half second,
and then is quickly released. Compressions
are made at the rate of about 60 per
minute if two rescuemen are operating;
however, if one rescueman is acting alone,
the rate should be 80 per minute to



allow for the time spent ventilating
the patient. The compressions must
be continued until the patient shows
signs of recovery, or until qualified
medical personnel take over.
Cardiopulmonary fesuscitation effdrts
SHOUiD NOT BE INTERRUPTED FOR ANY
REASON and should be-continued even
while:the-patient is being loaded
onto the ambulance or unloaded at'
the hospital.

The rescueman must maintain the
proper rate at any cost. Any-rate
lower than the 60/80 described above
will result in disaster. Once the
rate has been started, it must not
be interrupted for any reason for
more than five seconds.

REMEMBER: Chest compressions
without ventilation are of little
value to the patient, si..ice the only
air exchange is that which might
result from the chest movements caused
by their compression efforts. This
limited exchange is not sufficient
to oxygenate the blood.

To provide the pulmonary phase
of'cardiopulmonary resuscitation,
some means of artificial ventilation
must be supplied by the mouth-to-
mouth or mouth-to-nose techniques,
by a bag mask resuscitator, or by
mouth-to-adjunct method. Pressure-
cycled resuscitators should Mot be
used, since the cycling of the machine
can be interrupted by the chest

compressions, resulting in insufficient
supply of air to the patient's lungs.
.0n the other hand, ventilation with

a Voluma-cycled resuscitator is highly
desirable if such equipment is available.
This technique provides the patient
with a much greater concentration
of oxygen in a short time, which greatly
speeds his iecovery.

When At is necessary to perform
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR)
"with one rescuer, the following steps
should,be taken:

1. Place the patient on his
back on a hard surface, preferably
the floor or'ground.

2. Upon determining that the
patient is in (..ardiac arrest (by checking
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the three signs), immediately establish
the airway and ventilate the patient
with four double breaths.

3. Shift to the patient's side
and compress his chest 15 times at a
rate of 80 times per minute, making sure
that your hands are always in the proper
positipn. See figure 15.

4. After the 15th compression,
quickly pivot back to the patient's head
and inflate his lungs two times without
a pause between ventilation.

5. Return to the chest and compress
the chest 15 times.

6. Repeat the cycle of 15 chest
cOmpressions to two ventilations without
interruption until the patient shows
signs of recovery or until you are relieved
by competent medical personnel.

CPR With Two Rescuemen

The most effective cardiopulmonary
resuscitation can be accomplished by
two rescuemen working together. The
tio-man method is not only more effective,
but far less tiring than the one-man
method. The following steps should be
taken:

1. Place the patient on a hard
surface.

2. Determine his condition through
the three signs.

3. One rescueman positions himself
at the patient's head where he establishes
an open airway and quickly ventilates
the patient with four double-sized breathe.

4. The other rescueman positions
himself at the patient's side opposite
the first rescuemah and starts manual
compressions at the rate of one every
second as soon as the patient is.ventilated.
Rescueman at the head then interposes
a quick double-size breath after every
five (5) chest compressions. Repeat
one to, five cycle without

interruption until relieved. If it is
necessary to change position because
one or both of the reacuemen become tired,
it is best that they be,on opposite sides
while performing two-man cardiopulmonary
resuscitation, see figure 16.
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Figure 16. Position of Rescuamen

Technique For Children

The procedures for performing
chest compression on children are
different from those used for adults,
in that much less pressure is required.
However, a faster compression rate
should be used to compensate for the
child's faster heartbeat.

1. For children weighing less
than 80 pounds, use the heel of one
hand only.

2. For infants, use only the
tips of the fingers. Do not press
too hard, for the heart muicle of
an infant is easily bruised.

3. An eaiy way to perform
cardiopulmonary resuscitation on

-.an infant is to cradle him on your
. arm, with the head supported in your
hand. In this position, it is easy
to compress the chest and to interpose
the breaths.

REMEMBER: Much less effort should
be used when ventilating a child. When
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.ventilating an infant only PUFFS from
the checks should be used.

Effectiveness of'CPR Efforts

If the patient can be successfully
resuscitated that is, if biological
death has not occurred, the effectiveness
of cardiopulmonary resuscitation efforts
can he"measured by certain changes in
the patient's condition. If the efforts
are successful, the following changei
will occur:

1. The pupils of the eyes MUST
constrict.

2. The patient's color MUST improve.

3. A pulse MUST be felt at the
carotid artery with'each cardiac
compression.

A change in pupil size and a freshening
in the patient's skin color are both
goo'd indications that the oxygenated
blood is being circulated. A carotid
pulse felt at the time of each 'Chest

compression is an indication that the



heart is being squeezed sufficiently
to circulate the blood.

In addition to changes that MUST
occur if cardiopulmonary resuscitation
efforts are effective, the follawing
changes MAY occur:

1. Spontaneous respiration

MAY begin.

2. The arms and legs of the

patient,MAY'move.

The return of spontaneous respiration
is an indication that the heart-lung-
brain relationship has been restored
and is returning to a normal state
and that normal heart action will
result. At this point, the patient
may need only to be watched carefully,
Or at the most, to have his breathing

supported.

The-rescueman should not be discouraged
if the patient does not start spontaneous
circulation and breathing even after
proper CPR methods have been used.
In most cases, the patient will not
fully recover until definite (in the
hospital with drugs and complicated
treatments by physicians) care has

been accomplished. You are the vital

link between the time circulation
stops and,he,reaches the hOspital.

Complications of Car4i opulmonari

Res usci tati on

.Damage to thethoracic cage or
chest cavity and the underlying organs
can be caused by improper placement
of the resiaeman's hands during chest

compression. When the hands are placed
too far to the right, the ribs may

be fractured,*causing lacerations
to.the lungs and possibly to the

heart muscle itself. When the hands

,are placed too'far to the,left, ribs

may be,fractured and the underlying

lung tissue lacerated. When the hands
are placed too low, there is the
possibility that the'bony prominence
called the xiphoid process may-be
depressed.too far, thus licerating

the liver. When,the hands are placed

too high; the collarbone may be broken

where it:joins.the sternum.
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Even with the hands placed in the
proper position on the sternum, there
is a possibility that the force required
to compress the chest adequately will
be sufficient to break ribs. However,

it would be fir better for the patient
to suffer the temporary discomfort of
a few broken ribs than die, simply because
the rescueman declined.to perform
cardiopulmonary resuscitation through
fear of inflicting injurY. Some of the
most common errors in performing CPR

are: failure to maintain proper head
extension, improper compression pressure,
and incorrect rate of compressions to
allaw for breathing phase.

SUMMARY

In this study guide, we have covered
the correct procedures when performing
cardiopulmonary resuscitation and the

'steps to be.followed. It is important
for a rescueman to know these kocedures
to properly perform emergency treatment

of cardiopulmonary arrest.

QUESTIONS

Answer questions on a separate sheet

of paper. The Answers will be checked
and evaluated by your instructor. Do

not write in this book.

1. Wiihout oxygen. '4e brain will

begin to die in to

minutes.

2. Cardiac arrest is

a. when the patient is not

breathing.

b. when the heart stops pumping

blood.

c. a heart attack.

d. a cause.of heart attack.

3. When performing CPR, you are
actually squeezing the heart between

the and the

4. The rate for CPR is

to with one rescueman

and to with two

rescuemen but you always begin CPR

with double-sized breaths.

0.30



5. When performing the compression
phase of CPR, the chest is compressed

to inches.

6. Three of the most common
errors committed when performing the
cardiac compression phase of CPR is

the
a. failure to maintain

b. keeping uneven

c.

for the pulmonary phase.
to allow

7. Once started, CPR must
not be stopped, for any reason, for
more than seconds.

8. Anything less than the
for CPR is useless.

9.
1 -

, and

are all exaMples of cardiac arrest.

10. Match the letter with the
correct number.

a. Clinical 1. As soon as
death. heart action

stops.

b. Biological 2. Four to six
death. minutes after

.the heart
stops.
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11. The body functions are Carried
on by a clowrelationship among the

, and

12. Which one of the following
statements is correCt?

a. A victim of cardiac arrest
may be breathing.

b. A victim of cardiac arrest
ii never breathing.

c. A heart attack is usually
very gradual.

d. A heart attack always
results in cardiac arrest.

REFERENCES

1. ' IFSTA #109, Fire'Service First Aid
Practices.

4

2. American Heart AASOCiitiou Pamphlet.

711-301141



C.

Fire Protection Branch
chanute AFB, Illinois

C9
3ABR5700-1-WB-212

18 July 1975

.RESPIRATORY EMERGENCIES AND ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION

OBJECTIVES

After-completing the study guide and classroom instruction, and
using the workbook ehecklist,'you Will be able to:

1. Demonstrate inhalation procedures using a manikin and
respiration device.

2. Demonstrate aspiration procedures using a manikin and
aspiration device.

EQUIPMENT

Basis of Issue
Manikin 115 students
Air Bag Resuscitator 1/5 students
Mechanical Aspirator 1/5 students

PROCEDURES

Procedures for using the respiration device:

1. Hold the face piece over the manikin face.

2. Clamp securely in place with one hand.

3. Press your thumb over the rim of the mask.

4. Use your third, fourth, and fifth fingers to pull the chin
upward and *backward.

5. Take a firm grip but never poke your fingers into manikin's
neck.

6. Do not push the mask.down on the manikin's chin as this may
flex the neck and obstruct the air passage.

7. While holding the mask with one hand, squeeze the bag with
the other hand.

8. Squeeze bag about once every five seconds.

9. Squeeze bag until chest rises.

OPR: TWS
DISTRIBUTION: X
TWS - 2,000; TTVGC - 2

Designed for ATC Course Use. Do Not Use on the Job.

1
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10 Release bag to allow for exhalation.

11. If leakage occurs, hold mask more tightly and squeeze the
bag more forcefully. t

,12. Airway must be open at all times.

Procedures for using anaspiration device:

1. Place manikin on its back.

2. Extend head back to open ,Irway.

3. Place mechanical aspirator near the manikin's head.

4. Place your thumb on the manikin's lower teethcand your
fingers on the upper teeth near the corner of the mouth.

5. Using a flipping motion of your fingers, pry the jaws apart.

6. Measure the distance from the corner of the'manikin's mouth
to the ear lobe. This is the maximum distance that the catheter is to
'be inserted.

7. While holding the patient's jaws apier, sweep tha suction
-tip throughout his mouth. -

8. As the suction tip.is being swept through the manikin's
mouth, you can use either the hand or foot to pump the mechanical
aspirator.

QUESTIONS

Answer the following questions on a separate sheet of paper.
DO NOT write in this book.

1. Row many times per minute do you squeeze the bag mask?

2. What do you do with the aspirated fluid from the victim?

3. How far into the moilth do>u place the catheter?

4. If the mask leaks air, what do you do to correct it?

5. Do you remove the mask for the exhalation phase?ra
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BLOCK III AND IT ORIENTATDMT

INTRODUCTION A

Attention: cCongratulations, you have successfully progressed to the second step

of the ladder toward your three level in the fire protection career field,

TIME: 5 min

Review: You have just studied about such things as protective clothing, breathing

apparatus and the.nature of fire, ib name a few. .
. -

Overview: During this half hour we will introduce ourselves, discuss school policy,

student responsibilities, subjects in Block III and IT, fire department Work ia

general, safety and energy conservation.,,

Motivation: Your responsibilities in this new blodk have changed. You will be

meeting a new challenge each day. Personal satisfaction will come from suCcessful

completion.

eV"

Transition: Today's lesson will begin with the introduction of the instructor.

BODY TIME: 20 min

Presentation:
TIME: 15 min

1. Block Content

a. Instructor Introduction

(1) Air Force service time

(2) Instructor time

b. Student Introduction

(1) Name and from what state

(2) Previous firefighting'eXper-
ience

(3) Like or dislike of fire-
fighting career field

Stress energy and materials

conservation

7

c. Instructional periods and conduct Explain yellow.line in break area

(1) Class period and-break time

Class leader and his.authority

a
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(3) Block III, one week duration

(4) Blodk IV, two weeks in duration

(5)
Written test at end of. each

block

d. Alarm room procedures and operation

(1) The center of fire depariment,

activity

(2) Manned 24 hours a day

e. Ladder operations

(1) Various types of ladders are,

'used

(2) Ladders are used to reachlipper
stories or roof of buildings

0

f. Appreciation of Hydraulics

(1) Science dealing* with the prop-
erties of liquids at. rest or in

.motion

(2). 'Used in firefighting to determine
pressures dealing with water in

hose lines and nozzles

g. Pump Operations

(1) Operating fire pumps on vehicles

(2) Necessary to insure adequate_pres-
sure is available to.get water to

the fire

h. Hose Operations -

(1) The firefighters use hose of

various sizes

(2) A nozzle is attached to the hose

(3) The use of hose and nozzles is
the most common method to extin,
guish strUctural fires

-2-
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i. Vehicle Relay Operations

(1) More than one vehicle between
thesource of water and the
fire

(2) Uspd when long distance between
fires and water source

(3) Necessary to insure.adequate
water pressure to-move water
to the fire

j. Fire Department

(1) May be assigned to crash or
structural

(2) Normally two shifts, 24 hours
each

4. Sgety

Assigned to specific vehicle

Each man is an important member
of his crew

Students will not open or close
hangar doors

Watch for moving equipment

i.iiaoking vehicles - two men required

t. Do not lean in chairs

Report injuries no matter how
:3411

Jewlelry

E. Horse play not tolerated at all

n. Draflting pit area slippery when wet

Protective headgear

J. Ice

K. Running at no time

1. Work a6 a team, failure to do so
cotad result in injury

-3-
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ignergy Conservatien

a. Conserve all training material

'b. Keep use of gssoline.operaed power
trucks to a.minimum

C. Do not abuse protective clothing,

other studentS must alsd use

d. Operate vehicles at minimum rpm

e. Do not overflow trucks with water

f. Do not waste cleaning materials

g. CarefUlly inspect tires and tire

pressure

h. Report leaking trucks, watch for

expanding gasoline in trudks, bet-

ter inspection and operator mainte-

nante and proper operating of Air

Force equipment will prevent damage

resulting in costly repairs

Application:

Evaluation:
e

Interspersed throughout the presentation.

.3- 37

TIME: N/A.

TIME: 5 min.

CONCLUSION TIME: 5 min

Summary: You have been given an orientation of blocks III and IV pertaining to your

responsibilities, safety, care of equipment and blodk length. Keep these things

uppermost in your mind.

Remotivation: You are an important part of this school. Learn and ob-ey the guide-

lines set forth and the day you graduate you will know the feeling of accomplishment.

Assignment: g/L. Continue with Operations, Maintenance and Mounted Equipment

on the P-l0 ReseUe Vehicle. 0

Closure: Remember, it is up.to you to take care of equipment and the school area,

and.to observe aV. s Sty precautions. You must keep in mind your obligation to your

instructor, class leade1,, and your crew.



OPTERAIONSI.MargENANCE 11W muuarmm

EQUIPMENT ON T4E-2=10 11'.ESCUE VEHICLE

INTRODUCTION
TIME: 5 min

Atterition: The alarm .gounds, and. you respond to your
sssigned vehicle, as you round

the'corner the crew chief tells you to drive the.12-10, as the regular driver is in.,

the hospital.
+4

a3ir

, .

Review: We haveAust had a discussion on block length, student responsibility and

safety.

Overview: During this lessan we will discuss safety, inspection, operator maintdnance,

-
location of tools and equipment,'and the operation of all accessory equipment. You

will be required to perform al/ operations.

Mbtivation: Even as a newly assigned member of a structdral vehicle, you could be

called upon to act as a driyer of the P-10 and it is a mast that you be able to

operate this vehicle'in a proficient mannet.

Transition: Today's lesson will begin'with vehicle inspection, and operator mainte-

nance.

BODY

Presentation:

1. Given the appropriate inspection check-

list and technical data; inspect and perform

operator maintenance on the P-10 rescue veh-

icle and mounted equipment. All appropriate

items on the inspection checklist must be inspect-

ed. Operator maintenance must be accomplished

according to the technical order.

TIME: 5 hrs 20 min

TD1E: l'hr 10 min

a. Identify items to be inspected. Use Applicable T.O. 36/12-12-13-1

(1) Engine
Use WB 302

(a) Check oil level when cold Use: 2-10 and Mounted Dquipment

(b) Use 30 wt. oil
Stress energy and materials

(2) Transmission
conservation

(3) Gearbox



60 Radiator

(9)' Fuel

(a)' Gauge

(b) Tank

(6) Bydraulic fluid levels

(a) Power steering

(b) Brakes

(7) Check forleaks

(a) Air

(b) Fuel

(c) Coolant

'(d)- Bydraulic

(8) Check seat belts

(9) Wheels

(a) Tires

(b) lugs

(C) Tire pressure

(10) Battery:

(a) Damage

(b) Cleanliness

(c) Mountigs

(d) Liquid levels

(11) Brakes

(a) !boot pedal

(b) Hand brake

(12) Clutch

-2-
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(13) Electric System

(a) All lights

(b) Sirens

(c) Radio

(d) Horn

INTEREt SUM*

b. Identify tools to be inspected

(1) L.12 power saw

(a) Engine

::(b) Ignition system

(c) Fuel systed

(d) Clutch

(e) Drive belts

(2) Portable generator

(a) Engine

(b) Generator

(c) Receptacles for damage

Pbrtable blowers

(a) Starter dord

(b) Fuel system

Breathing apparatus

(a) Cylinders

(b) Case

(c) Condition

(5) Portable light equipment

(a) Lights

(b) Extensions/wye connections/

(3)

2 76
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(o) Band lanterns

(6) Fire extinguishers

(7) Hand tools

(a) Axe

(b) Insulated cutters

(c) Initiator cutter

(d) 1T-blade knife

(e) Shovel

(f) Pike pole

(g) Tool kit

(8) Folding litter

(9) Plugs

(10) Ropes

(11) Safety goggles

'(12) Winch

(a) Grapnel/cable

(b) Controls

INTERIM SUMMARY

c. Identify tools to be serviced

(1) K-12 power saw

(2) Portable blower

(3) Breathing Alvaratus,

(4) Portable lights

(5) Fire extingnishers

(6) Report and note any discrepancies

(7) Reservice vehicle, and mounted
equipment after each operation

Properly operate Air Force

equipment. Prevent damage
resulting in costly repair.
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2. Given a P-10 rescue vehicle and mounted
equipment, demonstrate the use of, and rein,
stall tools and operate equipment in accor-
dance with appropriate technical data while
observing all applicable safety-procedures.

a. Crew

(1) three men

(2) Driver, two additional rescuemen

b. Extinguishing agents

(1) Six (6) dry chemical fire extin,
guiehers

(2) Each is hand operated and cart-
ridge operated type

(3) Two(2) for A, B and C fires (Bed)

(4) Three (3) for B and C fires (Blue)

(5) One (1) for D fires (Yellow)

c. Mounted tools and equipment

(1) K-12 high speed portable circular
saw with gasoline engine

(2) Complete rescue saw kit containing

(a) K,12 saw

(b) Heavy duty steel carrring
case

(c) Spare parts and field service
kit

(d) One (1) gallon safety gasoline
can

(e) One (1) quart of 2 cycle engine
oil

(f) One quart of gasoline stabilizer,

(g) One 12'; concrete cuttilliblade.

-5-

Use p-lo Rescue Vehicle c;29f;Z_

Stress safetyWhile working
around P-10.rescue vehicle



One 12" steel cutting blade

Ozie 12" carbide tip blade

One pair of safety goggles

One spare drive belt

One spare air filter

d. Operate the ICall2 saw

(1) Remove saw from parrying case

(2) Place sawoon suitable level
location

(3)

(4)

(5).

Close 'choke by pushiag down
choke arm located on the right
and slightly below the reem
handle

Lock throttle open by engaging
trigger half way and pushing in
the throttle lock-pin on the
control switch

Lay saw on a firm surface and,place
.

one hand-on top of the earring handle

(6) Pull starting cord until engine
starts

(7) To stop engine, press button and
hold until engine stops

(8) Return to carrying case

Safety gogglPs will be worn
whenever you are operating a
IC-12 saw

e. Engine - Driven Blowers Operate air vent and fael shut
off prior to ,?tarting

(1) Two portable blowers are used to
clear Ames from enclosed areas.
Cooling aireraft brakes and remov-
ing ambke are other practical uses
of the blowers.

(2) Each blower consists of a large
fan driven by a two cycle gasoline
engine.

10 -6-
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f. Portable lighting equipment

(1) Two quartz-iodide portable
flood lamps'

'(2) Two 50 ft. extension cOrds

(3) 4" connector to connect flood
lights to portable generator

INTERIM SUMMARY

g. Portable generator 10 not toubh exhaust unit or
cylinder housing or burns may

(1) Portable gasoline engine driven result
1000 watt generator

(a) One cylinder, 4 cycle engine

(b) Manual pull on cord type
starting is employed__

(c) Operate the portablemnerator

1. Remove generator from
utility body on truck

2. Place start lever in
start position

3. Start engine--

4. Allow engine to warm

S. Plug flood lights into
receptacles

6. Attend engine so it does
not stall when load is
connected

7. When finished, unplug
load and stop engine

8. Return generator to truck

h. Electric Hand Lanterns

(1) Two battern powered electric
lanterns

(2) 7i volt dry cell battern

-7-
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Never operate in a closed room
or building
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3.

(3) Lanterns have two levels'of
brightness

Pry Axes

(1) Three multi-purpose pry axes
designed for use,at fires,
wrecks, lockouts.

Firemans Axe

k. Insulated Cutter

(1) Capable of cutting 3/8 inch
material and has a rating of
20,000. volts

1. Harness Cutters

(1) Two converging steel blades
for cutting seat belts end
harness

m. Tube Cutter (Dis-Ariing Tool)

(1) Used to dis-arm ejection seats

n. Pike Pole

(1) Six foot fiberglass handle

o. Folding Litter

(1) Collapsible and can be folded
-into a four fpot length

p. Rope

(1) Two manila ropes

(2) 75' x 3/4inch

q. Safety goggles

(I) Three pair, induitrial eggles

r. Safety Pins

(1) 12 safety" pins

(2) Six oil resistant, hard rubber

(3) Six hard wood

o

Safety goggles will'be worn
whedever you are operating
a,L.12 saw

zvs-



t. Tool kit

(1) Canvas carrying bag WhiCh
contains the following

(a) Hammer, hand; ball peen,
lb.

.(b) 14 inch pipe wrench

(c) Pinch metal cutting shears

(d) 8 inch linemana pliers

u. Winch

8 inch screwdriver

6 inch screwdriver

hitch screwdriver

Socket set

3 cold chiiels

(1) 8,000 pound mechanical drum type
winch

(2) Cable, 200 ft x incht

(3) Winch-operation is contrölled
by a tranrqr case shift control,
power ta.. ff and a transmission
shift col,...col located in the cab

(14) Operate the winch and grapnel

(a) Insure that parking brake
iaaet

(b) Place tranmnission and
transfer case in neutral

(c) Disengage winch clutch'on
winch by moving lever up

(d) Pull out cable aa required

(e) Engage winch clutch on winch
by moving lever down

-9-
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Use: Helmet
Gloves

Insure gloves are worn while
operating winch and cable

N./

Do not let cable slide through a
hands, walk cable in '



Pull out power take-off
knob-on floor, inside cab

Place transmission in for-
ward gear and release clutch
to wind

(h) Place transmission in reverse
gear and release clutch to
unwind

v. Hand signals for winch operation

(1). Closed fist: 'Stop cable

(2) Closed fist, thumb pointing
up: Reel cable in*

(3) Closed fist, thumb pointing
.down: Reel cable out,

3. Given necessary'equipment, perfOri pre-
ventive maintenance on the P-10 rescue vehicle
and mounted equipment IAW AFTO Form 433.
Maintain station facilitied as required.

a* Preventive maintenance

,

(1) Wash vehicle

(2)

i

'Wax,vehicle (if needed)

(3) Clean tools and equipment

Application:

Interspersed throughout the presentation.

Evaluation:

Interspersed throughout the presentation:

CONCLUSION

A.Y7

4 hrs

INSTRUCTOFth ARE REQUIRED

TIME: 10 min

TIME: 5 min

Summary: We have covered the P-10 operations and maintenance, located tools and
equiPment, and used safety precautions at all times during each phase.

Reactivation: The need for proficient driver/Operators of rescue vehicles is great.
You should continually update your knowledge of this and be ready in base of any
eventuality.

-10-
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'Assignment: Bead and study the following SG units and answer the questions St the

ead of eaCh unit.

1: SG-303, Pre-Fire Plans

2. SG-304, Miscellaneous'Rescue

Closure: Although not actually involved in the extinguishment of a fire, the driver

operator of the P-10 rescue vehicle is essential to the members of hip crew and should

bsproud of a job well done.
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PEE-FIRE not
INTRODUCTION TIME: 5 min

Attention: 'The alarm bell goes off! -There is a fire in building 432, where is

building 432? How do you get there? Is there a hydrant close to the building?

All of these questions have alreacly been answered for yoU by your pre-fire plans.

Review: We have just studied the 10-lo rescue vehicle and know the important part

it plays at'any fire scene.

Overview: Today we will have a discussion on the preparation #tf pre-fire plans

caVg

to include, life hazard, types of construction, and interior and exterior exposures.

Motivation: Pre-fire planning is an important part of the fire department as it

enables you to have a plan of action to take in the event of a fire in any building

on your base, or aircraft incident or accident..

Transition: TOday's lesson begins with the basic preparation of pre.,fire plans.

4.
Presentation:

BODY

1. Without reference, identify basic facts
concerning preparation Of pre-fire plans.
Eighty percent of the basp facts must be
identified correctly.

TIME; 1 hr 50-min

TIME: 1 hr 40 min

Show film TF 6058, "Structural
Fire Suppression"

1.4

a: Pre-fire Plans Stress energy and materials
conservation

(1) Indoctrinate supervisors and sub..

ordinate fire suppression person..
nel in all known factors, (loos-

.,
tion, physical layout, water
supply, occupancy, etc.) in facili-
ties and aerospace vehicles and how
to take advantage of these factors:

(2) A pre-fire planning program will be
implemented at all Air Force instal.

lations to insure effective fire
response procedures.

(3) The problem, is founded on five basic
divisions of firefighting tactics
called size up.

(a) Life hazard(rescue of personnel)

(b) Protection of exposures (interior

and exterior)
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(c)

(d) lrguishment

) Overhaul (prevent rekindling)

b. Air Force Form 1028

(1) Will be used to prepare a graphic
plan for each major building or
group of buildings, including the
flight line, POL facilities and
open storage areas.

(2) A graphic plan will be drawn on
the reverse side of the form to
include (12) items of information.

(a) Life hazards in each buildims
and the most logical means of
rescue

inement

^

(b) Interior and exterior expOsures.

Location of flammable storage,
explosives and hazardous opera,
tions

Location of hydrants or other
water sources, inoluding-thg.-.
amOunt of water available

Type and detail of construction
such as false ceilings,'and
advantageous areas of ventila-
tion

Show the best approach \to the
facility

Specify the cut off of utilities,
where, how, and by whom.

(h). Consider seasonal changes,\their.

effect on accessibility and\time
factors

Indicate installed systems, includ,
ing location'and. procedures for
correctly positioning pumpers

Prepare maps showing routes, roads,
trails to all points within traffic
pattern.-

Stress the importance that pre-
fire planning plays in Air Force
fire protection

Use Charts #CC75-85, Prefire Plan
(Front)

fiCC 86, Piefire Plan
(Back)
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(k) Trace routes and &teas in
locations subject to 'loamy

s snowfall

(1)

INTERIM SUMMARY

Appropriate fire protection
symbo1 containedil section

(20) A Fire Protection

Handbook

c. Aircraft Pre-Fire Plan

(1) Plans will be developed on eaah
type of mission assigned aircraft
and on any transit aircraft by type
that lands and tikes off from the
base on an average of seven times
a week during any three month period

(2). _Separate plans for runway or ramp
.situations will be developed for

each of the following situations

(3)

(a) Engine fires

(b) Overheated brakes, with fire

(c) Fires in fuselage'

(d) Wheels up landing, with fire

The reverse side of AFFbrm 1028 (Pre-
Fire Plan) will be uied to prepate a
graphic,plan of the aircraft, and will

include

(a) Optimum vehicle Positioning,
in4uding rescue and resupplx
vehicle

(b) Pre-designated resaueman duties

(c) ToOls and appliances for the rescue/
sukpression operation peculiar to
the aircraft in question, (ladders,
sars, disarming tool, etc.)

(d) Aiterage number and location of
aircrew and passengers expected.

(e) E ected surface fuel flow direction

4.
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(10 Aircraft pre-fire plans will be
carried on each fire chief's%
vehicle, assistant chief's'
vehicle,Sand a copy will be main,
tained in the fire station

(5) The plans will be used-for train-
ing and as a reference fur fire
protection techniques peculiar to
the eircraft involved.

(6) The fire bhief is responsible
for the preparation of AF Form
1028

Application:

Evaluation:

Interspersed throughout the presentation.

4

TIME: A/A

TIME: 10 min

CONCLUSt0N TIME: 5 min

Summ.sry: We have-just completed our discussion on pre-fire plans. Pre-fire plans
are a very.important part of a fire department. They enable each fireman to haye
a plan of action in his mind before he actually gets to the scene of an emergency,
some of the items on the pre-fire plans are, location, physical layout, water supply,
and occupancy. Pre-fire plans are made up on each building on ?me, areas, and
aircraft.

Remotivation: When you get to your next assignment, make it a point to study your
pre-fire plans. You will find that by knowing the pre-fire plans you will be
better equipped to do your job when the alarm sounds, with confidence and efficiency.

Assignment: A/A. Continue with Miscellaneous Rescue.

'Closure: Remember the importance that pre-fire planning plays in the Air Force.

-14-



MMSCULAIMUS RESCUrk,"

DITRODUCTION TIME: 5 min

Attentiun: The alarm has sounded, you n.re responding to a vehicle accident. ,What
is the most important thing y?u will have to do upon arrival? You think back to all
the methods of vehicle rescue you have been trained in and hope you remember it all,
for now the training is ovef, this is the real thing. Will you be able to perform
as well as you should?

Beviewe!. We have just completed the lesson on pre-fire plans and know the importance
they play in planning an attack cm a fire or emergency.

Overview: Today we will have a lesson in various types of rescue situations that
may arise, including automobile, naturaddsasterand water rescue.

, Motivation: We never know what type of emergency situation we may face. Therefore,
we must be prepared to cope with any type of emergency that might arise.

Transition: Today's lesson will begin with.miscellaneous rescue procedures.

BODY TIME: 3 hrs 50 min

Presentation: TIME: 1 hr 50 min

1. Without reference, identily procedures Stress energy and materials con,
for rescuing personnel from miscellaneous servation
areas and disasters. Eighty percent of the
proceduresmust be identified correctly. .

a. Procedures Use WB 304

(1) First remove victim to safety

(2) Give first aid needed

(3) The general rule that no.victim
should be moved before given
first aid can be disregarded if
the victim's life is in danger,



b. Water rescue equipment

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6) Compressable bags

(7)

Boats

Life rafts

Canoes

Scuba equipment

Reausciatators

Life lines (such as'rcpes)

c. Types of natural disasters

(1) Floods

(?)- Earthquakes

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Hurricanes

Tornadoes

Lightning storms

Thunderstorms

d. Prime responsibility

(1) Survive and help others to
survive

(2) Assist in,restoring operations
on base

(3) Support neighboring 'communities

(4) Co mply with 355 plan

,INTER1M SUMMARY

2. Using a salvaged automobile, P-10 rescue
vehicle and mountei equipment, perform nor-
mal and emergency eatry into a vehicle IAW
locally established procedures, whils strictly
adhering to all applicable safety procedures.
Operate tools and equipment as required.

a. 'Normal entry

(1) Open doors

(2) Depends upon position and condition

Use ally art41e that will float

1%.

V

f;;;'

C.

-Show CFL 032, "Collision
Rescue"

Use TO 36Al2 -12-13-1

No smokineon hangar floor

29u



b. amergency Entry

(1) Remove wipdshiel&

( (a) Remove metal trim

(b) Remove rubber seal

(c) Windshield can be removed in
one piece

(2) Are& rearvindOw

(a) One Sharp blow in corner

(3) Pryexe to force door

(4) Use.K-12 to cut coiner post and
remove roof

(a) Not to be used if gasoline is
spilled due to production of
sparks

(5) Use air chime/ to cut roof for access

(6) Use PTO winch

INTERIM SUMMARY

Pull open car doors

PUll away cruehed corner post

pull lammed seats from dash.:
board

3. Using a salvaged automobile, rescue dummy,
1)-10 rescue vehicle and mduntedequipmett, per-
form rescue from a vehicle. Rescue must be in .

accordance with locally established procedures
while observing all applicable safety practices.-
Operatetodls atd equipment as required.

a. Gaining access to victim

(1) Depends on the location and post.
tion of the vehicle

(2) Nay be as.simple as opening the
door, or as difficult as cuttiNg
the roof

-3-
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Do not cut salvaged automobile

Wear gloves

Use: Helmet
Gloves

Chedk vehicle for sharp or jagged
metal; correct or report to super-
visor as safety hazard

Ude salvaged automobile, P-10
and Mounted Equipment

Urs rescue dummy

Use extreme care when working in
salvaged automobile

No Smoking on the hangar floor



b. Conduct primary survey

(1) Initiated when necessary whije
the victip is still in'the car

(2) Prinary survey consists of:

(a) Establishing and maintain,
ing an airway

(b) Giving artificial respira-
tion

(c), Controlling bleeding

c. Disentanglement

(1) Prevent further injury to the
victim-

(2) Vehicle, may )1ave to be removed
from around victim

(3) USe extreme care when using tools
and working around victim to
accomplish disentanglement

d. Preparation for removal

(1) Immobolize all fractures and
dress all wounds

(2) Correct all life-threatening
problems

e. Removal

(1) Use extreme care

(2) Transport to ambulance

Application:

Interspersed throughout the presentation

Evaluation:

Intersperse throughout the presentation,

(

Stress Safety

Return all equipment to proper
location

\,

TDIE: 2 hrs

2 INSTRUCTORS ARE REQUIRED

2

TIEE: 10 min



a
CONCLUSION TIME: 5 min

Summary: We have just completild our lesson on miscellaneous rescue. As firemen,

we have to cope with many types of emergency situatione. These may include building

fires, automobile accidents, and natural disasters.

a

Remotivation: At any time we maybe Called upon !Or any type of miscellaneous

rescue. Only with constant training can we stay ready.

Assignment: Read,and study SG-305, Alarm Room Procedures and Operation, a6i,inswer

the questions at the end of the unit.

Closure:. Properly trained personnel are a must for fast and efficient resaue during

any emergency situation.

-5-
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ALARM ROOM PBOCEMURES AND OPERATION

INTRODUCTION TIME: 5 min

Attention: The,'house lights come on and the bell itartp to ring. Where are you
Aping? What type of emergency issit? Before this sequence started, the alari
.denter operator,was already at %mirk. .

Review: We have just completed our lesson on pre-fire plans and miscellaneous rescue.
All of these procedures will be valuable io you throughout your career as an Air
Force fire protection specialist.

Overview: Today, we will discus!: the purpose of the_fire alarm center and how the
alarm center operator operates it. We will discuss receiving and recording incoming
information, relaying the information, establishing location and nature of emergen-
cies, dispatching equipment, maintaining the activity log, observing all security
precautions in voice communication, using the grid map, and learning simple facts
to develop pre-fire plans.

./tIotivation: The fire alarm center operator must monito4r the equipmolt pnder his
control at all times. He is an important link in the fire department chain, which
can only operate efficiently with precise information.

Transition: Today's lesson begins with the basic operation of the fire alarm room.

o

Presentation:

1. 'ILithout reference, identify operational
procedures of the alarm and communication
:center with 80% accuracy

BODY TIME: 5 hrs 50 min

TIME: 1 hr 40 min

57-18,"A1arm Room

a. General principles

(1) Before a firefighter can be
assigned to the alarm and
communication center, they
must have a working knowledge
of,all aspects of the fire
department

(2) The alarm center is manned
24 hours a day. Personnel
on duty are required to be
alert and ready at all times

(3) No one procedure or operation
is more important than another

Show Film TVL
Procedures "

Stress energy
servation

Cse WB 305

and materials con-

c.



The center.operator.is
responsible for all func-
tions of the alarm center

b. Operator related duties

(1) Maintain, redeive andrecord
information from normal and
emergency communication sys-
tems

.(2) Alert firefighting personnel
and support agencies

(3)

(14)

Dispatch equipment, inform
personnel of location and
nature of emergencies

Provide pertinent information
on smergencies.as required.

(5) Maintain fire station logs

(6) Maintain and read maps, charts
and'status boards ,

2. Given an alarm and communication center
trainer, monitor, receive, and record one
normal and one emergency message. Proper
communication,procedures must be utilized
in accordance with locally established
policies, and allmessages must be correctly
recarded in less than three minutes.

a. Administrative telephones

(1) Normally will consist of two or
more extension2

(2) Permits the effective conduct
of normal administrative business

(3) Procedure for answering this phone
is: "Fire Department, Rank, Last
Name; Speaking, Sir."

(4). Information received may be recorded
on normal recording board.

(a) Name of person calling

(b) Date and time of call

-2-

2 Instructors are required

for the . 5 hr d'emonstration

'Ise Trainer #4041, Fire Depart-
ment Communications Center

295



(c) Pertinent information

(d) Center operators name is
required on this board

b. Reserved emergency line telephone

Mr rce adopted 'number it 117

Procedure'for answering this phone

is: "Are you reporting a firer

(3) 'Always remember-to remain calm when
answering'this phone. If person

caning .4 excited, sp6nd the time
to calm thei down in o;der to get

the necessary information

(4) Necessary information is listed on Chart CC 75-54,°Structural

structural 'emergency recording It ecording &pare

board

47.

A
Chart GAZIT 73-128, Reserved
ybergency Line Telephones"

(5) (a) .Time

(b) Location

(c) Type of fire and/or emergency

(d) Life hazards'

-(e) Name of person calling

c. Fire reporting telephones

(1) A "direct" line to the fire

department from where the
phone is located

(2) -Located in high hazard and
isolated areas

(3)

(4)

Procedure for answering this
phone is; "Are you reporting

a fire?"

Use a "recordingboard" to
record the information

d. Primary crash telephone

(1) Used only for reporting air-
craft incidents or emergencies

-3-
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0,

'Chart CAFB 73-124
o

, Fire

Reporting Telephone"

,

Chart CAFB 73-125, Primary
Crash Phone System°



(2) Direct line from the Contra].
Tower connecting Alarm Center,
Base Operations, and hospital

(3) Procedure for-answering this
phone is: Pidk up the phone and n?

listen,-recording all. information
given out; you will probably be
required to acknowledge that you
redeived the information by giieing
your initials or sdme other means ,

-

()..) Aiicraft emergency recording board

(a) TyPe of aircraft

(4 type of problem

(c) NUMber of personnel aboard

(d) ,Imount of fuel

(e). Landing on what runway and
. how long Before landing

Q.& /

0

Chart CC 75-55, Crawl Recording-
Board"

e. Secondary crash telephone Chart CAFB 73-126,"SecOndary
Crabh Phone System°

(1)
,

Used to advise all supporting
activities of the incident or
emergency involving an aircraft

(2) Direct line from Base Operations
connecting the eupporting agencies
such as Fire Department, Security
Police, EOD, etc.

(3) Procedure for answering this Phone
is: same as for primary telephone.
It is also acknowledged in the,same
manner.

INTERIM iUMMARY

0

f. Automatic alarm system Use Traine\i44041, Fire Depart-
ment Communications Center

(1) Usually located in, areas with
high life hazards or critical
materials .

(2) Activated by a device that will
react to heat, light or 'woke



g.

(3)

,

When this type of alarm comes in,
it will sound an automatiC warn..
ing bell, and will record the
location of the fire on tape by mak-
ing a mark or punCh

Two classes ofalarm syttems

(1) Coded will identify a building
or particular section. .The alarm

transmitter sends an electricu1
impulse to the bells "digs
received inthe alarm center by
a receiving mechanism.

(2) lioncoded.- will usually identify
only an area, although it could
identify a building. The alarm
will sound in the area protected

, and lights will flash in the alarm
center showing location.

3. Given an alarm and comthunication center
trainer and three messages, a1ert'Arefighting
personnei,and support agencies, dispatch equip-
ment, inform personnel of location and natUre
of emergencies, and provide pertinent information
on emergencies as required. Proper Communications
procedures must be utilized in accordance with
locally established Policies, and all actions must
be completed in lessthan two minutes.

Afert firefighting personnel atld support
agencies

(1) Station alarm used to alert person-
hel

(2) Alarm bells dr other loud signaling
device

(3) Usually a specifically marked on/off
switch is used to activaie the device

b. Intercommunication

(1) Intercom system - to relay telephone
or,radio messages within the station.
It is usually a system tied in with
the telephone setup.

-5-
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Use Trainer #4041, fire Depart..
ment Communications Canter

-t

Use Trainer #4041, Fire Depart-
ment Communications Center



7,0

(2) PA. system (publiQ address) - to
relay pertinent message& to per:.
sonnel, 4A.44 announce.any general

information deemed necessary by
the'fire chief. (Noter Intercom
usually repaces its use after
norm41 duty hours (1630 hours))

c.. Dispatch equipment

(1) Use the two waorradio tb infoim
personnel of location of emer-
genties and providespertinent
information on emergencies as
required

(2) Be sureto always speak clearly,
use a normal tone of voice, never
discuss classified information,
and never use obscene language

(3) Pronounce words clearly and use
-the phonetic alphabe4 and 10 code

(4) Phonetic alphabet and 10 code are
located in al'arm room

d. Response cards are'a primary aid to
the alarm center operator

(1) Card will tell the perator the
type, number, and from Which fire
station the trucks will respond

(2) These cards are for certain areas
on-and ofk base

°INTERIM SUMMARY.

4. Givea.an alarm and comminication center
trainer and two messages, maintain fire station
logs. Information must be logged with minimum
instructor assistance in accordance with locally
established policies.

a.' Fire station log

(1) This log will be prepared by hand'
and entries made in a bound ledger
type book. It covers events in the
fire department for 24 hours.

Use.Trainero#4041, Fire Depart-
' ment Communications Center

-6- 299



(2) Information recorded should include .

'personnel duty assignments, vehicle
status, eMergency responses, false -

alarms, training exercipes, injuries,
names of visitors, etc.

(3)

(4)

All emergencies will be entered in
the b6okin RSD-ink: All other
information should bi entered in
black id.

Xf more than one alarkcenter exisfs
an activity log wi4 be maintained
forteach. one

Given an alarm,and communication center trainer,
maps, charts, status boards, and selected.messages,
reid and maihtain maps, charts, and status boards-
in accordance with locally establiahed policies.
All tasks must be completed in less than five min-
utes. A V

a. Maintain and read maps, charts, and status
boards.

0

° (1) Purpose - primaryjurpose of Air
Force fire department grid maps is
for use on off-base energencies

t'(2)

(3)

(14)

.Lines are drawn on grid maps both
vertically 4nd horizontally.form,
lug-squares.. The lines are num-
bered across the bottom, and let-
tered acibss the sides:

To read the grid map, begin by
readiniacross to the number and

!then up to the letter. ("Bight

and up"):

The oMbase grid map covers.a
fifteen '(l5) mile radids around
the base.

6

(5) Grid overlay - used to pinpoint an
area within a grid ulap,square

b. Charts and katus boards

(1) 'Many, types of charts and statui
boards are used in the alarm center

(2) Each one has a specific use and
is developed at base level

-7-

Use Chart CAFB 69-112',14grip Mhp"

Vehicle status
Water distribution -



Application

Intersperse throughout the, presentation

EvalVation: TIME: 10 min

Intersperse throughout the preientatfon 4

TME:' 4 hrs

4NSTRUC TORS ARS REQUIRED

1. The alarm center is manned how many

3.

S.

hbuxs a day?

a

What is the Air Fbrce adopted number for reporting fire?

117

What are-the two clasSes ofalarm systems?

Coded and Non-Coded

Who is responsible for relaying information?

The.center operator

What is the radius of an off-base grid map?

15 miles

a

CONCLUSION TIME: 5 min

Summary: We-have discussed the fire alarm center and its function as.an integral
part of the fire department. You have seen the importance Of having an efficient
fire alarm-center operator who knows his job, which includes receiving and
recording incoming information, relaying infoFmation, establishing location and
nature ot emergencies, locating points on a grid map, and dispatching equipment.

lo

Remotivation: Youcould possibly be an alarm center operator atoyoui. next base

or at least spend some time in the.alarm.room. To be a part of an effective
firefighting unit, you must ICM.014 how to operate the fire alarm center, among your

c).lier duties.

Assignment: Review'and study SG-304, Miscellaneous Rescue.

Outside Assignment: (2 hours) Read and. study SG-306, Structural Firefighting

Accessories and answer the questions at the end of the unit.

Closure: s mentioned earlier, the fire alarm cen er and its operator is a very

important link in the fire department chain. .Now you have an idea what role it

plays in the chain. 0

o
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STRUMURAL FIREFIGHTING ACCESSORIES

INTRODUCTION TIME: 5 min

c)6(0

Attention: Ybu are a member of a crew at the scene of a fire. A man working from the

third floor requests a tool to behuistedup to him. He lowers a rope to you to be uaed

to secure the tool. You had better know hoi to secure the tool with the rope so that

he can raise it up to himself for iastantnse.

Review: As you remember, yesterday we discussed the fire alarm center, the types of
communications equipment, and how they are put to use by the alarm center operator.

Overview: Today, we will have a discussion on the purpose of fire service rope, its

size, and the use of knots and hitches. We will also discuss the type of ladders we use

in the Air FOrce, and their component parts.

Motivation: Ropes and ladders are a necessary part of fire department equipment. When
they are needed, there is no other equipment that can be substituted. As a member-'of a

structural crew, you must know the correct uses of each.

Transition: Today's lesson begins with the basic knots and hitches used in the Fire

Protection field.

BODY

Prese,4'ation:

1. Using a 3/4" rope, tie four (4) types
of knots and three (3) types of hitches.
Knots and hitches will be tied in accór-
-dance with the W,B procedures mdth
minimum instructor asilistance.

a. Purpose

(1) Safety lines

(2) Rescue

(3) Hoisting

(4) Anchoring

b. -Size and type

(1) 3/4" x 100'

(2) Manila hemp

.

j02

TIME: 5 hrs 50 min

TIME: 2 hrs '40 min

Stress energy and materials
conservation

Cher Outside Assignment

Use WB-306



C. Terms

(1) Bight - formed ty simply
bending the rope, or doubl-
ing it badk keeping the
sides parallel

.(2) Loop - formed by crossing the
sides of the bight

Knot - a series of loops aria
bigats forming a secure tie
to another object

(3)

(4) Hitch - aloop or loops. It
is a more temporary form of
a knot

d. Types of knots and hitches

, (1) Half hitch

(a) Used as a safety measure

'(b) Used in conjunction with
other knots and hitches

Never used by itself(c)

(2) Clove Hitch - used in hoisting
tools and equipment. (Fire
extinguisher, pike pole, hose,
etc.)

Square Knot - used to join tWo
ropes of equal diameter

Becket bend - used to joil two
ropes of unequal diameter

Bowline

(a) Used to make a secure loop
in the.end of a rope

JA4g,,
k1/4,1;.F4

(b) Used in hoisting a roof.ladder

(6) Double bowline - used for rescue
to lower victim from upper struc-
tures. It has three (3) loops in
it; one for each leg, and one to
go around the chest

(7) Axe Hitch - used to hoist,or lower

an axe

-2-

Use Chaxt 67-189,°H,A1f Hitch"

Use Chart 67-189,°Clove Hitch

Use Chart 67.-192: actinguisher
and Pole Abist"

Use Chartd7-190,,Square Knot"

Use Chart 67-190,"Becket Bend"

Use Chart 67-191,°Bowline"

a
Use Chart 67-193, Axe Hitch

303
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e. 'Tie knots and'hitches

Half bitch

Clove hitch

Svare Knot

Becket bend

Bowline

Double Bowline

Axe hitch

'INTERIM SUMMARY

2. Given various types of fire protection
hand tools and equipment, use ropes to tie
tools and equipment for hoisting. Knots will
be tie& in accordance with the WB procedures
with minimuminstructor assiitance.

a. Use proper safety procedures while using
ropes

(1) Make sure all knots alhitches
are secure enough to hold

(2) Never stand underneath equipment
being hoisted or lowered

-3. Given common structural firefighting tools
and equipment, inspect and perform operator
maintenance on tools and equipment. ProCedures
listed in the WB naust be followed.with
minimum instructor...assistance.

_a. Tools and equipment

- "(1) Pick head axe

(a) Check head for nicks

r

(b) Check for rust

(c) Apply light coat of oil

(d) Check handle for splinters,
.cracks, rot

(c) Sand smooth and apply light
coat 'of linseed oil

-3-

30

Stress proper knot tying for safety
and security ofiquipment and per-
sonnel

Use: Length of rope 3/4 "diameter,
Z 1/Z gallon fire extinguisher, fire

hose 2 1/2 " x 50 feet, roof ladder,

axe, pike pole, 2 1/2 inch nozzle

Stress safety

Use: Structural Firefighting

Vehicles and Mounted
Equipment



(f) Check handle for-security

Pike Pole

(a) Check hook for security

(b) Check handle for splinters,
cracks, rot

(c) Sand ameoth and apply light
coat of linseed oil

(3) Bolt cutters

(a) Check jaws for nicks

(b), Check for ease of operation

(c) Grease moveable joint if needed

(4) Hydiant wrench

(a) Check threads for ease of opera-
tion

(b) Remove rust and,grease threads

(5) Hose Calmp

(a) Check for bent handle

(b) Check tor worn teeth

(c) Remove rust and repaint

(6) Extension ladder

(a) Check-halyard for fraying

(b) Check pawls for free opera-,
tion

(c) Check for broken steps

(d) Inspect all moveable parts of
ladder

(7) Roof ladder

(a) Check for damage, bends

(b) -Check hooks for amooth opera-.

tion,
t3W--- t)

caG



4. GiVen a itructural firefi4hting
perform ladder operations to include remove, carry,

position, raise and climb'ladders. 111

procedures in the WB must be strictly-
adhered to while observing all applidable

safety procedures.

a. Types and sizes

'(1) Roof ladder

(a) A ladder built in one sec-
tion, equipped with spocial
hooks at the top of-it

(b) 14, in length

b. Carrying method

(1) One man carry'

(2) Standing in opposite direction
of desired travel, pick up the
ladder with one hand by the beam

and balance

Having lifted the.ladder,.'turn

in the direction of travel, pass-
ing arm between the fifth and-
sixth rung, grasping the.second

rung forward. Allow beam to rest

on shoulder

(3)

('4) Top should be carried forward
and slightly tilted downward

c. Raising and spacing ladders

,(1) Roof ladder

(a) Place butt of ladder
against building

(b) Grasp top, rung and raise
ladder to a vertical position

(C) Walking toward the butt,
grasp every other rung until

the ladder is in an upright
position against wall.

306

Use: Roof Ladder
Extension Ladder

a



(d) Grasping the second and
fifth rungs, lift ladder
off vound carryiag it badk
to desired distance.

(0) Proper, spacing angle is one-
fifth W.us two feet of the
extended ladder in use.

d. Extension ladder

-CO A ladder built in two or more
sections; or a ladder with one
bed ahd one or more flys

(2) 24, 35 and 36 feet in length

'(3) Component parts

(a) Bed ladder - the lowest
section of an extension
ladder-

(b) Fly ladder - the uppermost
part of an extension ladder

(c) Butt, heel or foot - the
bottom end or ground end of
a ladder

'(A) Tip or top - the toff of a
ladder

(e) Beam - the principle structure
member of a ladder in which.the
rungs are supported

(f) Rungs - the crossmember of the
beam which.is used in climbing

(g) Heelplate - metal channel rein.
forcemeat at the butt end of a
ladder

(h) Halyard (fly rope) - used to
hoist the fly of an extension
ladder

(i) -Pawl or dog - a rock used to
support the fly of an extension
ladder after it has been raised

(j) Stops - metal blocks used to
prsvent the fly of an extension

ladder from being extended out
of the main ladder



(k) Guides . light metal strips
on an extension ladder which
guide the flywhile it is
being raised or lowered

e. Eitension ladder

(1) Two man carry

(a) Place ladder on beam

(b) Face opposite direction
of travel

(c) Lift Iiddret-it-each-end-

by beam, turning in direc-
tion of travel.. Pass free
arm through ladder grasping
second rung forward, allow
beam to rest on shoulder

(d) Butt end should be carried'
forward

"(2) Fbur man carry

(a) Place ladder on ground with
ay up and butt forward

(b) With a man on each end and
on opposite sides, reach
doWn ind grasp a rung.
Reme4ber_to be facing in
the opposite-direction you
want to traVel

(c) Raise the ladder turning
into it and facing the direc-

.
tion you want to travel

(d) Butt end should'be carried
forward

f. EXtension ladder (Three man)

(1) Using one-fifth plus two feet of
the extended ladder to be used,
proper spacing angle is obtained
.prior to layiag the ladder on ground
with flys'ip the up position. Pur-

pose of proper Spacing is to place
ladder in a more stable position

_7-

30s

dp,

Use Chart 67-198,"Ladder Carries"

Use commands: Prepare to lift,
lift; prepare to loWer, lower.
Promotes smooth and efficient
operation.

Watch for electrical power lines



a

(2) One man stands on heel plate
reaching forward grasping a
rung with both hands, leans
back and assists in raising

(3) Two men will space theMselves
about one-third from the tbp of
the ladder facing the top. They
will reach down and grasp a rung
turning into the ladder as they
bring it'off the ground so that
they will be facing the butt
after lifting

(4) Walk ladder to upright position High winds mike ladder raising
grasping every other rung as difficult
they do so

(5) Two men will grasp ladder by
beams, pivoting the ladder
until the flys are on the
climbing side

(6) While two men hold the ladder
in upright position by the'
beams, the third:pan will hoist
the flys to the desired position
using the halyard. Halyard should
then be secured to a rung

(7) All three men will then lean ladder
into building

Climbing and locking in procedures

(1)

(2)

Climbing - the ball of one foot
or the other must be placed on
each rung and in the center to
prevent ladder from wobbling.
Hands will grasp every rung when

. decending. The body should
Maintain an erect posture at all
times

Locking in - place one leg between
rungs and bring the foot out
between the next loVier rung lock-
ing.the foot around a run or beam.
Take other.foot and strp down one

ning

-8-

Secure ladder to platform prior
tO letting students climb.
Students call not remain on platform.

Prevents falling from ladders

3 (-3



h. Use prupar sufety prodeduros involving
ladder operations

(1) Make certain ladders are properly
spaced to insure stability

(2) Make certain ladders are properly
secured or anchored. If working
off an gxtension ladder on an
upper floor of &structure, be
'sure ladder Is anchored by the
use of a rope

(3)

Application:

Inter.SperseAhroughout the presentation.

Make-certain pawls are lodked.

'Evaluation:

Intersperse throughout the presentation.

1. What is the purpose of the bedket bend?
Used to tie two rives of unequal size.

027r

TIM: 3 hrs

2 INSTRUCTORS ARE REQUIRED

2. What is a bowline? Ibed to make a secure loop on the end of a

3. When hoisting a roof ladder, whafkinci of knot is used?
A bowline.

4. What types of hitches are used to hoist a pike pole?
A half hitch and a clpve hitch.

5. To tie two ropes of equal size, whatInot is necessary?
Square knot.

6. When hoisting a roof ladder the bowline is placed on the ladder
.0ne third from the top.

7. What kind of knot or hitch would be used to lower a victim from
Double bowline.

8. What is an extension ladder?
A ladder of two or'more sections.

9. What is the upper section of an extension ladder called?
Fly.

A

10. What is the formUla used for spacing a ladder?
one fifth plus two feet. .

11. How many men are used to raise the extension ladder?
Three.

-9-

'3.10

TIME: 10 min

rope.

in what position?

upper struCtures?



OONCLUSION

.

TIME: 5 min

Summary: Today, we have disaussed the purpose and Size of ropes we use in the fire
department in Whe Air Force. We discussed the use of knots and hitches, size, type
and parts of fire service ladders, and performed operations using ropes and-ladders.
You were also made aware of certain safety procedUres when using ropes and ladders.

Remotivation: Ropes and ladders form a part'of any fire department equipment, and
their correct.use can mean the difference between life and death.

Assignment: Read and study PT-307 and answer the questions. Have students to review
all materials and notes in preparation for the Block III final measurement test.

Outside Assignment: (2 hrs) Read and study-SG-307, Fiie Protection Hydraulics aild
anSwer the questions at the end of the unit.

a

Closure: It is very poseible that you may never need to use ropes or ladders very
often after you leave this school. If necessary, however, you will be able to quickly
do'what is necessary with ease and assurance.

0



FIRE IptECTION HYDRAULICS

'INTRODUCTION TIME: 5 min

Attention: You have just been at your new position of driver-pump operator for a few
days-..You are proud of yourself, and even more proud when on an alarm you drive
your vehicle to the firo safely. You are performing well untilarddenly you must
operate the pump on your vehicle to get water to the fire, and you forgot how tc
determine y6ur pump pressure. You never thought thia situation would arrive no
soon and are not as proficient in your new position as you should be and led others
to believe.

Review:4 Yesterday, we diicudsed firefighting accessories, and you learned the
importance of being able to tie the proper knots and hitches. You also learned how
to make use of roof and extension ladders.

'Overview: During the next few hours we will discuss a facet of fire department hydrauli
which will include a definitica of all terms, fihding out how firemen will utilize thee
pump operators guide plate, and the rule of thumb and discuss the principle's of drafting.

4

Motivation: Soon we will be working with hose and water under pressure. To little
pressure producei an ineffective fire stream, while too mach might make the nozzleman's
job of handling the nozzle impossible. With the correct pressure, a nozzleman can
fight any fire easily and effectively.

Trinsition: Today's lesson begins with terms and definitions of hydraulics.

BODY.

Presentation:

1. Without the aid of references, identify'
ptincipl es of hydraulics as, they spray to
fire protection. Eighty percent of the

principles must be identified ocriectlir.

a.. Terms and definitions

(2)

,

Hydraulics - a science tHat
deals with the properties of
liquids at rest or,in motion

Pounds Per'Square Inch (PSI) -
the amount of pressure that will
be exerted on hose (from the insiae)
or the pressure at which water is
discharged through a nozzle.

TIME: 3 hrs 50 min

TIME: l'hr 50 min

Stress energy and materials con-
servation

Check outside assignment

Stress importance of providing
proper and safe fire streams to
prevent injury to personnel and
damage to equipment

Review PT-307



(5)

Gallons Per Minute (GPM) - amount
of water being dlo.laarged through
'an oponing in

Friction Loss (PL) aa water is
forced through hose or piping we
have a losivof pressure due to
itsxubbing'against the inside
lining.

Standard Nozzle Pressure (SNP) -
desired pressure, at the nozzle '

that can be handled by one person
and will produce an effective fire
stream; 50 PSI, for solid-stream,
100' PSI for fog stream nozzles.

(6) Fire Stream S with SNP maintained
an effective Stream will discharge
9/10 of its volume in a 15" circle
or 3/4 'of its volume,in a 10" circlet
at 50 ft, we may then say we do not
have in excessive loss of volume.

(7) PUmp, Pressure (PP) - pressure
required it the pump to overcome FL
to maintain SNP. We arriVe at PP
by adding the FL to the,SNP (PP =
FL.+ SNP). ,

(8) Pump Operators Guide Plate.- a
small plate mounted in the punp
compartment which gives a quick
reference of the exact pump
.pressure required. To usethe
guide plate the length of hose
and nozzle size in use nust be
known.

(9) Rule of Thumb . a method used to
give a quidk approximation of
pump preseure. ls with the Guide
plate nozzle size and hose length
mast be known; howeverl'the fric-
tion loss must be mentally calcu-
lated.

(10) Back Pressure - that pressure
- exerted back against a pump or:
hydrant when pumping to multi-
story buildings or uphill, as a
rule of thwab 5 psi is used for
every 12 /bet (one story) increase
in elevation.

0

. .

Chart CAFB 64-539,
"
Pump Operators

Guide Plate',

271
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(11) ,Water - this 11quid4is our most

common extinguishing agent. Water
is,the basis for all fire protec-
tion. hydraulic problems. For our
putpose, water is noncompressible
and has a weight of approxiimately

0
8.3 lbs per gallon. Water has a
greater heat absorbing capacity
than otfier common extinguishing
agents. At 212 degrees fahrenheit,
a cubic footof water expands
approximately 1,700times its
original volume.

. b. Using the Pump operators guide plate, Use Chart CAFB 64-539, "Pump
students will determinethe correct Operators Guide Plate".
pump pressure when using the...1, 1-1/8"
and 1-1/4" tips. ,

(1) Provides quick exact pump pres-
sufe when hose iength and tip size

-

are known.

l78

)

Friction loss and notzle ptes-
sure are pre-calculated.

(3) Items found on guide plate:

(a)' Nozzle eze

(b) GPM

Nozzlepressure

'(d) ExaCt pump Pressure

(e) Desired Position of Change-
over valve

.(f) Hose length in 100 ft: incre-
ments

(4) When pumping to multi-story build-
ings, addG5 psi for every floor
excluding the,first floor.

Given hose length and nozzle size,
student will figure friction loss and
pump pressure using the rule of thuulb
method.

.(1) Quick approximate calculation of
pump pressure

3114

t.



(2) Ma orderto compute rule of -

thumb problems, eioh-individual
should know and understand the
following chart,

-Friction Loss Per 100

'Tip Size of. 2'k" Hose. GPM

1" 10 pui .109

148" 18' psi 25

.1i" 25 psi 326

(3) To get the pump pressure, you multi-
ply the friction loss as determined
by the nozzle used, and then by
the hose length divided by 100 then
add standard nozzle prespure

PLX SEP = PP
1ZZ

(4) Back pressure - add si for
each floor above first.;

(5) To_determine the total GPM flow
multiply the discharge rate
of the tip or tips usedi* the
minutes the nozzle.has operated.

Ad. .1.4xing 2k" Hose ToWn to lk" Hose.

(.1.) 'Used for;Maneuverability

(2) Priction loss (2i" hose) 6 psi
per.100 ft.

(3) 'Usually 1501 of.2kflloseon each
line of wye.

(4) Friction less (lk" hose)'20 psi'
per 100 ft!

.(5) Based on 75 GPM and 100 PSI nOzzle
pressure.

A

e. Bispesing two 21" lines into one 2' line -,

Less water damage from' smaller
line. .

3 1
(1.): Reduces Itriotion;lOes.

(2) Friction loSs,from diastase, use the
rule of thumb or guide last*.



(3) .TO figure friction, loss frOm pump
to siaitesit, figtrre only one.line

(longest)., -take * of this friction

loss, add. to friction loss for
single line plus SB? = PP.

f. Mhstei streams - are used when large
volumes of water are heeded at high

pressure.

(1) Master stream usage

(a) lislater curtains

(b) COver the buIi of fire
with straight or fOg
streams

(c) Cool heated areas above
fire to, reduce updrafts

4

(2) Master stream nozzle sizes and
GPM

(a) Based on 80 PSI nozzle pressure

i" tip

1.3/4" tip.

.60 apm

800 GPM
.

2" tip 1000 GPM

(3) Computing for nester streams ,

(a) Using rule of thumb

1. Divide GPM. by mumber of' .

eupply lines

2. Use rule ot thumb for 1", To aetermine friction loss in

Minimum of two lines for muter
stipple

a

1-1/8" and
/

. hose lay
I

4

ft

2. Add. '80' PSI,hozzle pressure

14 -tAdd 15 PSI friotibn loss
'ih master stream siamepe

Set pump to thip presliume
-

Usiilg: pump Operators4uide .plate

1. Divide GPM by number of
supply lines

3 16
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2. Add 45 pal.'

3. Set pump pressure

(5) Students will discuss what is meant
by drafting.and hovit takes place

(a) Drafting as applied to fire
protection means to obtain
water from an alternate source
sach as'lakes, 'rivers, etc., when
a hydrant supply it not available

(b) This'is accoraplished by the use
Of a hard stiction hose and a
primer on the vel4cle

1. Hard suction hp - prevents
the collapse of lines.

2. Primer - Allows you to decrease
pressurein hard suCtion hose.

The hard sUction hose is hOoked
to.the intake of a vehicle and
placed in the water.source, The
primer,is then engaged causing
a decrease of preseure inside,
our' lines allowing, the atmos-

pheric pressureto pudh water
into the pump. (Apartial
vacuun'is created within the
hard suction.hose).

(d) Atmospheric pressure is that
which is exerted all direc-
tions and Onall things. At,

sea.levelthis pressure is
14.7 psi; b9wever, it decreases
at the rate of .5 for each
1,000 feet increase in altitude

(e) In a.perfectvaquumat sea
level, water could be raised
33.9 fee4 however, our Vehicles
Only-have a capacity to draft

-*to a height of 25 feet.

'App/ication:
,

Intersperse throUghoUt the pressntation

EValtliation:

Intersperse throughput the presentation

TEME: 2 hrs

tI

TIME: 10 min



4

CONCLUSION TLME: 5 min

-----4ummary: We have discussed.the.purpose and necessity for each firefighter to know
fire protection hydraulics. We have defined terms and worked problems determining
pump pressure, gallons per minute, and friction loss. We also discussed using ths
pUmp operators guide plate and the rule of thumb, and briefly went into a look at
drafting water.

Remotivation: Ydu must,be able to use fire protection hydraulics if you eyer hope
to effectively fight a fire, and your knowledge of this subject can be invaluable
toyou and your crew.

Assignment: Read and st.udy the following SG-units and answer the questionslat the end
of'each

a. SG-401, Operations and Maintenance of. Hydrants

b. SG-402t Emergency Response Activities.

Outside Aisignment: (2 hrs) Read and study SG-403, Inspections, Maintenance, Mounted
Equipment,and-Operations of the.53010-8 Structural Pumpers and answer the
questions it.the end of the unit.

Closure; Fire protection-hydraulics is an important aspect of effective firefighting.
You now have the basic understanding of it. It is up to you to advance your knowledge
and remain proficient.

+1,

31 8
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'Fire Protection trench
Chanute Afl, Illinois

OBJECTIVES

3A3R.57130 -1 -SG-301

BLOCKS III AND IV ORIgNTATION

Aftercompleting this study guide and your classroom instruction, yoU will
participate in a discussion on:

1. Brock content.

2. Safety.

3. Energy conservation.

INTRODUCTION

, Proficiency in Chi Fire ProtectiOn
Organisation can, in many,cases, be

the-difference between life end death--
your.own, or that of the vidtim of
a fire or an emergency. These-two
blocks of instruction will contain
information eseintial to the duties
of the Fire ,Protection Specialist.

Included is-material relating to structural
firefighting, miscellaneous rescue,
and'vehicles. ,

INFORMATION

BLOCK CONTENT

The following subjects.will be
covered during this block of instruction.

Operations, Maintenance and Mounted
Equipsent on the P-10 Rescue Vehicle

,Profire Plans

MitcelIeneous Rescue

Alarm Room Procedures and Operation

Structural Firefighting Accessories

Fire ProtectiOn Hydraulics

BLOCK RESPONSIBILITIES

You are responsible to your instructor
at all times. Any queetions you have
can be referred-to your instructor.
If your instructor cannot answer a
question, he will send you to the phift
supervisor. Do not leave the class
or the school without the permission

321

of your ins,trucior. You will be required
tci assist the cleaning of the fire

equipmenr and facilities used during
Blocks III and IV. This is the.same
type of cleaning and maintenance that
you will perform at a fire station-in
the field.

CARE OF EQUIPMENT

The condition of the fire equipment
often makes the difference between losing
a building and saving one. There-fore,
it is very important that fire equipment
receive the best of maintenince awl
care. During the twollocks of-instruction,
you will be required to help clean and
maintain the equipment you use.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

One.of the moor important items
a fireman must remember is safety
procedures. This applies to firefighting .

Operations and,activities around the
fire station. Also, be very-careful
to.follov the safety rules for riding,
operating, and dismounting fire equipment.

' ENERGY CONSERVATION

While you attend this course, energy
conservation will be practiced to'the
fullest extent to include the use of
classroom cleaning materials, room
temperature and lighting when not in
the classtool. While working on the
vehicle, energy conservation will be
practiced in regard to leaking vehicles
(water, foam, gas and oil), overflowing
tanks (water, foam and gasoline), cleaning
materials (water, soap, wax and rags).
Conservation of fuel can be practiced by
operating the vehicle at lov RPM,.

1



QUESTIONS

Plaese anrwer (it:cations on a ,

seperate sheet, of Paper. Pleaie do
not WitO in this training literature.
Other students Will use it after you.

1. Proficiency in the Tire
Protection Organixation,can, in many
cafes, be the difference between

and

2. You ere responsible to your
. at all times.

2

3. Do not leave the class or the
school without the of your
instructor.

4. The of the fire.
- often makes the difference

between-losing 4 building and saving one.'

3. _One of the most important items
4 fireman must remember is

6. While students attend this
course, will be
(practiced to the fullest extent.

t



Fire"Protection Branch %

Chan4te All, Illinois

OBJECTIVES

tO:

OPERATIONS, MAINTENANCE AND MOUNTED EQU P
ON THE PL10AESCUE VEHICLE

)
4

After co:plating this study guide and your classroom instruction, yo \will be able

1. Perform inspection and operator aaintenance on the P -10-rescue vehiclesand
mounted equipment. . \\

2. Demonstrate the use of reinstall tools and operate equipment.

3. Perform preventive maintenance on the P-10 rescue vehicle and mounted
equipment.

INTRODUCTION

The A/S32P -10 (hereafter referred
to as the P-10) forcible entry resCue
vehicles are all-weather rescue vehicles
designed with urgency and maneuverability
in mind. These vehicles are equipped
to effect rescue from any given situation
conceivable on an Air lotce installation
'out may-rsquire supplementation with

special iteas according to the local
conditions. For years these vehicles
have merely biked another piece of
equipment that., in eany opinions,
was not really needed. Fortunately,
people's mdnds have changed through
the efforts Ot'firefighters concerned
for the safety of others. The Air
Force Fire Serviceis recognising

,the importance of-having a well trained,
well equipped, rescue capability.
You will find that practically any
item required for rescue is available
through ordinary supply channels and
you should take enough initiative
to secure these iteas. Yourrescue
vehicle, regardless of the type, iu
equipped with the bare minissa,of
equipment when it is received at yOur
base. It must be supplemented according
to the specific location and rescue
problems expected.

INFORMATION

P-10 RESCUE VEHICLE

Fire protection is beginning-
to recognise the importance of trained
or speCialixed rescuemen due to the

3
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many rescue situations and the incieasing
.complexityof transportation equipment
and.structures. They now reinse that
it is not piactical and is impossible,
for t regular firefighter to-be assigned
to bOth firefighting.sed rescue duties
on the Crossmanning eoncept. To keep
abreast of rescue practicei and techniques,
it is.necessary to be assigned to the
rescue team-constantly, to allow you
to train in all thsareas necessary and
to keep abreast of new procedures and
techniques in rescue. It is desired
that the rescuemen-be exeupted fros routine
duties whiCh do not,pertaip to rescue
trainins. Remember that the rescuesan
is responsibk for the actual.rescue
of the' victinsPei'adttdents:and if they

".,clo their job properlY the firemen can
condentrate-on firefightitiand support
for which they are trained to do. For
many years, resmehas taken a-back seat
to such thinss-as-layina hose, painting
fire hydrants, live fires (training),
testing fire hose, etc. This should
not be. The saving of 114es is our primary
rectionsibility, then saving,property,
in ihat order.

Many reocuemen-will be assigned
to the rescue crew but 4111 not perform
in the sinner expected of a rescuemen.
TRAINING is the big word in-any section
of fire protection but especially in
rescue. You musebe able to enter any
building or aircraft quickly and by forcible
means if-necessary and effeit rescue
under.the most hasardousoonditions
imaginable. You must be able to locate
and recosuise any siven location within



your response range immediately to
reduce response time., Yod must ba
capable of removing victims from crashed
,autopobiles Without further injury.
You must be:ible to perform-first
aid'on the victims Of accidents or
suddem illnesses'reiponsibly and
prOficiently. Thee:Akre but only'a .

few of the duties and responsibilities
of"a rescue:Km. Can you accomplish
all thesa,at the prepent tide? You
are getting paid to accomplish thee4 but you muit.admit to yourself that
you are unqualified, if you are unqualified.
Only when yoU idait your weaknesses .

to yourself,,,will you start to increase
your knowledge and eliminate your Week
areas.

When'you are dealing vith life,
you don't haisa a saiond chance. You
must be qualified,to perform rescue
NOW. It will be too late to start
training after soaeone is killed,because
you couldn't find a building, couldn't
operate the winch-on a rescue vehicle,
or some other task which you should
be able to perform. EIGHT NOW If THE
TIME TO START TRAIN/NG.

Your rescue vehicle, rescue equipment,
and training will determine to a great
extent, if you succeiWor fail in the
rescue situation. You must be able
to operate your vehicle safely, operate
all items of equipmenr, whether standard
or supplemenked, with a minimum of
delay, and take care of your vehicle
aid equipment when they are not in
use. lescue'vehicle: and equipment
are important in your prectial trtining

' because, without a thOroughlmowledge
how to use these items, you cannot
even train properly.

For a Specific task in emergency .
rescue, there is always a specific
tool that will Accomplish the task
bast. The purpose of this study gUide
is to cover the general description
of the rescue vehicle. Chances of
rescue being performed at an emergency
is always a factor. With this thought
in mind, one might readily, see the
illfortaidce of.knowing tha equipment

4

which will aid you,most when engaged
in rescue work. Knowing how to properly
use these vehicle: mut 4q0ipment may,
one day, mean the life or death of..a
traPped victia, maybe your best friend.

Reading Assignment

You should uhderstand the A/S32P -10
rescue vehiila and mounted equipment
in order to operate this liehiCla
effectealy. Study the following readitig
assign:vent from TO 36Al2-12 -13-l.

Page Paraeriph

1-1 thm 1-7.

4-3 thru,464

4-8 thru 4-11

QUESTIONS

1-5 thru 1-37

4-12 thru 4-23

4727 thru 4-36

Please write your answers to the
following questions on a separate sheet
of paper.

1. The P-10 has wheelOka.

2. All of the-lorcible entry and
rescue equipment, except the'

, can be operated
away froa the truck,

3. The . provides fast
and safe heavy duty cutting power without
relying on auxiliary equipment.

4. Two portabli engine-driven
blowers are used to reiove
and from enclosed areas.

5. The engini-driven portable '

generator is used to furnish power for
th:

6. In operating the winchi put
and case in neutral.

REFERENCES

\L\ TO 36Al2-12-13-1, Firefighting Truck,
Forcible Entry.



'Fire ?satiation Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinoia

PREFIRE PLANS

OBJECTIVE

30E5713a-1-SG-303

After completing this study guide and your. Classrooa instruction, you will be
ablato identify basic facts concerning preparation of,prifiri

INTRODUCTION

Many times, as a fire protection
apecialist, you will'be called on to
performrescue or extinguish a fire
in either building, or aircraft. A
primary aid in performing the tasks
is prefire plans.

INFORiATION.

PURPOSE

The purpose of prefire planning
is to indoctrinate firefighters in
known factors and to predesignate certain
duties. Lack of knowledge may result
in fatal or serious injury to fire
protection personnel as well as those
who require fire-suppression services.

PREFIRE1LANNING PROGRAM

A prefire plannklig program is
impleaented at all Air Force installations
to insure,effective fire response
procedures. Plan for the following
responses:

Erich mission assigned aerospace
vehicle.

Selected transient aerospace vehicles.

Mission essential facilities.

Missile sitee and rocket pads.

Deluge or sprinkler-equipped
facilities.

Facilities, regardless of occupancy,
that present & unique fire-protection
problem such as multistory facilities,
clubs and schools.

Other facilities as determined
by the fire chief.

a
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%

Flans are prepared to.explain
procedures and other geographically
important information, required auxins
fire-suppressión operations.

ci

Aare the fire situation paimits,
tha'initial attack 'with praconnectid
1-1/2 inchiloselines may badesirable.
Luger hose lines (suCh as 1=112 and
3'inch) are required'uhen ccobatift'major
-fires, supporting master streams, sprinkler
systems, and protecting exposuresI

Building peefire plans are carried
on the assistant fire chief's iehicli
and each first-run pumOar. Maintain
'a copy in each firs alarm comiunications
center.*

PREF1RE PLANNING.FOR-AEROSPACE VEHICLEt

On'esch Air Force inrtallation,.
eich fire organixation direlOps a prefire
plan on each type of mission=assigned
aircraft (installations thnt possess -

the aerospace vehicli inventory change
AYM65-110 mission support, and transient
eircraft'that land and take off, including
touch -and7go landings fro* tha same
installation in-average of reven times
a Week during any'three consecutive month
period:). Prepare Al! !Orli 1028 to
include: . .

Optimum vehicle positioning (including
rescue-and resupply vehicles).

Aircraft characteristics and
inforiation as indicated in TO 00-105E-9.

Predesignatid rescuemen'i duties.

Aircraft prefire plans are carried
on each fire Oises vehicle, assistant*
chief's vehicle, and a copy is maintained
in the fire alarm commanicationacenter.
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PRE-FIRE PLAN

$*It.*K NC. AsiA

O SLIGHT LINC

O OPO. STOSAGI

o ACILITI(S

AIftCftArT TSUFIc ASCAS

LOCATION

Block V Area
Hose Pad Ramp AreaOIsn.

CQUIPM(NT SEQUISCO (J,ctv4. .s4th ( laid.,.)

One 530B 36' Extension
One P-8 Idder
One' 750A
One P-12
One P1O

I' .

EXTESIOS STSUCTUIC

Two sto:ry cement

block building.
36* X 36'

INT(RIOS STSUCTUSC

Cént block with,
'metal doors

0

IA'((s HYOSANT Qft
GENES, WATER SOIJSC(

MOUNT
AVAII.ASLC

,

PSCSSuft(
ADJACENT
ExposuftEs LOCATION N*ZAPDS

Five Hydrants Less than
500 3PM

dO to 70
PSI

None Interior
fuel storage

ACCESSIBILITY OFRUILOING UTILITIES CUT Ofl'
INSTALLED SYSTEMS"APPROACI$CS 'TESRAIN UtILITY LOCATION MITNOC

Can be approac
lied frotn all

sides

Black top
rnp area

"ii
South side of
building first

utility pii1
box

open head eprinkl
systen with Fire
Department
connectionsoutside east

side of build.,
gas shut-off
valve

VENTILATION PSOCEDUSCS

Vertical '

Horizontal

MATERIAL STCI(D/US(D IN SUII.OING OR AREA

FurnitureS
Fuel storage

OCCUtANT CAPACITY

Four

SPECIAL SEASONAL CQ.ISID(RATIO$I

Heavy snot, ice

OTHER rAcTORS

.AF 102$' Figure 1 Front Side of A? Form 1028.
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DIORAM: (Iscludine beeatiew of Oi4ro. Walk... stairways, with moons f forego utfigoi: fweafion f
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AUTHENTICATION OF PREPLANNING

Review AY Fora 1028 lit least annually
and.update as requiria. Prefire plans
are prepared on AF Form 1028i see figures
1 and 2 foroexamples.

QUESTIONS

Please write your' answers to the
following quastions,On a separate sheet
of paper.

1. The purpose of prefire planning
is to firefighters in known-

,factors.

.

a

2. Prefire plans are used to.
certalh duties.

3., Building prifire plans are
carried on the asiistant fire chief!s
vehicle avid each -pumper.

4. Alrciaft prefire plans ars
developed on eich type,of
aircraft.

5. Prefire plans must be reviewed.
at least . . .

REFERENCES

1. AFR 02-1, Fire ProtectiOn.Prosramc
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MISCELLANEOUS-RESCUE

OBJECTIVES

1AER.0130474G -304

After completing this study guide and yoUeclassroom ihitruction, you will be
able .tot

1. Identify procedures for rescuing.perecnnel 'from miscellaneous areas and
disasters.

2. Perform normal and emergency entry

3. Perform rescue from a vehicle.

INTRODUCTION'
c,

'Many times You.will be-facetiwith
rescue situations which-de not,involve

aircraft-Or-buildings;, therefore,. we
, have included this section of study

,

material. Neu May be ZaCed-with.automobile
accidents or a natural digester at
any time. We-are-the only specialized
ground rescue the Air Force has and '
den be Called-upon to perform in any
giVen rescue situationi,:-

INFORMATION

You aremwareby now that first
aid is the most ieportan6 single part
of the:rescue operation. Without firit
aid, Many times any other part of,the
rescue operation is,useless. Any-time
a rescue is required, soMeone is in,
need,of help. It is your responsibility
first to remove the victim to keafe

, atmosphere, theotogive him the aid
-he needs. Sometimes the victim may
not need any assistance other than
releasing his from a pinnediituation.
Other times the victim may be a
burningluilding or aircraft, may be
pinned or-trapped, miy have seVere
physical injuries, and a number of
other problems that requires numerous
actions by the rescuemai.

NATURAL DISASTERS

Being in the rescue field may
necessitate your,presence at the scene
of 'aknatural disaster. During a natural
disaster-(and thereafter) the public,
Will need all the help that is available
to them. You will be working under far
different conditions than you have ever,

into A vehicle.

different conditions than you have ever
worked under. You will.probably be ,

,working for a different biass.

A natural-disaster is a disaster
caused-by nature or the'hatural elements,.
This would be, floods, tornadoes, hurricanes,
etc. In any-of theie situations,,your
first concern vill bete Survive and
then help others to survive. Aftei
the situation has subsided,,you will
restore-the-base to operation (uber.
we are concernedwi make ssre all rescue
business is takencare of) then we will
-probably be called upon te-alisist- the
local .commdility(s). 1,64n you leave
the-bise, you arerespensible to the
Civil Defense officials in your capacity
as a'rescueman.. They yill direa you
as to where to stait, where the victims
will probably be trapped or located,
when to terminate-your mission, etc.
You wt41 be working in the operations
jointly with local rescue, police, fire,
and other civil servants,, in their attempts
to rescue.entrapped persennel.

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS

Automobile accidents ire the most
common rescue situations that any rescue,
team is exposed to. Any number of
situations can be associated with An
automobile accident including fire,
explosion, trapped and-pinned victims,
severe physical injuriei and many more
too numerous-to mention. Extrication
from automobiles requires many hours
of training with tools, procedures and
emergency care.

Other rescue situations discussed
here can arise'during natural dpaster
or in miscellaneous areas.

9.0
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As you can imagine, if you stay
proficient in the art of rescue, you,
hive a full time jObr.

Extrication- Fr Om Automobiies

Autómobile rescue requires specialited
training-and special items of equipment
which should be acquired. You should
havelowthan a pry axe and.1-12
ski and will find that You Should

iteam auch.ai pOrt-a-
pOwets, comm-alongs, and-viriout other
tool's. Very Often the victim Of'an
auto4obile aCcident is,kiiled by-an
attempted rescue rimatead of the accident.
When you are.dealing with people's
lives you cannot put i price on everything
because a tool O. piece of equipment
can prove priceless to the parson
being rescued.

Training is also a yery important
part of automobile rescue. Without
training, yommill accomplieh nothing
other than seriously injuring or ,F;,:arhaps
eyen killing the victim. This cannot
be tolaritid. You have'a job to do
thatcannot be,graded"by the degree
of accuracy with which-you perform.

You-will be) graded or judged by the:
iuccesi or faiiure of the mission.
(which is to rescue the victim). If
the victim dies, even through:no fault
of your own, there will be those Oho'
.will,blame the rescueman because he is
theta and is available. If you successfully
rescue the victim, you will.bevraised
'regardless of the mistakaa thavyou
know you made. Imaome.cases you
may be officially charged with malpractice
or misconduct and rightly so if you,
did not do the job you are getting
paid to'do. Remeaber people's lives
are dependent upon you, the rescueman,
and that's the most important asset
e person has. rn some cases, even'
your own life may be at stake and
may be lost if you mike the wrong
decision or don't know what you are
doing.

The general rule-that no injured
victim should,be moved before he is
given emergency first aid can be,
disregarded if his life and well- '

-being are endangered where he is.
The victim should be moved.out of
danger it once if possible.

Normally, extrication is divided
into filia stages, as follows:

1. Gaining &cease to the victim.

2. Conducting the primary survey.

3. Disentanglement.

4. Preparation for removal.

5. Removal.

Gaining Access to the Victim

Gaining swill; to vitals uaually
presents no problem. In the great majority
of aUtomobile accidents the vital has
either been thrown out in the crash,
has removed himself, or has been removed
by uninjured pessengers:or other.aotorists.
The thieat of fire ipthe-main reason

for hurried_and.possibly dangereue removal
of patients from autonebile wrecks.
However, a recent starve* of-42,000
accidents revealed that vehicles not on
fire by the time the police arrive were
not.likely to catch fire.

Gaining accees-to-the-victim.depends
on the location and position of an
automobile, damage to'the car and the
position of the victim in it. ,Access
am* be as aimple as *tieing the door

or as difficult as opening a car that
is upside-down atthe bottom of a river
or Dike. Access might involve forcing
open doors, cutting off the reef,
breaking outilass, jacking up the car
or pulling a.ateering wheel or seat.

Lifesaving,Emergency Care (Primary Survey)

The priaary survey is instituted
when necessary while the patient is still
in the car bOthqiuring and after access
to the victia has been gained. The primary
survey consists of:

1. Establishing and maintaining
an airing'.

2. Giving artificial ventilation.

3. Controlling bleeding.

Cardiopulmonary reauscitation is
not listed since it is ineffective when
performed on a victim who is in a

10
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'0144/Position-Or in enantomOhile.
Thevictimpienst be:lying-down On-i-
flit,nturdy iurfici.for.cardiopulmonitrY-
iesistitation ro-be effective.

Disentanglement

1hi -importance of-disentanglement

,of thniiiiiia=fromvany thing restraining-
him-ineidethe automobile Molt be
emphasized, even thoughithe_Oriaary
con9ern ieremoval of-the viatim from
the VehiCli._11mUvingtor dieentangling
the vehiCle ftee'the viciimnhoul&
be considered 041 is the mere likely
way to prevent fUrther *jury.

victim,maylavesbeenthrown up underneath
the dash if-he wasn't wearing a safety
belt, he 44y have a part Of the steering
wheel impaled in his chest if he wasn't
wearingthe safety harness, or he
may be pinned in the.automobile oi
pinned pertiallynutside the vehicle.

Preparation for lteMOvil'

Once the automobile parts end
other impediments have-been disengaged
from the victim and other physical
restraints in ind around the car have
been-removed, the victim,should be
prepared for initial movement and
subsequent transportation to the ambulance.
Such preparation shouldt

1. Protect the victim from
further injury.

2. Facilitate removal.

Fractures should be immobilized
where possible, wOunds dressed, and
the victim "packaged" for lifting-
and removal.

'\

Removing from Automobile

Removal from the car and transportation
to the ambulance may be as simple
as assisting the victim to step out of
the car into the aabulance`or as
complicated as removing him on a spine '

board and then up-a brush-covered
hillside.

Special Problems

Access, disentanglement, and
removal from automobiles present special

11
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'problems which requirnspecial instruetion.
Major poinis.are.preeented here in
detail.

Methods of gaining acCess and
-disentangling entomb-Ile parts sad debris
from around the-victim-iiquite a great
deal of-coMmon sense-and ingenuitY in
the use ok eVailable methods ind tools.
While no two autelobile craihes are
eicactly'alike, similititiendo,exist.

lighting is.of utmost importance
in many Instances. It is impossible
-to work effectiVely in the dark or with
inadequate lighting where-persions injured
are in neritimi danger.

Besides flashlights, each rescUe
vehicle must have floodlights capable
of providing light at some distance
from the-vehicle.

Gaining Access and Disentanglement

Durixiaccesaand disentanglement,
great care must be exercised as it is
at this time that the tools ire closest
to the victim. Hiat, noille, and force
should be'kept to the necessary minimum.
Possible-injurienthe vietim may have
sustained should'be taken into account
to avoid making his condition worse.
After acCess is gained. and while
disentanglement proceeds, efforts to
give emergency care maycontinue as
additional body areas become accessible
for treatment.

A knowledge of iechanics and a
familiarity idth the available tools
will facilitate access and disentanglement
procedures, Prying, either manually
or with powered equipment, is the method
most frequently used on wrecked tars. .

Wrecking bars and-crowbars will spread
metal, open doors, or provide some type
of opening into the-car. Where manual
force is not sufficient, the hydraulic
rescue kit with a spreader ram is used.
An-opening uivally mustbe made, or
one already present enlarged, to
accommodate the jawnof the spreader.
After a jammed door has been opened,
two men should be able to rotate it
completely out of the way by breaking
the door check and, at times, the hinges,
If a come -along'is available, it should
be used to remoVe the door from the hinges.



One of the difficulties that
will be encountered in,new cars is
the metal afety lock Which prevents
prying the liopc open and often necessitates
cutting the bolt before the door ney
be opened. Onemothod used by eufbmobile
body mechanics,is to cut a half cirCle
around thspdoor handle end turn back
the resulting flap of metal, thus
gaining access to the lock. (The
door kdob activates either a push
rod Or a metal-plate, so there is
no direct connection from knob to
lodk to prevent this.) The doorjamb
la then struck a'heavy blow with a
hangar at the lock, whidh relieves
the tension onthe bolt and allows
the doer to be opened.

Release of entrapped victims
often involves lifting or pulling
the car, while at other times, parts
of the car must be cut swig. Needless
to say, a knowledge of exactly how
to cut away a car is importadt ta
avoid injury to an entrapped-person.
Without this knowledge, it might
be'better not to attempt such a procedure.

If a car is on its side, access
through a door or window will allow
surveying the victims and giving emergency
care, but relining victims through
such openings, although possible, is
difficult. The top of the automobile
may be turned down for removal of patients
by.cutting through.the door posts or
the top itself. Door posts may be
cut through with a hackiew,.an air
Chisel, or a metal cutting saw. The
air (pneumatic) chisel is much faster
than any other feasible method.

The K-12 or Quickie saw is an
effective tool for gaining access to
the automobile. A disadvantage is
the production of sparks, a distinct
hazard when gasoline bas been spilled.
Hosing down the area before,operating
the oaw, or running the blade under
a stream of water, will eliminate this
hazard. With a power saw, the top
of a car may be turned back in less
than five minutes. Cuts should be
made through the posts instead of the
top itself. This is a faster procedure,
creates less.sparks, and gives more
room to attend to persons inside. The
width of the opening possible depends
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upon theautomobile and the way you
remove the top. Victims of 'the accident,
still inside the car, are treated and
covered with an asbestos blanket before
cutting operations on the posts basin.

The air chisel is by far the bast
cutting tool for use in automobile rescue.
It is muCh-faster than the K-12, preduces
virtnally no sparks and is exceptionally
safe to.opirate. 'It uses air pressure
(usually 300 psi) for its operation
either fram a large bottle, such as
a bottle from a cascadeeysten, sdSba
bottle, or self-contiined breathing
apparatus bottle. A Scott air tank
of air is sufficient to remove the top
of a car. The pneumatic chisel "digs"
its way into the metal of a car top.
It is capable of fantastic speed in
cutting the-top of a car or a corner
post.

The PTO winch is of some Value
to automobile rescue. It is especially
usefulfor areas where wrecker service
is not quickly available. :arried outside
the vehicle an the front buspei, it
takes np.no roon which nisht be needed
inside. It is useful to pull open car
doors, pull away crushed corner posts,
and pull jammed seats back frost
dashboards. Winches are'especielly
useful when the victim-is trapped between

-the seat and.the dash or steering wheel.

1. A chain is run Around the
seat and attached to the winch cable
or grapnel.

2. The rescue vehicle has been
positioned behind the car:

3. Ihe rearwindow of the wrecked
vehicle is broken out and the cable
passed through it.

4. The rescue vehicle has been
braced with blocks-against the cir in
front..

5. The winch is slowly and evenly
taken in and the seat is torn from its
track while a rescueman holds the victim
in place to prevent sudden movement.

Preparing For Removal and Removal'

Preparation for removal of.a victim
entails immobilizing all fractures and

,Zci



dreseing ill wounds in additien to
correCting ill.life-ihreateninuproblems.
Use of stenderd sPlints intonfined
areal is-at times difficult Or even
impossible', but siiple fixation of

upper extrelities to the Victim's
trunk and-the lOwer extremities to-
each otherrwill suffice until initt:I
movement of the victim provides sufficient
space for adequate imeobilization.

Mang the patient Into a package
for moveeent as i unit is best accomplished
by means of a spine board; the.packaging
converts diffiault situatiOns into
easy Ones. The boardsare, of cOurse,
useful in moving victims with spine
injuries and they are very.helpful
in.other cases as well.

The spine board should be applied
to the victim before.any meveient
if at all possible. -If the victim
of an automobile accident is unconscious,
°you automatically assume that he has
a,spinal injury. If he coeplains
of pain or discomfort, no matter-how
slight, apply-Ehe backboard.

The-short spine board is-used
most greqdently for stabilization
of the sitting victim; besides being
maneuverable, it provides handholds
for easier.movement. The head is
supported and the neck is iamobilized
by means of a cervical collar or other
means. The head is fastened inigace
by a headboard and chinstrap. The-,

victim is secure& to the body portion
'of tbe board by two long straps, applied
across the chest and around the thiihs
sothat the weight of thsbcdy is
supported-and.does not pull-doee against
the straps on the head and chin. lie

may be lifted out with little risk
if the backboard is properly applied.

If tfie victim is too large for
this, he is removed by means of the
long board, which can be slid beneath
him; sometimes the patient is slid
onto the board. It is highly polished,
which makesthe sliding action possible.
Once the patient is on the board,
the long straps are used for firm
fixation so that he can be moved as
necessary.

Scoop stretchers, like the Sarole,
Robinson, or Green stretchers, function

13
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las Similar !inner, but' all'haeethe
disadiantage that the* Must be applied
freathaside of the yictiu,' vho thus
cannot be slid-ento on
stritcher-birelirbeitath-him.from his
head to feer, as-is possible with,the
long spine board. Olie locally designe&
scoop.stretcher dses a removable back
(spine)-boardes the-bottom of the .

scoop, ehich is in excellent idea.

ingennity, toren sense, and
mechanical-knoll:edge will solve most
extrication problems. Part of-the-training
of the rescuemaneust consist of practice
on wrecked cars from junk yards.

In attempting to slip a short spine
board behind a victim seatedjn a .car,
the rescueean must exercise care and
ingenuity to avoid disturbing the victim r

or having to move him before he is properly
immobilized. It is possible to maneuver
the boar4 through the door and behind
the patient: If the beirdstrikes the
top of ihe low doorway, it may be turned
so-that either eid goes into the car
first. It may then be-pivoted into
an upright position and slipped behind
the victim, who hairremsined undiaturbed.

The follewing is the proper sequence
in fixation-of a euspected neck injury,
on a seated-person. The cervical coll-
(or other means of immobilizing the
neck) is applied, after'which the spine
board is positioned behind the victim.
The victim's head Is fastened to the
board with the chin strap and head band.
The torso is fixed to.the board by the
two straps. The straps &repassed through
the'upper handholds, behind the board,
out-the=lower-handholds on the opposite
side, around the thighs from outside
to inside, and finally, under and over
the thighs to the chest buckle, staying
as close to the groin as possible.

QUESTIONS

Please write your answers to the
following questions on a separate sheet
of paper.

A. A natural disaster is a disaster
caused by or the
eleMents.

2. In any natural disaster your
first concern will be to



3. accidents are
the most common rescue situations
that any rescue team is exposed to.

4. A knowledge of exactly how
to cut away a car is important to
avoid to an entrapped person.

5.) The
is by,far the best cutting tool for
use in automobile rescue:

14

6. Preparation for reMoval
of a victim entails immobilizing all,

and all
in addition io correcting all
life-threatening problems.

REFEkENCES
-

1. IFSTA #201, Fire Service tracticert-
for Volunteer Fire DepartmentsA
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ALARM-ROOM PROCEDURES AND OPERATION

OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide and-classroom instruction, you will be able to:

1. Identify oPerational procoduree of the alsri iad ,commuiication center.

2. Mbnitor, receive:and record one normal and one emergency meesage.

3. Alert firefighting personnel ao.support agencies.

4. Maintain fire.station logs.

5. Real and maintain maps, charts anci statue bbardi.

You-will be able tO observe all security predautions and identify locations by
grid,cOordinates.

INTRODUCTION

To simplify the presentation of
this subject, "fire alarm-center" will
be called simply the "alarm-center."
It is .important for you to keep in
'mind that the alarm center is the "hub"
from which all fire department operations
revolve. The handling of telephone
calls, radio messages, fire-alarm
transmissions and switchboards are
only a portion ofthe operatOr's duties.
The alarm center usually contains,
in addition to the above mentioned
electrical equipment, many-other aids.
Some of these ilds are maps (several
types), charte,,rosters, fire response
cards, run cards, prefire plias, and
an activity log. Many air-bases will
have additional needs for equipment
and/or aids. The operator which controls
the alarm center must possess special
qualities and knowledge. Quick, almost
automatic, reflexes and a &illness
while under strain are the most desirable
qualities of an alarm center operator.

,INFORMATION

ADMINISTRATI4MELEPHONE

One of the most common tools and
aids in the alarm center is the
idministrative telephone. There are
normally two or more of these phones
installed with extension lines to the
other fire department offices such as:
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Fire Chief; Assistant Chief, Tech Services,
etc., for "official business" calls.
Always answer ihese telephones by showing
proper courtesy and identification,
for instance, "Ease Fire Department,

, Brown *peeking, six."

INTERCOMMUNICATION - PA SYSTEM

-A Combination intercom and public
address system control unit is provided
in the.alarm center. Connected to the
control-unit in-the alarm room center
are a-series of speaker boxes mounted
throughout thafire station. This system
-enables the alarm center operator to
pass on all emergency information-of
a fire or aircraft crash to all firemen
on duty at once or giiet ibiced instructions
to any occupied area of ihe fire station.
An example of its use would be to inform
the Fire Chief that he has a "business
call" on extension line 11 or extension
line 12.

"117" EMERGENCY FIRE TELEPHONES

This phone will be used primarily
for receiving structural fire emergency
calls only. One or more phone lines
are reserved at the telephone exchange
for the fire alarm center. The number
"117" should be widely publicized and
displayed throughout the Air Force to
familiarize all base personnel with
its purpose.



When 'answering-this telephone,
you should state, Nlanute AFEFire
Department," and ask -the 'caller, "Are
you reporting afire?" If a fire
is being reported, be calm-and_record
all information iccurately and quickly.
If the-call issA mistake-or wrong *.

number, the caller should be informed
thet'"117" isin miergency fire phone_

. number. You-should then clear the
line as quickly as possible. If the
caller requests additional information,
have them call back ou an adiinistrative
phone.

RECORDING BOARD

If the caller is reporting a
fire,-You muit'be prepared,to record
the information etcurately and quickly.
A recording board-will be of great
assistance to you. It 'consists of
a list of items of the type of emergency,

information that firemen combating
the fire may or in some.cases, must.
need to know. Items of emergency*

informatiam listed:an this board should
include, but not be limited io: TIME,
LOCATION, INCIDENT, TYPE, LIFE HAZARDS,
PERSON CALLING and OTHER.

"CRASH" ALARMS

Two separate systeas are-used
to notify perionnel and activities
of a possible-or actual aerospace-
vehicle-emergendy. A "primary" system
is used to notify those personnel
and activities most directly affected
by an aerospace vehicle emergency.
This systei is controlled and set
into operation by the control tower -

operator, The system includes the
CONTROL foni, EASE OPERATIONS, HOSPITAL,
and the-FIRE DEPARTMENT (ALARM-CENTOR).
Sometimes the alaranenter operator':
will receive notification of'an emeigency
by means other than the primary crash
alarm. In these cases, you would
notify the proper authorities to activate
both theprimary and secondary crash-
alarm systems.

The secondary system is set into
operation by Base Operations. Its
purpose is to act as a followup to
the primary and to notify supporting
activities of the emergency. Some
of the activities connected are the

1.6

SECURITY POLICE, ClitILIMG/NEER, BASE
CCMKANDER; EOW(EXPLOSIVE ORDINANCE,
laSPOSAL )', FIXE:DEPARTMENT (ALARM

The number tf activities cennected-
are-United to avoid defeating the purpose
of the system.

FIRE REPORTING TELEPHONES

This systea of telephones Provides
specially designed, ideally located
Stationi-for reporting fires, The-phones
at these stations-tre'normally connected
directlyto the fire elide' center. The
alert center operator is informed that
one of these phones hns beespicked
up by a light and'an Audible pound froa
a switchboard. The-operation of0the
switchboard will Vary with-design, but
the call is hamiled-isthe sane manner
as the "117" telephone call-.

STATION ALARM

Alarm bells or other loud Signalling
devices are used to "alert" personnel
in the fire station-or stations of an
emergency situation. Usually's'
specifically larked 011-0/y switch is
used to activate the devices. The switch
is located in the.alarm centerand
controlled by the alarm center operator.

TWO-WAY RADIOS

.Two-Way radio communication will
be provided'between the alarm center,
auxiliary stations, Mobile units, and
All portable transceiver radio units.
The-master Control unit is usually kept
and maintained in the alarm center.
-Local policy will govern the agencies
using the same frequency that the fire
department uses. Usually, the only,
agency using the fire-department frequency
is the hospital. The master Control
unit in the alarm center must-be monitored
on a 24 -hour basis. .

When using a two-way radio unit,
be sure to: always speak clearly, use
a normil.tone, never discuss classified
information, end,never use obscene.language.
Pronouncing words correctly for radio
transmisSion is-very important.
Mispronouncing a word may cause a
misunderstanding. To be sure you are
pronouncing the words correctly, you
must studiand learn the international
phonetic alphabet.
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-The termitelogy.of radio differs-
from hase'to-biee to a considerible
extent. "Yet some terms end Opressions
are-universal, Firmdepartieet vehicles
will all:be aesigned.radio.call signs
consisting ot a cod4 ward=ditignating
-type of unit, followed'by nuierical
sequence IdentificatiOn. The-assigned
call number will bmeffixed °well
sides and tops Of firefighting Vehicles.

transmissione,
a atandird-Air Forc. copmenications
code will be used asiluch as-possible
at all-Air Force bases. Other codei
may-be added to meet requirements
of individual bases. ,All perionnel
must be trained in the procedures
and use of this code.

INSTALLED SYSTEMS ALARM

All installed fire protection
syitemmshould be equipped wiih an
alarm unit. The alarm-unii miy be
operated manually or automatically.
In most cases, a codecLor noncoded
signal is sent. The signal is received

at the alarm center. The signal may
be visual, audible, or both. .When
the alarm center operator receives
such a signal, a chart is consulted
to determine the exact location of
the fire by building section,-building,
or area.

DISPATCHING-EQUIPMENT

When the alarm imreceived from
any of the already mentioned devices,
personnel and-equiplent must be sent
to determine the-trouble or combat
the fire. Response cards are usually
the primary-aid of the alarm center
operator at this time. The response
card will tell the operatorthe type,
number, and from which fire station
the fire trucks.will respond.. As

equipment and personnel respond to
the emergency, the alarm center operator
passes on needed information over
the two-way radio systei. Because
of poor,light in a bouncing vehicle,
responding crews often have difficulty
reading-prefire plans. The alarm
center operator transmits over the
two-way radio information from the
prefire plans to assist supervisors
in their size-up and firefighting

operations. AF Fora-1028-,-"Prefire
Pla41" is ilormallY%On an 8"-x 10" Card
or paper for...Arndt:lea-graphic-Olen

for-each esjor bUildiag,or gioop of
identical bUildings. A:Otefire plan
proiides yeu with4 lloor Olen of the
building involved.inCluding utility
shutoffs.and surroUnding_steminfotmation,_
which assists Yomin thejive basic
divisions of firefighting iicticivcalled
eite-up: The five baiic diVilions
are:

1. Life hazards-(rescue of
personnel).

2. Protection of exposure (inC1oding
interier).

3. Confinement.

4. Extinguishment.

5. Overhaul.

Many supporting activities are
needed at each.fire incident. Usually
the alarm center operator is equipped
with lists of activities to-call in'
the event of a fire or crash. In the

event of a major fire, additional personnel
and more equipment sky be needed. At

the request of the Fire Chief,.the
alarmcenter opetator may be required
to recall off-duty firefighters, auxiliary
firefighters, and ask for mutual aid :
insistence from surrounding communities.

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

The daily.activity log is Used
to record all activity, by time and
subject, within a 24-hour period. Same

examples of subjects are duty personnel
assignments, vehicle movements, and
mechanical status, response to fire
incidents, emergencies,lals, alarms,
alarms received, visitors, injuries
to personnel,. etc. The log .is prepared

in longhand in a bound ledger-type
book. Fire incidents and emergencies
will be written in red ink. In addition
to keeping the daily activity log up -
to-date, the alarm center operator
-maintains a "vehicle status indicator."
This indicator may be made of a plastic
material with embossed headings. Its

purpose is to give a quick, ready
reference to the alarm center operator

17
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of all vehicle locations and condition
status.

MAPS

A variety of maps are kept in
the alarm?center and are used as aids

-in locating specific points or subjects.
These maps are used to show utilities
(gas, water, sewage, electrical, etc.)
systemic base layout, and aurrounding

18

7

Grid Map.

9 10 11 12

areas. Most of the maps used in the
alarm center have grids,to assist the
user in locating a desired point.

An on-bas and off-base grid map
will be maintained at the operation
office, air traffic control tower,
fire department, hospital, and security
police office. 'Normally, the Base
Master Plan will be utilized for on -
base gria naps with eachsgrid area not
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,nicceeding 1,000 feet aquareend.nerked
lareVery loCatiowef my Point,Within
the map aria'. A 151Mileeff4ise
map will-be lined to indicatel-
mile square-grid-areas and marked
for every location of enrpoint within
the eararea. Coupes' headings frau
the-base:will-be lined on, the-map
lo :fiancees lodatiOeof cieshen,
by search andxesdue-aircraft. To
establish-a Standard-procedure of
reading grid doordinatesr maps will.
be numbered left to right at the-
bottón and top-and lettered:bottess
to topen each,side. Cridemps will
be read right and,up; therefore,
grid cobrdinates will contain-first
a number followed bye-letter. At- '

base option, a grided irenever14
mey be prepared foruse 4th each
-grid map for pinpointing an'exact
location within a particular grided
square area. The overlay will be
the same size as a square grided
area and contain smaller numbered
grids. Copies-of the off-bate grid
ma0 will be kept in all vehicles
and aircraft ihat may reepond to
an off4ase crash. If grid map location
was given to you as 10-I, you would
reed "right" across the botton of
the map to "10" and then "up" to
"I." The location 10-I identifies
A specific Square on the nap. In

this case, the square where the "X"
Jo shown. See figure 3.

1 2 i 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

\13\ 14 15 16

s

Figur 4 Grid Akgp 014.1e4ay.

Overlay

A transparent overlay, figure
44 is used to pinpeint a location
within a grid map ituare. The outlined
arelrof the overlay Should be the same

19

11304Oftsons liqUa/0 of ehe,map-iiid. Thin:

little equarc_on the-bverlay is lined
vertically and horiZontally and each
square ahoutd-be lettered or notibered.
If theoverlay-wereplaced on tdp-of
aquare-10I,, id would help to pinpoint
a, desired location within square 10=1.
For exinple, the wX" could be-further
located as 10-1-3.

QUESTIONS

Please write your answers to the
following questions on a separate sheet
*of paper.

1. One of the most comnon tools
and aids in the alarm center is the

telephone.

2. Extension Uill
be used primarily for'receiving structural
fire emergency calls our*.

3. If a caller is reportince
fire, you must be prepared'to record
the information . and

4. The primafy crath-system.is
activated-by the
operator.

5. or

other loud devices are used
to alert personnel in the fire station
of an emergency.

6. Pronouncing words
for radio transmission ii very important.

7. In installed alarm systems,
a or ,. signs/ is
sent and received ia the alarm center.

lt .

8. The activiry' log isused to
record all activity, by time end subject,
within a hour period.

9. An on- and off-base
will be maintained in the

alarn center.

10. A transparent is

used to pinpoint a Iodation within i
gria map square.

REFERENCES ,

1. 01,92-1, Fire Protection Program.



Fire Protection Drench
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OBJECTIVES

3AD*57130-1-SG-366

STRUCTURAL FIREFIGHTING ACCESSORIES

After Completing this study guide and,your-classroom inetruction, you will be
able to:

1. Tie proper fire service knots and hitches.

i. Tie tools and eqnipment for hoisting.'

3. Inspect and perform operator maintenance on tools and equipment.

4. Carry, position, raise and climb

INTRODUCTION-

In this study guide, we will
deal with ropes and ladders as two
individual- subjects. After each subject
has been thoroughly covered, we will
combine them into rope and'ladder
operations while paying particular
attention to all safetrprecautions.
W. will also inspact and perform operator
maintenance on tools and equipment,,_
Although many fires may be fought.
withoUt a need for ropes and ladders,
the-Fire Protectirn SOecialist must
be proficient in handling ropes_and
ladders when the need does arise.
This one ability may mean the difference
between saving or loting a lifer or
the snccess,or failure of an operation.

INFORMATION

ROPES

Under this topic, you should
gain a practical knowledge of typing
knots and hitches, and the various
uses of each. The rope most commonly
used is the safety line. Safety lines
should be 3/4" manila hemp (or equivalent)
in lengths of 100 feet. The rope
ends may be finished with a iix-inch
loop which simplifies the use of ropes
and eliminates the necessity for some
knots. At least one auch rope should
be placed on each piece of structural
fire apparatus.

KNOTS AND HITCHES

Most of the rope manufactured
in the United States is made from hemp

3 4

ladders.

fibers. Stme synthetic fiber ropes,
are menufactured.for special purposes
and cotton fibers are sometimes braided
into ropes which, in some cases, are
preferred for life line operation. Manila
hsAP is imported from the Philippines
and makes the strongest of the hemp
ropes. Sisal hemp fiber is brought'
in from the Dutch Zest Indies and Africa
and is about 75,_percent as trong as
:senile hemp fiber.
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The manufacturers of common rope
twist parallel fibers-together in a
right-hand-direction in making yarn;
the yarns are twisted together in a leftr
hand direction to fern strands* and
finally; the strends,are teist;d tegether
in a right-hanctdirection-to make the
rope. This method keeps the rope from
untwisting and tends to equalize tension
throughout the rape.

'ELEMENTS OrA KNOT

Knoti weaken a rope because the
rope is'bent in order to form the knot
and the outside fibers take most of
the strain it the bend. The knot that
weakens the rope least is the one requiring
the least bending! The bends that a
rope undergoes in the formation of a
knot or hitch are of three kinds: the
bight, the loop, and the round turn.
Each of these formations are shown in
figure 5. The bight is formed by simply
bending the rope, keeping the sides
parallel; the loop is made by crossing
the sides of a bight; the round turn
consists of the further bending of one
side of a loop. Knots and hitches
are formed by combining these elements
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Figure 5. Elements of a Knot.

Figure 6.

in different ways so that the tight
part of the rope bears on the.free
end to hold it in place.

'F RE SERVICE KNOTS AND HITCHES

F service rope work in this
study guide is limited to the five
basic knots and hitches commonly used.
Local fire department policies may
involve the ule of' knots other than
those discussed here and such policies
are considered to be good,practices
and are encouraged. The methods of
tieing these basic knots, as they
are shown, are just one go6d method.
If a fireman has learned to tie them
anotherway and is proficient in hiS
work, it is not recommended that he
change his techniques or methods.
Regardless of the method used, firemen
should practice tieing knots until
they are proficient. Some departments
.practice tieing blindfoided. A knot
to be of real use must be practiced
until it can be tied with aa little
effort or thinking as is required
to tie one's shoes.

Throughourthe Inllowing descriptions
of how knots are tied; the terms "Standing
Part" and "Running Part" will be used.
In order to completely understand
these_terms the following definitions
are offered. t5

*

STANDING PART - That part of
the rope that is to be used for work,

INK 31 NOLK HALF NI TON. THE
!IASI S OF MANY KNOTS.

Ralf Ritch

such as hoisting, pulling, snubbing,
and the like.
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RUNNING PART - That part of the
rope that is to be usia in forming
the knot as it is being folded together.

A knot is a series of loops and
bights forming a secure tie to another
object.

A

A hitch is a loop or loops, and
is usually considered ai a.more temporary
form of a knot.

°Half Hitch

The half hitch is used as a safety
measure and is used in conjunction
with other knots and hitches. It is
made by forming a loop around an object
as shown in,figUre 6.

CLOVE HITCH

The clove hitch may be formed
by several methods and consists essentially
of two half hitches. The principle
use is to attach the rope to an object
like a pole, post or fire hose. The
clove may be made either at the end
of a rope or in the middle of a rope
and, when once properly set, will stand
a pull in either direction without,
slipping. The forming of the clove
hitch, as it may be tied in the open,
is as follows and is illuitrated
in figure 7.
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a

Figure

a. Form a loop in the left
hand, as is shown in example 1. (This

ii essentially a half hitch after
it is applied to an object.)

b. Form a loop in theright
hand in the same manner as the loo0
'was formed in the lefrhand except
for the running part should be on
the inside, as-shoWn in example 2.

7. CZOve Hitoh.

(You now have-two halfshitches that
need to be placed together in the,Oroper

23

manner.)

c. Place the right hand loop
on top of the left hand lOOp, as shown
in eiample 3. (This'is the important
step in forming the clove hitch.)



0

d." Bola the two loops together
it,ehe top and thus-form thAclove
hitchr es shoWn in-example 4r

, The.clove hitch, as it may-be
iied,arounean Ofiject, is illustrated'
insfigure 7.

;

,' a. Make-one.complete loop around-
the-object so,as to bring the running .

part below the-standing-part, as shown'
.indekample A.

b. -Cross the running part cgrer
the standing part and comOlete the
"round-tUrn" about the object-above- .

the first loop-as ihoWn'in-example E.

c. -Ease- the running pare end
under thwupper Wrap just above the
cross and by pulling properlY, set
the hitch.' Example C.

Square Knot

The gquare knot is used to join
two ropes of,equal size securely. It

1

Figitre 8. Square blot.

accomplished-by holding one rope end-,
in each_hand,,placing the right end over
he left and making a hitch, then place
left over rig4t, again,making a hitch.
The knot is completed by pulling the
ends, as thov-on in figure E.

'BECKET BEND

Thellecket bend'is Used for joining
two-ropes. Its adaptability to ropes
of unequal size and'itAunlikelineez to
slip when ehe Topes are-wet make it sore
dependable in fire service rope-Work.,
The becker-bend is tied as follows and

is is-illustrated in,figure 91.

2

Zigwre 9. Beckat bend.
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Figure 10.

a. -Form a bight loone of
the ends to be tied ind pass the
other ind through the bight. (This
may be done from-either side of the
-bisht, depending,upon-how one is facing
the_knot, as shown in example 1.),

b. Bring the loose end around
both parts of the bight, as shown
in example 2.

C. Tuck this end under its
own standing part and Over the bight
itandini part, as shown-in example
3.

d. Draw the knot tight by holding
to each end ana.staadiag part, as
shown in exampie 4.

BOWLINE

The bowline is the best knot
for forming a secure loop in the end
of.a rope. The bowline will not slip
under strain end may be untied easily.
Its, use in fire service rope work,

is extensive, and all firemen should
be able.to tie the bowline in the
open, as 'well as around an object.
The following method is one good way
of tieing the bowline, although other
methods are just as good. This method
is as follows and is illustrated in
figure 10.

a. Measure off sufficient rope
to form the size of the knot desired.
and form a loop in the standing part,
as shown in example 1..

15
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Bowline.

4 5

b. Pass the running part upward
through the loop, as shown in example
2.

c. Pass the-running part aver
.the top of the loop and under the standing
part,_as-shown inrexample 3.

d. Bring the end of the running
part compleiely around-the-standing
part-and down through the loop, as shown
in example 4.

. Pull the knot snugly into
place which forma ani"inside" bowline
with the running part on the inside
of the loop, as shown ln example 5.

---Note:--The-bowline-may be-tied
-with the running-Ott oUtside
the loopand is shown as an
outeide bowline. The outside
bowline is just as strong as
the inside hoeline.

Double Bowline ,

In situations;where natural exits
are blocked, a victim 'must be rescued
by f0114 other mama of escape. In the
case of an unconscious victim, one such
method is to lowerhim from an upper
floor by the-use of a double bowline
rescue knot. The deuble,bowline is
tied exactly the lama as the bowline
just described, except that th, rope
must first be doubled for the amount
of rope'to be used in the double bowline.
This will form three loops which will
not slip or decieaselin size with



-respectto each-other. In use, the
legn-of the Victim goes ihrongh two
loops,. While the'third-lonp,around

the-body wilIpievent the-Victim-from
falling autl:)f the lig -loopi, and

the leg loops will take part of the
Wmight from the body-160.

Figure 22. Ax Hitch.

Ax 'Hitch

Because of their shape end weight,
axes are difficult io secure with
rope. Caret must be exerased to tie
a secure hitch. The ax-hitch is made
by tying a haiihitch around the ax

'handle at the head, passing the line
over the head and down the handle,
and finishing with a half hitch around
the heel of the handle, as in figure 11.

Pole Hoist

The pole hoist is used in raising
pike polea, drop bars, door openers,
etc., to an upper story of a building.

26

Figure-22. fotilioitst.

As shown in figure 12, it is accomplished
by tying a-clove hitch About one end
with one or two half hitches near the,
other end. These tools are usually
raised with the heavy end firsti see
figure 12.

Hose Hoist 5

The hose hoist is used in raising
empty and charged-lines-to an upper
story of a building. It is accomplished
by tying a clove hitch and a series
of'half hitches, as indicated in
figure 13.

Extinguisher Hoist

To hoist a fire extinguisher to
an upper story of a building, tie a
clove hitch around the base of the
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Figure 13. Hose Hoist.

Figure 14. Extinguisher Hoist.

extinguisher and a half hitch around
the collar. The bight should be made
opposite the extinguisher hose so
as to prevent damage to hose and
fittings, should the extinguisher
hit the building or a projection while
being hoisted, see figure 14.

TOOLS-AHD-EQUIPMENT

-The value af a-firefighter's tools

and'equipment in.in emergency cannot
be overemphasised. Proper care and
mmintenande-will assure reliability
mheniver the situation arises.

,Icrsaxw
Figure ,15. Fiok Hedd Axe.

Pick Head Axe

Care and maintenancedonsists
-primarily of-keeping hmad sharp and
-free from alai and lightly oiled to
prevent rust. Handles are kept tight
and free from splinters. Sand smooth
and apply a_iight coat_of linseed'oil
(see figure-15).

oreromarommesr,---

Pike Pole

Figure 16. Pike Foie.

3/0

Keep handle smooth and free from
----cracke-and,iplinters7,---Inspeit-h-ead---

and dheck for tightness.--1See-figure-
160

Figure 17. BoZt Cutters.

Bolt Cutters

Keep the cutters clean and dry
if painted or apply a light coat of
oil. Cutting edges should be free
of nicks and lightly oiled. Pivot

27



pins should be oiled for ease of operation
and,prevention of rust. (See figure
17.)

Figure 18. Hydrant Wrench.

Hydrant Wrench

The hydrant wrench should-be
kept clean and dry. Also, lightly
oil the threads for ease of turning
and to prevent the formation of rust.
(See figure 18)

Figwre 19. Frees Down Hose CLawp.

Hose Clamp

Check handle of the hose clamp
for_cracks and iniurethat jaws,close
sufficiently to cut off flow of water.
Oil pivot points to insure smooth
operation. (See figure 190

4

Figure 20.

Spanner Wrench

Spanner Wrench.

Check the spanner wrench for
rust And cracks and keep clean and
Painted, if needed. (See figure 20.)

IDENTIFICATION AND USE OF LADDERS

According to. Webster's dictionary,
"A ladder is made of metal, wood,
or rope, commonly consisting of two

28

sidepisces-betveen which e series of
bars or rungs are-set at a suitable
distance, forming-a means of ascent
or-descent:" Consequently, whin stairs
or permanent outside ladders are not-
available-, ladders carried on firefighting
apparatus become one of the most isportaat
items-Of fire servitiequipment for
'forciblmentry. Ladders armemergency
equiPment to firemen awl-they-are used
mostly when every second counts. For
these riisons, every fireman must be
able to carry, raise, and climb-them
4113st efficiently. In-order to do this,
he must practice such-procedures until

these operations become as automatic
as humanly possible.

The following are common "trade
terms" which apply to ladders used
in the United States Air Forcef

1. Roof ladder - a ladder of
one section only.

2. Extension ladder - a ladder
built in two or more sections.

3. Mein oi bed ladder - the
lowest section of an extension ladder.

4. Fly ladder or fly -.the upper
section of an extension-ladder.

5. Heel, foot, or butt - the
bottom-or-ground end of a ladder:

6. Top or tip - the top of a
ladder.

7. Beam - the principle structural
member of a ladder in which the rungs
are supported.

8. Rungs - the cross members
of the beams used in cliebing.

'9. Heal plata or spurs - a metal
Channel reinforcement at the butt end
of a ladder.

10. Halyard or fly rope - the
rope used in hoisting the fly of an
extension ladder.

11. Pawl or dog - a lock used
to support the fly of an extension
Ladder after it has been
raised. -
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Figure 21. TWee of Ladders.

12. Stops - metal blocks used
to prevent the fly of an extension ladder
from being accidentally extended out
of the main ladder.

13.- Guides - light metal strips
on an extension ladder which guide the
fly of an extension ladder while it
is being raised or lowered.

Roof Ladder

Number 1 in figure 21 shows the
roof ladder. It is a straight ladder
adapted for a special purpose.- Roof
ladders are equipped with specie], hooks
mounted on a movable socketthat permits
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the hooks to,fold inward when not in use.
PlaCing the-hooks over ihe roof pasks,_
sills, Wills or the coping-of any opening
mikes the ladder safe and reliable even
if ihe heel doss-not-rsist on.a foundation.
The roof ladder vey-elso be used--ae a
straight ladder when -the hooks are in
a storetpositien. It is valuable in
-gaining access.to _peaks of gabled roofs-

to facilitate ,roiovel of roofing materials
-or to cut holes for ventilation and
-extinguishment.

Figure 22. Spaaing a Ladder
for Proper Angie.



Extension Ladders

Figure 23. LockingIn on a /addax*.

Extension ladders,,shown in nuMber
2 in figure 21, consist of a bed ladder
and one or more fly ladders. The fly
ladders sliding through guides on the
upper end of the bed ladder, contain
locks.(paw1s or-dogs) which hook over
the rungs of the bed ladder. This secures
them in a designated position, depending

on the desired length of the ladder.
The fly is usually raised by means of
.a halyard (rope) fastened to the lower
rung and operating over a pulley on
the upper end of the bed. The 35 or
36foot extension ladder is the type
commonly found on pumpers in the USAF.

Proper Climbing Angle

The proper climbing angle for ladders
positioned against walls,'buildings,

etc., preventaladders from slipping
or turning over when the load is shifted,
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---
or from vibration caused by activity.
One method of finding how far to place
the foot of therladder from tha building
is to divide the length of the ladder
by five and add two. For example, in
figure 22, 25 divided by five is five,.
then adding two we see that the foot of
the ladder is placed seven feet from the
building.

Proper Climbing Procedures

Ladder climbing is a task similar
to ascending a flight of stairs. In

climbing a ladder, One hand is always
on one of the rungs, unless an article
of equipment is being carried up or down
the ladder. When carrying an article
up or dawn a ladder, this item should
be slid along the beam, if possible, to
afford you at least a limited amount of
retention at all times. The feet should
be placed in the center of each rung
to prevent the ladder from wobbling.

3,19
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Figure 24. Carry ng a Rao: Laddlio.

For speed and smoothness, the body
should be carried in a nearly upright
-position, with the arms moving outward
almost in an arc as the hands are
changed from rung to rung. The ball
of the foot should be placed on each
railg to get complete advantage of
the leverage afforded by the ankle.

Lock In on a Ladder

"Locking in" on a ladder is .simioly

the procedure of placing the leg between
two rungs and bringing the foot back
out between the next lower rung and
locking the foot either around the
rung or around the beam, as shown in
figure 23.

Roof Ladder Carry and Raise

Remove the ladder from the apparatus
and pass either arm through the ladder at
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the middle of its length. The hooks
should be carried fOrward and slightly
lowered, as shown in figure 24. For
raising, carrY the ladder, to the desired
location. Place thewbeel of the ladder
against the building; grasp the top
rung and raise-the l4Ider to i vertical
position while walking toward the foot,
using every other ^rung. Agter the
ladder is upright against the building,
grasp the ladder rungiyalt,h both.hands,
about three rungs apart. Lift the
ladder off the ground and Carry it
back to the desired diatance from the
building.

Carrying the 35- or 36-0oot-Extension
Ladder - Two-Man Carry

The two-man carry,msy be used
to carry extension laddeis. The ladder
will be remoVed from the lapparatus
and the beam of the ladder will be



Figure 25. TWo Man Ladder Carry.

placed on either the right or left
side, depending upon-the direction
of travel. The arm is passed through
the ladder and the hand grasps the
beam or the second rung forward. As
shown in figure 25, both men-will
always be on the same side of the

.ladder while it is being carried.
When carrying this ladder in a crowded
arem_the forward man can hold out
his fiia7--arm to move or.warn people

nispath and prevent possible serious
injury to personnel in this area.
If the ladder is lying on the ground
it should be lying on the beams of
the bed ladder. To pick it up from
this position, the two men should
face the opposite direction to where
the ladder is to be taken. The rung
will be grasped-with the palm of the
hand down. When,the ladder is lifted,
the-two-men-will-turn-into-the ladder,
grasping-the-rung-with-their-free-
hands, and place the ladder a iheii
shoulders. When walking, rhythmic
steps should be taken to prevent the
ladder from bouncing.

Note: While these ladders can
be carried by two men, a minimum
of,three men are required to
raise them.

Carrying the 35- or 36-Foot Extension
Ladder - Four-Man Carry

Remove the ladder from the apparatus,
and place it on the ground with the
fly up. Four men take positions,
two near each end on opposite sides
of the ladder, reach down and grasp
a rung with the hand nearest it. Raise
the ladder on the-shoulder, turning
into-tha ladder, thus the butt of
the ladder will be carried toward
the target area, as shown in figure 26.,
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Figure 26. Four Man LadderCarry.

Raising the 35- or 36-Foot Extension
-Ladder (Minimum Three Mtn)

Ladders of this length should be
raised utilizing three men, but can
be carried by two or four men.

1. The ladder will be removed
from ihe truck or lifted from the gtedOd 'VI'
as recommended in the two or four man
atty.

2. It will be carried to a desired
location, spacing the ladder before
it is raised. (The heel man does the
spacing.)

3. The ladder is laid fiat with
the beams of thelmd ladder on the ground.

4. The heel man, No. I man, will
stand on the heal plate, reach forward
grasping the rung with both hands and
assist in raising.

5. The number 2 and 3 men will
space themselves about one-third distance
from the top of the ladder facing the'
top. They will then reach down with
their inside hands, grasp the rung,
and raise the ladder, turning their
body while raising the ladder, thus
facing the heel or butt of the ladder.



h. InW0y-will then walk-toward
the,heel of the ladder hand over
hand, using theheameiwntil the
ladder is in the upright POsition.

Nota: All men ihould watch-
the top of the-ladder.,

4. To raise the ladder fly,
the po. -1 men will be on the building
side and the No. 2 mad on the outside
to-steady the ladder while the No.
3 man-raises the-fly. The No. 2
man steps hack letting the ladder
lean sliahtl. y away from the building

to counteract the-strain made by
pulling the-halyard rope.

8. The man,umderneath the
ladder locis the pawls or dogs by
pulling down on the fljr rope or halyard
from the underside.

9. The ladder is then lowered
onto the building-by all three men.
The man.on the outside'of the ladder
places one foot on the loWer rung
to steady the ladder.

10. The fly rope should be
secured to a rung of the bed ladder
as an added safety precaution in
the event the pawls or dogs are not
locked.

11. To lower the ladder, the
procedures are reversed.

Anchoring Ladders.

-Where-it-becomes-necessary-to
work off a ladder, it is a good practice
to anchor it to the building. The
rope hose fool makes a good ladder
anchor. It may be used to anchor
a ladder to a window sill or to a
parapet wall.

QUESTICAS

Please write your answers to
the following questions on a separate
sheet of paper.

0

1. Safety lines should be
mani1a_hei0 i# lengths-of
feet.

2. -A; is a series of
loops and bights forming_a secure tie
to another object.

3. The -

is used to join two ropes-of alai-Size
securely.

4. The is the best
knot for forming a loop in the end of
MO.

5, The hydrant Wrench-threads
sheuld be for ease of turning.

6. An ladder is built
in two or more sections.

7. The . or
support the fly of an extension-ladder
after it has been raised.

8. The
may 40140 be used as a straight ladder
when the hooks are in a stored position.

9. The should be placed
in the of each rung to prevent
the ladder from wobbling.

10. 'When carrying a roof ladder,
the should be carried forward
and-slightly lowered.

-11, -Where-it-becomes-neceflesry
to work off a ladder, it is a good practice
to
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REFERENCES

1. IFSTA #102, Fire Service Ladder
Practices.

2. IFSTA #103, Fire Hose Practices.

3. IFSTA #107, Fire Ventilation Practices.
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FIRE PROTECTION:HYDRAULICS

3A3H57130-1 -SO -307

After completing this study guide and
to identify prinCiples of hydraulics.

INTRODUCTION

Hydiaulics is defined as that
branch of science which deals with
water or other liquids While at rest
or in motion. From the length of
this_definition, it may appear that
this is_a limited subject. Omthi

.contrary, hydraulic engineers spend
many years of concentrated effort
learning this field. As a fire protection
-specialist, it is not necessary to
become a hydraulic engineer, but the
fire protection specialist must know
the importance of-hydraulics and be
able to apply this science at a fire.
For example, recently anentire fire
protection crew lost their lives because
nto one computed the weight of the
water-being-put in a building over
a two-hour period. The result, the
building collapsed and"killed,the
cree. Another example, because of
too much nozzle pressure a crew pushed
a small fire through the attic of
a block long building. Result,.the
entire building was a complete loss.
So, you can see that loss of life
and propertynan result when the basic
principles of hydraulics are not propeily
wmed-and_applied,

INFORMATION

EXPLANATION OF TERMS

Knowledge of the following terms
is a necessity ia the study of hydraulics
as used by the Fire Protection Specialist.

-Fire Stream

This iethe stream of water being
discharged from the nozzle tip. A
good fire stream will discharge 9/10
of its volume within a 15-inch circle
at 50 feet or 3/4 of its volume within
a 10.4nch circle at 50 feet. Another
way of saying this is that a good
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your classroom instruction, you will be able

fire streemlrill carry a calculated
Aistance and\teiain to a reasonable
anent, in a stream-without excessive
spray. For example, a one-inch nozzle
tip with 50 psi\of-noZzle pressure should
haye an effectivg_range of about 50
feet, see figute 27.

Friction Loss
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Friction resultefrom water rUbbing
against the interior of a hose.' This
friction causes a turbulence of the
water in the hose and the result le
a dro0 in pressure. This-drop in pressure
-is called friction loss and is measured
in psi.

Gallons Per Minute (GPM)

ballons per minute is the rate
of flow measured in gallons coifing from
an outlet during a given period' of time

(1 minute).

Operators Guide Plate

A guide plate is a small plata,
mountedmear the.pump controls on structural
firefighting trucks. This plate is \

e_quick_referince and is used.to_fine,
eiact pump prefigure when the size of
nozzle tip and length of hose laid is
known.

Pounds Per Square-Inch (PSI)

PSI is the number of pounds of
water pressure exerted on each square
inch. This Water pressure or psi increased
at the base of,the container as the-
depth of the waer increases: Back
pressure, friction loss, nozzle pressure
and pump pressure are measured in psi.

Pump Pressure (PP)

The pressure which is required
at the pump to produce the desired nozzle



so'

15" CIRCL.E

Figure 27. Eyfective Fire Stream

pressure at the nozzle. This is
obtained by adding friction loss
(FL) to-the standard nozzle pressure
(SNP).

Rule of Thumb

The rule of thumb is a simple
method Of making a quick approximate
calculation of the desired pump pressure.
It will vary slightly with the operator's
guide plate; however, it is sufficiently
close for practical purposes.

Standard Nozzle Pressure

Nozzle pressure is the desired
pressure at the nozzle that will
give an'effective,fire stream. The
standard nozzle Pressure used'by
the Air Force when using 2-1/2 inch
hose with a straight bore nozzle
is 50 psi: With a fog nozzle, the
standard nozzle pressure is 100 psi.

BASIC PRINCIPLES oF HYDRAULICS

..\. In the study of hydraulics,

:2

the ire Protection Specialist will
b concerned only with water. Water
i a liquid composed of two parts
hydrogen and one part oxygen. One
essential characteristic of water
to be remembered is that one gallon
of water weighs 8.35 pounds (sometimes
rounded off to 8.4 pounds) There
are two factors that will be discussed
which affect the force of water.
The first is height. As the height
of a column increases, the-pressure

will increase at the bottoin of the
column. A column of water 1 inch
square at its base and 1 foot high
would exert downward .433 psi at the

-
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base of the column. If a column of
water it two feet high thepressure
would be .866 psi at the base of the
column. If there was a water tower
100 feet tall with a 12-inch diameter
pipe leiding to the,ground, what psi
would be found at the base? To find
this psi, the height of the water in
the tower is multiplied.by .433 psi.
The answer to the'above question would
be 43.3 psi at.the b6se of the pipe.
The second factor which effects the
force of water is pressure applied
to the Water by mechanical means. This
is normally done by the use of the
fire pumps'. The Air Force uses both
single-andmultiple-stage, centrifugal
type pumps on its firefighting vehicles.
The single-stage centrifugal pump consists
of a Single impeller mounted on a shaft
wi-Oiin a 010 hauiing. As the impeller
revolves, water moves from the.suction
pipe to the center of the impeller.
It is then picked up*by the curved
vanes as they revolve. The water is
thrown to the outer edge of tho impeller
by the centrifugal action and passes
thraugh the opening in the pump housing.
The centrifugal pump is not a positive
displacement pump. A sudden shutdown
of the discharge line-will cause an
increase in pressure but it will not
necessarily damage the pump or stall
the engine. The two-stage centrifugal
pump nas two impellers that work as
individual units. However, they may
be combined to produce either the rated
volume under limited pressure, or a
limited volume under high pressure.
This is accomplished by the use of
a changeover valve.
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Principles of-Drafting Water

When fire hydrants are not available
to supply water for fire extinguishment,
it becomes necessary to obtain it
from other sources. This is accomplished
by placing the puaper near a like,
river, pool, ditch, or same other
water source and pimp fiom a,draft.
The void ''suction" is freqnently

used when referring to drafting water
below the intake of the pump. However,
water cannqt'be pulled upward...Therefore,
there must be some other agency present
to cause-the water to rise. This
agency is atmospheric pressure. A
priming device is used te create
a partial vacuum within the pump
add intake hose. This partical vacuum
removes part of the atmospheric pressure.
The water is then forced up through
the intake hose into the pump by
the atmospheric pressure'on the surface
of the water source. The principle
can be demonstrated by placing a
soda straw in.* glass of water. When
air is sucked out of the straw,.atmospheric
pressure on the surface of the water
will push the water up the straw.
Atmospheric pressure at sea level
is 14.7 pounds per square inch and
decreases at the rate of one half
(1.5) pounds per square inch for each
1,000 feet increase in altitude.
Theoretically, water can be raised
33.9 feet at sea level but only if
a perfect vacuum can be created.
Fire pumps cannot create a perfect
vacuum. pump-in good condition
would be able to raise-water_about
75 percent of the theoretical height,
or about 25 feei at sea liVel.

HYDRAULIC compqTATios

It is necessary at times to
find out how much water is in a builcting
so the ?eight can be computed. Thie
additional weight of the water may/
cause the building to collapse. ,To

t
find the weight, the nozzle tip zm
must be known to determine gallo s
pet minute it will discharge.Ait
standard nozzle pressure, the commonly
used tip will discharge the following
GPH:

.

Nozzle Size GPH
1 inch 209

1-1/8 inch 265

1-1/4 inch 326

Ns
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To find how many gallons of water

have been Out into a building, ahltiply
the gallons-per mlnute the nozzle in
use-will deliver by_the nuaber of minutes
it hes been in use. Example: 1 inch
nozzle tip (209 gpm) in use for 10 minutes.

Gallons 209 x 10
Gallons 0 2090

To find the 'weight of the lister

in the building, multiply total gallons
by the weight of one gallon of water.
The weight of one gallon of water is

- 8.35 pounds. Heins the example above:
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2090 gallons

18.35 pounds
10450
6270

16720
17451.50 pounds

If you want to know the friction
loss for 500 feet of hose.having a one
inch nozzle tip, here is what to do:
Hnitiply the friction loss by the number
of 100 feet lengths. ,In this case:

Friction Loss (FL) , 10 psi x 5
Friction Loss (FL) 50 psi

Now try 700 feet of'hose having a 1-
1/8 inch tip (see chart in this text
for FL per 100'). If you get 126 psi,
you ire right.

FRICTION LOSS AND GPM

Friction loss is determined by
the amount of water flowing through
an opening. GPH is determined by the
amount of pressure and the size of the
qpening.

CONDITIONS DETERMINING THE
SIZE OF NOZZLE TIPS

The first condition is the extent
of the fire. A One inCh tip is used
to keep water damage at a minimum for
most ordinary structural fires that
have not advanced to the point of becoming
an exterior fire. Normally, the one
inch tip will provide enough volume-
and pressure to extinguish an interior
fite quickly and efficiently. If the
fire has advanced to the point of being
exterior fire, greater range and volume
is necessary. To obtain this range and

:#



SIZE NOZZLE
1 saccele.cC)F 8: "%oawn'

NOZZLE
,

6 P06 igos

1LENOTH-OF 2=1/2 INCH HOSE_LAYOUt
100 200- 300 ,400 500 400 -700 400 .900 1000,

.. 1 REC1UIREO,FRESSURE Af PUMP _

209 50 62 73 95 106 117 121191139_ 150_ 160
,

1-1/8" ,265 50 -69 116- 103, 120- 137 i54
_ .

.171- 14 -205 ,222

1-114" , 326 50 711 403. 1211 153 -171 20*: -221 )253 2711 303

Figure 28. Opirator's Otsi:de iIate, 530B, 750A.

volume,-. the 1-1/8-inch or 1-1/4 inch
-tip is used. If the size,of the nozzle
tip increases, the friction loss for
that particular nozzle increases.
Eadh of these three nozzle tips has
a constant f-action lost for-each
.100 feet-length of hose when a standard
nozzle pressure is used. In this course,
only standard nozzle-pressure will
be discussed.

%Me second condition is length
of hose. The hose used by the Air
Force is the same as that-used,by
other fire departments. This fire
hose is flexible, watertight, and
durable atd is-able to carry water
under pressure from a source to a
fire. All fire hose is issued in
sections and fitted-with-a-male-threaded
coupling at one end ind a female threaded
couPling at the Opposite end. The
dependability and life 'of fire hose
depends on the way it is handled,

.

the pressures to which it is subjected,
and the care and maintenance it receives.
The fire hose that will be discussed

' in this section comes in 50-foot lengths
and is 2-1/2 inches in diameter. If
the hose length is 300 feet or less,
a 1-1/4 inch nozzle tip is used. If

the hose length is 35d to 600 feet,
a 1-1/8 inch nozzle tip is used. If

650 feet of hose or More is in use,
the one inch tip is used.

To find friction loss utilizing
the rule of thumb is very simple.
Before ve use the rule of thumb, the
chart below must be memdrized:

Nozzle Tip Friction Loss
Size Per 100 Feet

1 indh

1-1/8 inch
-1-1/4 inch

10 Psi
18 psi
25 psi
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PUMp PRESSURE

When using the rule of thulb to'
find pump pressure,sswe add-the standard
nozzle preisure to the friction loss.
Example: 300-fest of hose, 1-1/4 inch
nozzle tip.

Pump Pressure (FP) = 25 psi x 3 + 50
, psi Standard

nozzle pressure
.N (SNP)

Pump gressure (PP) =05 psi (FL) +
50 psi SNP

Pump Proesure (PP). 125 psi

'Viand pump pressure using the
operators-guide plate, it'ihit first
be known what ison the_guide plate.-
Sit items appear on the guide plate;
size of nozzle tip,- galloas per minute,
standard aozzle pressure, length'of
2-1/2 inch hose, pump pressure and pOsition
of changeover valve. The changeover 1

valve controls the flow ofwater within
the pump and will be covered in a later
bloat.

To use the guide plate, ve,must
know the size of the nozzle tip and
the length of the,hose in use. To find
pump pressure, find the nozzle tip size
in the lefthand column and then follow
*cross to the iight until you reach
the block under the column containing
the length of hose in use. The number
appearing in that block is your pump
pressure. See figure 28.

Hose Lines

0

Rorie lines used by Air Force firemen-
are- 1-1/2 inch and 2-1/2 inch hose with
nozzles ranging from 5/8-inch through
'1-1/4 inch tips. The size and pattern

35t;
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of the stream will depend directly
on the nozzle pressure and size.
The standard nozzle pressure for
the Air'force is 50.-psi. The nazzle
tip size sill depend-upon the length
of the hose lay. There-are three
common lengths hose line layouts
'used; shortlay,-Medium lay, an&
long lay. Note the-following: O-
S lengths is considered a short lay;
7-12,1engthe ie considered a medium.
lay; 13-lengths-or over is considered
&long laY:' On the kceis-of the
above, rules determiaiv4 the size
nozzle tip-Will be-as-IA.1mm:

Nozzle DiameterHose Layout Hose Diameter

Short Lay 2-1/2 inCh
Medium Lay 2-1/2 inch
Long Lay 2-1/2 inch

1-1/4 inch
1-1/8 inch
1 inch

One_and one-half inch hose is
rarely used for lays over 300 feet,
due to the high iction loss that

e over to get the water
to the e t the desirci pressure.
The prime purpose of thiehose
is to reduce-possible water'aemage
and provide for greater maneuverability.
Fog 'patterns are the most desirable
streams when using this size hole,
as a larger area may be covered by
rotating the fog nozzle in a larger
circle.- It is standard practice
in the Air Forde fire departments
to use two 150-foot lengths of 1 -

1/2 inch hose connected to a 2-1/2
inch by 1-1/2 inch gated wye which
may be supplied by a 2-1/2 inch hose
or connected directly to the pumper.
The nozzle that is ni.Irmally used

on this=type hoseWill upply 75
gpm at a desired 100 psi nozzle pressure.
We must overcome 20 pounds of friction
loss for each-J.00 feet of the 1 -

1/2 inch hose laid. If you are pumping
to two 1-1/2 inch hose lines, connected
to a gated wye at the pumper, using
75 gpm nozzles at 100 psi for a nozzle
pressure of 100 pei, the friction
loss in the 150 feet of -1/2 inch
hose would be 30 pounds. If the
1-1/2 inch hose ie being supplied
through 2-1/2 inch hose, we must
add six additional pounds of pressure
for each 100 feet of 2-1/2,inch hose
that is used. Two and one-half inch
hose is normally used on exterior
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fires where maneuverability is not a
prime-factor in extinguishment. The
-stream-pattern to be selected will depend
upon the size and proPagation of the
fire.

-MasterStreams

A master stress is a water stream
operated at such a heavy volume end
pressure it must be controlled by mechanical
neens. It is the "big gun" of the fire
department and is used when hand streams
become ineffective because of the large
fire area involved. Master streams
may be needed on fires in lumber yards,
warehouses, hangars,,fuel storage areas,
and other fires that cover large areas.
Before being put into operation, master
stream devices must be strategically
positioned to accomplish one or more
of the following objectives:

1. .To place a Water curtain between
the fire ind exposed property.

2. To cover the bulk of the fire
with fog or solid streams.

3. To direct fog streams into
the heated area above the fire to prevent
burning materials from being carried
aloft by the updraft caused by the fire.

4. To direct the stream into
floors or ontotoofs of large buildings.

To produee affective master streams,
the generally recognized nozzle pressure
is BO psi for solid streams and 100_

psi for fog streams. Because master
streams require large volumes of water,
the-friction loss in the hose will be
great. 'To keep,friction_loss within
acceptable limits, firefighters lay
two or more parallel hose lines, brought
together at the baseof the master stream
device. This is called siamesing the
lines. Determining the friction loss
for siamesed lines is not difficult
since the gallons'per minute flowing
is the determining factor, you must
know the approximate flow of the master
stream nozzle tip in use. The flows
of same master stream nozzle tips
at 80,psi nozzle pressure are:



GPM Flow Per Friction Loss Approidntate Nossle Noszle
Hose Line Pei 100 Ft GPIAFlow Pressure Tip Size

ZOO

-- 200

- 200

- - 270

-- 270

-- 270

- - 333

333

- - 333

10

)25

600

$00

1000

4-- 1-1/2"

80 1-3/4"

80 vi

Figura 29.

Nozzle Size and
Pressure

Attual Flow
GPM

Flow to
Remember

,1-112" tip.at 596 600
80 psi.

1-3/4" tip at 813 800
80 psi

2" tip at 1063 1000
80 psi

!

Abater Orem Ftows.

In conclusion, thernare two factors ,

1,,hich are of prime importance in producing

'master streami. These factors are:

1. Know your nozzle tip sizns
for master solid Streams.

The method for figuring friction loss
is shown in the following example:

A 1-1/2" tip delivering 600
gpm at 00 psi nozzle pressure. Since
600 gpm produces excessive friction
loss in one 2-1/2" line, it is necessary
to divitinthe flow through three
hose lines. This permits 200 gpm
to flow through each line, which
is cod-parable to a 1" tip at 50 psi
nozzle pressure. The friction loss,
therefore, is the same in each case
(10 psi per 100 feet).

Study figure 29 to understand
how various flows can bmdivided
into Ada:eased hose lines to reduce
friction loss.

2. - Know the gpm flow for each
size tip'at 80 psi.

Siamesilig

Siamesing is used to reduce friction
loss in long lays when/2-1/2 inch hose

1 is used. Two 2-1/2 in 4 hose lines
. are joined together using a siamese
connection. To coupu e-the pump pressure,
first figure the friction from the
,siamese to the nozzle/tip; then figure
friction loss from pump to siamese,
take 1/4 of this fridtion loss and
slid in friction lossIfor the single
line. Thus, frictiop loss plus SNP
is PP.

QUES.TIONS

'Please write !our answers to the
following questions on a separate sheet
of paier.

40
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1. The
is the-pressure required-4t the-pump
to reduce standard nozZ/e-prossure.

2. -et

is,used to create a-partial-yacuum
igithin the pump end intake hose:

-3.

deiermined-ly the amount of water
lloWing'through an opening.

is

359'.
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4. One of the conditions to
diteiiine the-nozzle tip size is the
extent of the-

5".- Two and,ono-half inch hose
ia-uted on fires where
maneuverability is not a prime factor
in extinguishment.

REFERENCES

1. IFSTA-#105, Fire Stream Practices.
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MODIFICATIONS

of this publication has (have) been deleted in

adapting this material for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of a

Model System.to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

and Technical Education." Deleted material involves extensive use of

military forms, procedures, systems, etc. and was not considered appropriate

for use in vocational and technical education.



Fire Protection_ Branch, ;

Chanute AFB; Illinois

MISCELLANEOUS RESCUE.

OBJECTIVES

3A3R57130-1-WB-304 3,9:7 -]

After completing the study guide, classroom instruction, and this workbook,
you will be able to: .

1. Identify procedures for rescuing personnel from miscellaneous
areas and disasters.

2. Perform normal and emergency entry into a vehicle LAW locally
established procedures, while strictly adhering to all applicable safety
procedures.

3. Perform rescue from a vehicle. Rescue must be in accordance
with locally established procedures-while observing all applicable
safety practices.

EQUIPMENT

Basis of Issue
Pencil or Pen 1/student
TO 36112-12-13=1 1/student
A/S32P-10 1/10 students
Salvaged-Automobile 1110 students
Rescue Dummy 1/10 students

PPDCEDURE

As the instructor covers the information on.the subject of
miscellaneous rescue, answer questions 1 through 5 in the classroom.
After completing the subject, theclass-will go to the hangar floor.
Using a-salvaged automaiie, perform normal and-emergency entry into_
the automobile: Using a rescue dumpy, perform rescue from the salvaged
automobile.

QUESTIONS

1. List the first two procedurei when rescuing personnel from
miscellaneous areas and disasters.

a.
1

b.

2. Name four types of natural disasteri.

a.

b.

c.

5
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3. ate used for horMal entry into an automobile.

4. NaMe the three parts,of the-primary :survey.

a.

b.

c.

5. In preparation for removal of a victim, we all

fractures and all wounds.

Normal Entry: Open door.

Emergeney Entry: 1. Force door open using the pry axe.

2. Simulate removing the windshield.

3. Simulate breaking the rear glass.

Perform Rescue: 1. Simulate giving first aid to victim.

2. Wbtking in pairs, remove dummy fron-vehiele usikg
the most practical means to avoid furtner injUry.

6



Fire Protection Branch 3ABR57130-1-WB-305
Chanute An, Illinois

ALARM ROOM PROCEDURES AND OPERATION

macrIvEs

After completing the study guide, classroom instruction, and this workbook,
you will be able to:

1. Identify operational procedures of the alarm-and communication
center.

2. Mouitor,tecatee, and record one normal and one 'emergency-message.
Proper communication procedures must be utilisid in accordance with locally
established policies and all messages must be correctly recorded in less
than three minutes.

3. Alert firefighting personnel and support agencies, dispatch
equipment, inform personnel of location and nature of emergencies and
provide pertinent information on emergencies as required. Proper
commtmication procedures must be.utilized in accordance with locally
established policies and all actions must be completed in less than
two minutes.

4.or

4. Maintain fire station logs. Information must be logged with
minimum instructor assistance in accordance with locally established
policies.

5. Read and maintain naps, charts, and status boards in accordance
with locally established policies. All tasks must be accomplished in
less-theu five minutes.

EQUIPMENT
Basis'of Issue

Peicil or Pea 1/student
Fire Department Communications Center 1/5 students

PROCEDURE

As the instruttor covers the information on alarm room-procedures
and operation, aoswer questions 1 through 5 in the classroom. After
completing the eubject, you will demonstrate the operation of the alarm
center console.

QUESTIONS

1. Who is responsible for all functions of the alarm center?

2. The telephone is used for normal administrative
business.

3. Wheri are fite reporting telephones located?
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4. In-what type of areas areeutomatic alarm systems located?

5. What is the primary purpbse of Air Force fire department
grid-maps?

Proper comsunicatioi procedures will be utilized when recetring a
normal or emergency message. These prodedures are:

1. Remain calm.

2. Speak in a dear, distintt voice.

3. Take charge of the conversation.

4. Insure all information is-recorded correctly.

5. Use "10" code and phonetic alphabet.

6. Do not discuss classified inforMation.

An example of a normal and emergency message is given below:

Normal: -This is Colonel Wall, I would like to see the Fire Chief
. at 1300 todar.

Emergency: I have a fire in my kitchen at 1304 Circle Drive.

o

S.

S.
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As you work it the console, use tha following as your log book to
record the information received.

/

OUT IN MARLS

e

,

Figure 4. Log Book Page.

..--*"...
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Using the following chart and given a code by your instructor, locate
the correct building.

CODE BUILDING
,

,

1-1-1 432 .

1-1-2 466
,

1-1-3 ,475

1-2-1 1847 - NORTH WING

,1 -2 -2 1847 - EAST W/NG.

2-2-1 1847 - BASENENt .

2-2-2 . 2073

2-1-3 P-3
.

1

2-3-3 P-16
,

3-1-1 Pt-23

3-1-2. 2431

Figure 5. Code-Charp.'

10



Using the following nap and neceesary'inforMation given by your
instructor, read map to find-location of an off-base emergency.

1 2 10 11

tUihIBASSPKEPIKE

LAKE

!Mil 1114:-111
MI

2.A111 ifill1111 MEd
Mill I Ameriamiga ii
Egli IMAM
11,S111112IMIL IN
MITIRE11111r Airs
NIEN111 II IV
En ii .11111
IE. malcumorial

12

3 7 8 9 10 ,,11 12

Figure 6. Grid Map.

11
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Using the following status board and neCessary information given
by your instructor, indicate status of vehicles.

Vehicle

VEHICLE STATUS BOARD

In SeiviCe Out of Service Remarks

P-10

530B

530B

09

52,

92

.

/
.

530B 95 .

530B 14

750A. 26 -.

750A 95

750k 97

.

P-8 49 .

P-12: 76 '

P-1,2 77

,

y

fr

Figure 7. Vehicle Status Board.

12



- lite-Protection_Branch
Chanute ASS, Illinois

OBJECTIVES

3A3R57130-1-NB -306

STRUCTURAL FIREFIGHTING ACCESSORIES

Alter completing the study guide classroom instruction, and this' workbook,
you will be able to:

L. Tie foui types of knots end three types of hitches in accordance
'with the WS procedures with minimum instructor assistance.

0

2. Use ropes to tie tools and equipment for oisting. Kniits will
be tied in accordance with the NS procedures with mininum instruCtor
assistance.

3. Inspect and perfotm operator maLatenence on tools and equipment.
'Prodedures listed id-the WS wet be followed with minimum instructor
assistance.

4. Remove, carry, position, raise and clieb ladders. ,All Procedures
in the WB nust be strictly adhered to-While-observing all applicable safety
procedures.

9

EQUIP2,0111T

Basis of Issue
Pencil ot Pen listudent .

Structural Firefighting Vehicle
and Mounted Equipment 1/5 students
Length of Rope; 11/4 lmeh Diameter Vatudent
2 1/2 Gallon Fire Extinguisher 1/3 students
Fire Rose, 2 1/2 Inch X 50 Feet 1j5 students
Roof Ladder 1/5 stUdents
EXtension Ladder 1/5 students
4....:V . 1/5 students
P. Pole 1/5 students
2 112 loch-116zzle 1/5 átudents

PROCEDURE

After the instructor covera the information on structural firefighting
accessories, you will be given a piece of rope and will tie the knots and
hitehee covered. The class will then go to-the hangar floor and tie ropes
to tools and equipment for hoisting, inspect and-perform operator maintenance
on tools and equipment, and demonstratsthe use of ladders. After returning
to the elassroom, identify the illuctrations given at the end of this subject.

13
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Figure 8. Half Hitch.

THE' SI NGLE HALF HITCH, TNt
IASI S OF MANY KNOTS.

tI

a
'Figure 9. Four Steps to Tyinglthe Clove Hitch.

14
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,

Figure 10. Clove Hitch Tied Arouna An Objent.

Figure 114 Square Znot.

15,
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Figure 12. Four Steps to Tie the Becket Bend.

2 3

Figure 13. Five Steps to Tie the Bowline.

16.
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Figure 14. Ax Hitch.
C.

Figure 16. Hose Hoist.

17
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Figure 15. Pole Hoist.

Figure 17. Extinguisher Hoist.
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Procedures for hoisting the roof ladder.

1. Tie.a bowline that's large enough to place oier both beams.

2. Place the bowline about one third of the length of the ladder

from the tip through the fourth and fifth rqogs from the underneath tide.

'

3. Pull the bowline through the rungs and extend it to the tip of

-the ladder.

4. Place the bowline over the tip of the ladder and pull on the

standing part of the rope.

5. Complete ladder hoist by removing any slack out of the rope and

placing-a half hitch over the two folded-hooks at the tip of the ladder.

Inspection and operator maintenance,of tools and mounted equipment.

1. Pick head axe

a. Check head for nicks.

b. Check handle for cracics, rot, and splinters..

C. Exasiine head for security.'

d. Apply light coat of oil to head.

e. Sand handle smooth and apply light coat of linseed oil.

Pike pole

a. Check-hook for tightness.

b. bramline handle for Cracks, rot, and splinters.

c. Sand handle smooth and apply light coat of linseed oil.

3. Bolt cutters

a. Examine jaws for'nicks.

b. Check for easeuf operation.

c. Lubricate hinge pin if needed.

4. Hydrant wrench

a. Check for ease of operation.

b. Apply light coat of-oil to threads.

18 3
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S. Rose clamp

a. Examine for bent handle and vrorn'teeth.

b. Remove rUst and repaint.

6. Extension ladder

a. Cheek halyard for fraying.

b. Examine pawlefor.free operaiion.

c. Checkfor brdkan stops.

d. Inspect all movable parts.

7. Roof ladder

a. Cheat rungs and beams for damage or benda.

b. Examine hooks for smooth operationt

ProceduFes for carrying,the roof ladder.

1. BAUM* laddeffrom apparatus.

3 V/

2: Pass-either arsi through the ladder at the middle of its iength.

3. Carry ladder with books forward and slightly lowered.

Figure 18. Carrying a Roof Ladder.

19 4
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Procedures fOr raising the roof ladder.

1. Carry ladder to the desired loCation.

2. Place heel of the ladder against the building.

3. Grasp the top rung.

4. -Raise the /adder to a vertical position while wallting toward

the foot, using every other rung.
a

5. After ladder is upright against the building, graspthe second
and fifth rungs.

6. Lift the ladder off the ground and carry it back to the desired
distance fram the building.

Procedures for carrying the'extension ladder - two man carry.

1. Remove ladder from apparatus and place on the beam.
-

2. Face opposite direction of travel.

3., Lifeladder At each end-by-the beam, turning in the direction

of travel. Pass free arm through ladder, grasping the second rung forward,
allowing the beam to rest on the shoulder.

Note: The butt should be carried forward.

Figure 19. TO° Min Ladder Carry.

37b
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Procedures for calerying the ettensioe ladder four man carry.

1. 'Remove ladder from apparatus and place on the ground with fly
up and butt forward.

2. Each man tikes bis-poeition-at each end and on-opposite.sides
facing opposite the direction of travel.

3. Reach-down end grab a rung with-the hand nearest it.

4. Raite the ladder turning into it, facing the direction of travel.

Note: The butt should be carried_forward.-

Figure 20. Four Nen Ladder Carry.

Procedures for raising the extension ladder .(minimum three men).
,

1. Remove the ladder from the apOsratus.

2. Lift.the ladder from the ground as recommended in the two or
four man carry.

3. Carry ladder to desired lo ation, spacing the ladder before
4F1it in raised. (The heel man does e 'pacing.)

4. Lay the ladder down with the beams of the bed on the.ground.

4
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5. The heel man, number 1 man, will stand on the heel plate, reach
forward graspl.!Ethe rung with both hands and assist in raising.

6. The'number 2 and 3 nen will space themselves about one-third
distance from the top of tfte ladder facing the top. They will then
reach down with their inside hands, grasp the rung, and raise the ladder,
turning their bodies while raiaing the ladder, thus facing the,heel or

butt of the lager.

. 7. They will then walk toward the heel of the,ladder hand over
hand, using the beams, until the ladder is in the upright position.

Note: All men should watch the top of the ladder.

8. To raise the fly, the number 1 man will be on the building
side and the number 2 man on the outside to iteady the ladder while the
number 3 man raises the fly. The number 2 man steps back letting.the
ladder lean slightly away from the building to counteract the strain
made by pulling the halyard.

9. The man underneath the ladder locks the pawls or dogs by pulling

down on the halyard frowthe underside.

10. The ladder is then lowered onto the building by all three men.
The man on the outside of,the ladder places one foot on the lower rung

to steady the ladder. 7.

"7

11. The halyard is then secured to a rung of the bed as an added
safety precaution in the eVent the pawls or dogs are not locked.

Note:\ To lower.the ladder, the procedures are-reversed.

0,
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Figure 21. Positioning a 'Ladder.-e
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Identify the following
knots.or hitches.

3



Identify the, two ladders

.1.,

2.

383
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FOREWORD

UpOn completion:of this programmed text, each student will be able toaccomplish the following tasks*.

1. Match i list of-hydraulic terns used in the Fire Service with their.,, definitions With 80% accuracy.'

2. Given an operators guide plate an4 a list of hose-lays.of variouslengthst,ench student will demonstrate proficiency selecting the correctpump pressure on operating equipment.

3. Given a list of hose leyi of various lengths and Ozzle tip sizes,the-student will use the rule of thumb to coMpensate fot friction lossand select the correct pump pressure required to maintain 50 psi nozzlepressute on operating equipment. .

4. State the ptinciples of drafting water.

This PT has been validated by 30 students enrolled in the 3ABR57130-1Course and has been in continuOne use since 1966.
.

a
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STANDARD INSTRUCTIOA

Basic rules of taking a programmed text is to always check your answer
before proceeding with the program. In other Words, MAKE SURE THAT YOU
ARE CORRECT EVERY TIME YOU MAKE A RESPONSE. If at any timeyou find that
your answer has been incorrect, then you should go back and vedo the
last frame using the correct response. Bear this rule in.mind: After
making a rssponse, (record your answers on &separate sheet ofepaper)
verify youransweri. MAKE-SURE THAT YOU HAVE BEEN CORRECT..

Various symbols are used as cues and to indicate the number of words
that the response should have. These symbols are:*

(1) In tome cases a response will need more than one word. This can
be indicated by the number of blanks to be filled in. For example, a
response that needs three words might show three individual blanks, such
as

. Counting the number of blanks tells you that
three words must be used.

(2) Another method of indicating that more than One word is required
is to use an adterisk (*) above.the blank, such as: *
Any time this symbol is used, you must use more than-one word as your
response.

(3) Finally, we find that some frames are extremely important and a
cosrect response to these is more essential than one to the common
types of frames. These frames are indicated by a double asterisk,
such as ** In all cases you should try to answer
these by using your awn words. Remember there is always more,than
one way to say something, so any time you run across.a blank using** you should try to phrase your answer in your own words, based
upon what you have learned from the previous frames.

For your convenience, these symbols are listed below:

(1)

blank).
(More than one blank: = means one word for each

(2) * The asterisk indicates that the response must fia;ie more
than one word (this symbol is often used in place of individual blanks
for each word).

(3) A* This indicates an extremely importaat frame and Ahould
be phrased in your awn words:

:rbe remainder of the instructions will be based on the correct way
of participating in this. program and will be in program form themselves.
Remember the rules, look for the cues to the proper response in the
first frame and build on this in subsequent frames.. Always look to the
left of the next frame, after making a response, to make sure that you
are correct. Do not go on to the next frame udtil you understand the
correct response to the last frame.

pomp To THE FIRST FRAME

1
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ANSWER COLUMN

Frame

second (or Nt. 2

frame

left

No response required to
the previous frame

dna word

one word
Mere
ene'word

more than one word

that you response must contain
more than one word

COVER THE ANSWER COLU)N FIRST
1. This lesson is developed in a series
of emall,steps called frames. Tor example,
you are now reading information provided
for you in the firat . (Copy in your
answer'on a.separate sheep of paNkr).

After-yeti:have recorded your answer, wive
your card down on the-Answer Colt= and
check your answer.

-

2. This is the frame in this series
You will find the correct answer to it to
the (right, left) of the next frame
below.

2A. The answer column should be kept
covered until_you have written the answer
to each

2B. See, the program is easy! Often the
answer is included in the same frame. Use
it - don't make a test out of the program!

No response required to this frame!

3. , A blank, in a frame having one asterisk

(* ) means: Imore than one word". Any,
time you see one asterisk above a blank you
should make your answer-(response). contain
more than *

4.. Many blankS will require a response of
more.than * In fact, the response

than'*you just made,contains

5. Any time you see an asterisk (*) 'hive
'a blink you should make your response
contain *

Note: Any answer that you make,
in your own words, that means the
Same as the above answer is always
accepyble on a.double ** 'frame.

6. 'One asterisk (*) above a blank means
**

(Note: Refer to the instructions for the
meaning of the double asterisk).

7. Some frames will show individual blanks
for eseh word of your response. For

exanple, a response requiring two words
could have

8. At this time you should be ready to
begin the program on Basic fire protection
hydraulics.

Turn xo-frame 9 of the prograM and begin.

11QQ"4
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hydraplids

hydraulics

9. The study of liquids at rest or In
motion is celled hydraulics. The study of
water flow, for example, would be
called

10. To study liquids at rest or in motion,
you must study

11. When water is forced through s'nozzle,.

paessure is created and this pressure is
called nozile pressure; thus,-when
pressure is created at the nozzle it is
called *

nozzle pressure 12. When pressure is created at the
nozzle, it is called *

nozzle pressure

psi

psi

SP11

iPm
psi

13: The term "pounds per square indh"
may be Abbreviated at PSI. To abbreviaie
50 pound' per square inch, you would write
50

14. As we refer to pounds per square
inch as , we may also use
gpm for gallons per minUte. 300 gallons
per minute could be-written 300

15. Pressure is always in psi and discharge
is ilways in . Thus nozzle
pressure will always be in and
disdharge will be in

16. Standard Air Force nozzle pressure
is 50. pounds per square indh. Thie means
that pressure at the nozzle-should be

50 psi 17. When one says the pressure at the
nozzle is 50 psi, he is-saying the nozzle
is operating at *

standard nozzle pressure (50 psi) 18.A ltinch nozzle will discharge
209 gpm at *

. At 50 psi a 1-inch,
nozzle will disdharge gpm.

standard nozzle pressure (50 psi) 19. Tha Abbreviation for "gallons per
209 minute" is . The disdharge

from a 1-inch nozzle could be expressed
as *



Dm
209 gpm

209 gpm
standard nozzle pressure
50 psi

20. A I-iadh nozzle will disdharge

at.

of

21. A 1-1/8 inch nozzle will discharge
265 gpm. Tilis means at *

. a 1-1/8.inch nozzle will discharge

50 psi (standard nozzle pressure) 22. At * pressure, a,265 gpm 1-1/8 inch nozzle will discharge

standard nozzle (50 psi) 23. At * a 1-1/8 inch
265 gpm noZzle will discharge and a

1-ilich.nozzle will discharge *

standard nozzle pressure (50-pei)
265 gpm
209 gpm

50 psi
326 gpm

326 gpm

24. .At.standard nozzle pressure:of
a 1-1/4 ir.ch nozzle will discharge 326 gpm;
thus,at 50 psi a 1-1/4 inch nozzle will
discharge *

25. At standard nozzle pressure, a 1-1/4
inch nozzle will discharge *

$
26. At.* , a 1-1/4 inch
nozzle will discharge *
and a 1 Inch nozile will discharge -
*

standard-nozzle pressure (50 psi) 27. At 50 psi a 1-1/8 inch nozzle will326 gpm discharge * and a 1-1/4209 gpm inch nozzle will disdharge *

265 gpm
326 gpm

209 gpm
265 gpm

326 gpm

hydraulics

28. At standard nozzle pressure, a 1
inch nozzle will discharge *
and 1-1/8 inch nozzle will discharge *
and a 1-1/4 inch nozzle willdischarge

29. The_study.of nozzle pressure and
gallon flow per minute from various size
nozzles is in the study of

30. In fire pumps, impellers are used to
force water thru the pump. Thus water is
impelled or forced thru the pump by means
of

4
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impellers

impellers

single stage

single stage pump
multiple stage

multiplestage pump

hydraulics
50 psi

,1-209gpm
' 265 gpm
326 gpm
single stage
multiple stage

-guide plate

31. 'When Water ii forced thru a pump, it
is done by -

32. Apump with only one impeller is a
single stage pump. Therefore, any Pump
having only cine impeller would be a

pump.

33. A pump, with only one impeller
would be a.* while a pump
with more than one is a multiple stage,
pump. -.Any pump with two impellers is a

.pump.

34. A pump with more than one impeller
is called a *

(REVIEW)

35. Thus far in this program you have
leal3id that the study cif, liquids at rest
and in motion are in ihe study of

, that standard AF nozzle
pressure is * ° , and,at this
pressure, a 1 inch nozZle willIdischarge
* ; and a 1-1/8 inch .
nozzle will discharge * and a
1-1/4 inch nozzle will dischatge ft

You-have also learned a pump-with one
impeller is a.* pump, while
a pump with more than one impeller is a

,pump.

36. The pump operator has a guide plate
to assist him in the operation of the pump.
When the pump operator needs assistance
he should use the *

37. For assiitance in the operation of
the pump, the pump operator should use
the *

5
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guide plate 38. The figure below is a pumvaperatorla
guide plate. It Maws a 1 inCh nozzle
will dildharge * at *
and a 1-1/8 inch nozzle.will disdharge

at *

sIzz or.
NOZZLE

G.P.M. PRESSURE or LENGTR OF 2 1/2INCN ROSE WOW
. NOZZLE IN 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 $OO 900 1000

POUNDS - REQUIRED PRESSURE AT PUN!

1" 209 50 62 73 84 95 .106- 117 128 I138 150 1410

1 1/8" 265 50, '69 ..?.4 103 120 137 1154
6

171 188 205
, , 1

222

1 1/0 326 ' 50 78'103 128p53 178 203 228 253 278
t ^
305

209 km
50 psi
265 gpi
50 psi

are e
Volume)

Series
Pressure)

39. The pump operator must know the size
nozzle and amount of'hose laid in order
to determine pump priisurit thus, to
detsrmine pump pressure the operator must
know *

size of nozzle and amount of hose 40. The pump operator knows the nozzle
laid size, but before he can determine the

right pump pressure he must also know

the amount of hose laid 41. If only the &bunt of hose laid is,
known, before determining pump pressure
the operator must knov the *

nozzle size 42. Pump pressure is the disdharge
pressure at the pump. Nozzle size
and h6se layout determine the cOrrect

pump pressure 43. In order for the pump operator TO
determine *
he must know **

39

6
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pump-immure
. 44. In the figure beim you Will note

,

size of nozzle and amount,of hose nnden "size of nozzles" three.atandard
laid out nozsle.sizes; thereto *

inch.

4

SIZE OF G.P.N. PRESSURE OY LENGTH OF 2,1/2-INCH HOSE LAYOUT
NOZZLE NOZZLE IN 100 200 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

, PONDS REQUIRED .PRESSURE AT PUN,
.

1" 209 50 62 73 84 95 106 117 .128 139 150 160

1 1/8" 265% 50 69 86 103 120 137 154 171 188 29 222

I 1/4"- 326 50 78 103 128 153' 178 203 228 253 278 303
.

----

1-1/8" and
1414"

-

(Parallel
Volume)

Series
Pressure)

45. A 1 inch nozzle will diicharge
. &Cording to the

guide plate, what will the other two
nozzles discharge *
and *

--SIZE OF G.P.M. PRESSURE OF LENGTH OF 2 1/2-INCH HOSE LAYOUT
sozztz NOZZLE IN 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

POUNDS REQUI,EED PRESSURE AT PUNF

1" 209 50 62 73 84 95 106 117 128f 139 150i
/

160

1 118" 245 50 69 $6 103 120 137_J 154 171 188 205 222

1 1/4"
l

326 50 78 103 128 153 178 203 228 253 278 303

209 gpm
265 gpm
326 gpm

(Parallel
'Volume)

(Series

Pressure).

46. The size of the nozzle and amount of
hose layout will determikne thQ *



pump pressure Puip pressure is also shown on the guide

plate below. Frei this, if the
operator husks the *
and *
he can determine tha *

SIZE OF
NOZZLE

. '

,

../G.P.M. PRESSURE OF LENGTH OF 2 1/2-INCR ROSE LAYOUT
NOZZLE IN ° 100 200 300 400.500 600 700 800 900 1000
POUNDS .REQUIRED,PiESSURE AT POP

1" 209 50
,

62

V

73 84 195 106 117 128, 139

..

150

- A

160

1 1/8" 26 50 69 86 103 120 137 154 111 -188- 205 222-

1 1/4" 326 50 78 103 128 153

_

178 203 228 253 27$ 303

.size nozzle
0

amount of hose,layout

; pump pressure

psi

iaraiLe
Volume)

Series
Pressure)

48. Since.pump pressure is,given in psi,..
usifig the figure above with 100 -feavvf--
hose laid,out, using 1 inth nozzle the
pump pressure would be *

49. In the figure below to-disdharge 265
gpm the nozzle size would be *
and with 200 feet of hose layout, the puip
pressuie would be *

SIZE OF G.P.M. PRESSURE OF aNGTH OF 2-In-INCH HOSE LAYOUT

NOZZLE . NOZZLE IN
,

100 200 300 400 500 600 790 $OO 900 1000

POUNDS REQUIRED PRESSURE AT.PUNP ,

209 50 62 73 84 95 106 117 1J 139 150 160

1 1/8" 265 50 69 86 103 120 137 154 171 188 205 222

1 1/4" 326 50 78 103 1281153 178 203 228 253 27$ 303

1-1/8 inch
86 psi

(Parallel (Serie*
Volume) Pressure)

50, Using the guide plate, a layout of
600 lest of hose with a 1-inch nozzle the
pump pressure would be *

8
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or.

117 psi 51. Pros thsguide plate, cf we use a 1-1/4
inch nozzle.with 300 feet of hose layout, 0

the pump pressure would be *

.SIZE OF G.P.MS. PRESSURE OF LENGTH OF 2 1/2-INCH HOSE LAYOUT
NOZZLE . NOZZLE IN 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

POUNDS REQUIRED PRESSURE AT PUMP

..

1" 209 50 62 73 84 95-306 117 128 139 150 160

1 1/8" 265 50 69 86 103 120 137
:.-

154 171 -188 205 -222

1 1/4"
,

326 , 50 . _

1
78 103 128 1.'3 .178 203 228 253 278' 303

128 psi

IaraLie
Volume)

er es
Pressure)

52. -Using_a 1-118 inch nozzle with
500 feet of hose layout, according to ihe
guide plate the pump preshie is *

SIZE OF G.P.M. PRESSURE OF LENGTH OF 2 1/2-INCH-HOSE LAYOUT':
NOZZLE NOZZLE IN 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

POUNDS REQUIEED PRESSURE AT PUMt

1" 209 50 62 73 84 95 106 117 128 139 150 160

1 1/8" 265 50 69 86 101 120 13j 154 171 188 205 222

1 1/0 326 50 78 103 128 153 178 203 228 253 278 303

a

(Parallel
Volume)

9

3 9 4:

(Series

Pressure).

t
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53. Using a 1-1/4 inch nozzle with 600.
feet of hose layout, thckpump pressure
would be * .

..SIZE OF G.P.M. PRESSURE OF LENGTH OF 2 1/2-INCH HOSE LAYODT
NOZZU NOZZLE IN 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

.

: P0UN6S REQUIRED PRESSURE AT PUMP'

.6

1" 209 50 62 73 84 951106 117 128 189 150 IGO

1.1/8" .- 265 50 '69 86 103 120 137 154 171 188 205 222

1 1/4". 326 50 78 103 128 153 178 203 228 253 27$ 303

203 psi

(Parallel
-Volume)

54. Withi 900 feet
a 1-1y8 inch nozzle,
is *

(Series
. Pressure)

'hose layout, ustpg
the pump pressurt,.

SIZE OF 'G.P.M: PiEiSURE OF LENGTH OF 2 1/2-INCH 0031 LAYOUT
140ZZLE NOZZLE IN

t 100,200 300 400 500 600 700 SOO 900 3.000
POUNDS REQUIRED PRESSURE AT PUMP

1" 209 50 . 62 73 84 95 106 117 123 139 110 160

1 1/8" 265 50 69 36 103 120 137 154 171 188 203 222

1 1/4" 326. 50' 78 103, i128 153 178 203. 228 253 27$ 303

,D

LA.

10.

era e

Volume)

3

(Series
Pressure)

A



205 pai 55. Thus gar yoU, have leeined the meaning
of hydraulic*, gallon flow-per minute ftom
Various-nozzles, the 'diffettade between'

-single stige and_multiple stage.pumps
and_the use of the pump operator's
.gdide plite. We Willnow go into rule
of thumb. This inclUdes measurement
and weights and.their relationship to the,
fire service.

Na response required 56. Measuiinkthe atea of a room we
multiply length x width. If you want to

//
find the area of a rooM, lot, etc., you
simply multiply' .

length x width

2 FT:

as 4 aQt FT.

length and width .

6 ft

100 sq ft

area

area
*length x width

6 FT.

396

57. To arrive at amanswer in square
feet, we multiply *
as in figure "A". What is the .area of
figure "8" *

2 FT.
1%11 %I 41 11 01,0e/1 1

Pave' 2

58. A room 10 feet long and'10 feet wide
will have,an area of *

59. The arta will usually be in sqUire
feet; therefore, measurements in
square feet will usually be the

40.. To find the of a room
we multiply

61. The of this figure is

8 Y.

0 11



area . 62. To find volume-we- multiply area x
48, sq ft. . height. If you know the area and the e

height and youilianft&knoM the volume
you should.* .

x

multiply area x height
k

,

multiply area x height
(multiply area x 10)

cubic measurement

cubic measurement
$ quare' measurement

63. The area of &tank is in square yards
and Is 10 yards'high. jo find the volume
you must *

64. Volume is given in cubic measuremett,
so when you Multiply area x"height, the
Volume will be in *

65. When multiplying area x height, the
volUme will be in *

-

and'when multiplying length by *ldth," the
area will be in * - r\ .

66. Any figure in cubic measurement will
be the volume; thus if a tank holds 100
dUbic feet of water, this is its

volume 67. A tank'that has an area of 10
square feet 'and is 5 feet high would have
a of

volume . 68. A tank has a volume of 50 cubic feet.
50 cu. ft. We arrived at this measurement by *

multiplying areai height 69. Multiplying arekx heighi giveg yolv
__ _ __ the-- ' ;. for example, an

, area of 5 square feet with a *tight of
5 feet will have a of *

volume 70; Awarehouse on XYZ Air Force base
volume . measures 130 feet wide, 260 feet long, and

25 cu. ft. a ceiling height of 30 feet.. The area of .
the.warehouse is * and it

has a volume, of *

33800.square feet 71.. To get area in square measurement

1,014,000 cubic_feet we **
and to get volume in cubic measurement we
**

Multiply length and width 72. When multiplying length x width, we

multiply area and heighf get in *

height, we get .

12

and multiplying area x
'in *



area
square ,measurasent-

..velume

cubit measurement

Rule of thumb

ET

RI

Rule of Thumb (RT)

8.3 lbs
rule of thumb (RT)

. 209

627

5,204.1

8.3 ibs

lbs
231 cubic

8.3 lbs
16.6 lbs
462 cubic inches

8.3 lbs
231 cu. in.

398

73. The Fire Service uses many "Rule of
Thumb" (RT) figures. Figures.that are
adjusted for easier use are termed

figures.

74. Theterm "Rule of Thumb" mAy-be
abbreviated as RT; thus Rule of Thumb
may be written as

75. 4 you wish to abbreviate Rule of
Thumb you may do it with

76. The figure 8.33 lbs may be adjusted
to read 8.3 lbs for easier vse. The ad
justed figure 8.3 lbs becomes a *

77., The (RT) weight of one gallon'of
water is 8:3 lbs. The figute for the
weight of one gallon water, whidh is

is a *

78. At 50 psi nozzle preisure a 1 indh
nozzle will disdharge gPm,
if the water is discharged for 3-minutes,
there would be _ gallons
discharged and it would weigh
lbi.

792Tha (RT) weight of one gallon of .

water is * . Therefore,
to find the weight of 10 gallons oi water
you Would multiply 10 x *

80. There ars 231 cubic inches in one
-gallon of water. With this in mind we
could say one gallon will weigh*
and contain * indhes.

81. One gallon of water contains 231
cubic inches and would weigh*
thus, using RT, two.gallons of water
might weight * and contain

82. The RT weisht of one gallon of
water is * and contains *

83. There are 693 cubic inches in
3 gallons of water. We arrived at this
ansvet by multiplying 3 times the cubic
inches per one gallon of water, Fhich
is

13



. 231

0.

84. The measurements of the figure
below arel, length 12", width.,12." And

Ileight 12", which means one cubic foot
will contain cubic inches.

1

One Cubic Foot of Water,

1,728 cubic inches

height

1,728

1,728 cu. in
231 cunin
8.3 lbs

1,728
62.5 lbs

lbs

1,728
7.5

85. The figure above shows one:Cubic
foot of water. By multiplyiig.area in
square inches al:, ininches
would mean one-cubic foot contains *

06. One cul4cfoot of water contains
t'ewhile one gallbn

of water contains * : And the
weight of one'gallon of water is (ET)

.87. One cubic foot of water will.weigh
62.5 As and contain cUbic
inchei. This would mean 1,728 cubic
inches of water will Weigh *

88. One cubic' footor 7.5,,,gat:s of
water will weigh*
contain cubic inches. From
this 1;728 cu. inches of water would
equal gnllons of water.

84. One cubic foot will liold

gallons of water and.would weigh *
we could also say that 1,728 cu. in. will
weigh * because 1,728 cu. in.
_is equal to one *

14 399
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7.5-

62.5.1bs
62.5
1 cubic foot

15-

7.5 gallons
1,728

7.5
26,250

62.5 lbs
1,728 cu. in

. 7.5

8.3 lbs
231

62.5 rim
7.5 gals
8.3 lbs
231 cu. in.

90. There are-7.5 gallOns (RI)" in one
cUbic foot. Therefore two cubic feet
stht hol4 ,gallons.

01. The number of-gallons in one cUbic
foOt is * While the number
of cubic inches in one cubiC foot is

92. One cubic foot will hold
gallons of water. Therefore, a swimming
pool with a volume of 3,500 cu. ft. would
hold gallons of water.

93. A cubic foot of water will weigti.
and contain *

and hold gallons.

94. One gallon of water will weigh (RT)
and contain.

cubic inches.

95. The weight of one cubic foot of
water is ** The number
of gallons a cubic foot will hold is
** The weight of one
gallon of,water is **

, The number of cubic inches
in one gallon of water is **

96. Friction loss is the pressure lost
due to friction; (see figure below) thus,
friction loss is the loss of
due to friction.

HiisE coidriEciiori

1

VHS
nmwrwwwwwr

11,1411AIIN
14111111111111

4411111111,1
111111111701

tI ON NM

- ..., ....Iv -.., ma ......., .valulats iv lit

1)
1111111111 y1111111/1).
IINIIN I IIIIIIV
11111111 ' NIA?mars V fit IWO II

4WII111, I ArirAlla

CROSS SECTION 2 1/2" FIRE HOSE

400
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preesure

pressure
pressure
friction loss

Friction

97. Friction losovin a hose is a loss
of due to friction; and
this loss of in called

98. 'In the figure below, iater rubbing
, against the inside of the hose causes

HZRE CONNECTION:

1.11111TWVilf1I p.

la,n1111111

.41111111111 tin
'nommAll ia
11141111MINVI

WIIIIIIIA uVO
1111i11111

FRICTION "M
?

t I

11.1ime arrul!
1 Ilf I NM rAlili

CROSS SECTION 2 1/2" FIRE HOSE ,

.

99. When water rubs against the inside
of the hose it causes

resulting in a loss of

'.Friction 100. A, pump produces 100 psi ind the
pressure nozzle at the end,of 500 feet of hose

has only 50 psi pressure. The pressure
lost is due to and
is called * . .

friction

friction loss
101. Pump pressure is 200 psi, nozzle
pressure is 50 psi. The loss of'150-Osi

preaspre is due to friction. From
this we could sly friction loss is the
* ,

loss of pressure due to friction 102. Friction loss is overcome by
increasing pump pressure, so in order
to overcome * -you

must increase *

friction loss
-pump przasure

103. Friction loss-in hose is determined
by the size of the nozzle; for example,

standard nozzles, which are4 ",

and inch, will have different
rates of *

3 bs-C



1-1/8 and 1 1/4
friction loss

104. Friction loss is determined by the
size of the nozzie,ind the amount of hose
lay out.. If the pump operator must
determin e. the amount of frictionloss,

--he.must first know *

size of nozzle and amount of hose 105. Using a 1-iadh nozZle, the friction
laid out loss-per 100 feet of 2 1/2 inch'hose is

10 psi (RT). This means eadh 100 feet
of 2 1/2 indh hose will have *-
friction loss.

10 psi 106. Using 2 1/2 inch hose, the friction
loss for a-1 inCh nozzle per 100 feet is
* ;-thus, the friction
loss in-200 feet would be *

10 psi
20 psi

50 psi

107. Using a 1 iadh nozzle, the friaion
loss for 500 feet of 2 1/2 indh hoise
woulUbe *

108. A pumplaust overcome 60 psi of
friction.loss and the nozzle in use is n
1 inch nozzle. 'The amount of 2 1/2 inch
hose laid'out is *
REMEMBER: Using a 1 inch nozzle on 2 1/2
-inch hose the friction loss is 10 psi per
each 100 feet.

600 feet 109. Friction loss, using i 1-1/8 inch
nozzle is 18 psi per 100 feet of 2.1/2
indh hose. Using a 1 inch nozzle, the
friction loss is * and

using a 1-1/8 indh nozzle it is *

10 psi 110. .Friction loss per 100 fee't of 2 1/2

18 psi indh hose using a 1-1/8'inch nozzle is

18 psi 111. With 200 feet of 2 1/2 inch hose laid
out, using a 1-1/8 indh nozzle, the
friction loss should be -* and
using a 1 indh Lozzle, it would be.
*

36, psi 112. There is 700 feet of 2 1/2 inch hose

20 psi laid out and there is-126 psi friction
loss. The nozzle in use must be a ,

1.7
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1-1/8 indh

75 psi

25 psi

400 feet

113. Using a 1 1/4-inch nozzle, there is
25 psi friction loss,per 100 feet of
2 1/2 indh hose. Therefore, the friction
loss in 300 feet would be *

114. Using a 1 1/4 indh nozsle,with 100
feet of 2 1/2 inch. hose-laid out, the
friction loss would be *

115. If a 1 1/4 inch nozile is Li use and
there is 100 psi friction loss then there
must be. feet of 2 1/2inch
hose laid out.

116. The friction loss .per 100 feet
of 2 1/2 inch hose using a 1 inch nozile
is *-_ - and using a 1-1/8 inch
nozzle is * and using a
1 1/4 inch nozzle-is.*

REVIEW

10 psi 117. At-this poit in-your program You
18-psi have learned that the' pump operator moist

25 psi know two things when determining pump
pressure; the amount of hoselaid and the
size-of the 6 You
should know thatto determine friction lose
the pump operator should know:the saMe
two things as when determining pump.pressure.
With this in mind the two things the pulp
operator must know to determine friction

loss ii * and t . .

You have also learned- manymkile-of-Thueb""
figures, Some of which-are; die weight
of one gallon of-water, which-is *
that the nuMber of gallons in one clibic
foot is . thatone gallon of
water contains cubic inches
and that in one cubic foot there are

cubic inches,

nozzle AT THIS TIME YOU SHOULD TAKE A 10-MINUTE
amount of hose laid and size of BREAK. AFTER YOUR.BRENK, RETURN TO.YOUR

nozzle PROGRAM.

8.3 lbs
7.5

- 231

1,728

No Response Required

118. At this poiat me will take up Suction
and Drafting, along-with-the edvantigts,
and disadvantages of fire streams,

18
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119.- The word atmosphere refers to the
air that surrounds the earth. For
example, the air we breathe is referred

to es

atmosphere 120. The air that surrounds the earth
is called

atmosphere 121. Since the atmosphere exerts pressure,

it is called "atmospheric pressure" and
and is Omen in psi. For example, the

is 14.7 psi at sea

level.

atmospheric pressure 122. Pressure is applied on all things
equally by the

atmosphere 123. Atmospheric pressure at sea level

is 14.7 psi; thus, the pressure exerted
at sea level by the
*

124. Atmosphericatmosphere exerts equal

14.7 psi pressure on all thingi. For example, a

surface of water at sea leVel will have

a _exerted on it of *

pressure
pressure
14.7 psi

pressure
sea level
14.7 psi

1447 PSI

Figure A

125. Atmospheric is

exerted.at * in the

.amount of *

12.6. Atmospheric pressure is exerted
equally in all*directions. In the figure
below itis easy to see that the
is exerted equally *

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE IS

pfERTEIKE-GUALLY IN

- ALL DIRECTIONS '

19
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pressure
in all directions

in all direitions
14..7 psi

15.7 psi
13.7 psi
to go up

go up

15.7 PSI

-

127. Any object ,coming in contact.4ith
the atmosphere.at sea level willleve.
pressure exerted upon it equally *

of*

128. in figure PE" pressure in the straw
has been increased to *
causing the water to go down. In figure
"C" pressure has decreased to *
causing the water *-

13.7 PSI

129. In figure "C",pressure in the straw
hal decreased which will cause the water
in the straw to *

'157 PSI 13.7 PSI

130. If pressure exerted onwater fit
equal on sll sides water will not move,
but if. pressure is increased or decreased
on one side water *

ZO. 405



will inOve

itIMP "A"

14.7 PSI

INTERNAL PRESSURE

EQUAL TO THE
EXTERNAL PRESSURE
RESULTS( NO DRAFT

will not
will move

=MEN 4IMM
COMM ONIIIMID OMNI
MMMIN =MM.

4m=I

MOON =NM MMIM
"NM NIMINN NNO/NO

4/MMNND INENIND 4M/I
4=1/MMNSO ONIMIMP MINVM

131. In figure "A" the pressure is
equal on all eides and the water

movd, but in figure "B"
the pressure is pot equal and the water

ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE
EXERTED

14.7 PSI

PUMP

13.7 PSI

INTERNAL PRESSURE=.
...LESS THAN THI_

=EXTERNAL PRESSURE= =
RESULTS: DRAFT

PUMP'"Al

14.7 PSI

amnia,

4.=1
NMM

4M/mMM
MMIMMO
NMM

41IM NMMM 0/NM NO /MM.
INM/N NMMIIIMM MMM

132. When the pump decreases pressure
in the hose (figure B)mater will rise
teward the pump:, The more pressure
decreases the higher water will

the pump.

ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE
EXERTED

14.7' PSI

PUMP "S"

13.7 PSI

INTERNAL PREMIEN
EQUAL TO THE
EXTERNAL PRESSURE
RESULTS, NO DRAFT

rise toward

, will rise

O NNM =NM
MEMO MMMMi 4/MNO

MINNOW
1MO AMMIM - MI/0/0

MNED. OMM. OIMMm
MINO M/NINSt MMEMIN
NN/MM MIMNM MMM WINO
NMEMON MIBMM 4/0/MIM MENEM

INTERNAL nesstoig=7.---z
. L'ESS THAN THE

=EXTERNAL PRESSURE=
RESULTS: DRAFT

MEN 41
.111 AMMO

MINNIMP
4/NMINI
MNIMINIM

0

AMMO

MINIMIN
=moo

IINIMMEM

133. /f the pressure in the hose is
13.7 psi and is decreased to 12.3 psi,
this simply means water *
higher in the hose.

134. Once the water-begins to
in tho hose, tbe pump is said to be
drafting; thus, for water to
in the hose the pump must be

21
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rise

rise
drafting

draft

135. 'the pump.decreaisd presiure in_

the hose causing a draft, If the-pressure
in the hose is lesivihen the ,pressure

outside, then the -pump_40.11

136. In figure "A" the pump will not
but in figure 13"- the

pump will , . because **

PUMP "A":

14.7 PSI I

INTERNAt PRESSURE: ==.
EQUAL TO THE:
EXTERNAL PRESSURE; ==.
RESULTS: NO DRAFT ^-""-

drift

draft
the pressure is less inside

the hose,

..434 psi

0

.434 psi

.868

PUMP "I1" ,

13.7 PSI

ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE
EXERTED:
14.7 PEI

.".-=INTEMNAL PRESSURE===
LESS THAN THE

....=EXTERNAL PRESSURE= =
RESULTS: DRAFT

137: Whep the pressure in thersuction
hose is decreased .434 psi water will
be drafted 1 foot high. To draft water
1 foot high, pressure must be decreased-.

138. The amount of pressure decrease
necessary in,a suction hose to draft

.water'l foot,high.is *

139. .TO draft water two feet high
would require a.pressure decrease in the
suction hose of *

140. If a,pump decreases pressuredin
the suction hose 1 psi, water will rise
2.304 feet thus, a 1-psi decrease of
pressure In the suction hose would cause
the water to be drafted or rise *'

. '

2.304 141. .st 2-psi. decrease of 'pressure in the

suction hose would cause the water to
high.

.

di&
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rise

4.608.feet

2.304 leet
6.012 feet

Arafted (raised)
6.912 feet

pressure
1 psi

pump-primer

pump-primer

atmospheric pressure
treated vacuum

4.

vacuum
drafted (raised) -

2.304 feet high

decreases

to decrease the pressure in
the suction hose

the water to rise (the water
is drafted)

142. With a 1-psi pfessure decrease in'
the suction hose, water'Vill be

*drifted * high. Therefore,
with'a 3-psi decrease water would be
drafted * high.

143. If the pressure in the suction
hose is 10.5 psi and the atmospheric
prassure on the outside is,43.5 psi'
the water will be *
high.

,144. To draft water 2.304 feat we
must decresie the in-the
suction hose * , *

145, Standard AF fire pumps will not
pump air; therefore, a device known
as a pump-primer is used. In Order to
create'a vacuum we must use a *

146. A device used to create a vacuum
is a *

147. When a pump-primer decreases
pressure in a suctiop hose below
atmospheric pressure it is creating a
vacuum. If the pressure in the base
is 3 psi below *
the pump-primer has

148. ihe height* water will be drafted
depends on host...much_veOuum-the.-puMp7-

primer creates. For example, if the,

pump -priier creates enough
to decrease pressure 1 psi, water will,
be *

149. When the pump-primer creates
vacuum, the pressure in the suction

.
hose ;' thus tae purpose
for creating a vacuum,is **
causing *

150. Assuming perfect conditions,'
water can be drafted to a maximum height
of 33.9 feet. This would mean the best of
pumps could not draft water over -

*

23
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33.9 feet 151. To find the maximum drafting:height
of eater, which it * ,

mUltigy atmoipheric pressure x 2.304
feet. Ey multiplying these two,, yOUr
answer would be the *

33.9 152. Assurninipperfact eonditions, 33.9
...maximum drafting height-of water, feet is the figure for the **

maximum drafting height of water

4

fog stream

fog stream
straight stream

fog stream
straight stream

advantages
disadvantages,

fog stream
ttraight otremn
disadvantages-
adventages!

tcooling effect

cooling effect
straight stream

153.. The fire service uses two types af
fire streams, 'oae of vhioh is the fos
stream. -One type fire stream used in
the' fire service is the

154. Another type stream is the straieht
stream;%thus,.the teo types of fire
streams most generally used are the

and die.*

155. In the fire 'Uarvice two types
of fire streams used.are,the *
and the *

156. Each type fire stream has its
own advantages and disadvantages.

'in oriler to use these tvo fire'streams
effietiVely it is important

. to understand their
and

157. .When using either fire stream,
vhether it is a * or a .
* the fire protection
specialist should understand their

and

158. One advantage of a fog stream is its
greater cooling effect.; The-fog stratew
covers more than the straight stream;
thus, giving it a great * .

159. ysing a fog stream, more water
surface is exposed to the heat over a
larger area giving it a greater *
than a *

160. The more water surfste exposed
to the heat the greater the *
Therefore, if you vent a greater cooling
effect you must have more *

24
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t..

cool4ng effect -

water surface exposed io the heat

water-surface area exposed to the
heat

cooling effect

cooling effect
smothering effect,

cooling effect ,

smothering effect

steam .

steam
smotherinl effect

converted to steam

water into steam

steam
smothering effect'
cooliAg effect

fog stream
straight stream

.iti cooling effect ahd its
smothering

effect

tt

161. The greater the cooling effect the

more

162-. One advantage clg the fog stream%
its * while another'is its
smothering effect. Therefore, two
advantagee.of the fog'stream are its

'and its *

- 163. Applying a fog stream-on a fire has
stwo advantages; they are_the *
and its *

164. Steam Smothers a fire bi displacing
that oxygen. Therefore, toamother a fire
by displacing the Oxygen, water must be
converted to

165. 'When Water is applied on a.fire by'
a fog stream it may be converted io
disOlacing the oxygen, thereby cauSing a

166. Tie more water converted to'steam
the more oxygen it will displace. Therefore,
to smother a-fire with a fog streak, water
must be *

167. Smothering a fire with water,thtii
displacing the oxygen, is.done by
converting *

168. Water apPlied fo a fire in the
form of fog may be converted to
causing a * ". while some
of the water may absoth heat causing
a * *.

169. The fire service uses two general
types of fire streams. They are:**

170. Two advantages of fog stream are:
**

171. The cooling effect of a fog stream
0 is the result of **

and the smothering effect is the
Tesult of **

larger water surface exposed
heat

water,being converted to steam
diSplacing oxygen

172; A fog stream has a much shorter
range than a straight stream, meaning
a iii.sadvantage of.the fog stream is
its *

25
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' T

-

shorter range

dhorter range

penetratiOn ,

atorter range

pinetratiOn

its shorter range and little-or
limited penetration

straight stream

longer range

longer-range
penetrating effect,

longer, range

.penetrating effect
'10

little water surface exposed to
to the heat

A.73. One disadvantage of the fog stream
is its *

,174. Anotherdisadventige of the fog-
stream is very little penetration; thus,
two disadvantages-AA the fog stream are
very little and,its
*

.J

175. One disidWantege-ofthe: ittg stream
other than its short rangs is VerY little

176. TWo disadvantages of,a fog sirens
ara.

177. A fOg etre* is one type fire. stream
w)iiie =Other type Is the *

178. The straightstream has- i loneer
.ranse then the fog stream. Therefore,
one:i0antage,of the:Straight-stream is:ita
* t

179.. The straight streamtis alonger
ring. an4 a more _peneerating effect than
the fog stream;,thus, the Advantages of
the straighi stream are-,its *-
anfi,more *

1804 Two adliantaget of the straight
stream are *. and.mOri
* .

181. The straight streek has little water
surface exposed-to the heat, la cOmpared
to the fog,stream; thus, a disadvantage

'of the straight stream is *

182. 'Two advantages. of a straight
Stream are its ** whiie
the disadvantage is **-

longer range and" more peneirating 183. Capacity means the-amount of

effect "water that can be delivered under,
' little water surface exposed to -specified-conditions. Therefore, the,

heat - capacity of a fire,stream is the amount
of * _

water that can be delivered under 184.. Under specified 'conditions,

',Pacified conditions capacity means *
0

,
26.
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tie amount of wetellthit can,he ) 181. Tisnize of-the nozzle mast he_
deli:Oared % considered when figuring the capacity of a

.
lire stream.: When figuring the capacity
of a fire stream we must censider the
it,

size of thit nozzle

0

size of the-nozzle

the siie of the nozzle

velOcity

size of ,the nozzle and melocity
of the water

Velocity.

velocity
of the nozzle

1864 -One of two things taken into
consideration'wben figuring the capacity
of a fire stream is the'

187. ,You wish to know the capacity of a-
fire stream: One thing you must take
into account is *

188. Velocity of water, refers to the
speed of the water. If the speed of the
water in a hose is 10 feet per second,
then this-will'be its

189. The capacity of a fire stream is
determined by the *
and.*

190. If water is moving at a rate of
100 foot par second through a 2 1/2 inch
hose, this-rate or speed of the water is
called

191. To determine the capacity of a fire -

stream we must know the speed or
Of the Water and the

192. The size of the and the
of the water-will determine

the of a fire stream.

6'
nozzle 193. lib= determining-the capacity of

velocity (speed) 4 fire stream we must know tgo things,

capacity % one of whiefi is the ize-of the nozzle
the other is the *

velocity of the water 194. Pressure exerted against the intnke
side of the pump is called:intake pressure,
while pressure exerted beck against the
discharge side ,of the pump is called
baCk/

pressure , 195. Tbe pressure exerted badk agsinst
,

° the pump is called *
/
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back pressure

weight

back
taik pressure

water
back against the pump

1 FT I

I
4111

NOON
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/NI

196. Back pressure is caused by 'the
weight ofWater forcing badk against
the pump; thus; any pressure. caused
by the- of the.Water
forcing againit, the pligp

is called *

197. Back pressure ii-qiused by the
weight of forcing-*

198. Uck Pressure is figured by the
weight aa height. of the water.: Frrom
the lig4e belo0 if the wateris
nailed b feet there Would be.a *

2111
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of

back pressure
2.6(44

.434 LIS .ie$ iss 1:302 MS

psi.

199. krom the figure below, if-tha Water is
1. foot above the pump it would:have a.

of psi.
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.434 LIS

,baci preisUre
.434

.868 1.83 '1.302 LI1S

.,200. For eachloot water riseirin the
hop:, pressure will te exerted badk against
the-pump in the amount of *

za, 413
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.434 201. This figure Shows 144 Columns of
_water_l_foot high (12 x 12 u 144). Eadh
column mill exert a downward-pressure of

.434 psi

.434 psi

back pressure
.434 pia

back pressure
rule of thumb

a

202. When drafting water, the amount of
pressure 4creasemeededin the suction
hose to raise 4ater 1 foot is *

203. If pressure must be decreased in the
suction hose :434-psi to raise water
1 foot the water must exert é downward
pressure of * 'imir foot.

204. If water is raised 12 feet (about I
story) above the pump, then 6.figure the

we must multipli 12
feet x *

.'205. For each 12 feet the water rises
above the pump, we will have 5.208

, psi of *. . We adjust
the figure 5.208 psi to 5 psi for easier
use; thus 5 psi becomes a *

206. The XI for back pressure par each .

12 feet of.rise above the pump is

5 psi 207. When figuring back pressure we
never figure the first story of a
building.. Therefore, if the noisle
is raised.to.the second-storyve
will have onlY * of,

-

414
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5 psi
back pressure

back pressure
15 pai

A

10

back pressure
increase pump pressure

increase pump-pressure

increase pump pressUre
15 psi
nozzle pressure

note

lack pressure

not

back piessure

20 psi

increase pump pressure
10 psi

the weight of the water forcing

back against the pump
increase ,pump pressure,

fire hydrant,

fire hydrant

208.: The RT back pressurever each
12 feet-of ritels 5-pei. Therefore,
if thetOzzle is railed 4'stories Or
36 leat above the pulp,. the'*
will be,*

209. To ovvircolabSek pressure we
incresse pump pressure:- If-the nozzle'
1A-raised -to -the third- story, Ws-will
have , psi of
and to OvercOre-this,-we *

210. To overcome beck piesduti vs must

.211. The increase in puippresaure east
be equal to the amount of back pressure.
If our back pressure ii 15 pii we must
* in the amount of

ta.mmintain-standart

,212. Back preisura is never-figured for
less than 5 Psi, in other words, if the
nozzle is raised'only 6 feet iboie the
pump, we would figure any

s

213. If the nozzle is not rased ai 1440
12 feet Above the OUMp,you would
figure *

214. If the nOzzle-is carried to-the 5th
floor of a building, the beak pressure
.would be * and to overcome
this we muit.* in-the
amount of *

215. Back pressure is **
and is overcome by **

.110.. The fire department has numerous
sources from which,it gets water. Of these

the most eommon is, the firellydrent. The
most common water supply it the*

217. The Mest.common watet source used
by the majority'of fire departments is
the *
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